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FOREWORD  

s 

The publication of the present work has a long and complicated history. When FerriS J Stephens 

retired from the curatorship of the Babylonian Collection in 1962, and I arrived to take his place, 
one of the first problems confronting me was a large backlog of unfinished and half-finished 
manuscripts. These included dissertations written under the direction of Stephens or of 

Albrecht Goetze, and monographs and collections of copies prepared by former students and 
other collaborators. I therefore decided to bring the authorS in question back to New Haven to 
finish their manuscripts where possible, or to enlist other collaborators for the same purpose 

where it was not. To this end, applications were successfully made to the National Endowment for 
the Humanities for summer grants—five in all during the period 1968-77—which eventually 
resulted in, or contributed materially to, the publication of a dozen monographs (BIN 3, YNER 
4-7, and YOS 11-14 and 17-18, as well as B. Buchanan's ENES) . 

Richard L. Litke's A Reconstruction of the Assyro -Babylonian God-Lists, AN.• dA -nu-um and AN.• Anu

â améli was not included in this program. ItS problems were of a different order. Litke's copies 

were superlative, and his edition incorporated virtually all the published duplicates, notably 
those from the British Museum published by L.W. King in CT 24-25. He had the benefit of 

comments not only from Stephens, his advisor, but also from other experts, such as Benno 
Landsberger, as I can verify from my service as the latter's initial assistant (1954-56) under his 
Guggenheim Foundation grant. But the existence of numerous unpublished duplicates and the 

occasional reSort to non-An=Anum parallels meant that his edition, however helpful as a first 
attempt, could not be regarded as definitive. For so crucial a testimony to the religions of 
antiquity, it seemed better to delay matters long enough to incorporate the balance of the 
relevant material. 

The author himself had meantime withdrawn to private life in Walla Walla, Washington, 
where he was in no position to make the desired changeS. Nor did he consider coming back to 
New Haven for the purpoSe. However, once located with the help of the late Warren C. Cowgill, 

my colleague in Linguistics, the author was more than willing to cooperate in any way possible to 
help others achieve it. Indeed, over the many years that have intervened, he has never failed to 
support each deciSion made here to this end. 

The firSt of these was the preparation of an index to Litke's edition by Maria deJong Ellis in 
1970. The second was taken the following year, when, on the occaSion of the XIX' Rencontre 
Assyriologique Internationale (RAI) in Paris, my late colleague Jacob J. FinkelStein approached 
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W.G. Lambert with the suggestion that he take on the task of bringing the edition up to date. This 
invitation, which I seconded, waS duly accepted and, for the next ten years, Lambert prepared 
detailed commentaries on each of the first three tablets (chapters) of the series and sent them 

to me for review. The last of these submissions was in 1981. 

From the first, the essential importance of the Litke edition was widely recognized, especially 

in connection with the Reallexikon der Assyriologie (RLA), which had resumed publication with 

volume 3 in 1957 under the general editorship, first of Ernst Weidner and Wolfram von Soden, 
then, from 1976 on, of Dietz Otto Edzard. Edzard requested and secured permission to receive 

a copy of Litke's dissertation for the RIA (permission otherwise routinely denied), and the 

results are visible in RLA 4ff. More recently, the same courtesy was extended to Jacob Klein for 

the same purpose. 

Subsequently it became apparent that other duties were preventing Lambert from com-
pleting his edition in the near future. In its admirably thorough coverage, moreover, it waS 
turning from a Straightforward edition into a major commentary on the text. Nevertheless, it was 
hoped that the original plan could be carried through to completion. That Sentiment was 

conveyed to Lambert by letter of August 2, 1994, and in person by myself and Ulla Kasten, 
Museum Editor for the Babylonian Collection, on the occasion of the XLIe RAI in Berlin in 1994. 

If it has now been decided to opt for another solution, it is in part becauSe there were no new 
results from these exchangeS of ideas, and in part because the progress of technology has made 

it feasible to reproduce the original manuscript without setting it anew in type.' The book has 
been supplied with this foreword at one end and the index at the other, and with headers for 
ready identification of each tablet (chapter). Otherwise, Litke's text appears here exactly as 

submitted in 1958. It is obvious that in the forty years that have intervened, the progreSS of 
ASSyriology has been enormous. Hence any attempt at even the most partial updating of the 
material would be doomed to the same lengthy delays already experienced. It is hoped that with 
the publication of the dissertation, the author's great patience and forbearance will be, to some 
extent, vindicated, and that an early completion of Lambert's painstaking commentary will be 

stimulated. 

The series Texts from the Babylonian Collection (TBC) was inaugurated in 1985 with a gift from 

the late Barbara Clay Debevoise, long a benefactress of the Collection, and is here carried 
forward with a grant from her daughter, Elizabeth Debevoise Healy. It is well suited for the 

purpose of presenting YBC 2401 to the scholarly world. The parallels from other collections 
incorporated in the edition have nearly all appeared in print elsewhere. In those few cases where 
unpublished parallels were utilized, this has been done with the permisSion of the appropriate 

authorities as indicated ad locc. 

1. The alternative of converting the original typescript—with the exception of the preface, list of abbreviations, 
and introduction—to printed type by means of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) had to be rejected 
because of the expense and the considerable risk of errors entailed. 

When Anton Deimel published the first great compendium of Mesopotamian divine names 

in 1914, he called it Pantheon Babylonicum. This edition of  An-Anum  could hardly be entitled 

"Pantheon Assyricum," but like K. 4349, its duplicate in the British Museum, YBC 2401 is the work 
of one and the same Middle Assyrian scribe, Kidin-Sin, the son of the royal scribe called simply 

"the Sutaean" (su-ti-e) . In K. 4349, both are called A.BA, literally "abecedarian," perhaps a hint 

that they could also write Aramaic on parchment or papyrus? Both may have been active in the 

time of Tiglath-pileser I (1114-1076 B.C.) , 3  but whether they worked for his library, or indeed 

whether there was such a library, has been questioned . 4  

Deimel counted 3300 discrete names of deities in 1914. By 1950, the Second edition of his 

Pantheon brought the number up to 5580 (or 5367 after Subtracting cross-references) 5 YBC 2401 
explainS 2123 of these in its seven tablets; the addition of An Anum a améli brings the total to 

2280, or more than 40% of those catalogued by Deimel. It truly deserves the designation of 

tupkallu (dubgallu) or "monster tablet" reserved for the prototypes of its London duplicate and 

of the "Tale of the Fox" and perhaps other fables . 7  On the occasion of the XLV e  RAI, Litke'S 

edition is now finally offered to the entire field of ancient Near Eastern studies. It should open 

a whole new window on the scholars of the Middle Assyrian court, and on the invisible world 
about them as conceived by them, their predecessors, and their successors throughout ancient 

Mesopotamia. 

William W. Hallo 

2. W.W. Hallo, Origins (Leiden: Brill, 1996) 39f. 

3. H. Hunger, Babylonische und assyrische Kolophone (Alter Orient und Altes Testament 2, 1968) 31f., Nos. 50f.; M. 

Heltzer, The Suteans (Naples: Istituto Universitario Orientale, 1981) 89; R. Zadok, "Suteans and Other West 

Semites during the Latter Half of the Second Millennium B.C.," Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica 16 (1985) 59-

70, esp. p. 61. 

4. W.G. Lambert, "Tukulti-Ninurta I and the Assyriarí King List," Iraq 38 (1976) 85-94, esp. p. 85, n. 2; O. 
Pedersén, Archives and Libraries in the City of Assur (2w., Studia Semitica Upsaliensia 6, 8) (Uppsala: Acta 

Universitatis Upsaliensis, 1985-86), esp. Part I, pp. 41f. 

5. W.W. Hallo, "Albright and the Gods of Mesopotamia," Biblical Archaeologist 56 (1993) 18-24, esp. p. 21. 

6. W.G. Lambert, "Götterlisten," Reallexikon der Assyriologie 3 (1969) 473-79, esp. p. 475. 

7. W.G. I.ambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature (Oxford: Clarendon, 1960) 186-209 and 337, esp. pp. 208f., line 

17; cf. also H. Vanstiphout, "The Importance of `The Tale of the Fox'," Acta Sumerologica 10 (1988) 191-227. 
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PREFACE 

For a study of the religion and culture of the Assyro-Babylonians, the explanatory series An: dA-
nu-um posseSses unique importance. Because it contains not only a systematic catalog of the 
ancient pantheon of these peoples, but also an explanation of the relationships of the numerous 
deities within the pantheon to one another, such a list is an invaluable aid to the proper 

understanding of almost every type of written document that has come down from ancient 

Mesopotamia. 

Although a large number of duplicate texts of this ancient god-list have been published, the 
imperfect condition of most of theSe texts has always caused some uncertainty as to the 
arrangement of the material within the series; and the numerous lacunae in this important work 
have often detracted from its general usefulness. From time to time, efforts have been put forth 

to reconstruct the series, but the difficulties involved have limited such efforts. There has been, 
therefore, a real need for texts of the Series that are more complete and that can provide a means 

of locating the position of the many textS that have already been published. 

To meet this need, the text YBC 2401 (which is here presented for the first time) is of special 

importance. Because it contains all of the canonical tabletS of the series, written on one large 
tablet, and because it is better preserved than most of the other duplicate texts of this work, YBC 

2401 provides not only a suitable control for the location of the various fragmentary duplicates 
of the series, but it also provides a means of restoring the greater part of the contents of this work. 

It is the objective of the present report to present a fresh reconstruction of both An : dA nu-
um and the smaller list An : Anu sâ améli, based upon this new text and all other known 

duplicates of the two series. It is hoped that such an undertaking will prove helpful in the 
understanding of an ancient civilization among whom religion played such a dominant role. 

It is a pleasure for the writer to express, at this point, his appreciation to all those who have 
made this work possible. To Dr. Ferris J Stephens of Yale University, a Special debt of gratitude 

is owed for his constant interest and guidance during the period of research, as well as for his 
numerous suggestions during the time of the final preparation of this report. Also, the writer 

owes much to Dr. Landsberger of the University of Chicago, who so kindly gave much of hiS 
valuable time to the reading of the preliminary copy of the text of the present reconstruction. 
Their helpful counsel and valuable suggestionS have immeasurably enriched the restoration 
contained in the following pages (without being reSponsible in any way for errors that this work 

xi 
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may contain). The writer wishes to express his appreciation to Mr. R. D. Barnett of the Depart-
ment of West Asiatic Antiquities at the British Museum, for permission to quote from the unpub-
lished texts K. 2110, K. 11194, and 45639. Finally, the writer expresses his thanks in a special way 
to his wife for the typing of the manuscript of this report. ABBREVIATIONS 

ABL 	 R. F. Harper, Assyrian and Babylonian Letters 
ABRT 	 J. A. Craig, Assyrian and Babylonian Religious Texts 
ADD 	 C. H. W. Johns, Assyrian Deeds and Documents 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

When portions of the series An : dA nu-um were first published, 1  the scope of the series involved 
was unknown. In the titles given to these texts, it was simply stated that they were "mythological" 
texts, and a more exact appraisal of their nature was left to future scholars. With the appearance 
of other duplicate fragmentS of thiS work, 2  it became increasingly evident that these broken 
texts represented parts of a major series—a series that presented a systematic explanation of the 
AsSyro-Babylonian pantheon, as worshiped in late ASsyrian times. 

The task of reStoring this ancient document was greatly facilitated by the publication of CT 
24 and 25. These were quickly followed by the helpful analySeS by MeisSner 3 which provided a 
means of properly placing many of the fragments published in CT 24 and 25. But it waS not until 
the appearance of Zimmern's "Zur Herstellung der grosser babylonischen Götterlisten An = 

(ilu) Anums4  that the actual scope and general arrangement of the series became clear. 
Zimmern based his reconstruction upon the discovery that the emesal god-list, K.  171 (II R 59), 
represents an abbreviated dialectal series that closely parallels the series An : dA-nu-um. With 
this smaller list as a guide, he was able to determine the position of many previously unlocated 
fragments of the larger work and to discover that the series was divided into approximately six 
tablets when complete. 5  

The new text, YBC 2401, largely confirms the work of Zimmern (although some of his 
conclusions are Subject to modification); and it now makes the recons truction of the series 
attainable on a much wider Scale than was formerly possible. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF GOD-LISTS IN MESOPOTAMIA 

The earliest examples of god-liSts that have yet been unearthed are to be found among the 
"School tablets" from Fara. 6  Paleographically, these represent a period approximately during or 

1. II R 54-58 and III R 67-69. 

2. See especially CT 24 and 25, in which King not only republished the material that had previously appeared 
in II R and III R, but also included a large number of other texts of the series. A few other fragments have 
also appeared in other publications, e.g., cf. KAV 50, 51, et al.; RA 17 183 (Rm. 930) and 194 f. (Ki. 1904-10-
9, 61); and SLT 121. 

3. OLZ 12 197 ff.; OLZ 13 61 ff. and 97 ff. 

4. BSGW 63 pp. 83 ff. 

5. However, since Zimmern's reconstruction was presented only in outline form, its general usefulness has 
been quite limited. 

6. Deimel, Fara II 1-9. 

1 
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just before the time of Ur-dNazi, 7  indicating the great antiquity of the practice of compiling lists 

of gods. Written at a time when the Mesopotamian system of writing had only recently passed 
beyond the stage of simple pictographs, the Fara god-lists, nevertheless, exhibit an impressive 
array of deities that probably numbered over five hundred names . 8  

The ancient lists from Fara, with their surprisingly imposing pantheon, have yet to be fully 

analyzed; in fact, many of the names therein can be read only with great difficulty because of the 
archaic nature of the script. There are certain features, however, of these ancient lists that may 

be linked with later inventories of divine names. For example, even at this early date, the custom 
of beginning each list with the name of Enlil Seems to have been mandatory . 9  The second place 

in the pantheon was occupied by the goddess Inanna, 10  and Enki was listed third. 1 ' The names 

of Nanna12  and Utu13  also appear near the beginning of these lists. The order of these important 

gods in the Fara texts compares favorably with the ranking of the same names in later lists; but, 

generally speaking, there Seems to be no real traceable ties between the ancient god-listS from 
Fara and later traditions such as that contained in the series An : dA-nu-um. 

It seems safe to say that during the long interval of time between the period repreSented by 
the Fara texts and the time of the third dynasty of Ur, the compilation of god-lists was a practice 
not unknown to the people who inhabited Babylonia. Direct evidence for such activity must 
await the results of future excavationS; but indirect evidence may be found in the fact that there 

were at least four different traditions of such lists in existence during the ISin-Larsa period. 

These are exemplified in the Nippur listS, I4  the Old Babylonian list, 15  the "Weidner god-list," 16 

 and a small unpublished fragment of an Old Babylonian list, now in the possession of the 

Copenhagen National Museum. 17  
At the present time, the relationship between these various traditions seems quite tenuous 

and difficult to analyze; nor does it seem possible to discover any demonStrable ties between 

them and the older Fara god-liSts. 18  The four listS doubtless reflect the local cult traditionS in as 

7. Fara II p. 5*. (For the reading of Ur- dNazi instead of Ur-' Nange, cf. Tablet III 67 below.) 

8. Fara II p. 7* no. 1, a. 

9. Cf. Fara II 5 i 1; 6 i 1; and 7 i 1 f. The traces in 1 i 1 would seem to point to a restoration of 'An' as the first 
name, but Deimel (Fara II p. 7*) regarded this reading as virtually impossible. Later lists, of course, usually 
give An/Anu the first place and Enlil the second; but in the Fara lists the name of An is almost 
unmentioned (cf. An.na in Fara II 23 v 6) . 

10. Cf. Fara II 1 i 3 and 7 i 3 f. In the later lists, Enlil is followed by the goddess Dingir.mah/Belit-ili. 

11. Cf. Fara II 1 i 4; 5 i 2; and 6 i 2. In 7 i 5 f., Enki may have appeared under the name of <Dingir>.nun (cf. also 
Fara II p. 9*) . 

12. Cf. Fara II 1 i 5. In 5 i 5 and 6 i 5, the name of this deity is given as dEn.zu. 

13. Fara II l i 6. 

14. SLT 122, 123, 124. 

15. AO. 5376, TCL 15 25 ff. 

16. Especially KAV 63 and 65; cf. AfK2 1 ff. 

17. No. 10049. 

18. Each of these traditions, in so far as they are preserved, exhibits a few superficial similarities to each other as 
well as to the Fara lists. For example, both the Nippur lists and the "Weidner list" place Enlil high in the 

many religious centers-possibly representing the ranking of the deities and sub-deities as 
worshiped in the respective religious centerS. 19  In this respect, since the various leading gods 
probably represent older patron deities of distinct political units, the ranging of the pantheon 

in these lists may ultimately reflect the play and counterplay of political fortunes in early 
Babylonia even more than the independent development of theological concepts 20 

At least one of these older liSts, however, demonstrates clear tieS with the series An : dAnu-
um, for the Old Babylonian list AO. 5376 quite obviously belongs to the same tradition that 
produced the later series. A compariSon of the two lists based upon a relative ranking of a few of 

the more important gods of the pantheon may convey the superficial impression that the two 
lists have little or nothing in common; 21  but a more careful study of the various names that are 
grouped together in both lists quickly reveals the fact that AO. 5376 is in reality an Old 
Babylonian forerunner of An : dAnu-um. 22  

Between the text AO. 5376 and the later canonical list, there must have been a number of 
intermediate lists; but texts of these intermediate forms of the series are not to be found among 
tablets that are currently available. 23  In fact, even examples of the Babylonian copies of the final 
form of the series are scarcely represented among extant tablets 2 4  Practically all of the copies of 
the later serieS are texts written by Assyrian Scribes, and it is probable that these represent copies 
made directly or indirectly from Babylonian originals25  that are, of course, now lost. 

In its final form, the series An : dAnu=um represented a bulky list that was divided into six or 
more tablets. For purely practical reasons, some of these were Subdivided by certain scribes, 
resulting in a larger total number of tablets in some temple or scribal collections." A late 

pantheon (although An now takes the first position); and the names of Nanna and Enzu are not far from the 
beginning. But these and other similarities seem coincidental, being merely the result of the understandable 
tendency to list the most highly revered deities first. 

19. The center represented by the Nippur lists seems safely located by the provenience of the tablets involved and 
the Old Babylonian list AO. 5376, TCL 15 25 ff., possibly represents the tradition of Babylon (cf. the 
prominence given to Marduk in lines 89 ff.). But the original location of the other two traditions seems less 
certain. 

20. On the other hand. the development of a canonical series such as An : dA-nu-um seems to have taken place 
only after the earlier city-states had given way to larger political units. 

21. E.g., cf. de Genouillac, RA 20 96 and Jean, RA 28 180 f. 

22. Cf. Jacobsen, AS 11 98 n. 168. Note that, even though the relative ranking of a few of the major deities may 
vary somewhat in the two series, entire groups of deities are parallel in these two lists. For example, AO. 
5376:1-30 has been directly incorporated into An : dA-nu-um, Tablet I 96-137 (with only a few modifications 
and additions); AO. 5376: 31-37 represents the rudimentary form of Tablet I 1-28 of An : dAnu-um; AO. 
5376:38-50 corresponds to Tablet I 148-179, etc. 

23. Unless the various texts of the "Smaller An : dA-nu-um" (see p. 5 below) represent precursors of the larger 
series. 

24. The script of the unpublished fragment no. 45639 (in the British Museum, see under Tablet III 206 below) 
indicates that it represents at least one probable Babylonian exemplar of the series. 

25. Cf. the colophon of CT 24 17 iv 46. 

26. For example, the scribe who compiled YBC 2401 copied from a tradition that subdivided the first tablet of the 
series (see under Tablet I 204 below). This accounts for the fact that the remaining tablet numbers, as given 
in this large text, are always one number higher than that of most of the other exemplars. Note also that KAV 
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development in the formation of the series was the addition of the material designated in the 
present work as Tablet VII-material not contained in either the Old Babylonian forerunner or 
in the parallel emesal list. 27  

In its final state, the usual form of the series, obviously, was the collection of six or more 

single tablets, but there are two exemplars that contained the whole Series on one large tablet. 
This type of text, of course, represents a highly useful tool in the work of restoring the serieS, 
because it preserves the traditional sequence of the various individual tablets much better than 

the single tablet editions whose important colophons are all too frequently unpreserved. YBC 
2401 represents one of these larger tablets 2 8  Because it was written in a much smaller script 
than usual and waS copied upon a clay tablet of larger proportions than most clay tablets, 29  this 
unusual text was able to accommodate the contentS of all of the original tablets of the series and 
still maintain the original format of these tablets. 3°  The place where each of the original tablets 
ended is indicated in this text by the use of summaries and double ruled lineS. A similar text of 
this type, containing the entire series on a single clay tablet, is the "Great God-List" of the British 
Museum.31  This text, however, does not completely follow the format of the original tablets. In 
order to include at least two other series in addition to An : dA nu-um on this large tablet, 32  the 
scribe was forced to crowd his material. Whenever possible, therefore, he allotted two entries to 

each line and, as a rule, omitted dittos in the second half of the lines as well aS certain minor 
explanatory details. 

A number of fragmentary texts of other series have also been published 3 3  Unfortunately, 
however, it is probably still too early to envisage a practical reconstruction of most of these. In 
fact, it is not an easy task even to determine which fragments belong to which series. One of 
these series, An : Anu sâ améli, is so nearly completely preserved, however, that it seems feasible 
to include a restoration of it along with the present reconstruction of An : dA nu-um. 

The existence of this Smaller Series was suspected by Zimmern; 34  but, because the beginning 
of the series waS unpreserved in the texts that were available to him, its Status waS Somewhat 

51 r. 26 gives "tablet 5" as the number of the section that corresponds to the third tablet in the other texts. 
KAV 51, therefore, probably represents a tradition that subdivided two of the first three tablets. The so-
called "ninth tablet" of the series, however, (CT 24 18) cannot be explained on this basis. It represents a 
fragment of an unrelated series, and has nothing to do with names of deities; see Zimmern, BSGW 63 124 f. 

27. CT 25 40 f. (K. 204) represents an example of a one-tablet copy of this material. In YBC 2401, the additional 
section is listed as the last tablet in the series An : dA-nu-um; but in the "Great God-List," K. 4349, it is 
separated from the series by material from another series (see CT 24 34-37, in which plates 34-36 represent 
sections of the "Smaller An : dA nu-um," cf. pp. 5 ff.). 

28. See Preface. 

29. For the details as to the size of YBC 2401, see p. 16. 

30. Note that in the colophon of YBC 2401 xii 95, the scribe states that he copied from the "older tablets" (ana 
pi-i tup-piME LIBIR.RA.MES). 

31. CT 24 20-50. It is interesting to note from the colophon in CT 24 46:9 that this text was copied by the scribe 
rm1 Ki-din-dSin, the same scribe who copied the text YBC 2401. 

32. See pp. 5 ff. 

33. Especially in CT 25. 

34. See BSGW 63 125 n. 2.  

obscure. Zimmern correctly based hiS supposition upon the colophon of CT 24 46 3-5, which 
states that in the "Great God-List," the scribe wrote (al-ta--s tar\ ) dAn(DIS) : Anu sâ améli in 
combination with (il-to-nisv) An : dA nu-um. The beginning of this series iS now given by YBC 2401, 
which finally clarifies itS status and justifies its treatment aS a separate serieS 3 5  A restoration of 
this list reveals that it is the result of a tradition that was completely independent from An : dA 
nu-um; between the two serieS there seem to be no traceable ties 36 

In the "Great God-List," there is evidence of the existence of still another serieS besides An 
: dA nu-um and An : Anu sâ améli. 37 

 Even though this third Series is only partly preserved, it is 
clear that it belongs to the same Stemma as An : dA nu-um, although (as was the case with the 
text AO. 537638) the relative order of the variouS main deities and families may very slightly from 
the larger list. ThiS series (which, for convenience, may be designated the "Smaller An : dA nu- 
um") is less detailed than the main series, and often merely gives abbreviated summaries 3 9  This 
may favor the poSsibility that the "Smaller An : dA nu-um" represents a later extract series baSed 
upon the material in the larger Series. However, the fact that the smaller series follows a slightly 
different tradition in the order of the main deities would seem to argue against this assumption 
and may point instead to the poSsibility that the "Smaller An : dA nu-um" actually represents a 
transcript of one of the precursors ofAn : dA-nu-um, occupying a position about midway between 
the Old Babylonian list AO. 5376 and the later canonical Series 4 0  This third Series may have 
been mentioned in the colophon of the "Great God-List,' 41  which, proviSionally, may be 
restored as follows: 

1. SU.NIGIN Dß.1 0.D8.10. r DIS\ . [ 10.x MU.BI  An dA-nu-um] 
2. a-di An dA nu-[um labiru/sehru ù] 
3. dAn(DIS) Anu sa améli 1  a1  
4. qaq-qu-ru im-ti- r da\ 
5. il-to-nis al-ta- r tar\ 

1. "A grand total of ßx \  [names (of) An : dA-nu-um], 
2. up to [the old/small] An : dA nu-[um and] 
3. dAn : Anu sa ameli which' , 
4. (since) there was too much space, 
5. I wrote in combination therewith." 

Besides An dA-nu-um and the two smaller series, An : Anu sâ améli and the "Smaller An : dA- 
nu-um," a number of other god-lists were known to the later AsSyrian scribes. The origin of most 

35. In YBC 2401, the smaller series is separated from the main series by a blank space of about five lines and two 
pairs of ruling lines. 

36. For the organization and contents of this list, see p. 15. 

37. CT 24 34-36. It is possible that KAV 64 and CT 24 19 are also fragments of this same series. If so, CT 24 19 
would constitute the initial section of the series. Other fragments that are possible duplicates of this series 
include CT 24 9 K. 11035; CT 24 49 K. 4349E; and CT 25 8 obv. 

38. See pp. 3 f. 

39. E.g., cf. CT 24 36:34-49. 

40. See n. 23. 

41. CT 24 46:1-7. 
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of these other lists is unknown, and their scope is uncertain. Some of the fragments of these 
appear to belong to an elaborate series characterized by numerous explanations of the 

geographical relationships of various deities 4 2  This series, or type of series (which may be 

proviSionally designated "type F," because of the emphasis it places upon foreign deities), 

exhibits a form closely resembling that of An : dA-nu-um, but the two traditions should be 

distinguished from each other. How many other separate series are involved in the numerous 

fragments publiShed in CT 25 is, as yet, difficult to determine. 

THE INNER STRUCTURE OF THE SERIES AN : dA-nu-um 

The series An : dA nu-um can hardly be correctly clasSed as a lexical text for it makes no attempt 

to list Sumerian and Akkadian equivalents. It is, instead, an explanatory list that seeks to clarify 
the offices and relationships of the numerouS members of the pantheon. Unlike most lexical 
texts, this series is not even Akkadian in its composition, but rather, Sumerian. Failure to 
recognize these facts has led some to make forced Akkadian translations of the Sumerian 
explanations and has sometimes obscured the meaning of these explanations. 

The brief explanations contained in An : dA-nu-um characterize the deitieS in various ways. 

Sometimes, the explanation involves a descriptive statement of the family relationship of the 
deity with reSpect to a previous entry. In other instances, the occupation of a deity within the 

houSehold of another god is elucidated. The explanations often amount to nothing more than 
simple identifications with other deities, or merely give alternate nameS (as indicated by dittos, 
unless only one entry is involved, in which case the main name of the deity may be repeated") 

by which these deities44  were also known. 
The scribes obviously followed a general plan or outline in presenting the material contained 

in the series, although the plan was not inflexible. The nearly two thousand names contained in 
the series are generally presented aS subordinate members within the circles of the more 
important gods, and the names of the greater gods thuS form the major divisions in the series4 5 

 As each name appears in the list, it is followed by whatever alternate names that deity may 
have possessed. Usually, the name of the spouSe of the god is given next; and after thiS, a list is 

given of any sons or daughters or servants the god may have had. If the name of the god becomes 
too far removed from any of the names of his wife, children or servants by the multiplicity of 
entrieS, his name is sometimes repeated (in a genitive construction) to avoid ambiguity4 6  (This 

latter type of explanation, however, should be distinguished from the entry in which an 

42. Especially CT 25 9-14; 16-18; and 35-37. 

43. Tablet I 237 may be cited as an example. 

44. The names of Enlil in Tablet I 149 ff. and of Ea in Tablet II 129 ff. are good examples of this practice. 

45. In certain sections of the series, however, some names are quite loosely attached to the circle in which they 
are found. Especially is this evident in Tablet V and in the later sections of Tablet VI. 

46. The form of such an entry would be: dam.bi  dX.ke4  "his wife, (that is) dX's." For an example, see Tablet I 

185 where dEn.zi.kalam.ma  is described as dam.bi dEn.líl.la.ke4  (variant: dEn.líl.li). Failure to recognize this 
principle has led to some confusion. E.g., Tallquist (AG 307 and 467) mistakenly viewed the material in 
Tablet I 185 as evidence that dEn.zi.kalam.ma  is equated with Enlil, in spite of the genitive construction 

(note Tablet I 300 where dEn.zi.kalam.ma  is equated with dNisaba). 

additional identification iS appended to the explanation of the family relationship. Such an entry 
may be recognized by the omission of the genitive construction 47) 

In detailing the members of the household of a god, the names of any children that the god 
may have possessed were usually placed by the scribes immediately after the name of the spouse. 
Usually, whatever servants the deity may have had in his household were liSted next; although 

this procedure was not necesSarily always followed. Occasionally, the chief servant of the 
household claimed the more important place, and his name was therefore registered before 
those of any of the children of the main god. In listing the various servants belonging to a god, 

the scribes do not appear to have followed any particular order, indicating the relative rank of 
titles used, nor have the scribes assigned the same typeS of Servants to every deity. Chief in rank 
among the servants and officialS in the retinues of the various gods was obviously the sukkal; but 
only important deities appear to have had a sukkal in their entourage 4 8  Other servants in the 
divine household included the gu4.DÚB,49  the dingir.gub.ba,50  the ni.duh,51  etc. 

In giving the abbreviated details contained in the explanatory side of each column, the 
series makes use of certain forms that merit special attention. In particular, the sign MIN 

exhibits certain peculiarities that should be noted. In a broad sense, MIN corresponds to the 
modern ditto markS, and for this reason it is transliterated in the present work with ditto marks; 

but merely identifying MIN with ditto marks does not neatly explain all of the poSsibilities of this 
sign. Several problems of interpretation ariSe when one is confronted with a Section like Tablet 
I 336-339: 

336. dNin.ka.is  

337. d(si.ri.si )kIM 

338. d "KAS 
339. d " KAS.GIG  

47. See Tablet I 332 where c1Ír.ra.gal is not only explained as "her(= dNin.SAR) husband," but also is equated with 
dNerigal. See also the complex entries in Tablet I 239 (where dNin.u4.zal.li  is explained as the sister of 
dNin.urta as well as the wife of the deity in line 238) and Tablet I 241 (where dKAL is explained as both the 
wife of dlnim.ma.ni .zi and the daughter of dNusku). This usage explains the variants in Tablet I 326, where 
the text in D reads: dNin.NINDA+GUD I dam.bi dIM " dNin.NINDA+GUD is her spouse (and is) also dIM. 
Here, text A varies with dNin.NINDA+GUD I dam.bi dIM.ke4  " dNira.NINDA+GUD is his spouse, (that is) of 
dIM." These two texts thus vary in content as well as in form. 

48. The sukkal does not appear in the series as a "messenger"; that function seems reserved for the lú.kin.gi 4.a. 
The office of the sukkal is amplified in Tablet I 32-41 where dNin-subur as the sukkal of An is portrayed 
under a number of different names and offices. In this section, dNir.subur is the "man of the double doors," 
"the sukkal who gives the staff," "the counselor of An," and "overseer of the house of An." From this, it 
appears that the sukkal was actually the "grand vizier" of his overlord, exercising great authority in his 
household. 

49. Note that KAV 64 ii 16 f. gives the Akkadian equivalent of gu 4.DÚB as mu-un-dal-ku "counselor." 

50. The exact function of the dingir.gub.ba  is not clear. The verbal noun gub.ba may, of course, be passive in the 
sense of "stationed," "appointed," "set (at doing something)," etc.; but a translation of "the god who is 
stationed/ appointed etc." does not amplify the duties of such a functionary. Zimmern described such gods as 
"Standortgötter" (BSGW63 110 et al.). 

51. The reading for the signs NI.GAB ("doorkeeper") has been given variously as ni.du g , ì.dug , súl.dug, etc. I am 
indebted to Dr. Landsberger for the suggestion that his records lead him to the reading of ni.dub. 

dSIM 
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It iS obviouS that the dittos in the second half of these lines indicate that these names are  

alternate names for  d IM (or gods that are identified with d IM). But what is the significance of  
the dittos before KAS and KA,.GIG? 52  A comparison of similar contexts in the series discloses the  

simple and logical principle that dittos may be placed before a name or a sign to indicate that  

the pronunciation gloss of the previouS line is to be repeated 5 3  Thus line 338 above should be  
read dSirisx (KAS) and not dSiris.kag . The name in line 339 may be more complex, 54  but the same  
principle applies. 

A related usage of the sign for dittos iS illustrated in Tablet II 159 f.: 

159. dNin.ur4.ra 

160. d   DUG.QA.BUR  

The dittos in the second half of the lines are clear; they Simply indicate that these are names of  

En.ki. But the dittos before dDUG.QA.BUR may be difficult. Fortunately, texts outside the serieS  

clarify this line and help to elucidate the principle involved. In CT 25 48:7, the pronunciation of  

dDUG.QA.BUR (when applied to dÉ-a) is given as dNun.úr.ra. This Should be placed with CT 12  
21 93058 r. 1, which giveS the pronunciation of this complex as nun.ur.ra and again identifies  

the name with dÉ-a. This means, then, that the dittoS in Tablet II 160 indicate that dDUG.QA.BUR  
is an ideogram for the name dNun.ur4.ra and has the Same pronunciation 5 5  A similar case is  
found in Tablet II 254 where d  "  DI.KUD is clearly an ideogram for dMa-da-nu of line 253, as is  
indicated by texts outside the series. 56  In fact, wherever other texts provide a control for the  

names involved,57  it seemS clear that the general principle is to place dittos in front of an entry  

to show that it has the same pronunciation aS the previous name. If the preceding name haS a  

pronunciation glosS, this gloss is carried over and applied to the following name. If there is no  

gloss involved, the second name may be regarded aS an ideogram for the first.  

A related use of the dittos (and possibly an outgrowth of the previouSly mentioned usage) is  

exemplified by Tablet II 185 f.:  

52. Such a problem may at first seem quite elementary, but a more careful appraisal reveals several possible  
interpretations. Tallquist (AG 449) reads the name in line 338 as dSiris.kag and the name in line 339 as  
dSiris.kag.gig, although a different and more logical interpretation of the dittos is possible here. Since the  
dittos are used so often in the series to indicate the repetition of glosses, a misunderstanding of this basic  
usage could frequently lead to misread names.  

53. E.g., cf. Tablet I 149-151; Tablet II 135 f., 307 f., 349 f., 352 f., et al.  

54. One might reasonably question whether the entry is to be read dSirisx (KA.GIG) or dSirisx (KA).gi6. The  
latter reading may seem better because the dittos in front of KAY may be used to show that KAg continues to  
have the same value that it did in line 338. Arguing against this assumption, however, is the fact that the  
explanation half of the column indicates that dIW and dKAg.GIG are both identified with d IM (read  
dSiris). This would point to the conclusion that dKAS.GIG should be regarded as an ideogram that has the  
same pronunciation as dKA. and d IM.  

55. Note, however, that the complex DUG.QA .BUR is used in the series as an ideogram for a number of other  
names—each time with a different pronunciation; see under Tablet II 26, 65, 156, 160; Tablet I 152 and  
167.  

56. This is controlled by KAV 63 ii 22 (which is restorable from its five-columned duplicate, KAV 47 ii 15).  

57. E.g., see under Tablet II 347, 354; Tablet VI 196-201, et al.  

185. dAsar.lú.hi  

186. d  Nam.ti.la  

In the list of dMarduk names found in Enûma elis VI 152, the name dNam.ti.la  is explained as one  
of the alternate names of dAsar.lú.hi. 58  This may lead to the conclusion that, in line 186 above,  
dNam.ti.la  is actually an ideogram for dAsar.lû.hi. The context in Enûma elig, however, favors  
the explanation that the dittos merely show a close identification of the second name with the  

first; whether this identification was considered so cloSe that dNam.ti.la  might be regarded as an  
ideogram, is perhaps a matter of subjectivity 5 9  This usage is possibly further illustrated by  

Tablet II 154: d  (gi-^b^' [irl ) ÉN. In this entry, the dittos can hardly indicate that dÉN is to receive  
the same pronunciation as the name in the previous line because this would nullify the force of  

the gloss. But the dittos may point to an identification of dÉN with the enigmatic name in line  
153 (this would mean that Tablet II 153-155 presentS three names of dEn.ki  in hiS function as  
the god of incantations) .  

It has sometimes been assumed that dittos before an entry should be interpreted as  

indicating that the complete name of the preceding line is to be repeated in front of the name  

that has the dittoS. ó0  There is no indication, however, that such a practice was followed by the  

scribes who wrote the present series 6 1  There is abundant evidence, however, that the scribes  

followed a practice of repeating the name instead of using dittos, wherever they desired to  

indicate that a former name should be repeated. Tablet II 276-278 is an example of such scribal  

usage:  

Because entries such as these just quoted are not exceptionaI, 62  and because the large  
number of duplicate texts of the serieS reveal a remarkable unanimity of scribal practice on this  

point, one is forced to conclude that dittos are not used in this series to indicate that the name  

in the previous line is to be brought down and repeated in front of the name thus written. Dittos  

before an entry are used rather to indicate:  

58. For the reading of the name dAsar.lú.hi, see under Tablet II 185 below.  

59. Clearly, a reading of dAsar.nam.ti.la  (cf. AG 265 and 388) seems excluded here.  

60. Cf. dNin.Z.ma.lah7(DU.DU), Landsberger, WO 1 362 note 3b, instead of d "Mt1.LAHX (DU.DU); Am.ma.  
kur.kur, AG 260, instead of d "KUR (the signs AM.MA in CT 25 8:10 probably constitute a gloss; the dittos,  
therefore, merely indicate a repetition of this gloss); dNin.ma.da.gub, AG 413, instead of d "KAXgU; etc.  

61. Since there are a great number of duplicate texts of the series—representing several different formats, and,  
since there is evidence of a great deal of scribal variation among the various texts, one would expect to find at  
least occasional examples in which one text exhibits dittos where another text writes out the expected  
repetition of a previous name. But such examples are next to impossible to find. A notable exception occurs  
in Tablet VII 88 f., where two texts (representing a common tradition), understandably enough, write d " gal  
and d "hus.a instead of dNam.tag.ga.bnr.bur.gal and dNam.tag.ga.bur.búr.hug.a. But this lone example may  
merely reflect an instance of scribal inertia when faced with a long name made up of long signs.  

62. See also Tablet I 164 f.; 232-235; 311 f.; Tablet II 310 f.; Tablet III 24 f.; 33 f.; 176-178; et al.  

dMarduk  

dMarduk  

276. did U 

277. did.gal 8U  
278. did.silim U 
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1. The previous pronunciation gloss is to be repeated. 

2. The pronunciation of the previous name iS to apply to the name preceded by dittos (i.e., 
the name preceded by dittos is an ideogram for the previous name). 

3. The name preceded by dittos is to be closely identified with the previous entry. 

The sign SU, as used in this serieS, alSo presents certain difficulties. A typical example of its usage 
is found in Tablet I 70-72: 

70. dGis.gidir.si.sa  SU 
71. dEs.bar.an

Sign 

 SU 

72.  2 gu4.D1-5B dNin.sub

thiS,

4  

The usual interpretation of the sign SU, in contexts such as this, assumes that this sign indicates 
that the entry is the same in Akkadian as 

PerhapS, 
 

thiS
rian,63  or that it is to be "pronounced as 

written."64  Perhaps, this interpretation of the sign cannot be greatly improved upon; but there 

a detailSain contexts in the present series that seem to add some new details on the question as 
to how the sign was used, and some of these contexts suggest the need for further study on the 
exact force of this ubiquitous sign 65 

The ultimate solut Assyro-
Babylonian

ther problems related to the interpretation of the Assyro-
Babylonian god-lists does not seem to be helped by assuming that An : dA nu-um is a lexical 

series (i.e., primarily interested in giving Akkadian equivalents of Sumerian forms) , 66  nor does 
it seem justifiable to regard the total Sumerian format of the s

formS 
 as completely

ideogramS

hic (in 

which even Sumerian grammatical forms are taken as ideograms for Akkadian grammatical 
constructions). 67  Whatever the final explanation of the sign SU may be, it would seem that its 
explanation should not be made on either of these two assumptions. 

63. E.g., cf. Hallock, AS 11 75. 

64. E.g., Jaco

SU

en, AS 7 98 n. 168. 

65. One might even seriously wonder what language Su actually represents. It would seem that the 
conventional interpretation of such contexts assumes that it must be Akkadian. But this assumption is not 
without problem when applied to the series An : dA nu-um where the explanations are quite consistently 
presented as Sumerian in form (e.g., cf. the statement 2 gu4.DÚB dNin.subur.ke4  in line 72 of the 
example quoted above). If SU is actually Akkadian (as it may well be), it would represent a borrowing from 
other more, strictly Akkadian contexts. Certainly, the scribes would be more than familiar with its usage 
from its frequent occurrence in other explanatory or lexical series. Appearing, however, in a Sumerian 
work, the sign SU would then seem to be ideographic in its force—a scribal borrowing that reverses the 
usual process. 

66. Instead of presenting Akkadian equivalents for Sumerian gods, the series is more concerned with (in spite 
of the somewhat misleading impression created by its opening line) the clarification of the relationships 
that existed between the various members of the pantheon, regardless of whether they were Sumerian or 
(as is more rarely the case) Akkadian deities. In fact, the series lists both Sumerian and Akkadian names 
together (although the latter are in the minority) with no apparent regard for their ultimate origin, nor any 
real regard for their Akkadian equivalents. 

67. Cf. Tallquist, AG passim. If the explanations contained within the series were intended to be Akkadian (but 
written ideographically), certainly some portions of these explanations would be written in Akkadian. But 
the only Akkadian statements that appear are a few inserted gloss lines that explain in Akkadian the 
significance of a preceding Sumerian line as, for e

Sign

le, in Tablet I 35a, 36a, 37a, 38a, etc. 
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If the sign SU were used to indicate tha

Situation
ry involved is to be prono

entrieS

s written, 

the perplexing situation arises in which numerous entries are explained with Su that could 
hardly have been pronounced in any other way than that in which they are written (i.e., names 

that have accompanying pronunciation glosses, 68  or that are written with unambiguous signs, fi9 

 or that areShouldus Akkadian names70) . Other entries, on the other hand, that should be 

pronounced as written, or at least pronounced the same in Akkadian as in Sumerian, are not 
written with an expected SÚ. 71  In fact, some entries with SU not only have glossed readings but 
add an Akkadian identification. 72  The occurrence of such contexts seems to justify the raising of 
the question as to whether the significance of the sign is as yet fully understood. Although

underStandingrce of SU in these contexts may be elusive, and a real understanding of its meaning must 
await further study, it may be helpful, nevertheless, to appraise some of its apparent usages in 

the p
involveS

eries. 

The first and most important way in which SU is used involves lists of two or more names 

followed by a nume duplicateSary. In 

serieS,73
exts, SU is practically mandatory in all duplicates 

of the series, 73  whether the names are Sumerian or Akkadian. The lines quoted above from 

Tablet I74  furnish one example of this usage. A further example, which seems especially 
instructive, involves a list of four obvious Akkadian names in Tablet II 263-267: 

263. dMi-na-a-i-kul-be-lí 

264. dMi-na-a-is-ti-be-lí 

265. dMu-kil-me-e-ba-la-ti 

266. dNa-din-me-e-qâ-ti 

267. 2 udug 

In the case of the f pro-

fession

m

conSisted
ign SU apparently does not appear because each pro-

fession consisted of only one entry. But lines 265-267 represent a list of at least two names, 

which are summarized and, therefore, followed by  U.  This particular example is interesting 
because of the obvious Akkadian derivation of the names involved, and because it seems to 

illustrate the principle that in such contexts (where a list of two or more deities is followed by a 
summary), the sign kJ always occurs in this series. 75  This principle seems to be independent of 

68. E.g., Tablet I 245, 274, 275; Tablet II 315, 349, 352, 408, et al. 

69. E.g., Tablet I 77, 96, 97, 100, 101, 106, 189, 303, et passim. 

70. E.g., Tablet II 260 (with an additional gloss!), 265, 266, 273, 274, 303, et al. 

71. E.g., Akkadian names .  Tablet I 73, 74, 203, 288; Tablet II 170, 246, 248, 253, 255, 263, 264, et passim. Entries 
with glosses but without an expected SU: Tablet I 337; Tablet III 24, 35, 37, 97, 98, 207 ff., et al. 

72. E.g., Tablet III 268-270. Similarly construc-
tion,

gloss, in Tablet I 327 and possibly Tablet V 62. This construc-
tion, however, is quite rare; see p. 13. 

73. Except in the "Great God-List" (see p. 4), which usually crowds out the details of the explanatory half of the 
line. A notable exception to the rule that lists of names followed by a summary also contain SU in the 
explanatory side of each line, is found in Tablet I 4-24. In this case, dittos were used because the scribes 
wished to indicate that the various names summarized in line 24 were also individually equated with A-nu-um 
and An-turn of line 3. Note that the comparable list in the circle of Enlil (Tablet I 96-138) uses the sign SU. 

74. See p. 10. 

75. Examples of lists followed by summaries (and therefore containing the sign 

Sé.sag.il.ke4

ne) may be found 

MU é.sag.íl.ke4  

SEM é.sag.íl.ke4 

SU 

SdNin.Subur.ke4 

 

é.sag.1l.ke4  
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either the derivation or the pronunciation of the name in the entry. Because the majority of 
instances in which SU occurs in this series are to be found in just these summarized lists, this 
usage would seem to be quite important for the determination of its ultimate meaning. A few 
instances occur in which a summary is presented for only one name; these also contain the sign 
SÚ. 76  It is probable, however, that this type of context is actually to be understood merely as a 
variant of the larger summarized liSt. 

A second important way in which SU iS often uSed is illustrated by Tablet II 253, 254: 

253. dMa-da-nu 

254. d " DI.KUD 

These lines exemplify the format often used in presenting an entry that is an ideogram for the 
previous entry. 77  In such cases, the explanatory Section quite often contains SU (although, 
occasionally, dittos are given) . 78  In one respect, this type of entry may resemble the summarized 
list mentioned above. In neither context is there an appropriate detail of explanation that the 
scribe would have cared to record. He wished to make no statement that was peculiar to that line. 

In the summarized list, the explanation is made at the end of the list for all entries at one time. 
In the ideographic entry (as in line 254 above), the explanation that applieS to the entry is 
already given in the previous line and needs no repetition. The previous explanation would still 
apply because the second name is equal to the first (this may explain why the scribes often uSed 
dittoS in place of SU in such contexts79) . But, although there was no explanatory detail that the 
scribes desired to place opposite such entries, they, nevertheleSs, scrupulously avoided blank 
spaces in the explanatory side of the column. In such placeS, where no appropriate identifica-
tion nor explanation could be recorded nor dittos placed, the sign SU is always used. 

However, the fact that the scribes manifested some uncertainty in such contextS as to whether 
the appropriate entry should be dittos or SU80  seems instructive. ThiS would indicate that the 
scribes themselves felt some inherent relationship between the two signs—at least in contexts 
containing ideographic entries referring to the preceding name. When the scribe wrote the sign 
for dittos, he meant that the previous explanation applied equally to its ideogram. When he 

quite frequently throughout the series, except in Tablet VII. Typical examples are Tablet I 55-69, 75-82, 
85-88, 89-91, 93-55, 96-138, et passim. 

76. This usage is illustrated by Tablet I 267: dlnim.duio.ga  I SU 1 gu4.DÚB d [Nin.líl.lâ.ke4]. Similar examples 
may be found in Tablet I 272, 273; Tablet II 99, 100, 259, et al. A further development of this usage is 
probably to be found in the rarer occurrence of SU without the number but with the professional title, as in 
Tablet V 15: dLugal.hé.gal I U sukkal d [Lugal.bàn.da] (cf. also Tablet I 354). However, when no number is 
found in this type of explanation, the consistent practice of the scribes is to omit SU (cf. Tablet I 32, 35, 36, 
48, 49, 73, 74, et passim). 

77. See p. 8 f. As is pointed out on p. 8, dDI.KUD is here ideographic for the name dMa-da-nu 

78. For other examples, see Tablet I 325, 347, 363; Tablet II 65; Tablet III 190, et al. Examples of dittos 
occurring in the explanatory side of the line (in otherwise similar contexts) are Tablet II 305, 308, 333, 347; 
Tablet III 87 et al. 

79. See under n. 78. 

80. Other examples where SU and dittos interchange are Tablet I 325, 329, 337; Tablet II 333; Tablet V 35, 39, 
240, and 288 f.; see also under n. 78. 

wrote SU, he apparently meant that there was no new explanation that could be made for the 

entry because the pertinent statement had already been made in the preceding entry. 
A less common but possibly related usage of the sign concerns entries that have no 

explanations and are only loosely attached to the circle in which they are liSted. Often, in fact, 
such entries show no discernible ties with the circle at all and no relationships with the entries 

that precede or follow (except, of course, with the name of a Spouse or servant that may 
immediately follow) . A typical context iS found in Tablet V 46-52: 

46. dip-te (bi-it) bítam sukkal dUraS.ke4  

47. d(Hi.ta) Nita SU 

48.  dKi.gu.la  dam.bi .SAL 

49.  dZa.ba4.ba4  SU 

50.  dBa.ti dam.bi .SAL 

51.  dPap.sukkal sukkal dZa.ba4. ba4' . rke4' 

52.  dU.gur sukkal dGÌR.UNU7.GAL 

In line 49, the god dZa.ba4.ba4  certainly represents an important deity within the pantheon; but 
the scribes give no identification here that equates him with any other deity, nor do they give any 
explanation of his function. His name is listed solely for its own value. His wifspaceSsukkal, of 
necessity, receive explanations, but there is none for dZa.ba4.ba

uSe

Such entries, which are 
somewhat uncommon, at least have SU in the second half of the line; blank spaces in the second 
half of the column are carefully avoided. 

A fourth and rarer use of SU is exemplified in contexts that have an additional (usually 
Akkadian) name in the explanatory side of the line. One such occurrence is found in Tablet III 
268-270: 

268. d (

(aS

aq-bu) BAD SU dÉ-a 
269  d(§u.la.at)BAD SU cl  a-maS 

27

Seems 

 d(ha.ni.is ) BAD SU dIM 

The fact that such contexts are quite rare in the series, 81  leads one to suspect that the ex tra names 
in these lines possibly represent late additions. This possibility seems stronger in contexts that 
(as in lines 268-270 above) exhibit Akkadian names. It seems evident that the q

entrieS 

 of the 
pronunciati

uSually

he entry is not involved in the explanatory side of such lines (in doubtful 
cases, as in lines 268-270 above, the exact pronunciation is taken care of by means of gl

entrieS

. 
But what is the force of the extra name in each line? 

A closer study of such entries reveals that they usually represent names that are only remotely 
related to the contexts in which they are found (otherwise there would be no need for the 

additional identifications) . Such entries probably are essentially not very different from the type 
mentioned above.ß2  Logically, such entries originally may have contained onlySU in the second 
half of the line. Later, as a means of convenience in distinguishing gods t

dUras.ke4

only loosely 

81. Other examples may be found in Tablet I 193, 337; Tablet III 267, 271-278; and possibly Tablet V 62. The 
context shows that Tablet III 267-278 actually form one unit. 

82. See extrac

d(su.la.at)BADs 

IÌI 

aa-mas

above. 

gu.za.lâ dMarduk.ke4  

SU 
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placed together, the additional designations were added. These may have even originally 
appeared as glosses, which later became part of the text. 

Wherever such entries are repeated in the series in a more logical place (i.e., where they are 

not merely loosely attached to a given circle) , the entry takes on a completely different form. For 
example, d(na aq bu) BAD I SU dÉ-a in line 268 above, appearS in Tablet II 168 as:  d (na aq bu) BO  

In the latter context, the entry simply represents another name in the list of the names of dE-a; 

therefore dittos are proper for the explanatory side of the line. In the former case, dittos could 

not be used because the entry occursamong a group of unrelated deities. SU appears here to 
have been the most logical entry that could have been used. The addition of d

É-a served, then, 
to indicate the circle to which the entry actually belonged. 

It seems clear that the question of the meaning of the sign SU should be re-examined. Merely 
listing the various typeS of contexts in which it may occur does not explain its ultimate meaning. 
At the same time, the fact that the general principles governing itS usage may be listed, and the 

fact that these principles seem to have nothing to do with such details as to whether the name in 
question is Sumerian or Akkadian, appear to throw some doubt upon the older interpretation 
that SU meanS that "the name is to be pronounced as written," or that "the name is the same in 
Akkadian as in Sumerian." Whatever the real force of SU may eventually prove to be, it would 
seem that its actual significance should be studied in the light of its uSage in the large number of 
contexts that are available in the series An : dA-nu-um. Scribal custom in this series appears to 
follow well-established principles, which should point the way to a better understanding of the 
meaning of the sign: 

1. In summarized lists, SU is mandatory. (This principle accounts for the greater part of all 
occurrences of SU in the present series.) 

2. In lines containing an ideographic entry for a preceding name, SU interchanges with 
dittos in the explanatory section of the line. 

3. Names that are given with no explanation and that are only loosely attached to the circle 
in which they are found are listed with SU. (This practice is, of necessity, uncommon in 
the present series, which emphasizes explanations, but it may parallel many occurrences 
of ‘8-ti in some of the lexical serieS. 83 ) 

4. Entries that contain SU may in rare instances also have a second explanation. Because this 
type of entry usually shows no close relationship with adjoining entries, it may actually 
represent a Sub-type of no. 3 above, and the additional explanation may serve a very 
utilitarian purpose. 

5. In the majority of cases where SU occurS, the way in which it is used seems to favor the 
interpretation that for the entry so designated, there is no specific explanation that the 
Scribe wished to make; there seems to be no statement that would be peculiar to that 
entry. 

83. In the various lexical series, it may be possible that SU serves to indicate that there is no (Akkadian) 
explanation for the entry involved; the sign would thus have little to do with how the entry is to be 
pronounced. 

Glosses comprise another interesting facet of the present series. Because the series is restored 
from so many duplicate texts, it is natural that the presence of glosses, as well as alternate 
readings, should be a matter of special interest. Not only are new glosSes important8 4  but the 
interpretation of older glosses in the light of new contexts and new duplicates asSumes a 
significant place in further studies concerning the Sumerian and Akkadian syllabaries. In the 

present series, however, there are occasional examples of glosses that seem to have no direct 
bearing upon the pronunciation of the signS or names near which they are written. That is, 

glosses occur that not only fail to reflect any known value of the sign with which they are written, 
but that do correspond to the Signs in a duplicate text. It seems possible that many such glosSes 
actually present evidence of a scribal desire to give alternate readings that were found in the 
various duplicate texts used by the scribes in making their copies 85  In the preSent series, 
therefore, scribal usage in the case of glosses, as well as in the case of dittos and the sign, merits 
careful study and may throw additional light upon scribal usage in other documents. At least, the 

numerous duplicates composing the present series and the connected text that is now posSible 
should provide a helpful aid in determining the various principles of such usage. 

THE SERIES AN : ANU SA AMELI 

The form of the series An : Anu sâ améli86  differs greatly from that of the larger series An : dA nu-
um. The latter series is arranged as a purely Sumerian text with all explanations given as 

abbreviated Sumerian statements. But An : Anu sa améli is more properly an Akkadian list. All the 
explanations that it contains are strictly Akkadian. The larger series is careful to clarify the status 
of each god within the pantheon and to explain the relationships of the various gods to each 
other. The smaller list, on the other hand, shows little interest in the Status or relationships of the 
various gods with respect to each other. The difference between the two lists is especially marked 

as to the order in which the major deities are presented. An : Anu sa améli follows an order that 
is completely divergent from that of the larger list. 87  In fact, there seems to be no observable 
connection of any sort between the two documents. 

The structure of the smaller serieS is simple. The first column presents a list of approximately 
160 Sumerian gods.88  The second column gives a list of about twenty deities, with which the 
names in the first column are identified. The third column of the document reveals that each of 
the deities in the first column is identified with the deity in the second column only within the 
scope of certain relationships (expressed by sa89  plus an Akkadian word in the genitive). Thus, 
the first three lines might be interpreted as follows: 

84. See p. 18. 

85. For possible examples of such a practice, see under Tablet I 120, 188, 196; Tablet III 39; Tablet V 293; and 
Tablet VI 103. 

86. See p. 4. 

87. Anu and Enlil are, as might be expected, listed first in this smaller series; but the order of the other deities is 
completely different. The third place belongs to Ninlil, and Sin occupies the fourth. After these follow: 
dNin.gal, °Samas, dA.a, dAdad, dPap.sukkal, dNinurta, and dNerigal. Istar is listed in the twelfth place; Marduk 
in the fifteenth place; and Ea in the seventeenth place. 

88. This means that An : Anu sâ. améli is less than a tenth of the size of An : dA nu-um. 

89. SA in text B (K. 4349); A (YBC 2401) writes SA. 
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1. "An is Anu of man. 

2. dDi.mes is Anu of women. 

3. dA nu is Anu of the king." 

The relationship thuS expressed may include concrete objects, but more often the emphasis iS 
upon the abstract. 90  For example, dDara3 .gal in line 17 is equated with "Enlil of kings," but 
dDur.an.ki  in line 14 is "Enlil of decisions."A number of the explanations recur again and again. 
ThuS, there iS "Anu of the land" (line 6), "Enlil of the land" (line 13), "Ninlil of the lands" (line 

22), etc. There is "Enlil of decisions" (lines 14-16) and "Sin of decisions" (line 25). Other terms 
that are repeated include: nap-ha-ri (lines 8, 18, and 19); kis- at. amê (line 11); gamê (line 20); .samê 
u erseti (lines 24, 88, and 120); kúl--la-ti (lines 9 and 113); ni. ê (line 23); ni-ii (line 43); et al. 

With its Akkadian explanations, this series exhibits a form that iS unusual among god-liSts. 
Only a few other texts resemble it in this reSpect, but these are not duplicates. One such text 
contains a Babylonian list of gods that are identified with MardukY' Another text contains a 

more elaborate format than An : Anu sâ ameli, because it adds a pronunciation column" The 
latter text may not be an exact duplicate, but it exhibits a number of ties with An : Anu sâ améli 
that are so striking that they can hardly be accidental. For the most part, however, the serieS An 
: Anu sâ améli is in a clasS by itself-an interesting claSS, but distinct. 

THE NEW TEXT YBC 2401 

The impetus for the present study has been largely provided by the unpublished text YBC 24019 3 
 On the basis of size alone, this huge tablet draws the attention and invites a careful study of its 

lengthy columnS. But in addition to its striking dimensions, this text merits special consideration 
because of its contents, for it contains the entire series An : dA-nu-um, aS well as the smaller 
series An : Anu sâ améli, all on one tablet. 

The text YBC 2401 is written upon a large baked tablet of reddish-brown clay that has been 
coated with a smooth cream slip. Its dimensions of approximately 12 x15 inches (30.5 x 39.5 x 

4.6 cm-tapering to 1.8 cm on the sideS) make it one of the largest clay tablets known and in a 
clasS, along with its sister-tablet, K. 4349 (CT 24 20 ff.), quite apart from moSt other tablets. It is 

written on both faces and contains twelve columns, of which the lower half of the last column is 
unused. The variouS columns (with the exception of the last) average about 185 lineS in length. 
Some idea of the excessively small size of the script used can be gained from the fact that about 
twelve lines of text are crowded to the inch. 

Each of the twelve columns is Separated from adjoining columns by a single vertical line, and 
is divided into two subcolumns by another vertical line. In addition, each column begins and 

ends with a vertical line (which is largely obscured by the initial and final wedges of each 
column), which was obviously intended to aid the scribe in aligning his material. Throughout 

90. For a discussion of the material contained in these Akkadian explanations, see King, CT 24 pp. 6-8. 

91. CT 24 50 no. 47406. 

92. CT 25 47 Rm. 483 and 48. 

93. Cf. preface, pp. 1 and 4.  

the tablet, horizontal ruling lineS are also used to separate larger units of material9 4  Before the 
line that corresponds to the end of each of the original seven tablets, a double horizontal line is 
drawn, then a summary follows, and finally another pair of horizontal lines is drawn. At the cloSe 

of the first series, a pair of horizontal lines is made, then a space large enough to contain about 
four or five lines is left blank, and finally another pair of horizontal lines is drawn. The end of 
both series is indicated by a pair of ruling lines Superimposed by two Winkelhakens in the middle 

and the sign BAD at the end (the beginning of the lines may also have been superimposed by 

BAD, but this is not preserved) . The surface of the tablet is dotted by a number of circular holes, 
which extend about 10 to 17 mm into the tablet and measure 1 mm in diameter9 5  

Unfortunately, the tablet has not been perfectly preserved. Of unknown provenience, it was 

broken into a number of large fragments before it waS acquired by the Babylonian Collection of 
Yale University some years ago. In a number of places these breaks have marred the surface and 
destroyed many lines. Fortunately, many of these broken sections are restorable with the aid of 
duplicate texts, but several large gaps in the tablet (and consequently in the Series) remain? 6  

At the close of the tablet, and separated from the last line of the series by a space that iS equal 
to about fifteen lines, the scribe placed his colophon. This colophon, which is not as detailed as 
the one in CT 24 46:1-11, readS as follows: 

95. ana pi-i tup-pim LIBIR.RA.MES 

96. mKi-din-d  Sin LÚ.DUB.SAR 

97. A <m>Su-ti-e LÚ.DUB.SAR.LUGAL 

98. IN.SAR 	IGI.KAR 

95. "According to the text of the old tablets. 

96. KidindSin, the scribe, 97  

97. the descendent of Sutie, the royal scribe, 

98. wrote (and) collated (this tablet)." 

The advantages of posseSSing a text that contains all the original tablets on a single tablet are 
obvious. The new text not only provides a useful control for the exact sequence of the various 
original documents composing the series, but it also provideS a means of locating the position 
of numerous small fragments of the series, 98  which could hardly have been placed otherwise. In 
addition to these controls, however, the new text also restores large sections of the "series that 
were heretofore unknown. 99  The new text, furthermore, contributes a large number of variant 

94. As in K 4349. The horizontal lines in YBC 2401, however, do not necessarily always coincide with those of K. 
4349. 

95. The purpose of these holes is not clear, but they seem to have been noted also on the surface of other tablets, 
cf. AfO 6 13; KAV 1, 26, 30, 94, 218, et al. These holes may reflect some technique associated with the process 
of baking larger tablets, or they may represent the marks left upon the tablet by supports that were used 
during the lengthy process of writing the tablet. 

96. The most serious of these gaps occurs in Tablet IV 57-68 (with the adjoining fragmentary lines), and 194-231 
(plus the fragmentary lines 232-245). 

97. Cf. n. 31. 

98. Especially in CT 25 and in KAV. 

99. Especially: Tablet II 344-376; Tablet III 254-260; Tablet IV 9-41; 232-296; Tablet V 18-30; 260-280; Tablet VI 
1-20; 37-42; 61-64; 73-75; 159-174; 197-215; 238-287; and 303-314. 
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readings for entries that were previously known, but which could profit from a fresh appraisal in 

the light of another text. Numerous sections that were mutilated in previously publiShed texts 
are now restorable with the aid of YBC 2401. 

Of special note is the fact that the new text containS numerous glosses, many of which are 

entirely new. 100  Some of theSe new glosses produce new readings for the signs involved; 101  others 

deal with the pronunciations of god names. One, in particular, reopens the question of the 

reading of the name dKA.Dl; 102  others modify older readings usually given to certain signs 103  In 

many respects, the new glosses provide significant material for further study in the Sumerian 

syllabary. 
The text YBC 2401 preSents an opportunity for a fresh approach to the problem of recon-

structing the series An : dA nu-um. In fact, it is safe to say that any extensive reconstruction of the 

serieS would have been impossible without the aid of this tablet or one similar to it. But, while 
the material in YBC 2401 answers many questions and settles some problems, it awakens new 

questions and creates different problems. It is hoped that the present work, however, may be of 
some use in helping to answer some of the many queStions that still remain concerning the 
religious life of the ASsyro-Babylonians. 

CHAPTER II 

A RECONSTRUCTION OF AN : dA nu-um 

The system of transliteration followed in the present work for designating Sumerian homo-

phones is based upon that of Thureau-Dangin's Les homophones sumériens. l  Homophones not 

listed therein have been indicated with the index letter x and then followed by the most com-

mon value of the Sign in parenthesis. For Akkadian values, the transliteration follows that of von 

Soden's Das akkadische Syllabar. 
The lines of text which are contained in the various duplicates are indicated by the vertical 

lines at the left of the reconstructed text. Dotted sections in these vertical lines indicate omissions 

of the lines involved in the exemplar concerned. 
In citing the various duplicates, capital letters have been used to designate those texts that 

appear to be duplicates of the Series. Small single letters indicate excerpt tablets, and pairs of 

small double letters indicate texts of other series that are frequently quoted. The Old Babylonian 
forerunner iS cited throughout as Ao, and the dialectal emesal god-list is cited as eme . 2  The 

symbols used in designating the various texts are listed at the beginning of each tablet in the 

series. 

100. Interesting examples of new glosses may be found in Tablet II 349, 352, 400, 404; Tablet III 37; Tablet V 
247, 251, 281, 287, 290-292; Tablet VI 39, 58, 60-62, 76, 203-214, 220-227, and 244-256. 

101. E.g., see Tablet II 349, 352, and 404. 

102. See Tablet V 287. 

103. E.g., see Tablet VI 205, 206, 208 and 209.  

1. Cf. also CAD 6 p. v. 

2. The line numbering of eme conforms to Dr. Landsberger's restoration of this text as contained in MSL W. 
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B. 
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to 

This 

This 
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make 

represent 

begins 

Tablet I 

SOURCES USED IN RECONSTRUCTING 

	

A 	YBC 2401  

	

B 	K. 4349 (CT 24 20 ff.)  

	

C 	K. 4340+79-7-8, 294 (CT 24 1 ff.)  

	

D 	K. 4333 	CT 24 2 ff.) 

	

E 	VAT 10812 (KAV 50) 

	

F 	K. 12786 (CT 25 46) 

	

G 	2NT 349 (unpublished text; see 

	

a 	K. 4338B (CT 24 19) 

	

aa 	K. 7662 (CT 25 7) 

	

ab 	K. 4339 (CT 25 9-14)  

	

ac 	bu. 89-4-26, 77 (CT 25 28) 

	

Ao 	AO. 5376 (Tali  15 25 ff.)  

	

eme 	Emesal list (see MSL IV)  

TABLET I 

1. An 

2. An 

3. An.ki, 

1. In this section, C is more convenient 
since B conserves space by omitting 
names to a line wherever possible. 
text a i 1 (cf. p. 10 footnote 37). 
2. B adds an extra name which was 
name (= ersetum) would identify Antum 

her as the logical counterpart 
would help expla4n the equation 
3. B i 3 writes aA-nu ù 	ant -[tu]. 

the list of the 21 en ama a.a (see'line 
while B begins with the next line. 
3 is essential to the summary in 
up the uneven number of "21," the 

TABLET I  

under Tablet I 48) 

dA-nu-um 

An-tum 
dA-nu-um u An-tum 

to follow than 
dittos and assigning 
The line corresponds 

probably KI-t[um]. 
with the earth and 

of Anum "Heaven." 
in the following line. 

It is evident that C 
24 below) 

Since the name in 
line 24 in order to 
arrangement of the 

B C  

Tablet I 

4. 	
d(ú.ra.6.6)I31  

5. 	dNin.IB  

6. 	An.gâr.gal  

7. 	dKi.sâr.gal  

e. 	An.sar  

21 

It  

it 

tl  

t 

t 

text in C seems more logical. 	:ii.thout line 3, B actually  
contains only twenty names in this section, in spite of the  

summary in B i 14. 	C, on the other hand; has only nineteen  
names here, since lines 16 and 17 were omitted for some  
reason--possibly by scribal mistake. 	This section is much  
abbreviated in Ao, being represented only by Ao:32-34. 	Fur- 
thermore, these names are listed by Ao immediately after the  
name of Anu (Ao:31), which suggests the probability .  that  
these names were formerly (at least in the old Babylonian  
period) considered as merely representing additional names of  
Anu. 	In the section preceding the name of'Anu, Ao gives a  
long list of names (Ao :1-30) which evidently is intended to  
represent the ancestors of Anu, but which in the present  
series appears immediately 	the names of Enlil (cf.  
lines 96 If. below) . 	The name An.ki seems to be a compound  
name corresponding to both Anum and  Antum and representing  
the pair as a unit, i.e., "heaven and Earth."  

4. = Ao:34. 	Gloss only in text a i 2. 	The excerpt  
tablet a gives only the male names of the pairs in this sec-
tion and identifies each one with dA-nu-um. 	This clarifies  
the dittós in C, indicating that for each of these names the  
reader is to understand either a_-nu-u 	or An-tum as the  
sense requires (cf. further under line 24 below). 	Text a 
adds d"(= A-nu-um) :4a 	ik-ri-bi (cf.  t_G 203).  

5. This dì.+in.I3 (= dìçin.uras) is certainly to be kept  

separate from dììin. IB (= dì;in.urta) .  
6. The names in this and the following lines appear to  

express cosmological concepts. 	For a fear lines, there is a  
play upon AN and KI as complementary forces. 	Cf. text a i 3  
which explains [An].sar.gal as: 	d"(= A-nu-um) Sâ kis -sat AN.  
KI. 	Note the omission of the determinative before AN in  
these lines.  

8. Cf. CT 24 49 K. 434913:7 (a fragment of K. 4349 but 
belonging to the "Smaller An : dl-nu-um") ••hich,glosses An. 
gar with dA-nu, and equates the name with d:n.lil. 	An.s"ér is  
doubtless to be identified with the deity of the sane name  
who fi?uresrominently in En 	 r na-eïìs. 	Text a i 4: 	An.6. 
dA-nu ^Ji.bi) . 	In this line, text a seems to give ,n.gar a 
different description than that of An.6âr..gal in a i 3. 	But 
the broken space (indicated by the gloss bi.bi) quite likely  
contained nothin; more than the sign U! 	(cf. a i 1); the 
dittos at the  end  of the line, therefore, would serve to  
indicate that the explanation in the previous.line is to be 
repeated in a i 4. 
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9 . 	dKi . sâr  

10. dEn.sâr 

11. dNin. g&r  

12. Du.ri  

13. dDa.rí  

14. dLa .ma  

15. dLa.Ja.ma  

16. dÉ.kur  

17. dGâ.ra  

18. dA.1a.la  

9. Cf. aa:5. where dKiesâr is in 
some sort of a "female" counterpart 

in text a. 	Cf. under line 
10. dEn,sâr and dNin.sâr also appear 
of Enlil; see under lines 116 f. 
12< Cf. KAR 22:23; 233 r. 15. 	Text 

	

dDa.ri. 	Since the other names 
to be feminine (i.e., = Antum), 

dDu.ri = Anum and dDa.ri = Antum. 
14. dLà^..ma certainly forms a pair 

In KAR 22:24, this same pair 
La. }a.mu; and these are certainly 

pair found in Enûma-elis (e.g., 
this pair is to be equated with 
names is not clear. 	For example, 

dLah.me) whose "lions" were made 
:5; 	similarly, KAH I 75:24). 	Note 

of dLàh. ma and dLa . ha . ma with 
f.;KAV 52:6 f.); see OLZ 23 245. 

. 15.  aa:7 presents (instead of the 
a.ha.ma).ma .  

16. Text = B. 	The name  is probably 
i 8. 	The arrangement in A and B 

regarded as a male name, forming 
dGâ.ra. 	These two names occur also 

and dGa.ar. 
17. Text = B. 	After several lines 
with traces of the end of rri 1 , 

18. Cf. 	also KAV 54:2; KAR 321:4; 
dA.la.la  appears to have 

in the Hurrian/Hittite theogony; 

tt  

11  

tt 

tt  

t,  

t1  

tt  

11  

T,  

a section that appears 
to the excerpt list 

4 above. 
among the en ama 

below. 	d  
aa omits 	Du. ri but 

in this section of aa 
it is probable that 

with the following 
occurs as dLàh.mu 

to be identified with 
I 10 et al.) 	But 

other 4eities bearing 
cf.  aLah.mu (writ- 

by Esarhaddon (MAOG 3 1/ 
also the enigmatic 
dGu4  in KAV 54:8 f. ( =  

expected dLa.ha.ma ) 

to be restored also 
suggests that dE.kur 

a pair with the follow- 
in KAR 233 r. 16 as 

of dittos, A begins 
showing that A had 

22:25; 	233 r. 	16; 	ZA 
played a significant 
cf. the epic, "Kingship 

A B C  
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19. dBe.li.li  

20. d "(= A. la.la)ALAM  

21. d "(= Be.li.li )ALAM 

22. dEn.uru.ul.la  

23. dNin.uru.ul.la  

24. 21 en ama a.a  

23  

„ 

,t  

If  

11  

,t  

An.na.ke4. ne  

in Heaven" 	KUB 33 1 0:8, 1 	et al. 	. 
the Ugaritic Texts 56 f. 	But the identification 

See also Pope,.El in 
of aA.la.la  

RA 16 145:3) and with 
"picture," = RA 16 

and is of 

in C seems quite ambigu- 
in B and in text a i 
the dittos in lines 
as an  ideogram for 

or whether the names 
dBe.li.li .alam. 	The 

d A.la.la)r 1 , ALAM 
ALAM was merely an 
f. 	However, this pos- 
this section of the 
as distinct names 

a.a (see line 24 

dUru.ul.Cla]. 
cf. note 3 above. 	C 
it. 	For a similar 

Enlil in line 138 
foll.ows with an 
5â 	Enlil; but a 

with 
dEn.ki 
145) 
little 

ous. 
9 f. 
20 and 
the 
involved 
name 
which 
ideogram 
sibility 
series 

below). 

exhibits 
summary, 
below 
Akkadian 

gives 

more 

simple 
assumed 
this 

the 
this 

actual 
the 
however, 

essential 

Lugal.du7.ku.ga  in TCL 6 47:3 (= 
in TCL 6 r. (lower right in the 

seems to be based on late cult speculations 
value here. 

20. The arrangement of the text 
The force of the dittos is clearer 
However, it is not certain whether 
21 signify that ALAM was regarded 

two names dA.la.la  anddBe.li.li , 
here were dA..la.la.alam And 

in CT 25 23 D. T. 115:5 is written 
would favor the possibility that 

for the two names in lines 18 
is weakened by the fact that 

obviously reckoned lines 20 f. 
to the total of the 21 en ama 

22. 	= Ao:33. 	CT 25 23 D. 	T. 	115:6: 
24. For the beginning of this list, 

the plural ending; A and B omit 
cf. the list in the family of 

and CT 16 13:25. 	The latter text 
translation: 	be-el a-bi um-mi 

duplicate text (46296, mentioned in CT 
be-li instead of be-el (which may 

16 13 footnote 2) 
represent a late 
and thus may conform 
involved). 	The 

a.a, which has the 
-mi, is perhaps not as 

Assyrian 

significance 
Akkadian 

nominative plural form of bêlum 
closely to the basic Sumerian phrase 

of the designation en ama 
translation be-el/li a-bi um 

(although 

regarded 

as it may at first appear. It 
(cf. 'Zimmern, BSGW 63 107 and  

group of deities represents the 
Tallquist suggests the alternate 

term involved "ältere Entwicklungsstufen" 
interpretation is valid, then the 

as being in apposition to the 
translation of the line would 

fathers and mothers of Anum." 	Several 
'complicate the picture. 	As 

has been generally  
Tallquist, AG 251) that  
Väter-Mütter of Anum 

possibility that 
of Arnim). 	If 

words ama a.a must be 
word en; and the 

be, 	"21 exalted ones. 
other factors, 

is mentioned under line 



25. dNin.i  i) .1i  

26. dNin.úr.SAL.la  

27. dNammu  

27a. SAL.agrig.zi  

28. dAma.ù.tu.an.ki  

29. dNin. (ga.ar) sar  

dam An.na.ke4  

dam bàn.da An.na.ke4  

ama dEn.ki.ga .ke4  

é.kur.ra.ke4  

dNammu  

An-tum  dIs-tar  

Tablet I  

3 above, these names (in a more abbreviated list) appear in 
Ao as additional names of Anum himself. In text a i 1 ff., 
the male names of each of these pairs are also equated with 
Anum. In fact, this older tradition is still preserved in 
the present series by the use of the dittos in lines 4-23, 
which would indicate that these pairs are still all identi-
fied with the one pair, Anum and Antum. This suggests that 
line 24 intends to sum up "21 exalted ones, father and mother 
pairs who belong to the circle of (and are identified with) 
Anum" (the summary mentions only Anum, but the dittos in 
lines 4-23 reveal that Antum is to be included as well). 

25. GlQss , only in aa:l0. The name is certainly a variant 
of dBe-lit-i-li, and NIN should be read Belit. The Sumerian  
form would be ctNin.dingir.e.ne , as in Tablet II 4. Hence,  
the spouse of Anu is here listed as dBelit.i.li  = Dingir.ma4  
(Tablet II 1) = dlstar (CT 25 30 r. 7, 10, 12; cf. lines 29  
f. below). The present line corresponds to Ao:35, where the  
name is again written with LI (instead of an expected li).  
On the form of the genitive in An.na.ke 4 , see Poebel, GSG  
par. 372.  

26. A i 25: dNin.úr.SAL.li . It is possible that this 
variation is the result of dittography-the scribe being 
influenced by the sign LI in the line above. 

27. = Ao:36. The sign is, of course, K.IL X UAL. For  
the value Nammu, see CT 29 46:21. dNammu is doubtless to be 
kept separate from dKIL X gAL.ra, who appears in B x 38 (CT 
24 36) among a list of utukku deities. The name is certainly 
not to be equated with dÉ-a (as in AG 307); she is here 
clearly presented as the "mother of Enki." See CT 16 13 ii 
36 where dNammu has this same epithet. It is not clear, how-
ever, whether she should also be identified with dKIL X UAL 
(= dNazi) in Tablet III 67. 

27a. A and B: é.kur.ke4. Text = C. 
28. Ao:37 gives dAma.tu.an.ki , with which it ends the 

Anu section. C has dittos instead of repeating dNammu. 
29. Gloss in C; A gives the gloss as gar. Cf. also CT 

29 46:19, which glosses dBAR with ga.ra. B varies with dNin. 
gar. dNin.gar is again identified with Istar (Inanna) in 
Tablet IV 254. x  The name is probably to be distinguished from 
dNin.SAR/mu who appears in line 328 below as the gir.là of é. 
kur. Doúbtless, she is also to be kept separate from a deity 
of the same name who was a gu4 .DÚB of dEn.ki (Tablet II 310). 

A B 

• 

C  
30. 

31. 

32. 

32a. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

35a. 

Tablet I  

dNin.i.li  

d^ Sim.bi.zi  
r 	̂ 

dGA, 	ka.ka 	GA iNin.subur 

gis.gidir(PA) mab. 

d t?Me.ninnu(50) . an.na  

dIg.gal.la  dNin.gubur 

ke4  
d Ka.ba.a.ni.An.na.  

ke4 .nu.kúr.ru  

25  

It  

sukkal An.na.ke4  

su.du8 .a 

I 	dPap, sukkal  

lú°gis.ig.mas.tab.ba . 

dNin.subur sukkal gi  

sum.mu  

suk-kal-[lu na-din]  

sib-Vi  

dr. 32. The gloss (cf. CT 24 p. 12) indicates a reading of 
dka.ka. The name may be compared with one of the names of  
Nin.kar.ra.atr which is similarly glossed (see Tablet V 146).  
However, these two identically written names must be kept  
separate. dKà.kà here is probably to be identified with the  

sukallu of An.sâr in Enûma-elis III 2. dNin.gubur is usually,  
as here, a member of the Anu circle (and consequently of  
Istar); but in Ao:413, he appears in the Nerigal section, 
while below in Tablet II 291, he appears again in the Enki  
circle.  

2a. The force of the present line is to identify dKà.kà  
with aNin.gubur in the specific function of "the one who  
holds the great scepter." C i 31 appears to have had rgig.PA  
mat. su' . du . a.  

33. TEe dittos are not an essential part of the name, 
since they are omitted by C. Apparently, they identify this 
deity with dKa.ka of line 32 above (thus possibly explaining 
the difficult line in CT 29 45:15). The name is then equated 
with dPap.sukkal, who is also known to be identified with 
dKà.kà (see Hallock, AS 7 16:26). dPap.sukkal appears again 
in the circle of dZa.ba4 .ba4 ; see Tablet V 51.  

34.C omits dNin.gubur and gives dittos instead. C i 36 
then adds an illegible Akkadian translation (as in lines 35a, 

 36a, etc.).  

35. A and B abbreviate: dKA.ba.ni.nu.kúr.ru . 
35a. A and B omit the Akkadian gloss line which appears 

in C. The conjectured restoration of this line is based upon 
the assumption that gi = gibtu  (cf. IV R 24:27a, 28a); there-
fore, the expected verbal form corresponding to sum.mu should 
here be nadirs.  

24  

A B C  
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B C E  
36. 	Zà.gal.la  dNin.subur ad.gi4 .gi4  An.na.ke4  43. 	[d ] r Subur'.ha.mun It  

36a. 	 I 	ma-lik dA-ni 

d 	(sâ. ér) 	d -. 37 . 	âr 	. kin 	Ivin. subur a. gâl é An 0 na , ke4  

• 

	

44. 	dSag.il 

	

45. 	aNIN.SUBUR 

tt  

't 

37a. 	 I 	mu-ir bit aA-ni 46. 	dAma.sâg.nu .di dam.bi.SAL 

38. 	d8a.r..gi4 .a dlVin.subur sukkal.di.ri.a.bi .da. 47. 	dNin.ka.gal 11  

ke4  

38a.  suk-kal-lu a-ti-iz  

di-e-ni 

G  
48. d. ^.gù (gu).bi.du10 .g 

49. dPap•pap 

50. d46 (he.tu) .du7  

udug é.a.ke4  

dumu,SAL dNin.Subur 

lú.kâ An.na. r ke4 ' 

d 	(hu.un) 39. 	En.hun  11  = ONin.subur)  43. Traces in B i 30; C i 49; and E:1 (which begins 

40. 	dEn.bun.gâ.KU  tl 
here). 	This line corresponds to Ao:414 which has dlia.mun. 
subur. 

dNIN.UEUR 45. A third 	 at this point seems puzzling. 	It  
41. 	dNIN. UBUR  i 1  sukkal.mah An.na. is probable that it represents an  ideogram with a different 

reading than in lines 41 and 42 above. 	In the light of line 
ke4  49 below (as given in text G; see under note 48 below, the 

other name may have been the Akkadian equivalent for 	Sukkal. 
42. 	dNIN.SUBUR " 	[dPap].sukkal mat.  

dAma.sâg.nu .du 46. Cf. KAR 132 i 14 which has 	 . 
36. C• 	dZà.an.gal.la . 	The dittos (in B and C) clearly 47. In the second half of the line, A has dittos; E  

represent dNin.subur (as is evident from the arrangement in appears to repeat the name given in the previous line; B  

B). 	A, in fact, writes out dNin.gubur in this and in the seems to omit the line. 	The gloss gu, which appears in E,  
following lines. actually goes with the line below it (cf. E iii 4, 5 where  

36a. The Akkadian,gloss line appears in C i 40. the gloss a.mas belongs to line 5).  
37. A  and B omit  E.  48. Gloss in E; cf. above under note 47. 	This line cor- 
37a. Akkadian gloss line in C i 42. responds to Ao:415. 	I am indebted to Dr. Landsberger for the 

, 	38. The Sumerian explanation may be analyzed as: 	DI = readings of the unpublished text G, and to Dr. Carl Haines, 
dinu "judgment"; RI = ahâzu "to seize"; A is a nominalizing Director of the Joint Expedition to Nippur, for permission to 
ending; bi.da is a conjunction; ke4  is the genitive ending quote from it. 	Although this fragment (2NT 349) from the 
(which unreasonably may have been added under the influence Second . Nippur Expedition may be small, it helps to restore 
of the Akkadian translation). 	A varies with: 	di.bi.ri.da. and control this otherwise quite broken section in the family 
ke4 	which seems less satisfactory than C. 	B gives the name of dNin.gubur. 	In the second half of the line, G has here  
as d ar.gi.a. ra -bi-is bi-ti. 

38a. The Akkadian gloss line appears in C i 44. 4•-7 E follows a more expanded tradition in listing the 
39. B omits this line and the next here and inserts them daughters of dNin.subur. 	The arrangement of A and G is fol- 

a few lines later (= B i 31). 	The left half of the column is lowed here. 	In the second half of the line, G gives dumu.SAL  
broken here in A, but it seems certain that A likewise omit- dSukkal.mah. 
ted these two names at this point. 

41. The dittos (preserved only in C; A probably had 
CdNin.subur]) are enigmatic here. They probably give a clue 
that the name is here actually an ideogram for another name 
such as d`Ilabrat ; cf.  Abel and Winckler, EA 240 7 f . , 10; K.  
3179 + Sm. 1861. ii 22-24 (see OLZ 11 184).  

42. A preserves the end of the line and is then broken  

for a few lines. C omits [dPap].sukkal.  

50. E omits AN after KA and devotes two lines to one 
name, giving its glossed Sumerian form and also the Akkadian 
equivalent, d -it-tum. Since the gloss te.tu can hardly be 
a pronunciation gloss for dUé.du (the sign DU would have 
been used in such a gloss rather7th an TU), it may be an indi-
cation of a variant in one of the texts used by the scribe 
(cf. p. 31 above); or it may point to the Akkadian equivalent 
for dHé,. du7  , as given in the second half of the line in E; cf.  
CAD 6 208a. But the designation of lú.kâ "gateman" for one 
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AB E G  
51. 

52. 

dNin.bé.du7 .bi  

dNin.ki.ta 

8U  

8U  

53- dSAL.sa6 .ga  SU 

54.  1 5 dumu.SAL  dNin. subur.ke4  

55. dA.4é.LUL  SU 

56. drX,x.x.x,  sU 

57.  [ [SU] 

58. [ 	 ] [SÜ]  

59.  [ EU]  

60. [  [SU] 

61.  [ [SU] 
A  

62. [  
D 

63. d [ 	 71. r x 1  

64. dMas .  [x]  . rx1  5U  

65. dMas. [x] .  rul ,  . la  Su  

66. 

67. 

 a  en.kù.ta.è 
d' U.LI (nu).s a4 sa  

8U  

Su  

of these "daughters" seems out of place. G omits the added  
explanation altogether. Quite probably this extra descrip-
tion, "gateman of An," belongs to dNin.subur of the previous  
line.  

52. Lines 52-56 = G:5-8.  
54. G:6 gives: 5 dumu.SAL.mes dSukkal.[ma.]. E i 13  

f.: 5 a.m. dumu.SAL [d]rNin'.subur.ke4. 	 d 55. With this line, the list of "fourteen sons of Nin.  
subur" begins.  

64. In A, the traces of the last sign in the name appear  

to be those of a sign like AMA or PEN.  
67. Glosses in D. The sign NU is apparently a gloss in  

D; but in A, it appears as a part of the text. However, A  
seems to have too small a space in front of NU to accommodate  

the two large signs ù.li. The possibility must be reckone , 

with that A and D here preserve two separate traditions: 	U.  
li.sa4  and [dU].nu.sa4'  The gloss of NU in D would then  
reflect an attempt by the scribe to represent a textual vari-
ant in his copies (cf. p. 31 above), although some would view  

68. dù.UD.DU.mat.dib  

drNin 1 .[,subur.ke4] 

S^U 

72. 2 gu4 .DÚB 	 dNin.gubur.[ke4]  

73. d Ma-gi-ru 	 gu.za.lâ.akkil  

74. Bit-se-mi 	 udug é.a  

75. dDuru2 . (du.ru.na ) na 	gU  

76. dÙ.li.u4 	 gu  

77. dLú. an. na 	 gU  

78. dKa.tar.an.rna' 	SU 

79. dltiul. (i.ku.u)Ag+GAN 	gU  

80. [d ]An.ta.sur.ra 	gú  

81. dKi.gul.la 	 SU 

82. 7 [gu4]. rDÚB 1  

this gloss as a pronunciation gloss for LI (cf. Deiwel, ^L 
Lautwerte, 2d ed., no. 59:3 pp. 9, 120). 

68. To read UD.DU here as è does not seem to offer any 
real help in the understanding of this strange name. A 
appears to have DI in place of UD.DU. 

73. The name possibly represents an Akkadian loanword. 
74. Another name of Akkadian extraction. 
75. A i 70: dDúr.ru.na . The name may occur also in the 

Fara texts; cf. Deie1, Fara II no. 61 ii 3 (as dlU). 
76. A i 71: 	1U.tu.ud. 
78. D i 14: 	Ka.tar.an.ki . On the reading TAR, instead 

of SIL, cf. Gudea, Cyl. A xxix 16: ka.tar.ra.bi  "its fear." 
79. Gloss in D i 15. 
80. D i 16 omits determinative; A i 75 is broken here, 

but it appears to have ample space for the expected determi-
native. This name calls to mind the ancient shrine in the 
territory of Lagash mentioned by Entemena; see BIN II 1:155. 

81. A i 76: [d]rKi'.gu.[la]. The name appears among 
those of the sons of dEn.ki (see Tablet II 284 below) and 
also as the name of the wife of dNita in Tablet V 48. Proba-
bly, the latter deity is to be distinguished from the one in 
the present line. 

D  

B 

69. 14 dumu.mes  

70. d  GGig.gidir(PA).si.s  

71. dES.bar.an.na  

An.na.ke4  

gU  
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83. dS ag.kud 

84. dNin.pa.mul.e.si  

85. dNinda.u6 .di.dul0d ^ 

86. dEn.du6 .kú•ta.6.d6 

87. dNin.ki.66.r (6) .ra 

88. 3 mu .aldim(MU) . gal  

89. dEn. ( ga.ra)garax(GA+  

NI)  

90. dbubur.â.zi.da 

91. 2 utul.gal 

92. d  Igi.sig7 .sig7  

93. dEn.nu.un.silim.ma  

94. dGis.[x.x].silim.ma 

95. 2 6n.tar.tar  

95a.  

96. [ d ]En.ki 

83. In ab ii 34. dSag.kud is identified with dNin.urta. 
Cf. further KAV 46:12 (= KAV 63 i 46), which gives the pro-
nunciation of dSag.kud as sa.ag.ku.ud, and Kraus, JCS 3 75  
note 30.  

85. A i 79 appears to vary here, having [ d]Nin. ru '.[x].  
86. Text = D i 21. B i 55 mistakenly writes GA after 

KU; but  TA, as the lexis difficilis, is preferred here. 
88. For the value MU = muualdim, cf. IvISL II p. 47 line 

172 and Tablet V 222a below. 
96. This line corresponds to Ao:l; and it is evident 

that in the older tradition reflected by Ao, the present sec-
tion was considered as the list of predecessors for both Anu 
(Ao:31) and Enlil (Ao:38). In the later tradition, this sec-
tion was removed from Anu and given to Enlil to make up his 
42 en ama a.a (see line 138 below), while Anu was given a 
list of "fathers and mothers" (see line 24 above) that was 
more in harmony with the theogony of the epical works. How-
ever, the older tradition represented by Ao seems quite con-
sistent with Babylonian theology, since Enlil was certainly 
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.97. dNin.ki  

98. dEn.ul  

99. dNin.ul  

100. dEn.mul  

101. dNin.mul  

102. dEn.LU  

103. dNin.LU  

104. dEn.DU  

105. dNin.DU  

106. dEn•da  

regarded as Anu's son (cf. even the famous vase inscription  
of Lugalzaggisi, OBI 87 iii 16). Considerable confusion has  
arisen from an attempt by some to equate the dEn.ki of the  

present line with the more familiar dEn.ki  (= dE-a) of  Eridu.  

That this identification is not valid is seen from the fact  

that in both Ao (see Ao:76) and the present series, dEn.ki  
( E-a) receives separate and full treatment, whereas the dEn.  
ki of the present line represents merely a shadowy half-cos-
mological name that figures very briefly in this formal list  

of the "fathers and mothers" of Enlil; see also MSL IV p. 4  
note 2. It would, therefore, be quite out of place to 
attempt to reconstruct an "Eridu" tradition out of the Ao 
list merely because Ao begins with the name of dEn.ki. Cf. 
also CT 16 13:11-25 for a comparable list of "fathers and 
mothers" of Enlil. The text UM 29-16-86 (published by Kramer  

in BASOR 94 5), which represents text "B" of the Sumerian 
"Death of Gilgamesh" (cf. ANET 51), also includes an abbrevi-
ated list of these "fathers and mothers" (lines 14-18) start-
ing with dEn.ki and dNin.ki. In spite of its abbreviated 
form, it seems to add one name not found in the present list: 
dEn.mu. rx , .lâ (line 17). Similar abbreviated lists are found. 
in VS II 11 r. ii 2-7 and in Smith,  MAT  pp. 11 f t  lines 30-
33. Eme presents only two names of this list: dEn.ki and 
dNin.ki (eme:2 f.). 
d 	98. Ao (3-6) reverses the order here giving aEn.mul and 
1in.mul before aEn.ul and dNin.ul. For aEn.ul and dNin.ul, 

cf.  BA 10/1 84 r. 4 and CT 16 13 ii 13 f.  
99. Cf. KAR 4 r. 15 f.  
100. dEn.mul and dNin.mul also occur in UK 29-16-86 (cf.  

under note 96 above) line 14 and VAT 55 + 171 etc.:7 (= SBH 
p. 85 no. 48). 

105. The name occurs also in Deimel, Fara II no. 1 iii 7.  

30  

A B D  
zabar.dib An.na.ke4 

 dam.bi.SAL 

SU  

SU  

SU  

An.na.ke4  

8U  

An.na.ke4  

NJ.GI8.SAR.gal An.  

na.ke4  

SU  

SU  

An.na.ke4  

mu-ge-du-u Sâ dA-ni 

SU  

B D  

Al 
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107.  dNin.da gU 

108.  [dEn.bulug3 ] 8U 

109. dNin.bulug3  gU 

110. [ dEn]. r4a1' 8U 
C 

111. dNin . @al 8U 
E 

112.  d [En].ug 8U 

113.  dNin.ug gU 

114. dEn.garag3 (GA+KAS) 8U 

115.  dNin.garag3  Su 

116. dEn(rge.[ar])  Sâr gU 

117.  dNin.gâr 8U 

118.  dEn.nun 8U 

119. dNin.nun gU 

120.  dEn.kur Su 

107. Certainly to be kept separate from the dNin.da that 
appears in line 317 below as a variant for dIr.da (see CT 24 
10:5). 

108. = Ao :17 . Cf.  CT 16 13 ii 15 f. 
109. = Ao:18. Cf. Deimel, Fara II no. 1 vi 27. 
110. = Ao:15. 
111. = Ao:16. 
112. Corresponds to E ii 1. 
113. To be kept separate from dNin.UG in the Samag 

circle; see Tablet III 141. 
114. E.ii 3 preserves the traces of a gloss (possibly 

r ga l .[ra]). See Tablet III 36 for a similar gloss. 
115. Ngt necessarily to be equated with the spouse of 

the son of aSin in Tablet III 36. 
116. = Ao:13. Cf. line 10 above, where the nPme occurs 

among the "fathers and mothers" of Anu. The name also occurs 
in the Fara texts (e.g., Deimel, Fara II no. 1 x 10) and in 
King, STO 73 ii 1-3. The gloss is partly preserved in E ii 5. 

118. = Ao:7 and E iii 1. 
119. = Ao:8. 	 d 	(kur) 120. = Ao:9. E iii 3: 	En. 	kur. Since A i 99 and 

C ii 10 (and probably B i 74) agree with Ao, it is possible 
that the gloss in E represents more than a pronunciation 
gloss. The scribe may 	indicating that he knew of the 
other tradition here; see p. 31 above. 

Tablet I 

121. dNin.kur 

122. dEn.(a.ma.66)amas 

123. dNin;' (= a.ma. âg)amag 

124. aEn.kin.gal 

125. dNin.kin.gal 

126. dEn.kù.gâl 

127. dNin.kù.gâl 

128. dEn.an.na  

129. dNin.an.na  

130. dEn.u4 .ti.la  

131. dNia.u4 .ti.la  

132. dEn.da.gurun3  

121. = Ao:10. dNin.kur is to be distinguished from a 
deity with a similar name who appears in a dBe-lit-ili/Igtar 
list (CT 25 30:5). 

122. Gloss = C ii 12. E iii 5 gives the gloss as a.mag. 
123. dNin.?mas is paired with dEn.da.gurun .ma  in Ao:21 

f. (i.e., Ao omits dEn.amag and dNin.da.gurun3 .6a); cf. lines 
132 f. below. 

124. = Ao:ll. A i 101 presents [ d]'En'.en.gal, which is 
obviously corrupt. 	 d_r

ivi 125. = Ao:12. A i 101: 	n.en.gal. 
126. Text = C ii 16 f.; A i 102 and B i 77 have dEn.kù. 

ga , dNin.kù.ga ; E iii 9 f.: dEn.kù.gal, dNin.kù,gal. 
127. See under note 126. 
128. = Ao:25. 
129. = Ao:26. Distinguish from the * dNin.an.na > 

dinanna. On the latter, cf. CT 25 31:16 where the name 
occurs in a list of dIgtar-kakkabi names. 

130. Text = C ii 20 f., which agrees w;th Ao:27 f, and 
CT 16 13 ii 21 f. A i 104 and B i 79 have En.ú.ti.la and 
dNin.ú.ti.la . E (perhaps by scribal omission) iii 13: dEn. 
ti.la . Cf. also K. 3931:33 (Smith, MAT 12) and V R 52 i 8. 

132. Cf. under note 123 above. For the actual reading 
of the name, note the phonetic writing in de Genouillac, Kich 
II plate 14 no. C-72 14, where the name is written dEn.da.gu . 
rriml.ma. The name is usually written (as here) d;n.da.UAB X 
GUD X GUD.ma; but, in the older texts , it appears as dEn.da. 
1B X GUD.ma (e.g., cf. Ao:21). In I]i 29-16-86:16 (cf. above 

under,note 96), this pair occurs as dEn.ninda.UAB X GUD(;). 
ma (although the reading of ninda seems suspect here in the 

ABCE 
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133. dNin.da.6urun3 .ma  8U  

134. dEn.du6 .kù.ga  8U  

135. dNin.du6 .kù.ga  SU  

136. dEn.me.sâr.ra 8U  

137. dNin.me.sâr.ra SU  

138. 42 am  en.ama.a.a dEn.lí1.1â.ke4  

139. dZi.sum.mu  Nibru(EN.LÍL.KI ).a. 

sà.ga.ke4  

light of the present line) and dNin.`da''.AAB X GUD(:).ma. 
Cf. further CT 25 7 K. 7762:3; VS II no. 11 r. ii 4; and CT 
16 13 ii 17 f. But whether the present name is to be identi-
fied with a deity of the same name who appears as one of the 
doormen of dERE8.ki.gal (KAR 142 iv 12) is not clear. 

134. = Ao:23 and UM 29-16-86 (see above under note 96): 
15. As with dEW.da.suruW ma of line 132, the name of dEn. 
du6 .kù.ga  occurs among th6 .doormen of dERE8.ki.gal in KAR 142 
iv 13 and K. 48 (Craig, ABRT 2 no. 12):28. Cf. also CT 16 13 
ii 19 f. and Smith, MAT 12:32. 

135. = Ao:24. Cf. also CT 25 33 K. 4209:5. 
136. = Ao:29; UM 29-16-86 (see above under note 96):l7; 

and CT 16 13 ii 23 f. This name represents a well-known 
deity. In late times, he appears to have been identified 
with Anu, Dumuzi, and Kingu (see TCL 6 47 and TuL 29). He 
appears occasionally as a deity in the underworld, but proba-
bly in the sense of a "captive" deity. See Thureau-Dangin, 
RA 16 147-151. Cf. further SBH p. 146:35, 42. 

137. = Ao:30.  
138. Cf. CT 16 13 ii 25 (see above under note 24) and UM 

29-16-86 (see above under note 96):18. A i 108 omits am. Ao 
lists only thirty names and includes among them ttwo which are 
not mentioned in the present list: dEn.bir and dNin.bir (Ao: 
19 f.). VS II no. 11 r. ii 6, after listing eight of these 
names, describes them as: "mother of Ninlil, father of 
Mullil." Following this line, it lists separately dEn.u 4 .ti. 
la  and dEn.me.sâr.ra. In view of the statement in VS II no. 
11 r. ii 6, it seems doubtful that this section intended to 
give a list of the "ancestors" of Enlil (cf. the "father" of 
Enlil who appears in line 147 below). The real intent of the 
line may have been instead: "42 mothers, equivalent to 
Ninlil, and fathers, equivalent to Enlil" (this would assume 
that dEn.lil is here considered as representing both Enlil 
and Ninlil; cf. An = dA-nu-um and An-tum in lines 1 f. above) 
or simply: "42 lords, mother-father pairs belonging to the 
family of Enlil." See further under notes 24 and 96 above. 

139. For similar lists of the children of dEn.me.sâr.ra, 
cf. AO. 6479 (= RA  17 55 ff., republished by Thureau-Dangin, 
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140. aAdx(ZA-tenû).gìr. 

 ha6 

141. d8eg9 .bar.gim4 .gim4  

Rit.acc. 3 ff.; also = TCL 6 no. WI  r. i) iii 3 ff.; K. 4806  
(= IV R 23 no. 1; cf. Rit. acc. 24 ff.) i 1-6; and O. 175 (=  
RA 16 145) :10 ff. (cf.  RA 16 150) and reverse (emblems with  
names, cf. RA 16 154). For the present line, AO. 6479 iii 4 
f. gives the name with an Akkadian explanation and identifi-
cation (with dNin.immax(SIG ); cf. line 306 below): 

4. dZi.sum.mu  Nibru.ki s^a.ga.ke 4  
5. dNin.imma (SIG- ) g6, ki-rib Ni-ip-pû-ru 

This means that dZi.sum.mu  was the name of dNin.immax(S IG ) 
in Nippur. But, in O. 175, the deity is explained (in li.e 
10) as: dZi.sum.mu  dGu.la dNIN.NIBRU.KI  nâdinat(SUM-at) 
napisti(ZI) dA-nim; "dZi.sum.mu- is dGu.la , the mistress of 
Nippur, the one who gives the life of Anu." From these iden- 
tifications, it appears that dZi.sum.mu  was regarded as a 
goddess. In the second half of the present line, the sign A 
may not be redundant (as might appear from AO. 6479:4, quoted 
above). It seems, instead, to be in opposition to a.6à.bar.  
ra in line 141, and may mean here "the Nippur territory."  

140. The first sign is not BI (as it seems in King's  

copy of C ii 30); in A i 110, it is clearly adx(ZA-tenû) (see 
MSL III 97 line 8). This corresponds to AO. 6479 iii 5 f.: 
dAd (ZA-tenû).gir.b.u6(:).ra.ke • d8u.zi.an.na  sa ap-si-i. 
Thureau-Dangin (Rit. acc. p. 52 note 37) suggested that the 
sign "engur" was to be restored here after aAd (ZA-tenû).gir. 
/}us (thus making the correspondence with ap-si3Si clearer); 
but, in the light of the present line, if anything is to be 
restored to AO. 6479:5, it seems that it should be gego .bar.  
In 0. 175:11, the name (with some variation) is explai ned. as:  
dSà (Thureau-Dangin, RA 16 150, here reads Íb). gir.Iu d8u.  

zi.an.na  An-tum gâmilat( U.GAR-at) napiAti(ZI) dA-nim; "d8a.  

gir.bu is dSu.zi .an.na , An-tum, the one who grants the life  
of dAnu." From this identification with d8u.zi.an.na , in 
both texts, it appears that dAd (ZA-tenû).gir.b.as is to be 
regarded as a female deity. Inxthe "picture" on the reverse 
of O. 175, in the upper right, the name appears in the 
expected form: dAdx (ZA-ten_û).gir.bi.ag, but in obv. 17, the 
name appears as dAd (ZA-ten_û).gir.gid.da. Apparently, the 
name of this goddess could be written in a number of ways. 

141. C ii 31: dregoh.bar.gim4 .gim4.me. AO. 6479 iii 7 
f. explains this name as: 

7. deggg .bar.ra.gim4 .gim4 .me a.sà.mar.ra.ke 4  
8. Ln.nu.gi  â-kin eq-li 

i.e., " dEn.nu.gi , the establisher of the field." The corre-
spondence here of MAR = Sakânu is understandable, but it is 
surprising to find MAR  where the series An : dA-nu-um pre-
sents BAR. In the series, a.sà.bar.ra seems to be in ODDOSi-
tion to line 139 and signifies "the outer" territory. O. 175: 

A C  
6eg9 .bar.ke4  

a gà. rbar.ra l .ke4  



143, aUr.bàd.da. ub, gub.  

bu  

144, dGub.ba.ga.ra.ra.é  
dA 145. h.bar.ra.DU.DU  

146. 7  in dumu.mes  

142. dUr.bàd (ba .ad,)  

dumu (du.mu)•  

a.a dFn.[111].1â.ke4  

dEn.lil 

t t 

IT  
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A C  
lú.[sukud]. r da l .ke4  

dumu.[é.6à].ba.ke4  

dumu.uru.gibil.ke 4  

dumu u4 .30.kâm u4.  

na.a  

dEn.me,sâr.ra.ke4  

11 f. agrees with AO. 6479, but further identifies aPr.nu.gi  

with dSin(E); cf. under Tablet III 86.  
142. A i 112: [d] rUr'.bàd. rna1 . Text = C ii 32 as  

restored by AO. 6479 iii 9 which has: dÚr.bad.da en sukud.  
da.ke  : dKù.sù be-lu sa-qu-u. That is, he is identified  

with uKù.sù "the lofty lord." O. 175:12 similarly identifies  

him with dKù.sù and further with dTu.tu "who knows the pure  

waters" (In these late cult texts, dKù.sù appears to be  
considered as a male deity; but in line 298 below, the name  

is listed among those of aNisaba. )  
143. A i 113: dUr.ba.dù.gùn.gin.nu . Text = C,ii 33 

with restoration from AO. 6479 iii 10 which has: dUrbad.  

gúm.gúm dumu é.6à.ba .ke4  : dNin.sar DUIVITJ 	 O. 175:13  
similarly equates him with dNin.sar and further identifies  

him with dNerigal(dV.GUR); but O. 175 r., in the "picture"  

(left middle), has aUr.bad.da.elm.gúm.  
144. A i 114 varies: [d] rTum1 .ma.gara (GA+NI).è. AO.  

§479 iii 11 f.: dTum.ma.ga.ra.ra.é dumu urZ.gibil.la.ke  
Nin.ka. si  DUMU URU es-6i;. i.e., this deity is identified  

with dNin.ka.si  "the,son of the new city." O. 175:14 adds an 
equation with dNin.gir.zi.da "who brings fermented wine (KAS. 
DIN.NAIvI) ."  

d!T_. 	
145. In AO. 6479 iii 13 f. , he is identified with 

usku 
13. dA.bar.ra.DU.DU dumu u4. 30.k6m u4 .na,àm 
14. dNusku(dPA+KU) DUtJ se-la-se-e bu-um-bu-li 

t'Nusku, son of the thirtieth (day of the month), of the 
bubbulu (the interval between the disappearance of the moon 
and its reappearance; cf.  RA 16 152)." Cf.  K. 4806 i 4 f.  
(IV R 23 no. 1). In O. 17:14 f., he is not only identified 
with dNusku but also with aNin.urta, dSin(dE8), and dNabu 
(dAG) "the chief of the divine attendants (DINGIR.GUB.BA

.M) who, before dDa.gan [guard] dEn.me.s^ âr a for all eternity." 
For the interchange between E and A in .bar.ra.DU.DU and 
dA.bar.ra.DU.DU, see under note 355 below. 

147. dLugal.duó .kù.ga  

148. dEn(en • lil) .lí1 

149. ci..EN (il • lil) . lil 
 

150.
d„(= il.lil) 50  

147. Here, dLugal.du .kù.ga  is described as "the father 
of Enlil"; but his exact relationship to the names in lines 
96-138 is not clear. For other references to this deity, cf. 
CT 25 33 K. 4209:3; KAV 218 A ii 28, 36 (<d>Lugal.AN.du 6 .kù. 
ga); CT 13 36:13; and TCL 6 47:3. 

148. The glosses in this and the following line show 
that dEn.lil had two common pronunciations (in which the 
second, Illil, represents assimilation of the nasal). The 
fact that this deity was known among the Hittites under names 
based upon the form Illil (e.g., cf. dEl-le-el, KUB 33 93 iv 
4 et al.) may show that this second pronunciation goes back 
much earlier than late Assyrian times. On the other hand, 
the existence of a form such as Illinos in Greek writings 
(e.g., see Clay, AJSL 23 269 note 1) could only reflect late  
usage among the Assyro-Babylonians. dEn.lil in the present 
series appears carefully distinguished from other deities who 
may have been otherwise identified with him for political 
reasons (chiefly Marduk and Assur), unless Assur occurs in 
line 166 below. 

149. In A i 119, the traces do not favor a restoration 
(for A) of [dEn] .  r li l 	For this entry, A possibly had  
either [dEn.li].rir or [dIl.li]. r il'. 

150. Since the numerical designation of the various 
chief deities was no late innovation, the indication of Enlil  
by the  number "50" is instructive. This numerical system 
doubtless was intended to represent little more than a con-
venient way of indicating relative rank in the pantheon and 
providing a simple means of writing the names of the deities 
involved. (One might attempt to explain this numerical 
system by referring to the designation of d30 for the moon  
god as representing thirty days of a full month, or naively 
explaining Istar's number "15” as representing one half the 
number of her father, the moon god. But this seems totally 
inadequate as a method of explaining the bulk of the remain-
ing deities so designated. It is much simpler to see in the 
numerical system nothing more than an indication of relative 
rank.) The number "50" places Enlil in a position just below 
the highest, since, the ranking was on the basis of the sexa-
gesimal system. This means that Enlil's number reflects a 
common tradition in Babylonia, in which he was ranked below 
Anu (who was "d60"; see CT 25 50:6). Note also CT 12 2 r., 
l7ab; 3:lab, where "50" is explained as referring to dEn.lil, 
and as such has the pronunciations of nin.nu.0 and il.lil. 
In CT 13 32 r. 12, the name has a gloss of b.a-an-a-a, which  
would be Akkadian for.the number 50.  

A C  



161. dEZEN.sag 

162. rdBALAG.DI 1  

163. dDara3 .gal 

164. [ d ] r Dara3 l .dm. 

165. dDara3 .dim.dim 

166. rd1 8UR 

167. dDUG.QA.BUR 

168. [ dX]. rxl.u4 .da 

169. dNam.zu 

170. [ dX.x]. rx 1  

171. d Dur.an.ki  

172. [ 	 ]. rx,  

,t 

t, 

„ 

t ' 

It  

" 

" [e] -lam -tu 
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151. d.1(= il.lil)SI 

152. dDUG.QA.BUR 

153. dNun.nam.nir 

154. dKur.gal 

155. [ d]E.lnm 

156. [d]rX,  

157. dU5 
158. [d ] (rumi . bi . sag ) ALAL 

159. d(re,)AB  

160. [ dX].ma4 

	

151. Text = C ii 41. 	A i 121 varies, 

	

with the sign AID. 	Whether any 
be determined because of the 

tt 

tt 

t, 

it 

 tt 

t, 

tt 

It 

tt 

" 

giving a name 
other signs preceded 
broken condition of A 

A B 

D 

at this point. 
152. The complex DUG.QA.BUR appears among the names of 

other deities besides Enlil (e.g., Dingir.mab., Tablet II 26; 
dLil, Tablet II 65; and dEn.ki, Tablet II 156, 160, 162, 164); 
but these should all be carefully distinguished from each 
other. ivote CT 12 21 93058:18 f., where this sign group is 
explained in successive lines as pa-4a-rum "potter" and dEn. 
lil. This same Akkadian meaning plus the Sumerian reading 
ba. bar is given for the group and is identified again with 
Enlil in A0.7661 ii 48 (TCL 6 37 = AS no. 7 p. 43). Cf. 
also line 167 below. The scribe who wrote texts A and B 
regularly writes DUG. LIB .BUR for this sign group-the LI8 
apparently serving as a graphic vari ant for OA in this com-
plex. 

153. = Ao:39 ( dBu.nam.nir). Cf. CT 25 23 D. T. 115:12 
and ZA NF 5 250. 

154. = Ao:40. Cf. CT 25 23 D. T. 115:16. dKur gal is 
mentioned in a dedication cylinder as the spouse of aMârat-
be ti; see MAOG 3 1/2 32. In KAV 47:14 (= K_AV 63 ii 21) , he 

Alim(A+IGI+PIRIG). 
156. The traces  in  A i 126 fit a sign like GIR or UU8, 

but hardly UG. 
158. Possibly = Ao:46. For a similar gloss of um.bi.sag 

for ALAL, see Tablet VI 128, (where the gloss actually repre-
sents the sign name; cf. MSL II  D. 75 line 562). 

159. = Ao:4l. Gloss partly preserved in A i 129. 
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is equated with dMar.tu. 
d 	155. Note that eme:5 presents dE.lum as the emesal for 

161. = Ao:42, where it is clear from the old Babylonian 
script that the sign EZEN is involved. 

162. = Ao:43. 
163. = Ao:44. 
164. Cf.  Tablet II l'l'l  , where the name occurs among the 

names of dEn.ki. 
165. Cf. Tablet II 145, where the name occurs among the 

names of dEn.ki. 
166. It is possible that the entry may actually be 

C d ] r Ar l  sur, in A i 136. 
167. The appearance here of a second dDUG.QA.BUR (writ-

ten dDUG.LI8.BUR in A and B; see above under note 152) is 
enigmatic. It is possible that dittos have been mistakenly 
omitted, by the scribe, in front of the complex in one (or 
both) of these lines. As is mentioned above under note 152, 
this sign group has the value 'of balg.ar, when applied to 
Enlil; but which of the two lines should receive this read-
ing? Perhaps in line 152, the complex represents an  ideogram 
for dEnlil, while in the present line it has the value of 
dBal}ar. However, this possibility cannot be controlled with 
the present texts. For other deities having this same ideo-
gram, see under note 152 above. 

170. The traces of the final sign in A i 140 may favor a 
restoration of the sign RA. 

172. The explanation of [e]-lam-tu in A i 142 corre-
sponds to NIM.MA.KI  in D ii 4. It seems that D had only one 
more name for Enlil, but just which one cannot be determined. 
(D adds to this additional name the explanation su.bir 4 .ki . 



173. aUé.àm.gi.na  

174. [ 	 ].rx,  

175. dDam. gàr 

176. dNin.111.LI 

177. dUN.il 

178. dSAL+KU (e 'gi) .tum. 

ma. al 

179. dSU.KUR.RU  

180. dSù.ud 

181. dNin.uru.mu.un.du 

182. dBur.6u.6al 

183. dBur.su.sikil 

B D 

dNin.lil dam.bi.SAL 

dam.bàn.da En.lil. 

la.ke4  

um.me.ga.la  dEn.zu. 

na.ke4  

dam.bi dEn.lil.la .ke4  

Be-lit -i-1i 

dSul .pa.è 
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A also seems to have one name less than B in this section of 
Enlil names. 

176. = Ao:48 and eme:6. Cf. KAV 63 i 4 (= KAV 65 r. i 4; 
see AfK 2 9 note.. 3) which explains dNin.lil as dIu-lil-tu. 
The form dNin.lil.LI seems to be only a variant form of dNin. 
111 (cf.  An : Anu Sa amLli 22) ; but if it is a variant form, 
it is certainly a fuller form and as such, it may lead one to 
raise a question as to the force of the added syllable. The 
sign LI may be explained as containing the Sumerian subject 
element (hence, dNin.lil.le), but the addition of such sub-
ject elements would seem to be an uncommon phenomenon among 
the names in the present series. 

178. = Ao:49. Gloss in D ii 8, which also has SAL+KU 
instead of NIN  (cf.  the normal NT1T  in  D ii 10) . B i 108 
gives NIN (probably making no distinction between NIN and 
SAL+KU). Cf. also An : Anu Sâ améli 23. 

179. = Ao:50. 
180. B i 109 contains both lines 179 and 180. If SU+ 

KUR+RU has the value of sad (as Scholtz suggests, ZA 41 304), 
this may explain why A omits line 179, and D, line 180. 

181. D ii 10: dNin.uru.mu.un.dù. 
182. The name occurs again among the names of dDam.ki. 

na, spouse of dEn.ki ; see Tablet II 183. Cf the gloss in 
Tablet II 111. 

183. Also occurs among the names of dDam.ki.na ; see 
Tablet II 184. 

184. dSu.zi.an.na  

184a. 

185. dEn.zi.kalam.ma  

186. dSig4 .za.gin.na  

187. dMaskim. ge6  . la  . .ar . 

ra.na 

184. B i 122 has dBAD.1a.ke4  instead of dEn.líl.la.keL . 
In another text (ZA NF 5 251 f.), du.zi.an.na  is describes 
as: dam.bàn.da a.a dEn;lil.la.ke  . In CT 25 49:1, she is 
described as: dBe-lit-DIN.TIR.KI4e-ti- rral - [at napisti] (see 
OLZ 14 153). Note also KAV 46:19 where her name is eluci-
dated as  [5u].zu.ran 1 .na, and where she is identified with 
dGu.la. See also under note 140 above. In Ao, she occurs 
quite widely separated from the Enlil section, but still in 
context with some of the same names as are found here (see 
Ao:335). 

184a. Represents a further explanation for dSu.zi.an.na , 
but the texts all vary slightly here. A i 153: um.me.ga  
dEn.<zu>.na; B i 112: um.me.ga.la  dEn.zu.ke4 ; D ii 14: um. 
me.da dEn.zu.na .ke4 ; E iv 2 f.: tim.ga.la  dEn.zu.na .ke44 . 

185. = Ao:336. In this 14e, dEn.zi.kalam.ma  appéars as 
the name of the sppouse of dEn.lil. This may represent 
another wife besides Nin.lil; hence she is listed here sepa-
rately. See line 300 below, where she is identified with 
dNisaba. A i 154 and B i 113 have dEn.lil.le instead of dEn. 
lil.l6..ke4  (which is found in  D ii 15 and E iv 4). 

186. Text = A i 155 and D ii 16. B i 114,has Dingir.mag 
instead of dBe-lit-i-li; and E iv 5 gives dBE,i-li. The 
latter form of the name is read by some dBe-li-li (e.g., cf. 
AG 271 and ZA 30 191), identifying her with the "sister" of 
Dumuzi who is mentioned in  CT 15 47:30). In the light of the 
other readings given for this line, it seems clear that BE in 
E is to be understood as a4 ideogram,for belit (unless E 
should be emended to read Be-<lit>-i-li). Texts in which the 
name has been read dBe.li.li  should possibly be re-examined 
from this standpoint. Certainly, a clear distinction is  to 
be made between this name and dBe.li.li  in line 19 above. 
dSig .za.gin.na  occurs also in Ao:51 (dSig4 .za.gin) and K. 
13703 :2 	(CT 25 46). 

187. = Ao:52. D ii 17: dSul.pa.è.a. Note RA 13 12 no. 
5:3 where the name is written dSul.pi.e. For daul.pa.è, see 
OLZ 22 13 note 1; AG 437, 467 f.; ZA 38 85 (where Poebel 
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188. dLum.ma 

189. aUa.da.ni.is  

190. 2 udug 

191. dEn.lí1.1â..zi 

192. dUr. dEn.zu.na  

193. dDa.gan  

SU 

SU 

é.kur.ra.ke4  

nu.banda é,kur.ra.ke4 

 nigír ès.bar.a.ke4  

SU dEn.lil 

194. NIN. K7.GI 

195. dSa.la.as  

196. dNin.me.dim.ea6 sa4)  

197. dNin.u6 .di.sâr.ra 

198. aNin.mús.za.gin.na  

199. dÍb.du6 .kù.ga  

dambi EW,1i1.lâ.ke4  

[ t'] 

tt 
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reads aSul.kún.è.a); II R 47 65e (where a reading of u.e.pà 
is given for this name) ; KAV 63 iii 47 (cf. Weidner, AfK 2 
75); Tablet II 46 f.; and Tablet IV 269 (where the flame occurs 
in the `'Istar tablet'' and is again identified with Maskim. 
ge6 .lú.#ar.ra.na). The first name in the present line is 
described in K. 266:42 (CT 25 22; = Tablet VI  121 below) as 
îlû lim-nu-um "the evil god." Cf. further CT 18 48:27cd; and 
CT 19 27 i 6. Both D ii 17 and E iv 6 f. give the name as 
dMaskim.ge .lú.4ar.ra.an.na, B i 115 (possibly by scribal 
oversight) Emits ge6 . 

188. This and the following three names evidently repre-
sent a group of deified early kings; see Jacobsen, AS no. 11 
98 f. note 168). dLum.ma seems to be another name for -.an. 
na.tum, king of Lagash; see Poebel, PBS IV 1 p. 166 In a 
(= "Smaller An : dA-nu-um"):3, the name appears as aLum.ba 
in which the gloss may reflect a variant textual #Vradition. 
The old Babylonian list Ao:53, however, also has Lum.ma. 

189. = Ao:54 and a9:4. Jacobsen, AS no. 11 98 f. line 
39 and note 168, reads Ua.tâ.ni.is . Apparently, this name 
represents a deified ruler from Uamazi (see Jacobsen, AS no. 
11 97 f. note 166). 

190. ac:5: 2 am udug é.ku;.[ra.ke4]. 
191. = Ao:55. B i 118: [ En].lil.za. Tf this ine is 

to be equated with eme:l8 (which has dMu.ul.lil.zi I aEn.lil. 
zi), then eme varies here in the order, placing this name 
after the Nusku section. A reading similar to that of eme is 
found in V R 52 i 28. See further, ZA NF 5 251. A i 159 
gives a slight variation for the explanation: [nu]. rbanda' 
aEn.1il.1â.ke4'  On the office of the nu.banda, see Lands-
berger, JCS 9 122. dEn.lil.lâ.zi also represents a deified 
ruler; cf. KK 28 note 13. 

192. = Ao:56. This entry also represents the deifica-
tion of a historical figure; see K 28 note 13. A i 160 ends 
this line with AN.BAR.ke 4  instead of ès.bar.a.ke4' 	d 193. = Ao:57. See h. 252 i 14 (III R 66) where Da.gan 
appears in a list of deities worshipped in the temple of 
ASsur; cf. also KAR 214 i 11. On the cult of Dagan, see 
Dossin, Syria 21 161 f.; Dhorme, RHR 138 129 ff.; Rec. Dhorme 
745 ff.; and Schcoökel, Der  Gott Dagan . Here dDa.gan is iden-
tified with dEn.lil. 

 The order of this and the following lines is based. 
on B i 121. The variation existing here among the several 
exemplars possibly indicates that they were copying from a 
section containing an early mutilation. In the original 
text, the scribe must have tried to include the following 
material: (1) dNIN.KU.GI  was the spouse of dDa.gan; (2) as 
such she was the spouse of dEn.lil; (3) therefore, she was to 
be equated with dNin.lil; (4Q furthermore, she was to be 
especially identified with dSa.1a,ag, as well as with several 
other deities. The resultant text produced some confusion as 
is seen in the explanation column of A i 162: [dam] dNin. 
lí1.1â.ke4  (probably a corruption from *dNin.lil dam dEr 1íl. 
lâ.ke4). D ii 23 reverses the names of dNIN.KÙ.gi  and  ul a. 
la.ag  (of the next line), and explains: dam.bi Nin.[líl] 
"his spouse, who,is dNin.lil." D also places dittos in th e. 
middle of dNIN.KU.GI  to show that her name was an ideogram 
for dSa.la.ag.. The primacy of dNIN.KÙ.GI  over d8a.la.as  is 
inferred from Ao:58 where only the former name occurs; but 
the name must still 1;)e viewed as an ideogram for 	 fter; 
cf.  ab i 34: dNIN(sa.la. as) . KU. GI I dsa. la gâ gadiÇi) . See 
further under note 195 below, and An : Anu Sâ améli 59. 

195. From ab i 34 (quoted under note 194 ab ve), it 
appears that d8a.la.as  is to be identified with LLSa. la, and . 

therefore also with the spouse of Adad; see Rm. I1,32 (CT 25 
21) r. 7 f. (= Tablet III 240 below). Note that dNIN.KÙ.GI  
(ideogram for dsa.la.as , see under note 194 above) is also 
identified with da.la in line 59 of An : Anu Sâ améli. Cf. 
further M OG 1/3 pp. 9, 11, 14. 

196. Text = D ii 25. In the light of the way in which 
the name is written in B i 122, it seems that the gloss in D 
may have been used by the scribe to indicate a  textual varia-
tion among the texts available to him. This name occurs 
again among those of the spouse of Adad; see Tablet III 241 
(written without NIN). 
d 	197. Text = B i 123. In ab i 39, the name aprears (in a 
Sa.la.as  list) as dNin.-.ki.gâr.ra. D ii 26 combines both 
readings as dNin.0 .di.ki.sâr.ra, which possibly represents 
inclusion of an  older glossed reading. 

198. = ab i 40. 
199. The first name is omitted by B ( see B i 124), an 

 omission which seems justified by Ao:59, where this present 
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section begins with a name corresponding to line 200. Igig.ara 
is here introduced as a member of the Enlil circle; but cf. 
Tablet III 279 (where she appears in the Adad circle); Tablet 
IV 276 (in the "Istar tablet") ; and line 301 below (where, as  
dGag.gag, she is identified with dNisaba). Cf. further AfO 
12 1 ff.; KAV 42 i 31 (= KAV 43 i 12); KAV 48 ii 8. 

200. = Ao:59, which has dGag.ga. Cf. line 301 below 
where she is equated with dNisaba.  

201. In Ao:60, the name is written dBe-la-at-bi-ri. Note 
the writing of the name as dBe-lit-be-ri, Tablet IV 280 
below, and possibly dNIN-bi-ri, PSBA 34 52. This and the 
next two lines are repeated later in Tablet IV 277 ff. 

202. = Tablet IV 278. Cf. also K. 2121:5 (CT 25 45).  
203. = Tablet IV 280. D ii 32: dTas-me-zi-ik-ri. 
204. According to King's copy, it appears at first 

glance that D ii 33 has dA.AN.BU.BU. However, the old Baby-
lonian prototype Ao presents at this pointline 61) <d>An. 
bu; therefore D must be read <d>An.a.an..bu)bu. B i 127 has 
C<a>An]. rbu` dEN-bu-ul, in which the latter name (= dBel-bu-
ul) probably represents an  Akkadian explanation. B followed 
with a summary line which probably represents the end of a 
subtablet in one tradition. Since A ends Tablet I with the 
words dub 2 kam.ma ( A  ii 146), it is probable that A also 
represents a copy of the same tradition which divided Tablet 
I into two subtablets. Cf. further D. 7 note 26 above.  

205. = A.o:63 which has dU4 .ta.GI8GAL.1u. D ii 34: 'U4. 

URU.lu. On the reading of B i 130, see OLZ 12 201. In 
deciding the eventual reading of the complex GI GA .lu in 
this line, one must note that the emesal text devotes two 
lines to this name (eme:7 f.): [d]Umun.lu.a (which Lands-
berger. KSL IV p. 4, emends to dUmun.IB*. a; but, if GIGAL  

has some value such as ulu, [e.g., cf. Falkenstein, ZA NF 15 
116:9] or lux  [cf. Falkenstein, ZA NF 11 13 (l .ne 14), 29], 
perhaps the emendation is not necessary) and [ ]Umun.kal.a. 
The name also occurs in ab iii 6 in a aNin.urta section  

(which helps to restore several broken lines in the present 
list). dNin.urta apparently was equated with a number of 
various deities. In ab iii 31 (as dU4 .liISGAL.lu), he is 
identified with dMermeri (IILI X I'M  X IV; X 1E, glossed with me.  
er.me.er ) = dAdad (cf.  Tablet III 210 below); in ab ii 12, 
di'in.urta = dNabu(AG); and  in 47406 (CT 24 50):3, he is iden-
tified with diviarduk. In PEAR 142 i 22-25. dNin.urta is iden-
tified with such deities as, dNa -bi-um, dZa.baL.ba 4 , and 
dGIR.UNU .gal. Attention has often been calle. (e.g., AfK 2 
12 note 8) to the fact that, in  late times at least, the name  
dNin.urta was actually pronounced Inurta > Inurta (= Enusta). 
However, there is evidence to support the possibility that the 
name was also pronounced as written: dNin.urta; cf. the pho-
netically written dNi.in.nu.ur.ta in ZA 45 36. This would 
present the possibility that there were two pronunciations of 
his name in vogue-much as was the case for Enlil, see lines 
148 and 149 above. 

206. = Ao:64 and ab iii 7; but cf. CT 25 25:15 (= Tablet 
III 110 below) where the name occurs in a lamas list. 

207. = ab iii 8. Ao:65: dSâ.BIR.nun. On the signs 
involved in D ii 36 and B i 131, see OLZ 12 200 and OLZ 13 
63. Cf. K. 2100 i 37 (CT 25 17) where $I X U is again 
glossed with du.bur.  

208. Possibly an. Akkadian name. In ab iii 10, the name 
occurs as dKur.da.ri 

209. B i 132 and D ii 38 both present dZi.nr.ku; but see 
ab iii 9 which clearly has dZi.ir.ki  (= II R 57 54c, which 
has dZi.ir.ku). The latter text may indicate that an emenda-
tion is to be made here to read dZi.ir(:).ku instead of dZi. 
niku. The entry seems to represent an Akkadian name. A ii 
i preserves the traces of two vertical heads of a name, or an 
explanation, following the dittos.  

210. The text can be restored from ab iii 13 and B i 133. 
211. = ab iii 14. 
212. Instead of [dX].SAR, the name may prove to be 

merely [d]aR. In A ii 4, the long horizontal stroke before 
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226. dLugal.gis.dù.a 

227. dNin.urta 

228. dIB 

229. dtIENGAR  

230. dNin.EN.LÍL.KI  

231. dNin°tú1°lâ 

232. dNin.uru 

233. dNin.uru.sag.gâ 

234° 	dNin.uru.gal.la  

235° 	dNin.uru.sà.ga  

236. 	dNin.nig.NE,RU 

226. The name occurs again 	in (the 
(= Ao:443).  

228. dIB is certainly an ideogram 
25 glosses , dTB with ú.ra,as and 

dNin.urta) Sa ua  da-ni-e. 	It is 
of dNin.urta; End, as such, dIB 
under Tablet V 42. 	This name of  
be distinguished from dIB = dUras 

IT  

TI  

IT 

IT  

dam.bi.SAT ,  

IT 

T T  

IT  

IT  

q 

dumu.SAL dNin.urta. 

ke4  

Nerigal list) Tablet 

here for dNinurta; but 
explains the name as: 
clear that dIB is a sub-
has the value dUras; see 
dNin.urta should, how- 

in line 4 above. 
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213. dLugal.â°gíd,da 

214. [d ]rLugal'.a.6a.b ar, 

ra 

215. dLugal.a°sà.mâ.ru  

216. dLugal ° é . GAM ° ma  

217. dLugal.zà.è 

218. dLugal.sudx(KA X 

8u).dè  

219. dLugal.za.ru  

220, dLugal.ma.gur8.ra 

221° dLugal.uru.bar.ra 

222. dLugal. r uru°e°sà.ga 

223. dLugal.ni.ba .du 

224. dLugàl °giS°  

gisimmar(8A6 ) 

225. dLugal.â.KAL.a. 

 

pirig3  

BAR may well be the prolongation of the determinative (cf. A  
ii 20), and this would indicate that no sign is missing in  
this name. One may cf.  ab ii 27: d AR. AR. re 1 "(= dNin.  
urta) Sâ na-as-pan-ti.  

214. B i 135 has Sâ instead of Sà. The term a Sa.bar.ra  
may be compared with line 141 above.  

217. Ao:345 places this name in a different section.  
218. The name occurs again in Tablet VI 87 (in the 

Nerigal section); cf. also Tablet V 265. In KAV 63 iii 40 (= 
KAV 65 iii 17), the name appears both as dLugal.sud <.(KA. X 
8U).dè:and dLugal.gis.sud (KA X U)° On the value sud (Kg X 
8U), see MSL II  p.  57 note 329. x  

221. = Ao:428.  
222. = Ao:429, which gives dLugal.uru.sà.ga , Text = A  

ii 14; D iii 7: dLugal°uru.sà°ke4 ° 
223. A ii 15: aLugal.NI.  
225, Text = A ii 17. D iii 9 appears to end with GAN,  

which may actually represent pirig 3 (:) (or possibly a graphic  
variation of pirig).  

229. The dittos are found in D iii 11, and there seem to 
indicate that dENGAR is an ideogram for dNin u a° This 
should be ` compared with ab ii 26 which has:  dL u ° rù)MÇGAR ^ TT 
(- Nin.urta) sâ al-li. This indicates that the present 
entry should be read dUru4. Cf. also ab iii 30 where dENGAR 
is given as an ideogram for dNn.gir.su and then again 
equated with dNin.urta. 

230. = eme:9 and Ao:66. In late texts, she is identi- 
fied with IStar; e.g., cf.  ZA NF 6 84:5 and see Tablet IV 16 
below° 

231. = Ao:67.  
d 	232° Cf, Tablet V^44 where she appears as the wife of 
Gu,an.ni.si.il  = dUras = Nin.urta) and Tablet V 141 (where 
the name appears among those of dNin°ka°ra°ak). D iii 14 
gives dNin.uru 4 . 

233. = Ao:68. In ZA NF 6 85:9, the name occurs as an 
epithet of Istar.  

235, Text = D iii 17; A ii 27 gives dAma°uru.é.sà.ga , 
which is (partly preserved) also in B i 145. 

236. If NE.RU = "wicked" (cf.  MSL I p.  84 line 41 and  
Deimel, L 172:51b), the equation with GI.NA in line 237 
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237. dNin.nig.gi.na  

238. dKU(.).sUD(.).NUN.  

KU.TU dumu.an.na  

239. dNin.u4 .zal.le  

urta.ke4  

sukkal dNin.urta.ke4  

dam.bi  dumu.SAL dPA+  

TfIG . ke4  

M!AS.SU.GAL dNin.  

urta.ke4  

6e6 dInim.ma.ni .zi.  

ke4  

below seems strange. D iii 18,gives only one name for the  

daughter of dNin.urta: dNín.nig.gi.na . The arrangement of  
the text here = A ii 28 and 29. 

237. The first name = Ao:69.  
238. = Ao:71. For the reading of  the name, see under 

Tablet III 95. Here, d KU.SUD.NUN.KU.TU appears in the circle 
of dNin.urta only as the brother-in-law of dNin.urta. In 
Tablet III  95, he appears among the sons of dNIN. MAR. KI ; in  
Tablet VI 230, he is equated with dMAR.TU; and in An : Anu 6â  
améli 106, he is identified with dSumuq_an(dGIR). d-KU.SUD.  
NUN.KU.TU was apparently viewed as an ideogram for dSumugan/  
Saman/Sab.an. Cf. CT 12 37:46a (= CT 12 35:29a), where the  
name is explained as: <d>Sum-man-nu Sâ GUD "Summanu of 
cattle." 

239. = Ao:70 and eme:10. The line describes dNin.0 
zal.le as the wife of dKU.SUD.NUN.KU.TU and the sister or 

 dNin.urta. 
240. = Ao:72; cf. K. 4349E:10 ("Smaller An : dA-nu-um" 

CT 24 49). 
241. = Ao:73. Gloss is partly preserved in D iii 22. 

The name is probably to be read dDuni^/,.TDuna and should be 
compared with Ea : A : nâqu IV 295 (= Hallock, AS no. 7 D. 

 26). A ii 32 (as in Ao:73) simply writes dKAL. This KAL 
who is the wife of dInim.ma.ni .zi and the daughter of dNusku,  
is certainly to be distinguished from other deities written 
with this sign. On dPA+TUG (= dNusku) cf. line 252 below.  

242. = Ao:74 and eme:ll. 
242a. A ii 33 ends the line with dInim.ma.ni.zu. This 

half line further identifies dNin.kar.nun.na  as the "brother  

243. 
 

dKinda.zi  

2J1'i 	. 
	

d "SU. I  

245. dKA(ki.ri) ùr.ùr 
 

246. dBara2 .sig5.ga .  

nibru(EN.LÍL.KI )  

247. 2 bara2 .sig5 .ga  

248. dNin.dir  

249. dNin.uru.bar.ra  

of aInim.ma.ni .zi; hence eme:ll is to be restored to read  
[dUmun.kar].nun.na, and not [d-Gasan.kar].nun.na (cf. AG 409 
and MSL IV p. 4) . dInim.ma.ni . zi and dNin.kar.nun.na  are . 

also closely associated together in astronomical texts. Cf.  
K. 7145:7 (CT 29 47).  

243. Ao:75 and A ii 34 begin the name with URI instead  
of KINDA. These two signs are interch angeable in such con-
texts; see Kraus, JCS 3 80 f. note 50. Since dKinda.zi is  
the wife of the "barber of dNin.urta," her own name of "the  
true hairdresser" seems quite fitting; cf. OLZ 12 200.  

244. The dittos (in A ii 35; D iii 26 omits them) would 
indicate that dSU.I is here an ideogram for dKinda.zi. 

245. Gloss in D iii 27. For  the  value KA = kiri3 (= 
"nose"), see MSL II p. 56 line 305. For ùr.ùr (= mus u') "to 
smear on to anoint," etc., cf. D. T. 57 r. 9 f. (= JRAS 1927  
538). The name appears to denote an individual who "anoints  

the nose (with perfume?)." The significance of the name may  
be important for the understanding of the profession bara 2 .  
sig .ga  (see line 247 below) which is involved in the present  
enties. The name d•KA.ùr.ùr also occurs in CT 24 35 x 6 (a  
section of K. 4349 but belonging to the "Smaller An : dA-nu-
um"). Read here Kiri .ùr.ur.  

246. D iii 28a: 	Bara2  si.[ga.EN.LÍL.KI]. The name  
also appeared in CT 24 35 x 7, which can be restored from the  
present line.  

247. D iii 28b: al 2 bara 2 .si.ga . The significance of  
this professional epithet is somewhat uncertain. SIG .GA  
(written phonetically as SI.GA in D) = damqu, which hare  
should connote something like "sweet, pleasant," etc. Since  

several of the deities so designated contain the element UR  
("anoint" or "smear") as a part of their name (cf. lines 245  
and 250), the occupation here may well involve those who work  
with perfume and cosmetics. SARA may here have a semantic 
relation to the phrase ' i.gis.bara2.AGV  "refined oil," cf.  
Oppenheim, AOS 32 129.  

248. = CT 24 35 x 8, which can be restored from this  
line.  

249. = CT 24 3 5 x 9.  

A D  A D  dam.bi.SAL  

SU 

 SU 

SU  

dNin.urta . ke4  

SU 

SU 
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250. dNin.KA.ùr.ra  

251. r3 1  bara2 .sig5 .ga  

252. PA+TUG sukkal.ma. 

253. dÉ.kur.ri.sù 

254. d [En.zà].ga 

255. [dSag.ga.su.e].a 

256. [dPA+TÚG] 

250. = CT 24 35 x 10, which has ur4,instead of ùr. The 
name should probably be read djin.kiri 3 .ur.ra; cf. line 245 
above.  

251. D iii 31 gives the explanation as: [x]. rx'.ga 
elNin. lil . lâ. key. ;  

252. dPA+TUG is to be read dinsada/Ensadu when viewed as 
a Sumerian deity; as an Akkadian deity, the complex repre-
sents dNusku. In YBT 1 53:271, dPA+TUG is given the pronun-
ciation [dX].sà.du (Dr. Stephens has recently collated this 
line and tells me that the damaged sign could justs easily 
be read EN as IBM which should be compared with <d>(en.sa. 
da)pA+TUG in ÇT 25 7:23, and dEn.6à.du 10  in eme:l2. In YBT 1 
5:270, dPA+TUG is given the Akkadian pronunciation of 
[Q] rNu C -us-ku, which should be compared with CT 11 17 iv 12, 
CT 25 7:22, and KAV 63 i 5 (see AfK 2 9). Apparently, dPA+ 
TUG served as an ideogram for both names at an  early date 
(note that the old Babylonian forerunner Ao had two lines in 
this section devoted to dPA+TÚG; see Ao:131 and 135). In the 
popular etymology of the Assyrians (CT 25 49 r. 4), his name 
was explained as: re-'u-ú. a-kil tè-e-mi mu-sâ-pu-ú[ 	J, in 
which, it appears that PA = aklu and KU/TUG = tému, as well 
as PA+TUG = rê'fl, etc. (cf. OLZ 14 153). Schneider, AnOr. 19 
no. 499, is concerned about the relationship between dNusku  
and dNin.urta; but, as Falkenstein, OLZ 46 354 f., has  
pointed out, there is little reason for such concern; the two  
deities were both regarded as sons of Enlil, hence, brothers.  
Therefore, in such lists as the present one, dNusku often  
closely follows diJin.urta. Cf. further CT 25 50:16 (where  
the "number" of dNusku is given as "10"); Schwenzner, Af0 9  
46; Lewy, Or. 17 146 ff.; AG 432 ff.; and line 145 above.  

253. = Ao:132, which writes the name dE.kur.ri.si .  
254. Restored from Ao:133; = eme:l3 (= dEn.PA, read 'En.  

zag). Distinguish this name from dEn.zag = dNabu; cf. Tablet  
II 244.  

255. Restored from Ao:134. Possibly = eme:l4, which  
repeats dEn.PA.  

256. Restored from Ao:135, which here repeats PA+TUG,  
thus indicating that the Akkadian dNusku had at that time  
already entered the Sumerian pantheon.  

257. [dSa.dàr.nun.na ]  

258. [dNin.mesu.du7 ]  

259. [dNin.ki.âg.nun.na ] 

260. [dDl,mu.ZU. AB]  

261. [dUm.x.gâl.la ] 

262. [dNin.ka.as.bar.an . 

[nu.banda dEn.liì.lâ. 

ke4]  

264. dBAL^iG. En lil 	[SU]  

265. NiR.lilala.gal.eli 

266. 2 gu4 . r DGB 1 	[dEn.lil 16.ke4] 

267. dInim.dul6.ga 	^`U 1 gu4 .DÚB d [Nin. 

1i1.la.ke4]  

268. dUr. dZa.ba4' ba4  

257. Restored from Ao:136 and the explanatory col»mn of  
eme:15; see also EAV 65 r. i 6 (cf. Weidner, AfK 2 9 note 5),  
where the name is written dSa.dar.nun.an.na . Concerning her  
name, see the popular etymology in CT 25 49 r. 5 (cf. Ungnad,  
OLZ 14 154).  

258. Restored from eme:l5. The name appears somewhat  
later (line 147) in Ao.  

259. Restored from Ao:137 (= eme:16).  
260. Restored from Ao:138, which has dDumu.ZU. rAB';  

omitted by eme.  
261. Restored from Ao:l39, which has dUm. rx^.rgâl.la^; 

omitted by eme.  
262. Restored from Ao:140 (= eme:17).  
263. The fragmentary traces in C iii 1, which correspond  

to the present line, can be restored by eme:18; cf. also line  
191 above.  

266. The restoration of the explanatory side of the line  
is conjectural (cf. AG 270, 298, 413).  

267. The restoration of the final name is completely 
conjectural.  

268. Another instance of a deified ancient king; see  
Jacobsen,  AS no. 11 pp. 106-109 note 217. On the reading of  
the name, note that a musical instrument was later named  
after this king: and the pronunciation of this instrument is  

A D  
sU 

dNin.EN.LIL.KI .ke4 

 En.li1.1â.ke4  

dPA+TUG  

C 

F 

ki] 

263. drEn.l1l 1 .[zi]  



Su  

SU  

Nin.urta.[ke4] 

SU 1 guir DbB dPA+ 

TtG.[ke4] 

SU 1 guil. .DÚB dSa. 

dàr.nun.Ena.ke4] 

B C  

d  

282. [dÉ.ig].dab.ba  

283. dNimin(40).min.tab.  

ba  

284. [ 

285. dMa.na.an  

286. [ 

SU 

é.kur.ra.ke4 

 ni.dub..gal é.kur.ra. 

ke4  

11  
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274. d(a(:).1adKAL X BAD 
^75.  d(ir(:). a.an)MUS 

276. dAladx(KAL X BAD). 

sa6 .ga 

277. dLamma.6a6 .ga  

278. dUdug(:). 1 GA'.GA 

given as gis.ur.za.bi .tú in Tablet III of the series Diri 
DIR : si4aku: vatru; see ZA NF 8 147. 

269. F:4: [ ] r U l .ma.ni.di.nim. 
270. One thinks of gù.di (= sasû); hence here, *clU4 .gù. 

nun.di. But F:5 gives [ŒU4].KA.nun.sa6 , which rules out a 
reading of di for DI. 

273. F:7: [dAd].dull.[nun]. 
274. Gloss in C iii 10 (cf. 1eissner, OLZ 12 200); = Ao: 

141, which has d(a.la.du)KAL; therefore read dAlad. The list 
of the six utukku of É.kur begins here.  

275. = Ao:142 and eme:l9 (which has dSe.ra.a as the  
emesal equivalent). The gloss which occurs in C iii 11 cer-
tainly appears as sa.b.a.an; and this has led to the assump-
tion that the god S/Saa.an is involved here (see AG 440 and  

Ungnad, OLZ 14 152). However, since the god Saban occurs  

later in the series (as an important name for dinar-tu, see  
Tablet VI 238-241, 244), he may not be intended here. I am  
indebted to Dr. Landsberger for the suggestion that SA should  
be emended to IR, in the gloss in C (see also his eme:19, MSL  

IV p. 5).  Thus he would read here ir(:).ba.an and associate  
the reading with nirab > nir3an > irban "snake" (cf. also  
Fauna p. 61 note 1; but see Ebeling, MAOG 10/2 38). The  

emesal list contains only this one name of the present list  
of utukku and describes him as udug é.6âr.ra.ke4  (see line  
280 below which has é.kur.ra.ke4).  

278. Read dUdug.kà.kà; the forerunner Ao:143 here pre- 
sents Udug.ka.ka.  

279. dLamma.GA.GA  

280. 6 udug  

281. dKal. r kal l  

dNimin.min.tab  

rU -1 

["] 

287. [dSE].TIR  ! 	 " 

279. Ao:144 has dLamma.ka.ka; therefore read dLamma.kà.  
kà.  

280. Ao has only four of these utukku, omitting the  
equivalents of lines 276 and 277.  

281. This line corresponds to Ao:308; hence this present  
section was given a different place in the old Babylonian  
forerunner. As to the pronunciation of the name, cf. the  
alternate spelling of Ur.dKal.kal (VS 16 103) which appears  
in VS 9 158 r. 4 as Ur.Ka.al.ka.al . On the reading ni.dulg  
for ni.GAB, see p. 15 note 51 above.  

282. Restored from Ao:309 (which, however, writes dÉ.ig.  
dab.zu).  

283. = Ao:310, which writes the name as dNin.min.tab.ba .  
This and the following lines are very compressed in B, which  

sometimes writes as many as three names to a line here.  
284. = B ii lla.  
285. = B ii llb and C iii 20. It is possible (at least  

from King's numbering of the broken space in C iii 20-25)  
that C may have had an extra line in this section; but this  
cannot be controlled with certainty from King's copy. If  
there was another entry in C, it is assumed here that it was  
C iii 21; but this is purely hypothetical.  

286. = B ii 12a and O iii 22.  
287. = B ii 12a; C iii 23; and Ao:320. dSE.TIR is here  

an ideogram which stgnds for dA6nan in Sumerian and dEzinnu  

in Akkadian. Since E-zi-nu-ú appears phonetically written 
in line 288, it is probable that the Sumerian Asnan is meant  

in the present line. Note the entry in 81, 4-28:9 (JRAS 1905  
829 plate I): e-zi-nu I SE.TIR I se.e.tir.ru.ú I dAS.na.an .  

C F 
269.  ds  U.ma.ni.di.di 

270. dU.KA.nun.sâ 

271. 3 gu4 .DÚB 

272. dBALAG.e.diri 

273. dAd.du10 .nun 



288. dE-zi-nu-ú  

289. d rLugal l .[ki.sâ.a]  

289a.  

[ d ]TUa. ià AGRIG  

dEnlil(BAD).lâ 

a.a dNin.111.l6.ke4  

["] 

[ I ']  
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290. dNin.u6. [x.x]  

291. dNin.kalam.zi. 

r g^l i . r x' 

292. d Ig.kú.ga  

293. dUa.ià 

294. dNisaba(SE+NAGA_)  

295. d IISID  

288. = B ii 12b and C iii 24.  
289. = B ii 13 and C iii 25. The first name restored 

from Ao:311 and eme:20. On the reading of the name dia.ià, 
see Jacobsen, JCS 7 38 note 17. 

289a. = A ii 75. B ii 13 included this half line, with 
the material of line 289; but it is clear from the spacing in 
C iii 26 that C made this a half line by itself. 

290. A and B omit two of the names in this section. 
 Since both have broken surfaces in the left column here, it 

is difficult to ascertain accurately which two of the names 
were omitted. However. B ii 14 retains the equivalent of 
line 293; and this would mean that A and B probably omitted 
either lines 290 and 291 or line 291 and 292. These omitted 
lines are arbitrarily assumed to be 290 and 291. 

291. In C iii 28, the name seems to end with the traces 
of one more small sign, possibly LA; but the space would pro-
hibit a sign like LI. 

292. Ao:312: dIg.kug. 
293. = Ao:321. On the reading of the name, see note 289 

above.  
294. = Ao:322 and eme:21 (where she appears as dGasan. 

nisaba). The name is written dNi.sa.ba  in CT 17 34:27-30 and 
dNi.is.sa.a.ba  in JRAS 1919 190 line 24. The older pronun-
ciation apparently was dNidaba; cf. CT 11 49:16. Here, she 
appears especially as the spouse of dIa.ià; seven of her 
other names are also listed. She is apparently to be identi-
fied, as well, with dNisaba.gal (cf. eme:22) and dNisaba.ur. 
sag in lines 320 f. below. 

295. Text = C iii 32. B ii 15 presents dTISE. Obvi-
ously, both dg ID and dSE are here to be considered as  

296. dUL.sâr.ra 

297. dNun.bar.se.gùn.nu  

298. dgù.sù 

299. dAma.me.dib 

300. dEn.zi.kalam.ma  

301. dDÙ.DÙ 

302. dUN.ga.ga6 .ga  

3o3.  d  mun, axi. na  

ideograms for aNisaba. dSE may even represent a shortening  
of the more complete ideogram aSE+NAGA.  

296. The name is read by some (e.g., AG 284) as dDur7 .  
Sar.ra and compared (e.g., cf. Schroeder, ZA 30 287) with  
Dusares the god of the Nabateans; but this seems unconvinc-
ing. dUL.sar.ra is here one of the names of the goddess  

Nisaba and as such can scarcely have any ties with the later  
Dusares.  

297. = Ao:323, which probably is to be restored to dNun. 
bar. r se.gu.nu'' (similarly, Barton, MBI 4 1:12, 14). See also 
An : Anu Sâ améli 99.  

298. = Ao:328. Tallquist, AG 344, rightly objects to 
the reading dal..sig p  which some (cf. ZA 36 180) have given 
this deity. Considdrable confusion has surrounded this name 
(cf. Zimmern, BSGW 63 pp. 92, 109); and the exact status of 
this deity in the pantheon seems poorly understood. Text A 
now removes some of -Rae uncertainty by revealing that an.sú 
reRresents one of the names of Nisaba. The appearance of 
dKu.sù in certain lete cult texts as a male deity (e.g., cf. 
AO. 6479 iii 9, Rit. acc. p. 5 where dKù.sù is described as 
be-lu sa-qu-u "the lofty lord") may be disregarded here in 
view of the clearer status which she now has in the present 
series. See also line 324 below where dKù.sù appears as the 
sanga2.ma. of Rnlil. 

300. = Ao:336. This name also is presented as a god-
dess, in spite of the initial EN (that EN may be used in 
female names is evident from the fact that in the Ur III tab-
lets, high priestesses of Ur were often given names beginning 
with EN; see Landsberger, OLZ 34 125); see also line 185 
above where she appears as one of the wives of Enlil. Here, 
the name is given as one of the names of Nisaba. 

301. In the light of line 200 above (where dDU.DU occurs 
as one of the names of Is4ara), the name should probably be  
read d

.
Gag.gag. For more names of Nisaba, see lines 320 ff. 

below 
303. Cf. KAV 64 iv 13 (possibly = "Smaller An : dA-nu-

u..m.") where dga.mun. an.na  is described as a DÛB.nita of Samas.  

A B C  B C  

A  

SU 

SU 



II 
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304. 2 gu4.DÚB  

305. dKÙ.GI.bàn.[da]  

306. dNin.immax(SIG7 )  

306a.  

306b.  

307. dGi6.}ur.mah.sù.sù  

308. dNin.tu.babbar.re  

309. Mus.me.gul.gul  

310. dSag.gul.gul  

305. = Ao:319. Unfortunately, the title or function of 
dKU.GI.ban.da is broken away in C iii 41. He appears again 
in line 316 below as the husband of dNin.imma (SIG ) For 
the reading of the name, see An : Anu gâ améji 129. 

306. = Ao:313 and eme:24. For the reading dNiW.imma  
instead of dNin.sig , see MSL II  p. 63 line 404 and MSL 1 p. 
5 line 24. Note that the emesal reading (eme:24) is dGagan.  
nam.mu , a reading which corresponds favorably with dNin.  
imma. Apparently, the name is to be distinguished here from 
malexdeities bearing the same name, e.g., KAV 63 iii 43 and  
CT 25 49 r. 2 (where the name is explained as: bel nab-nit  
bu-un-na-ni-e bel nim-ma [gl3m-gu]; cf. Ungnad, OLZ 14 153).  
That the name occurs in the dEn.zu list of K. 2114 (CT 2542)  
:9 may be explained as a later development arising from the  
relationship described in line 306b below. Cf. further under  
line 139 above. Here, the name certainly represents a god-
dess, see lines 306b and 316 below.  

306b. dNin, imma (SIG,7 ) is presented here as tithe wet  
nurse of dEn.zu," a ole.Only in keeping with a female deity.  
B ii 22 writes the final name as dEn.zu.ke  

308. To be compared with line 16 of Tablet II where the  
name appears in the list of the names of dBelit-ili.  

309. = Ao:314, which gives d1VIùs.me.gúl.g15.1. Text A now  
provides a means of controlling the difficult line in B ii 24  
(cf. AG 411 and Zimmern, BSGW 63 pp. 94 f.), and possibly 
clarifies eme:25. The latter text offers Nin.gúl(:).gú1(;)  (with dSen.gúl(;).gúl(;) in the emesal column), and therefore  
represents either a textual variant for this and the nex t, 
line or a name omitted by A and B.  

310. Cf. under line 309 above.  

311. dA.ba4 .ba4  

312. dA.ba4 .ba4 .sig5 .ga  

313. dNunus(SAL).sall .a  

314, dNin.pirig  

315. dNin.me.nigin.su.  

du7  

316. dKTJ.GI.bàn.da  

311. = Ao:315. The appearance of dA.ba4 .ba4  in this 
list of dNin.immax(SIG7 ) names elucidates an otherwise trou-
blesome line in KAV 46.9 (= KAV 63 i 43) which seems to 
equate dZa.ba4 .ba4  with dNin.immax(SIG7 ). Weidner, AfK 2 13 
note 7, was correct in suspecting that the original tradition  
behind the text of KAV 46:9 certainly had nothing to do with  
dZa.ba .ba4  (who appears later in Tablet V 49 below). The  
line i question  is to be emended to read: il.ba.ba 	A. 
ba4.bar  ( "a-a-ú pi-sa-an MIN-na-bi ( dNin.imma (SIG, 7  ). 

312. Text = D iv 1. A  ii 95 and B ii 25 both hai-e sig 
instead of sig 5 ; but D seems more convincing here in view or 
dA.ba4 .ba4 .sig in the forerunner (Ao:318). The additional 
explanation in5the right half of the line occurs only in,D. 
The traces of the sign read rx1  at first remind one of lil 
and lead 9ne to consider this entry as depicting the "sister 
of dNin.liltt (cf.  AG 441); but the phrase "sister of Ninlil"  
would be written nin dNin.l1l.lâ.ke4.  More convincing would 
be a restoration of nin dNin.rurta 1 .ke4  . 

313. Text = D iv 2; A ii 96 has dNI .sa4. That the sign 
SAL is probably to be read here as munus is inferred from the 
corresponding emesal line (eme:26), which should be emended 
to read dNu.nusx(NUNUZ).sâ(:).a, instead of dNu.nus x .*gùn.a 
(see MSL IV p. 5 line 26). 

314. Text = D iv 3. A ii 97 and B ii 26 have dNin.UG. 
BI, but Ao:316 clearly has dNin.pirig; therefore the final BI 
in A and B must represent an old scribal error for the sign 
GA. A and B should be read dNin.pirig3^.ga(:). 

315. D iv 4 omits NIN and gives bfe.nigin.s"u.du . 
316. = Ao:319. Cf. also line 305 above. For the read-

ing of the name, see under An : Anu sâ améli 129 (where he  
appears in a list of dEn.ki names). In the present line dKU.  
GI.ban.da is listed as the husband of dNisaba, but in Tablet  
IV 104, he appears as a serv ant in the household of Istar.  
The fact that dNin.immax(SIG ) is described here as having a 
husband is further proof that the deity involved in this sec-
tion was regarded as a goddess and is to be distinguished  
from other deities bearing this name. Cf. under line 306  
and 306b above.  

A B C  

• 
• 
• 

aNisaba.ke4  

[  

dNin.immax(SIG7 ) 

um.mi.a dEn.líl.lâ 

dub.sar.zà.ga  é. 

kur(:).ra.ke4 

 um(;).me.ga.lâ dEn. 

zu.na.ke4  
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dIr.da mâ.1a4.gal 
A 

dimgul(Ml+MUG) sir. 

ra.ke4  

D 

317a. na-si -igi. târ-kul-lu 

318. dEn.nu.gi  gu.za.lâ 	En.lil.lâ. 

ke4  

319.  dSEg. 6a.ru. ma. â6 )ma6 dEn.nu.gi  

320. dNisaba dam.bi gu.za.lâ dNin.111. 

lâ.ke4  
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321. <d>An.nisaba.gal 
	* tt 

322. dNisaba.ur.sag 
	tt 

323. dGeme2 .du6 .kù.ga 
	dumu.SAL dEn.nu.gi  

ke4  

324. dKù.sù 
	

sanga2 .ma4 dEn.lil. 

lâ.ke4  

325. d"GUD 
	

SU 

326. dNin.NINDA X GUD 
	

dam.bi dIM 

317. Text =.A ii 100. D iv 5 presents dNin.da; but this 
is not to be preferred above the reading in A, since Ao:317 
agrees with A. "Note also that Ao includes the name among 
those of dNin.imma (SIG ,7 ) (= Ao:313-318). dNin.da (in D) is 
to be viewed as a simplÔ textual variant and not to be iden-
tified in any way with the dNin.da who appears among the 
ancestors of dEn.lil (cf.  line 107 above) . 

317a. = D iv 6. On this Akkadian gloss line, cf. Salo-
nen, Wasserfahrzeuge p. 113. 

31 .8. = Ao:324. Note the popular etymology in CT 25 49 
r. 3 which explains the name of aEn.nu.gi  as "lord of the 
(under)world; lord of no return." In Tablet III 86, there is 
evidence of identification of dEn.nu.gi  with dEn.zu. 

319. = Ao:325, which has instead dES.gal. The gloss in 
the present line = D iv 8 and shows that the name is to be 
read dUru .mas, while the name in Ao should be read dUru . 
gal. D m6rely has dittos in the second half of the line 
instead of repeating the name as A ii 102 does. Cf. Tabllet 
II 87 below where dUru 3 .ma6 appears in the household of aBe-
lit-i-li. 

320. Text = A  ii 103, which varies from D here. D iv 9 
omits the name of dNisaba and places dNisaba.ur.sag in this 
line instead. In the next line, A ii 104 identifies dNisaba. 
ur.sag with <d>An.nisaba.gal, while D iv 10 identifies 
Cd7Nisaba.gal with dNisaba.ur.sag by means of dittos. The 
arrangement of the lines as here presented is slightly 
emended to reflect these facts and to represent the probable 
original arrangement of the material here. This assnmes 
(thus supporting Weidner, AfK 2 78 note 4) that dNisaba was 
also called <d>An.nisaba.gal and dNisaba.ur.sag, and that she 
was the spouse of dEn.nu.gi  as well as the guzâllu odf Ninlil. D iv 9 varies in the explanatory column: gu.za.lâ 4771.lil. lâ.ke  . This would seem to say that the goddess being 
described is represented as "his wife, namely of the guzâllu 
of Enlil"; and this statement also would be true (cf. line 
418). On this point, eme:22b agrees with A. For more on 
Nisaba, cf. note 294 above. 

321. Cf. under note 320 above. Ao:327 presents dAn. 
nisaba.gal here, which indicates that the AN sign in A ii 104 
is not to be taken as a determinative. Similarly, cf. KAV 65 
iv 11 where dAn.nisaba.gal occurs in a line that corresponds 
with <d>An.nisaba.gal in its duplicate, KAV 63 v 2 (see Weid-
ner's collation of this line in AfK 2 78 note 4). Cf. also 
Schroeder. ZA 33 138. The emesal text (eme:22) lists only 
this one name for the guzâllu of Ninlil. 

323. The name seems to mean "maid of the holy shrine." 
D iv 11: dGeme .AN.du .kù.ga. 

324. = Ao:328. Cf. line 298 above where dKù.sù is 
included among the names of dNisaba. Note also BA 10/1 105: 
4 where dKù. su is similarly described as the sanga 2 .maig of 
dEn.lil. 

325. In line 326, dNin.NINDA X GUD is listed as the hus-
band of the deity in the present line, while in Ao:329, he 
immediately follows dKù.sù indicating that in the forerunner 
also, he was regarded as the husband of dKù.sù. This fact 
points up the significance of the dittos in the present line, 
clearly revealin that dGUD here is an  ideogram for dKù.sù of 
line 324. Thus aGUD in this ;ine is a goddess, who is even- 
tually to be identified with uNisaba (see line 298 above). 
As such, this name is to be distinguished from other deities 
written with the same ideogram (e.g., cf. Tablet VI 203-209). 
In the present line n  the use of the sign SU (D iv 13 gives 
dittos in place of SU; but A ii 107 places the dittos in 
front of the ideogram instead) is interesting. On the usage 
of SU in such contexts, see also pp. 21, 25, 26 above. 

326. = Ao:329 and eme:23.. A ii 108 preserves a variant 
(and probably corrupt) tradition for this line, giving th e . 
explanation as, dam.bi dcM.ke4  "his spouse, namely of dIM." 
The entry in eme:23 agrees with D iv 14 that dNin.NINDA X GUD 
should be viewed as a male deity (the husband of dKù.sù) and 
identified with the weather god. For scribal practice 
involved in the organization of this line, see pp. 13 f. 
(espec. note 47). Zimmern (see BSGW 63 92 f.) was correct in 
deciding that the second half of the present line indicates 



dumu.SAL dKù.sù.ke4 

 gír.lâ é.kur.ra.ke4  

dam.bi dGÌR.UNU.GAL 

(= dNerigal) 

that dNin.NINDA X GUD is to be equated with dIM. But Zimmern 
was led into perplexity over this line by assuming that dKù. 

 sù was a masculine dame and that dNin.NINDA X GUD was there-
fore "his" spouse. When confronted by the evidence that the 
present line identifies dNin.NINDA X GUD with dIM, and that 
eme:23 gives the name a masculine reading in emesal. Zimmern 
too quickly dismissed the line as some sort of scribal confu-
sion. 

327. Text = A ii 109. D iv 15 has dKA X NUN.kù.ga . Dr. 
Landsberger suggested (in an oral communication) that he 
would prefer to find here KA X SA (= sum 4 , cf. MSL II p. 56  
line 319, = .aptu "lip") and would emend the name to read 
*dSum .ku.ga. 

328. = eme:27. That the name is not dNin.EZENfKESDA is  
seen from Ao:33O which clearly has dNin.SAR. Dr. Landsberger 
suggests a possible reading of,dNin.mù. This name is to be 
distinguished from dNin.Aar (BAR), one of the names of the 
wife of Anu (cf.  line 29 abve) .  
 329. The dittos indicate that dMU is an  ideogram for d
Nin.SAR. To pick out only one sign of the preceding name 
and place it in the present line, making dNin.mu (as in AG 
415; similarly, dNin.gir in AG 404) is to misunderstand the 
significance of dittos in this series. A ii 111 puts SU in 
place of the dittos in the second half of the line.  

331. D iv 19: dUnu3 .dù.dù. 
332. = Ao:331. dir.ra.gal (on the reading, see K. 8220:  

7 RA 17 159) is here described as the husband of dNin.SAR and  
is fur 	 d  futher equated with dNerigal. This explains the fact 
that Nin.SAR and Ìr.ra.gal are often listed together (cf.  
the astronomical text K. 7145:11 CT 29 47). A ii 113 (as in  
line 326 above) seems to present a corrupt variant by ending  
the line with ke 	This would give an  incorrect explanation 
that the deity of the present line is the husband of dNeri gal  
(see also pp. 13 f. above, note 47). On the reading of dGIR.  
UNU.GAL, see Landsberger. JCS 9 121 note 4 (who questions the  
reading of this name as dNè.iri11. gal). See also Tablet VI  10.  

A D  
333. 

334. 

335. 

336. 

337,  

338. 

Tablet I  

d "IJI,  

dPa.ge6tin.du10 (du)  

A.ga.ni  

dNin.ka.si 

 d(si.ri.is ) SIM  
d, I (= 	si.ri.is ) KA  
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dGÌR.UNU.GAL (= 

dNerigal) 

lú nisag(MÚR).gâ (sa  

ni.gi. n i.e l )  

dam.bi.SAL  

dIM (= dSiris)  

It  

* It  

333. The dittos here indicate that dSUI, is an ideogram  
for dIr.ra.gal. The reading of dIr.ra.sul (AG 329) is uncon-
vincing here.  

334. The corresponding line in Ao (line 334) offers dPa .  
tin.du 0  and places the name more directly in the circle of 5 
dNin.k^d.si. The name also occurs as dPa.te.en.du ln  in SBH p.  
91:11 (= p. 137:66) where it is similarly in  cont at with 
Nin.ka.si . A ii 115 deviates here completely, giving dPA. 
AN.GÉ (which may be either dUgula.an.ke  or dGarza.gé). Con- 
cerning the gloss in D iv 22, cf. OLZ 12  200. The second 

 half of the line appears in A ii 115 as lú nisag(MUR).ke4 .  
335. Text = A ii 116. D iv 23 varies completely, giving  

the name as dSA.NE. In A, the sign A is written oddly,  
having -either a winkelhaken or a diagonal stroke immediately  
following an otherwise regularly written ID.  

336. = Ao:332 and eme:28. A ii 117 draws the sign SIM  
as though it were actually BI.IS. Perhaps the existence of a  
dBI.IS (in such forms as aBI.IS-ilu, see Clay, PN 167) should  
be re-examined in this light. It is obvious from a compari-
son of A ii 117 f. that A intended BI.IS to be a simple  
graphic variant of SIM. D iv 24 omits dSIM, replacing it  
with r, which should provide an  instructive example of the  
use of SU; cf. pp. 26 f. above. Apparently. there is consid-
erable confusion in the various traditions concerning dNin.  
ka.si  and dSiris. Here they are identified with each other  
and portrayed as feminine (cf. eme:28 which has dGasan.ka.si );  
but in KAV 63 iii 22 (a later copy of the single-columned old  
Babylonian text VAT 7759 iv 12 = AfK 2 4) dNin.ka.si  appears 
as the wife of OESiris (dam dSi.ri.si , although this might  
also be interpreted as nin(:) "sister" dSi.ri.si ). In other  
texts, dNin.ka.si  seems to be a masculine deity (e.g., cf.  
Rit. acc. p. 5 äi° 12 where dNin.ka.si  = mar âli e6-6i). Cf.  
further, Weidner, AfK 2 72 note 8.  

337. = Ao:333. Gloss = D iv 25. D has SU in the right 
half of the line, while A ii 118 has dittos. For dSiris, see 
Poebel, ZA 39 157.  

338. The dittos here show that the pronunciation gloss 
si.ri.is  is to be repeated; therefore dKAS is to be read 
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A D  
327. dKA X SU.kù.ga  

328. dNin.SAR  

329. d"MU  

330. d ,'GIR  

331. dUnu3.dulO.du1O 

332. dÌr.ra.gal 
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*It 

dNin.ka.si  

mus . la }4 

 SUr . dè 

.ke4  

r sud(KA X 

An.na . ke4  

Tablet I 

339.
d„(= si.ri.is ) KA8 .  

GIG 

340. dMe.b.us.a 

341. °Men.kù 

342. dMen.me.te 

343• dKi.tus.ka.zal 

344. dNu.silig(URU X 

IGI).ga 

345. 5 dumu.mes 

346. dNin.ma.da  

Tablet I 

347. d"KA X SU 

348. dNin.ma.da 

348a. 

349. dNin.ma.dib.dib 

350. dNin.amas.kù.ga  

351. 2sipa ùz.sig7 .sig7  

352. dNin.KA.amas.a 

352a. 

353. dNin.A.NA.KUD.DU  
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SU 

lú,kin.gi4 .a 

mar Sip-ri 

SU 

SU 

dEn.l{l.lâ.ke4  

dam dNin.amas.kù.ga . 

ke4  

dumu.SAL dAma.a.ra. 

zu.ke4  

nin(a-bat) dEn.lil.  

aSiris. A reading of dSiris.kas for this line (cf. AG 449) 
result from a misunderstanding of dittos with glosses, cf. 
pp. 15 f. above. A omits this line possibly because it was 
merely another ideographic method of writing dSiris. For 
dyA8, cf. Poebel, ZA 39 157. D iv 26 f. has SU in the second 
half of these lines instead of the expected dittos. 

339. Cf. under note 338 above. The dittos indicate 
again that the previous gloss of si.ri.is  is to be repeated 
here. The entry, however is not unambiguous. It might log- 
ically be read either as ŒSiris (KA,.GIG) or dSiris (KAg).gi 6 

 (see p. 16 note 54 above). Thexf ormer reading may e pre-
ferred here, since the explanatory column identifies all 
these entries (by dittos) with dSiris. 

340. Here the list of the sons of aNin.ka.si  begins. 
Text = B ii 47 (which is only partly preserved) and D ii 28 
(which abbreviates the name to dMe.bus). For similar names 
ending in #us.a, see Tablet VII 14, 89, 117. A ii 119 gives 
the odd variant dMe.4us.sâ, but this may be corrupt for *dMe. 
}uf.si.sa . The present entry is doubtless to be distinguished 
from another deity of the same name who is identified with 
dIstar in K. 2109:8 (CT 25 30). 

341. D ii 29: aMe.kù. 
342. Text = A ii 121, with which B ii 48 probably 
 D ii 30 varies, giving the entry as dKA X MELe.me). 

te. 
345. Text = A ii 122b, 123b. D 1.77 32 gives the uncon- 

vincing total of "9" for the sons of Nin.ka.si . It is not 
easy to determine the reason for this large total unless D 
went back to line 336 and included the names of dNin.ka.si  
herself as well. 

346. = eme:29. D iv 33 gives the second half of the 
line as mus.la .e.dè An.na.ke 4 . For the value Sudx(KA X SU), 
see MSL II p. 57 note 329.  

lâ.ke4  

347. Text = A ii 125. The dittos before dEA X SU indi-
cate that it is an  ideogram for dNin.ma.da. D iv 34 replaces 
the SU, in the second half of the line, with dNin.ma.da. 

348. D iv 35 ends the line with KE4 . A ii 126 omits gi4 
 by scribal error. 

348a. Represents a translation gloss in D iv 35b, giving 
the Akkadian equivalent of lù.kin.gi4.a "messenger." 

350. = eme:30. 
352. Text = D iv 38. A ii 129 and B ii 55 follow a 

slightly variant tradition here: aNin.amag.e I dam dAmas.ku. 
ga .ke4 . 

352a. Text = D iv 39. A ii 129b: dumu.SAL dAmar.ra.zu. 
ke4,  with which B ii 55b agrees (but omits RA). The writing 
of the name in A and B may represent a phonetic writing for 
the ideographic entry in D, i.e., the name is probably *dAma. 
arazu and not *dAmar.azu. For dAma.a.ra.zu (also written 
dAora.ra.a.zu) and dAmar.ra.zu, cf. further under Tablet III 
41 where she appears as one of the daughters of dEn.zu. 

353. = Ao:340, which has: dNin.A.NA.BU.KUD.DU. The 
name was spelled in a number of different ways by the ancient 
scribes and has been read in a number of ways by modern 
scholars. Lambert, RA 46 57 f. traces the history of the 
development of this name and points out that in late texts 
the name eventually became dNin.A.U.A..DU. In KAV 63 i 28, the 
name is explained as dNin.gi.rx 1  (cf. Weidner, AfK 2 12 note 
1, who, however, could not give a final reading for the last 
sign). Now, it is known that the name is to be read dNin. 
girim (hence KAV i 28 = dNin.gi.rri , ); see Goetze, JAOS 65 
234 and JCS 9 17. Cf. CT 25 49 r. 1 where the name is 

A B C 



354. dA.gúb.ba  

354a.  

355. E.ta.ell (DUL+DU).dè 

356. dIG-lu-lim 

357. dl,ú.gi.sù.ga 

358. Lú. dEn.li1.1â 

359. dLú. dNin.li1.1â 

360. dLú. dNin.urta  

361. dLû. dPA+TÚG 

362. dDa.da.gu.la  

8U sukkal da7 .da7 .ga  

Eridu(NUN.KI).ga.ke4 

 dam.bi.SAL 

lú.kâ.ga1.ke4  

8U  dU.GUR (=  dNerigal)  

udug é.kur.ra.ke  

udug é.ki.úr.ke4 

 udug é.6u.me.DU.ke 4 

 udug é.me.lam.bus.a. 

ke4 

 lú.balag.ga.tus.a 

nam.mat.dingir.e 

tu.mu.un.tuk.tuk.a 

é.kur.ra.ke4  

dE.ta.lak 

tf 

Tablet I  

explained as: be-lit te-lil-ti GASAN a-li-kàt su-li-e (see 
Ungnad, OLZ 14 153). Cf. further ZA NF 5 260 note l and MVAG 
1918/2 32. The gloss in the present line (a.g.at "sister") is 
in D iv 40. B ii 56: nin.bi dEn.lil.lâ.ke  . 

354. A ii 131 may be interpreted as dA^: rgub.ba1  instead 
of dA. r gúb.bal. The word sukkal is omitted by D iv 41. For 
the reading UD.UD = da7 .da7 , see TCL 6 35 iii 16 and Thureau- 
Dangin, Hom. 5 note 9.  

354a. The arrangement of this line is still indicated by 
the traces in D iv 41 f., which preserves the blank space at 
the beginning of the line. 

355. Corresponds to Ao:341: "É.ta.e (DUL+DU).dè. D iv 
43 preserves enough of the traces of the first sign to sug-
gest the strong possibility that it too began with É; but A 
ii 132 and B ii 58 follow a textual tradition that began this 
name with the sign A. This interchange between É and A 
occurs occasionally elsewhere in the present series (cf. line 
145 above; Tablet II,315; Tablet IV 183; et al.) and may sug-
gest that the value E = 'à (von Soden, Syllabar p. 60) may 
also have been known in Sumerian. See also Sollberger, AfO 
17 11 note 4.  

357. dLú.gis.BU.ga  in B ii 60. On the late practice of 
writing dU.GUR for dNerigal, see Weidner, AfK 2 72 note 3.  

359. A ii 136 omits é.  
361. A ii 138 omits the final a in the temple name. 
362. A ii 139 omits ga. The name occurs also in the old 

Babylonian list VAT 8084 (AfK 2 6) r. 6. In the present 

Tablet I 
	 65  

363. d"NAR  

364. dUl.ma6 

365. dA8 . d.al.  

366. 2 dingir.gub.ba  

367. dDa.da 

368. dUG.nim.ma  

369. dE.ta.lak 

370. 3 lú.si.gar.ke4  

371. Dingir.mab. 	 dBe-lit-ì-li 

372. dub 1 kâm.ma An dA-nu-um 2 8U 28 mu.bi 

entry, he is given a compound epithet: "the man who sits at  

the harp (and) who plays it in a way befitting the majesty of 
god." 	

To be distinguished from dNAR (= d  363. 	 Dunga ) who is 
equated with En.ki; cf. K. 4366:10 (CT 25 48) ana Tablet II 
304 below. Here, the dittos indicate that dNAR is ideo-
graphic for dDa.da.gu.la . 

366. A ii 142 omits ra. 
367. For the second name, C iv 	gives [d] rE'.ta.la.ak. 

In KAV 63 iii 34 (= KAV 65 iii 11), aDa.da = dMA8 (i.e., 
dNinurta). Cf. Tablet IV 157 below where dDa.da appears as 
one of the messengers of dlstar.  

370. C iv 7: 3 lú.si.gar.ra.ke 4 . 
371. = C iv 8. This is the "catch-line" for the next 

tablet.  
372. = C iv 9 plus the summary in A ii 146 and B ii 73. 

 A omits im; B omits 8U. The count according to B was 148 
entries; A gives 149. Line 72 of B contains only the one 
sign BE = gamru "complete." A calls this dub 2 kâm.ma "the 
second tablet." This means that A followed a tradition which 
divided the first tablet into two subtablets. Cf. under line  

204 above and see D. 7 note 26 above. 

SOURCES USED IN RECONSTRUCTING TABLET II 

A YBC 2401 

B K. 4349 (CT 24 20 ff.) 

C K. 4332 (CT 24 12-17)  

D VAT 10934 (KAV 150) 
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A B D  A B 
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1. Dingir.mad 

2. dNin.mab. 	 Tt 

3. dNin.dur.sag.g€t 

4. dNin.dingir.re.e.ne 	["] 

A B C 
dBe-lit-i-lí  
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E VAT 10826 (KAV 149) 

F K. 4349X (CT 24 50) 

G K. 13682 (CT 25 41) 

H VAT 10924 (KAV 153) 

I VAT 12931 (KAV 59) 

J K. 13672 (CT 25 43) 

K 82-3-23,5217 (CT 25 40) 

L K. 4349B col. i (CT 24 48) 

aa K. 2109 + K. 8944 + K. 13689 col. i (CT 25 30) 

ab VAT 11515 (KAV 64) 

ac K. 4366 (CT 25 48) 

ad K. 4209 (CT 25 33) 

Ao AO. 5376 (TCL 15 25 ff.) 

eme Emesal list in MSL IV 

TABLET II 

1. Tablet II begins with a long list of the names of 
Dingir.ma4 (that the DINGIR is not determinative is seen from 
eme:31 which has here rdim.me.er.mad'). The present line = 
Ao:113 and ab (= "Smaller An : dA-nu-um") iii 24. Col. i of 
aa presents a number of names from this present list and 
identifies them with both dBe-lit-i-li and Istar. In the 
second half of the present line, A ii 147 and B ii 74 write 
dBe-lit-D INGIR.ME8. 

2. = Ao:114 and eme:32. 
3. = eme:33. C does not use dittos in this list, but 

gives consecutive numbers to the names instead. 
4. In dNin.dingir.re.e.neis,doubtless to be seen the 

Sumerian prototype of dBe-lit-i-li. B ii 76 omits re.  

5. dNin.eH.lugal.e.ne  

6. dNin.PÚ.sag 

7. dNin.du13 (du) .sag  

8. dNin.nam.tar.tar.re  

9. dNin.ka.as .b ar ra 

10. dNin.ka.as.bar.an . 

ki 

11. dNin.su.u4' as.bar, 

re 

12. dNin.sag.mú.mú 

13. dNin.sen.sen.kù 

14. dNin.gú.en.na  

15. dNin.du6 (du) . babb ar.  

ra 

16. dNin.tu.b.abbar 

17. dNin.tu.babbar (ba. 

 ab).ra  

6. ab iii 29 has an extra name here: dNin.du.PÚ.ra. 
7. Gloss in C i 7. 
8. ab iii 32 ends the name with ra. A ii 154 ff. pre-

serves only the determinative and the traces of a few lines 
beginning with NIN for lines 8-21. 

9. B ii 78 ends the name with re .. Concerning the signs 
A(:).BAR in B, see CT 24 p. 18. 

12. Possibly = Ao:118, which gives dNin. EZEN X KAS .`EZEN 
X KA8'. If the identification with Ao is correct, then the 
name in the present line should be read dNin.sag.EZEN.EZEN; 
but the equation is not certain. 

14. The name appears in CT 24 36 x 36 (a portion of K. 
4349, but belonging to the "Smaller An : dA-nu-um") as an 
utukku of a deity whose name is missing. Quite probably two 
different deities with the same name are involved here. 

15. Text = C i 12, which agrees with the old Babylonian 
forerunner Ao:117. B ii 81 varies, giving dNin.tu.tu.re . 

16. Text = C i 13. B ii 81b agrees, but ends the name 
with re. 

17. Text = C i 14. Concerning the gloss, see under note 
21 below. 

A B C 
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ABC  G  
18.  

Tablet II  

dNin. (tur) tùr  E ll] 

19. dNin.TU (túr)  [ In 
  

20. dNin. (di.im) dim  ["J 

21. d rNin'.NLN (mi) .na  " be-lit me-a-am-mi 

19. = Ao:116. Gloss in C i 16. The gloss, as usual, 
may be a pronunciation gloss indicating a reading of dNin. 
tur (TU); but this is not without difficulties. The question 
naturally arises: Why would the scribe in C i 16 use a dif-
ferent and more unusual sign for a pronunciation gloss than 
he used in his preceding line, if he meant to indicate the 
same pronunciation? One may consider the possibility that 
the gloss here indicates a variant textual tradition, 
although this possibility is not completely convincing. The 
gloss must remain somewhat enigmatic in this line. G:2a has 
dittos at the end of the name, which may have served to indi-
cate a repetition of a possible gloss that appeared in the 
broken line preceding it; but this cannot be controlled. 
Since G obviously is a fragment of a tablet giving more com-
plete explanations in the right half of each line, it may not 
represent an. actual duplicate. The present entry should cor-
respond to eme:34; see MSL IV p. 6 note 34. 

20. Gloss in C i 17. 
21. Gloss and Akkadian explanation in C i 18. B ii 83 

offers be-lit ma-a-mi. The name also occurs phonetically 
written as dNin.me.en.[na] in Langdon, TAD no. 49:8, which 
raises a question as to the force of the gloss here. Such a 
gloss may be taken (as it usually is) to indicate the simple 
pronunciation of the sign involved, especially when this is 
unusual or different from the common value of the sign. This 
would lead to a reading for the present line of d rNinh . 
mi (MEN).na. However, in the light of dNin.me.en.[na] 
(rxeferred to earlier in this note), one might consider the 
possibility that the scribes occasionally used glosses to 
give only the first part of the pronunciation of the sign 
involved. This possibility might provide an  explanation for 
a number of the entries in the present series, in which the 
gloss, as written, seems incomplete in giving the pronuncia-
tion of rather common signs; e.g., consider ba.ab for UD in 
line 17 above; a for AN in line 41 below; ba for BAR in line 
286 below; sa for SAG in Tablet III 95; e for NIN in Tablet  
III 85, et passim; ni for NIN in Tablet III 27, 28, et 
passim; etc. In fact, some entries remain quite enigmatic 
apart from some explanation such as this (e.g., see Tablet VI 
309). It might be argued in all such cases that the scribe 
really did not possessa simple sign that could have been used 
for s. pronunciation gloss. When, for example, he was con-
fronted with the common sign NIN and wished to indicate that 
it had a reading of nin rather than ere (or even egi, cf. 
MSL II  D. 65 lines 419-422; MSL III p. 126 note 338-340; 

B C G 
22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

Tablet II 

(z i.  
d rNin7 ^ TUR.ZA  

TUR.ZA 
iz(.).na) .NA  

dNin.KA X TU.KA X TU  

[ dNin].SÉS 

[ dA].rrul.ru 

dNin."DUG.QA. 
BUR(ba(:) . .a.  

ar(i)) 
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["]  

["] be-lit ga-qu-ma-

te  

" be-lit gu-gi 

["]  J  

["]  

Tablet I 178), the scribe would not normally think of using 
some uncommon sign such as nin(ITtL) or nin(NIGIN) to indicate 
the correct reading. But the sign NI could serve as a simple 
gloss to indicate an  unambiguous reading in such cases (as in 
Tablet III 36, 82, 105, et.passim), and E could serve as a 
simple abbreviated gloss for ere (as in Tablet III 85; 
Tablet V 3, 133-136, 141-l/0, et passim). The present entry, 
therefore, could be read drNin''.men mi).na., in which the 
final na simply indicates (in the expected form) a genitive 
suffix, and the gloss gives an  abbreviated pronunciation for 
the sign IVíEN.  Cf.  further under Tablet V 3.  

22. On the gloss in C i 19, see CT 24 p. 18, where King 
corrects the miscopied sign MA to IZ; see also OLZ 12 201. 
G:5 adds as an explanation Be-lit-DINGIR.IVES d[ 	]. 

23. KA X TU is here a graphic variant for URU X TU = 
seg ;.hence the name should be read dNin.gegi.seg5. G:6 
addgg, in the explanatory column, Dingir:ma4} Istar Be-lit[ ]. 

24. = Ao:120. For the second half of the line, B ii 85 
gives " be-lit KU-si. 

25. = Ao:115. Note KAV 63 v 2 where <d>An.nisab a.gal 
(see Tablet I 321) is equated :with ^-A.ru.ru  (see Weidner's  
collation of this line, AfK 2 78 note 4). 

26. The dittos (in B ii 86) are enigmatic. There would 
be no purpose in indicating an identification of the name in 
the present line with that of the preceding line, since all 
these names are already identified with each other. On the 
other:hand, if the dittos were intended to show that the 
present name was ideographic for the preceding name, there 
would be less reason for a pronunciation gloss (preserved in 
C i 23). Perhaps the dittos in B represent a reference to a 
gloss in a tradition no longer preserved. in extant texts. 
The complex DUG.QA.BUR, which is here glossed with ba.ha.ar , 
appears also in the names of other deities; cf. Tablet I 152, 
167J; and lines 65 and 156 below. 



BCE  

A  

[TT ] 

[ t'  

IT  

27. [dURUDU].NAGAR. 

kalam.ma. 

28. dURUDU.NAGAR. 

dingir.re.e.ne  

29. [d ]8à.zu.dingir.e.ne  

30. dNagar.nam.LÚ. 
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GI8GAL. lu  

31. dNagar.sa.ga  

32. dZi.gu.la  

33. dZi.gu.la  

34. d&u.gal.an .zu 

35. dEn."ar ius.
(di.  

i)
dim 

36. dNíg.zi.gâl.dím. 

dim.ma 

27. In CT 29 46:5, dURUDU.NAGAR is glossed with ti. bi. 
ra; but it is possible that this gloss does not necessarily 
apply to the present line. 

28. B ii 87 omits re. 
30. On the reading of LÚ.GI8GAL.lu , cf. under Tablet I 

205; and note 32 below.  
31. See line 114 below, where dNagar.sà.ga  appears in  

the list of the children of Dingir.mala. Here, the name is  

identified with Dingir.ma. herself.  
32. C i 28 varies here, giving dSa7 (sa) .LÚ.GZSGAL (cf.  

Tablet I 205) .  
33. = Ao:121. Beginning with the sign LÚ, this name 

seems strange in this list of the names of Dingir.mah, since  

female names in this series do not begin with the male deter-
minative. Perhaps before LU, the name originally began with 
another sign which is now lost. For a few lines, the main 
contribution of E is the restoration of the dittos in the  
explanatory column. 

35. Gloss in C i 31. The dittos in B ii 91 are puzzling, 
unless this name is to be understood as ideographic for the 
previous name. 

36. C i 32 ends the name with me instead of ma. For the 
meaning of the name, see ZA 11'1 19.  

37. dIud. (ke.e ) kés.da 

38. dAma.ù.tu.da 

39. dAma.du10 . (du.ba.  

ad)bad 

40. dLàl.b.ur ( Ju.ur)  

gal.zu 

41. <d>An (a) .ni  

42. <d>An.ni.uru2 (ú.ru) • 

gal 

43. dA.tua  

	 dMa .ma  

37. Gloss in C i 33.  
38. Text = B ii 92b and A iii 1. C i 34 has dAma.tu.u4 . 

da. 
39. Gloss and Akkadian explanation in C i 35. In King's 

copy of C, the line appears to end with BU-ki, but note the 
collation  of this line by Zimmern and Meissner in OLZ 12 199 
and 201. The sign is not BU, but should be corrected to BIR. 
B ii 93 renders the Akkadian explanation as um-mu pi-ta-at 
bar-ki. Cf. line 111 below. In E:7, the sign BAD is written 
queerly, resembling NAGAR more than BAD. However, what 
appears to be SAL before the BAD sign in E is shaded and may 
actually be the traces of a previous sign. E probably agreed 
with the other texts here, 

40. Gloss in C i 36. 
41. Gloss in C i 37. For glosses which seem to give 

only abbreviated indications of the pronunciation, see under 
note 21 above. In the present entry, the scribe had no 
simple sign which he could use as a pronunciation gloss to 
indicate that AN was not to be taken as a mere determinative 
(unless he used AN itself which was sometimes done). But 
since AN was followed by a sign beginning with the letter n, 
the sign A would convey an unambiguous indication of the pro-
nunciation. Note here that names beginning with the element 
An, usually omit the determinative (cf. 	An.n_isaba.gal 
Tablet I 321; <d>An.ta.sur.ra, Tablet I 80 [variant for aAn.  
ta.sur.ra]; and An.na.ke4 , Tablet I 24, 25, 26, et passim). 

42. Apparently an  expansion of the previous name. Text 
= C,38, which is to be restored to read [<d>An ,n̂ i'. 
uru d?^u.ru). gal. A iii 5 offers <d>An.ni.EN(u'' , 

	
.[gal]; 

B ii 97 agrees with A (but without a gloss). The sign EN 
in A and B is to be read urux,  see MSL II p. 64 line 416a. 

B C 

E 

IT  

TT  

IT  

TT 

" um-mu pi-ti-a-at 

b ir(;) -ki 

IT  
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A B C E  

45. 

Tablet II 

45. dMa.mi 

46. d  ul.pa.è 

47• 	dU4.a1.TAR 

48. dLugal.ùr.ra 

49. dLugal.u4 .da 

50. dLugal.igi.gùn.gùn. 

nu  

51. dLugal.me 

52. dNam.en.na  

Distinguish from dMa-mi-tum, 

A 
I t 

SU dam.bi. (mu.us.  

s a )nita 

Sul.pa.è 

I t 

,t 

be-en-nu 

11 

the spouse of -Nerigal; 

B C 

D 

Tablet II 

53. dÂ.gâ.gig.dull .ga  

54. dEn.ùr.ta 

55. dSul.pa.è.ta.re .a 

56. dbul.pa.e.dar.a 

57. d8ul.pa.è.ama6 

58. dTu.ud.ug5 .ga  

59. 3 dingir.gub.ba  

60. dBara2 .u1.li.gar.ra 

61. dBara2 .pa4 . rnigin3. 

[gar.ra] 

73 

" 

l t 

gu 

SU 

SU 

é.mab..ke4  

dPa4 .nigin3 .gar.ra 

dumu.a.ni  

see Tablet VI 3. The names of Dingir.ma i end here. 
46. = Ao:122. Second half of the line = C i 42 (on the 

reading dam, see OLZ 12 201). A iii 9 and B ii 97 both pre-
sent merely dam.bi. Poebel (ZA 38 85) would read dSul.kún.e. 
a. Cf. further under Tablet I 187. 

47. = Ao:123. Text = A iii 10 (restored with the help 
of :IS ii 97) and E:15. A list of the four other names of 
dSul.pa.è (which is elsewhere written d8ul.pa.è.a begins 
here. In astronomical texts, both d8ul.pa.è and U4 .al.TAR 
are identified with dMarduk; see III R 53 no. 2 (cf. ZA 43 
140). _ 

48. = Ao:124. 
49. = Ao:125. 
50. The names of dbul.pa.è end here. 
51. A list of five "bennu" deities begins with this line. 

Apparently, these represent demons of some type of sickness, 
possibly epilepsy (see Driver and Miles, BL 1 p. 479). In 
the later contracts dealing with the transfer of slaves, the 
word occasionally occurs in assurances by the seller that the 
slave being sold is not afflicted with bennu (e.g., cf. 
Johns, ADD no. 208 r. 4; no. 211 r. 10, et passim). Even in 
CH, there is a law which specifically states that a purchaser 
of a slave might return the slave if the affliction of be-en-
ni should befall (im-ta-qú-ut) the slave (par. 278). Note 
also Maglû ii 57, where the word is listed among a number of 
fearful pestilences and is described as the "product" 
(ribútu) of dul.pa.è.a (in fact, this section in Maglû seems 
to indicate that the "bennu" deities are actually forms of 
dgul.pa.è.a. This would mean that the list of "bennu" deities 
continues the list of names begun in line 47 above). 

53. The name indicates some sort of a cipple or a mon-
ster; cf. Fauna 180c. 

54. In keeping with the meaning of bennu (see under note 
51 above), this name possibly involves the idea of falling 
frgm a roof or a high place. 

56. A iii 19 gives dSul.pa.è.ta. r dar 1 .[a], but Ao:296 
makes it clear that C i 52 is correct in omitting the sign 
TA .. B ii 102 agrees with A, but adds the sign III, which is 
probably to be emended (as Meissner, OLZ 12 202, observes) to 
indicate instead the mark of division. 

57.Ao:297 (with dSul.pa.è.amas.a) shows that A iii 20 
is nearer to the correct form here and that B ii 102 should 
be emended to read dSul.pa.<è>.amas. 

59. C i 54 varies, giving 3 Am <dingir>.gub.ba  
ke4. 	 d 60. = Ao:126, which give 	Bara .ul.e.[gar].ra. A iii 
22 varies, giving dBara2.ul.li.gar.rt.. The  second name 
appears in a number of different orthographies, exhibiting, 
in particular, a number of various methods of writing nigin. 
The name in the present line = C i 55, which gives nigin (U+ 
UD+KID). For this complex, B ii 104 writes U+UD+RU; and 3A 
iii 22 has U+UD+RU+KID. In ab ii 16, the complex is written 
UD+U+KID, while in an Akkadian tr anslation line, ab ii 17 
presents UD+KID. Note also line 84 below, where A iii 44 
abbreviates the sign to U+UD. Evidently, all of these are to 
be regarded as graphic variants of nigin 3. The name possibly 
occurs also in KAV 63 iii 12 (see AfK 2 72 note 2). In C i 
55, the explanation is given as dumu.ni  instead of dumu.a.ni . 

61. Text = A iii 23. B ii 105 gives dBara2 .ul.li.gar. 
ra, but this seems to be mere dittography. 



Tablet II 

gar.ra 

64. dLil 

65. d"(= Lil)DUG.QA.BUR 

66. dNin.â.dam.kú.ga  

67. dNin.sudx(KA X SU). 

dè.KA.sa6  

68. dA0.sir.gi4  

64. = Ao:127. This is certainly the same deity who is 
known also as dLil-lu. Cf. CT 25 12:21 where dLil-lu appears 
in a Ninurta list. C i 60 gives [dumu Dingir].rma4 2 .a.ke . 
The arrangement in C i 59-61 suggests that C may hay listed 
still another son of Dingir.ma4 before the name of aLil. 

65. The names of a number of-deities were represented by 
the sign group DUG.QA.BUR (in B, the graphic variant LI8 
instead of QA occurs) ; and, apparently, a number of different 
readings are to be assigned to this complex, depending upon 
which specific deity it represents. Here, the dittos indi-
cate that DUG.QA.BUR is ideographic for dLil/Lillu; and this 
must be compared with 93058 r. 3 (CT 12 21), where the com-
plex has the gloss lil-lu. Similarly, the same gloss occurs 
for this complex in TCL 6 37 ii 50 (= AS no. 7 p. 43). In 
this is to be seen the illustration of an  important function 
of dittos in the present series-indicating that the name 
which has dittos in front of it should be regarded as ideo-
graphic for the name of the preceding line. Note that in the 
Enki list below, this same sign group again occurs several 
times preceded by dittos (see especially note 160 below) and 
each time has a different value (controlled by glossed read-
ings) appropriate to the'context. Therefore the present 
dDUG.QA.BUR (= dLil) is to be carefully distinguished from 
other deities written with these same signs. Cf. further 
Tablet I 152 and 167 (in the Enlil list); Tablet II 26 (where 
the complex occurs as a component in one of the names of 
Dingir.maig.); and lines 156, 160, 162, and 164 below (repre-
senting various names of Enki). For the second half of the 
present entry, D i 5 gives [dLil]-lu instead of 8U. 

66. See Tablet V 136 where the name appears as one of 
the names of dNin.kar.ra.ak. 

67. For sud (KA X 8U), cf. MSL II p. 57 note 329. 
68. B ii 11U has dAS.sir instead of dA_6.sir.gi 4  (as in A iii 30). The name is apparently written with either GI or 

GI4 , cf. ab ii 13 f. and see under note 99 below. In CT 25 
12:22, he is equated with dNin.urta In Ao:128, the place 
where his name should occur (after CLil and before dGis.}ur. 
an.na , the wife of dAg.sir.gi ) is occuplied by dUru.ma6 (see 
line 87 below). Possibly, therefore, these two deities are 
to be equated. 

70. = Ao:356. The complex NE.SI4  (or NE.GUN) is now 
known to have the value dLisin. Weidner, AfK 2 10 note 2) 
knew of the gloss in Harper, ABL 14 no. 1449:2 (li.si ), but 
apparently considered the gloss only from the angle that the 
second half of the gloss indicated a reading of si for GUN; 
and then he stopped with the enigmatic possible eq 3uation of 
li = NE. Thureau-Dangin (RA 19.178:27) treated the gloss as 
though the whole gloss indicated the reading of 1'iE, and sug-
gested dLisi.gún. In keeping with the use of such glosses, 
however, it is apparent that the gloss li.si should apply to 
the whole name, either to indicate a reading of dLix .si4  or 
to indicate that dNE.GÙN is an ideogram which has axvalue of 
dLisin (similar to the way in which dU.GUR = dNerigal, etc.). 
Dr. Landsberger indicates (see MSL IV p. 6 note 37) that the 
equation dNE.SI4  = li.si occurs also in the series "Prato-
diri." Apparently this reading for the complex was known in 
Ur III; at least, this may be inferred from such spellings as 
dNE.SI4 .na , cf. Schneider, AnOr. 19 p. 40 no. 262. See also 
Kraus, Symbolae Koschaker 52 note 44 and Jacobsen, Cuneiform 
Texts in the National Museum, Copenhagen, p. 25. 

71. = eme:37 and Ao:357 (which gives Nin.sikil.la ). 
Cf. also KAV 63 i 9 (= KAV 65 r. i 9). 

72. Cf. CT 25 14:14. KU in this and the following three 
lines may actually be és "rope," etc. The list of the sons 
of dLisin begins with this line. 

73. Cf. CT 25 14:15. 
74. On the analogy of the previous pair of names and the 

following name, the present line is probably to be emended to 
read dKU.<an>.ta.abzu. Cf. OLZ 12 202. 

A B 

Tablet II 	 75 

69. dGis.4ur.an.ki  dam.bi.SAL 

70. dLisin(NE.SI4 ) dumu Dingir.ma }.ke4  

71. d  Nin.sikil.lk  dam.bi.SAL 

72. dKU.an.na  8U 

73. dKU.ki.ta 8U 

74. dKU.ta.abzu(ZU.AB) 8U 

75. dKU.ki. r tal.abzu 8U 

76. d lr.4a.an .GUL 8U 

62. dPa4. nigin3 .gar.ra 

63. dNin.pa4 .nigin3 . 

74 

ABC D 

dam.bi.SAL 

dumu Dingir.malg..ke4  

SU 

dam.bi.SAL 

udug é . ma1g. . ke 4  

dumu Dingir.mat..ke4  



nigir.gal [Dingir. 

ma..ke4] 

nigir Kès.[ki] 

nigir kur.ra.[ke4] 

nigir er-se-[ti] 

nigir Adab(UD.NUN. 

KI) . [ke4] 

8U 

SU 

SU 

Dingir.mau..ke4  
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87. dUru3 .ma6 

88. dSa.pàr.nun.na  

89. dEn.gal.DU.DU 

90. dNigir.kur.ra 

91. dLugal.igi.pirig 

92. aSag.su.ta.sub.sub. 

ba 

93. dKa.zal.su.KID.DU. 

DU 

94. dAd.gi4•gi4  

76 

A B J 
77. 

78. 

79, 

Tablet II 

dKi.tus.kès 

dLal.an.na  

dÛr.nun.ta.è 

SU 

SU 

SU 

80. 8 dumu.mes dLisin(NE.SI4).ke4  

81. [ dA.dam].kù dingir r  gub l  . [ba 

Dingi±'.ma ..keL] 

82. [ dX].ki.gar.ra sukkal Dingir . mag.. ke4 

83. [ dX].nir.an.na sukkal dgul.pa.è.ke4  

84. [ dX]. rxl.nir sukkal dPa4 .nigin3 . 

gar.ra.ke4  

85. [ dX.x].gâl sukkal dÂ.dam.kù.ga . 

ke4  

86. [ d ]Dam.u5 (:).[x] rsukkal dGis.?ur.x. 

x l .ke4  

77. In the first line of J, the name was written [dKi. 
tus].kis.ki. This text also appears to add an extra name to 
each of these lines, which may have been either a further 
identification or possibly the name of the wife of each of 
these sons of dLisin. B ii 116 omits the expected KI from kès. 

78. J:2: [d]Làl.an. 
80. J varie slightly here, making these the sons of the 

wife of dLisin (u-Nin.sikil.[lâ.ke ]). Then J (line 5) gave a 
second summary which obviously summed up the extra eight 
names which were given in the explanatory column beside each 
one of the sons of dLisin. 

81. Text = J:6. Although the name is omitted by A and 
B, they both list the sukallu of this deity in line 85 below; 
hence the name must have been omitted here by scribal over-
sight. 

84. A iii L14 abbreviates nigin 3  to U+UD; cf. under note 
60 above. 

85. See note 81 above. 
86. The traces (especially in A iii 46) are poorly pre-

served here. What is preserved resembles r dGi6.1}ur.x.x1 , 
which reminds one of line 69 above (d•Gi6.4ur.an.ki ). But the 
traces do not favor this name.  

95. d"Gu4.DÚB 

96, dÉ.kur.AB.diri 

97. dNin.a.ru.ru  

98. 6 gu4 .DÚB 

87. = Ao:128 (cf. under note 68 above). Note that dUru 
mas appears in Tablet 1319 in the household of Enlil and is 3  
there identified with dEn.nu.gi  the throne-bearer of Enlil 
and husband of Nisaba. However, the entry in Ao (line 325) 
which corresponds to Tablet I 319 gives that name as dUru 
gal, while the present entry is given in Ao:128 as dUru .16as. 
In other words, the forerunner still distinguished betw6en 
two separate deities (dUru .gal and dUru .mas) whose names in 
later times came to be both written aliké. Therefore it is 
probable that the two deities should still be distinguished 
from each other: the one (Tablet I 319) = dEn.nu.gi  the hus-
band of dNisaba; the other (the present entry) = the nigir. 
gal of a deity whose name is missing (possibly Dingir.mab). 

95. The dittos are in B ii 130 and are difficult to, 
explain, unless the name is to be read dAd.gi4 .gi4 .gu4 .DUB; 
but this would involve a rare usage of dittos in the present 
series (see pp. 15 ff. above). 

96. A iii 56 begins the name with E instead of É. 

B 

A 
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99. dSà.tùr.nun.ta.è 

100. ÂS.pa4 .tu6 

101. dNIN.TÙR 

102. dSÀ.TÙR 

103. U.mu.un.tus 

104. dA.tu.gu.la  

105. dA.tur  

SU 1 gu4 .DÚB dAs. 

sir.ke4  

SU 1 gu4 .DÚB dPa4 . 

nigin3 .gar.ra.ke4  

sa-su-ru 

„ 

su-ú-lu 

ni.te an.na tus.a 

ama,sik.1â.ke4  

78  

A B  

Tablet II 
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99. Also in ab ii 12-14. B ii 13 appears to w rite the 
first name as dSà.tùr.nun.KID.è; but in the light of A iii 
58, the KID is to be corrected to TA; see also OLZ 12 202. 
Note that A iii 58 writes the last name as dAS sir; but in A 
iii 30 (= line 68 above), the name is written aAS.sir.gi  . 

100. Also in ab ii 15-17, which renders the name [d4S].  
pa .du10 . A iii 59 writes nigin as U+UD+RU; see note 60 
above. Note that ab translates the Sumerian gu 4. DUB with the,. 
Akkadian mu-un-dal-ku; cf. also p. 15 note 49 above. 

101. = eme:35. The explanation sa -su-ru  appears to give. 
the pronunciation of both dNIN.TUR and d81A.TUR (in the follow-
ing line ; see OLZ 12 202. This would indicate that the. 
present NIN.TUR is tò be distinguished from dNin.tùr and 
aNin.tur (TU) in lines 18 f. above (whose pronunciations are 
controllxed by glosses). dNIN.TÙR in the presnt entry may 
eventually prove to be the equivalent of the Se.en.tur of 
the emesal list (see MSL IV p. 6 note 34) and probably has 
nothing to do with Dingir.mab.. In ab ii 18, the name is 
written dTU.TU. The sign TUR is not made the same in A iii 
60 f. as it is in A iii 58. 

102. The dittos indicate that the pronunciation sa-su-ru 
is to be repeated for dSÀ.TUR. Note that aa:l2 substantiates 
this conclusion by giving 66.-su-rù as a pronunciation gloss 
for dSÀ.TUR. 	

(sf.gul) 	 103. ab ii 20 renders the name as dU X MU 	.UUL  
and then explains it as du-ul-lu. However, this variant and 
explanation is no less puzzling than the explanation 6u- -d-lu 
in the present line. 

104. In ab ii 21 f., this name is explained as ni.te 
Dingir.ma.ke4  with the Akkadian explanation pa-lit dNIN. 
DINGIR.ME (= dBélit-ili). With this line, the names of the 
sixteen children of Dingir.ma1 begin; see line 123 below. 

105. The sign LAL after ama.sik is puzzling in A iii 64. 
Possibly this should be omitted as maye peen from a similar 
line in ab ii 23 f. which gives: dNin.Ltu)tur ama.sik  

106. dEgi(SAL+KU).lâ 

107. dNíg.kú.mat.a 

108. dBur•u5 .ka6 

109. dZar.za.ru  

110. dZu.ur.mu.zar.mu  

111. dNin.bur. ( â.al) 6al 

lila.  

Dingir,mat.kerrt^,-- and  translates:  aNin. L -Gu)tur 6i-ib-ti 
dBélit-ili(dN!1v.DIGIR.P S); see also MSL IV p. 6 note 34. 

106. This entry shoisild be compared with ab ii 25 f., 
which gives dSAL+KU e•g1  .lâ ni.te.mat.ke4 , with the Akkadian 
equivalent: dSAL+KU.lâ pa-lid.-ta(:) sa rabitu(GAL-tu). The 
name corresponds to eme:36 and finally gives the reading of 
the :eme.KU name involved here. For earlier discussions 
regarding the emesal dNu.nunuz.me.a and its eme.KU equivalent, 
see AG 'I'IO and Zimmern. BSGW 63 96. It is possible that the  
eme.KU name in eme:36 should be reconsidered in the light of 
the present entry. 

107 The line should be compared with ab ii 27 f., which 
gives: aA.gi.ma. I lú.ldN dingir.mat.ke4. For MU = mu.hal. 
dim, see Tablet V 222a. 

108. ab ii 29 gives dBur.ga.sim.ga . Neither this vari-
ant nor dBur.0 .kas seems completely satisfactory for the name 
of the "brewers  in the household of Dingir.mat. A iii 67  
omits the expected KI from Ka; but a comparison with A iii 
66 (= line 107 above) and with line 77 above seems to indi-
cate that this must be merely a graphic variant. 

109. A reduplicated name which is naturally attracted to 
the name in the following line. A iii 68 omits KI from Ka; 
see under note 108 above. 

110. According to the museum number, F is a fragment of 
B. In a late bilingual cult text (see ZA 40 85:16 f.), there 
appears a Sumerian deity dZu.úr.me who is given in the Akka-
dian line as dZa-ri-um, which suggests the possibility that 
in the present line either zu.ur.mu  or zar.mu represents an 
older gloss which has come into the text. On the other hand, 
since a reduplicated name precedes it in line 109, the names 
in these two lines may represent a pair having no relation-
ship to the dZu.úr.mu/Za-ri-mu  of other texts. 

111. The gloss is found in C ii 1. The second half of 
the present line (and its Akkadian translation in line llla) 
is to be compared with line 39 above. A iii 70 varies, 
giving [d] rBur 1 .6u.sal (see Tablet I 182). 

illa. Restored from line 39 above. C ii lb still con-
tains the last two signs of this Akkadian tr anslation line, 

A  

F 

• 
• • 
• 

me. te é.mat.ke4 

 MU Kès.ke4  

SIM Kès . ke4  

ur sag.Kès.ke4  

dumu é.6à.ba .ke4 

 ama.du1Ò .bad.ke4  

[um-mu pi-ti-a]- r at ,  

bir-ki 



A C F  

  

1•15. 	mu-da-me-[cat] "(=  

ar-da-a-ti)  

116. "(= mu-da-me-qat)  

su-me el-li  

ki.sikil.la  sig6 .  

sig6  

mu.sikil.la  sig7 .  

sig7  

gú.si.sâ tus.a  

qar-rad sâ i-66-res  

66-bu  

gú.[x.x tus].ra'  

Sâ ina nap-ba-ri 66- 

bu  

me.a.túm.túm.âm  

sâ ina(Ak) pâr-^i 

su-lu-ku 

     

     

     

     

117. <d>An .me.a  

117a.  

     

     

118. dAma.é.a  

118a.  

119. dUr.gu.ru  

119a.  

     

       

115. Text = A iii 74. This represents a further appel-
lat 4ve of dNagar.sà.ga  and should be compared with aa:lla. 

116. Text = A iii 75, which corresponds to aa:llb. Note 
the equation here of SIG7  = damâqu. 

117. Text = C ii 7. In A iii 76, the name is i tten 
dA.me.a, which seems to be a corruption from *<d>AnLa..me.a 
(for the sign A used as a gloss for AN, see notes 21 and 41 
above) . The vari ant in A thus gives a clue as to the probable  
reading of C and throws some doubt upon the reading dMe.a. 
In the light of A, the am.si.sâ in C should be corrected to 
gu(:).sisa. 

117a. Represents the Akkadian translation of the explana-
tory column of 117. In A iii 76, UR.SAG appears in place of 
qar-rad (in C iii 7). F i 8 writes sa instead of sâ. 

118. Text = A iii 77a. In the light of the Akkadian 
explanation in 118a below ;  the second half of the line should 
possibly be restored to gu.[nigin tus]. r a''. 

118a. Text = A iii 77b. 
119. Text = C ii 8. In A iii 78, the name appears as 

dUr.gu.la . The three extra signs in C (tu.ud.da) actually 
are remnants of a line which C omits (= line 120 below). 

119a. Text = A iii 78b and F i 10. In C ii 9, the Akka-
dian explanation appears as sâ ana(DI8) 	su-lu-ku. The 
extra material at the end of the line in C represents the 
last part of a line otherwise omitted by C (= line 120a 
below) .  
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
•  

F  
112. 	dgà.zu.ma^  

112a.  

.113. 	dusu(us) .sà.sù (su)  

113a.  

114. 	dNagar.gà.ga  

114a. 	mut-ta-ad-di-na  

at-ar-da-a-ti  

urudu.nagar kalam.  

ma.ke4  

[qur]- r qur l -rat mâti  

dumu . S 	 tT, dNin . tu 11.  

tu.ud.da  

mar . tu4  i-lit-ti  

dBe-lit-ili(DINGIR. 

DINGIR)  

ki.sikil.la  si.si.ki  

and possibly the traces of rat e ; but it is problematical as  
to how much of the rest of the explanatory half of lines 111  
and_ lila were in  C.  

112a. The Akkadian translation of urudu.nagar is found  
in C ii 2b.  

113. Glosses in C ii 3. In A iii 72, the name is writ-
ten r dUsu' . sà. su. The first part of the explanation in C is  

not well preserved, but the second half seems better than  
that of A (which gives dNin.tu ù.tu.ke4) and F i 4 (which  
seems from the traces to agree with A). C ii 3b reads r dNin.  
tu(:)' ù.tu.ud.da. The complete explanation should be "the  
daughter whom dNin.tu bore."  

113a. Represents the Akkadian version of the explanation  
in line 113.  

114. In aa:10, this deity is identified with dBelit-Ili  
and dIstar (cf. also line 31 above), which is in keeping with  
the present entry, since both entries present her as a god-
dess. In this and the lines which follow, the Sumerian verb  
in the explanatory column of A iii 73 ff. is varied graphi-
cally, but apparently with similar phonetic values. C ii 5 

 and.F i 5 have sum.sum.mu  instead of si.si.ki . Note that the 
Akkadian translation muttaddinat (= 114a below) is given in 
both A and C, confirming the equation si/sum = nadanu. In C, 
the variant ki.sikil.TA instead of ki.sikil.la  is not as easy 
to explain, unless it represents a scribal mistake. 

114a. This represents the Akkadian translation of the 
explanatory column in line 114-. Text = C ii 6; in A, this 
material is written on the left side as a small half line 
crowded between A iii 73 and 74. A varies slightly, however, 
giving mu-ta- rdi , -[na-at]. The corresponding line in aa:l0 
is to be restored on the basis of the present entry. 
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124. 

125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 

134. 

135. 

136. 

Tablet II  

dSu.ki.gar.ra 

dAs.an.ta  

dLú.si.gar.ra 

dEn. bara2 .gi.si  

4 ni.du. 

dEn.ki  

dEn.an.ki  

dAm.ma.an.ki  

d$al.la.an.kù 

dNu.dim.mud 

d  En.lil.ban.d.a  

dEn. (ú.ru) SES  

dNin." (= ú.ru) SES 

83  

SU 

SU 

SU 

SU  

Dingir  . mat.. ke4  
dÉ-a 

I t  

r "^ 

It  

t' , 

["]  

Sag.su''.ki.[gar.ra]. 	 (ta) 125. = Ao:130, which offers dAs.an.du 	.  The gloss in 
Ao may be a textual variant gloss (see p. 31 above) indicat-
ing that even in the Isin-Larsa period the name was known in 
the form preserved in the later texts. D ii 5 presents. 
still another variant: dAS.[an].ti. 

128. C ii 16 has 4 am ni.duh Dingir.ma4.a.ke 4. For the . 
reading ni.du.(GAB), see p. 15 note 51 above. 

129. = Ao:76 (and. not Ao:l, see under Tablet I 96). 
With this line the list of the names of dE-a begins. Other 
texts which should be compared here, even though not dupli-
cates of this series, are: An : Anu gá améli lines 119 ff.; 
ac; Ao:76-85; and ad:6 ff. 

130. C ii 18 ff. numbers the names of dÉ-a instead of 
placing dittos after each one. 

131. Cf.  ac : 2 . Text = A iii 89 and D ii 11. Tn  ad :14 
the name appears as dAm.ma.an.ki ;ke4'. Eme:38: rd'Am.an.kl. 

132. Text = A iii 90. Cf. also line 182 below. 
133. = Ao:81 and ac:5. 
134. Cf. ad:18. 	Note K. 4349E (CT 24 49):8 which iden- 

tifies this name with dEn.lil himself. 
135. Text = C ii 21. A iii 93 gives the vari ant dEn. ururu. 

summary (C ii 12) gives only "fourteeri'children. D ii 3 
 agrees with A on the number "sixteen." In C, the explanation 

is varied slightly by writing Dingir.mat..a.ke4  
dr 124. D ii 4 appears to vary, giving what seems to be 

82  
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122. 	um-mu sâ ina qer-be-te Su-pa-at 

123. 	16 dumu.mes 	I 	Dingir.ma4.ke4  

120. The end of the explanation was combined by C with 
that of line 119 (see under note 119 above). In A. iii 79, 

 the first rx'  resembles URU with an illegible sign inserted.. 
In the light of 120a below, one might expect to find SÈG here 
(if one reads zu-un-ni "rain" instead of sú-un-ni "womb"), or 

Spossibly a phonetic vari ant such as URU X TU (= SEG S ); but 
EG is excluded by the traces, and SEG is doubtful. One may 
also think of URU X IGI = izbu "fetus" } (see 8L 44, 4), if one 
reads line 120a with sú-un-ni instead of zu-un-ni; but the 
traces seem to fit URU X TU (= SEGO better than URU X IGI. 
The second rx'  is equally uncertaii.. 

120a. Text = A iii 79b and F i 11. C omits the line 
here, but combines the final part of it with line 119a (see 
under note 119a above), giving a slight variation: ana(DIS) 
sú-un-ni su-lu-du (the sign DIS may represent here an attempt 
by the scribe to indicate the beginning of new material; or 
it may represent the preposition ana l  as it does in C ii 9 = 

 119a above). The meaning of the present entry would be the 
one who was born in the womb" (Dr. Landsberger suggested to 
me the alternate possibility of reading the entry as  6,6. ina 
zu-un-ni 'a-al-du "the one who was born in the rain") and the 
significance of C would be "who causes to be born in the  
womb" (or "who causes to be born in the rain"). 

121. Text = C ii 10. A iii 81a writes phonetically tu. 
ma  instead of tam. In A iii 80 f., the material is slightly 
rearranged so that the name and the Sumerian explanation are 
all on the left side (= 80a and 81a) and the Akkadian trans-
lation on the right side (= 80b and 81b). The traces in F i 
12 f. show that it followed this same arrangement. A iii 81a 
seems to have r ka' or rke4l  instead of bi. In the present 
line, the Sumerian explanation describes (in an inverted 
genitive construction) dAma.nir.an.na  as "the mother, the one 
who brings forth (literally, "its bringer-forth") the one 
carried in the womb." 

122. Text = A iii 80b, 81b, and F i 12b, 13b. Tn  C ii 
11, the explanation is written: um.mu Sâ ina qer-bi-ti gu-
pat "the mother who causes to appear from the inner parts." 
This line obviously is intended to give an Akkadian transla-
tion of the Sumerian explanation in line 121 above, but the 
translation is quite free. 

123. The list obviously contains names of both sons and 
daughters; e.g., cf. lines 113, 114, and 121. Since C omits 
several names in this list (cf. lines 118 and 120), its 

120. dUr.ra 

120a.  

121. dAma.nir.an.na  

 

rx.x".tu.ud.da 

Sa ina sú-ni 'a-al-du 

ama.gà.túm.è.a.bi  

 



137.  

138.  

139.  

140.  

141.  

142.  

143.  

C 

B 
l44.  

145.  
D  

146.  

147.  

148.  

149.  

150.  

151.  

152.  
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aGab.bi.bi  

dLugal.gu4  

dLugal.id.da  

dLugal.abzu(ZU.AB)  

dEn.abzu  

dNun.abzu  

dDara3 .abzu.  

dDara3' dim(di . im)  

Dara3 .dim7 .dim7  

dDara3 .nun.na  

dDara3 .bàn.da  

dAlim.nun.na  

dAlim.bàn.da  

dAlim.si.ki  

dGetu2  (GI81-TÚG+  

PI).abzu(ZU.AB)  

dGeggtu2 .la  

145. B iii 2b,gives dDim .dim7 . Cf. also Tablet I 165 
where dDara ' dim.dim occurs aiiong the names of dEn.lil. 

146. =3Ao:80. D iii preserves only meager remnants of 
this and the following entry. In ad:13, the name appears as 
dEn.dara3 .nun.[na]. 	 d 147. = Ao:79. In ad:12, the name appears as En.dara3° 

 bân.[da]. 
148. In A iii 105 and B iii 4, alim is written A+IGI+ 

GIR, while in C ii 31, it appears as GÌR(:) X A X,IGI :  
150. Text = C ii 33. A iii 106 has dA+IGI+GIR.si.ki, 

while B iii 4 presents dA+IGI+GIR.sig.ga. 
152. B iii 5 varies by writing ŒGIS.PI.14, in which GI. 

PI may possibly be read gisgestu or gestux(GIS.PI).  

153. dNa.zukumx(Z I+K^y,. 

zukumx  

154. d„(gi(:).rbi%[ir])N 

155. dÉn.é.nu.ru  

156. d"DUG.QA.BUR 

153. For zukum, see MSL II p. 68 line 456. The name 
seems puzzlia^g bothxas to its actual pronunciation and as to 
its significance. Instead of zukumx , one might also read 
Sub or numunx ; cf. MSL II p. 68 lines 454 f. 

x 154. Gloss = C ii 37. On this as a value for ÉN, cf.  
MSL II p. 43 line 123a. (However, a variant text mentioned  
in MSL II p. 43 line 123a offers gi.bi.il  which must also be  
considered here.) It is obvious that the dittos at the  
beginning of the line do not indicate any pronunciation for  
the present line (that information is already given by the  
gloss in C) nor identification with the previous name (all of  
these names are already identified with each other). Logi-
cally, the dittos may indicate that in the present line the  
name is to be read dNa.zukumx .zukumx.gibirx.  

155. For some time the reading of the formula ÉN.É.NU.  
RU, which if often found in incantation texts, was regarded  

as still in doubt (e.g., cf. Meissner, OLZ 12 201, who  
regrets the fact that the gloss of line 154 which he wrongly  
attributes to the present line is poorly preserved). -But as  
Falkenstein, LSS NF 1 pp. 4, 6, has pointed out, the complex  
is no longer in doubt as to its reading. Note the syllabic  
writing of this phrase in BIN II 16:1. However, its exact  
meaning seems to remain in doubt. Falkenstein is inclined to  
the idea that it is to be associated with the name of a  
temple in Eridu. If this assumption should prove correct, it  
would provide an additional reason why the formula should  
appear here among the names of the god of Eridu-although  
there would be reason enough merely in the fact that dE-a is  
often associated with the incantation ritual. Note that in  
An : Anu Sâ améli 133, dÉ-a, as [d-En.é].nu.ru, is presented  
as the god of the âgipu priest. (Cf. also ac:22).  

156. The complex DUG.LIS.BUR seems to be used consist-
ently by A (as here). and B as a graphic variant  for  DUG.QA.  
BUR (cf. under Tablet I 152), which appears among the names  
of several other deities (cf. Tablet I lines 152 and 167, and  
Tablet II lines 26 and 65). In line 26 above, this sign  
group is glossed with ba.b.a.ar; but it probably does not have 
the s ame value here. In the dEn.ki list, the complex occurs  
four times (here and in lines 160, 162, and 164 below), each  
time preceded by dittos. At first thought, it seems illogi-
cal to consider the possibility that the dittos might indi-
cate four different pronunciations for the same complex.  
Instead, the thought is impressed upon one that the name of  

A B  

IT 

140. = Ao:82.  
143. = Ao:77.  
144. = Ao:78. In A iii 101, the name is written dDara3 . 

dim (BAD). B iii 2a is to be restored to r d'[Dim ]. Cf 
Tablet I 164 where dDara3 .dim occurs among the names of °-En. 
111. 
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157.  

158.  

159.  

160.  

161.  

162.  
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dNin. ildu2 (IGI+ 

NAGAR+BU) 

d t"NAGAR 

dNun.ur4 .ra 

d "DUG.QA.BUR 

dNun.sâr 

d "DUG.QA.BUR 

tt 

tt 

TT 

TT 

tt 

tt 

A B C 

the preceding line is to be brought down as in line 154 
above. However, certain usages in the lines below (see espe-
cially note 160 below) lead to the conclusion that the com-
plex DUG.QA.BUR actually was read in four different ways in 
this list of dE-a names, depending upon the function in which 
the deity was portrayed. This means that, as the god of 
incantations, aÉ-a as dDUG.QA.BUR should be read with the 
same pronunciation as En.é.nu.ru. See further under note 
160 below. 

157. = Ao:84 and eme:42. Cf. Weissbach, Babyl. Misc. 
12:29 (= RA 17 98). 

158. The dittos indicate (as in line 160 below) that the 
present entry is an ideogram for the previous name; cf. pp. 
16 f. above. 

159. Note BA 10/1 42:14, 16 where dNun.ur4 .ra is called 
"the great potter of Anu" (pa-.a-ru GAL-ú Sa dA-nim). See 
also An : Anu 66. amgli 125. 

160. Note that in ac:7 (which gives pronunciations and 
explanations of various dÉ-a names) dDUG.QA.BUR is pronounced 
dNun.úr.ra and explained as dÉ-a "of potters." Note further 
CT 12 21 (93058) r. 1 where dDUG.QA.BUR is glossed with nun. 
ur.ra and identified with dÉ-a. The same glossed reading and 
identification is to be found also in AO. 7661 ii 49 (= TCL 6 
37 = AS no. 7 43). This illustrates the significance of the 
dittos which appear in front of the four occurrences of dDUG. 
QA.BUR in this present list of dÉ-a names (lines 156, 160, 
162, and 164). This usage must be compared with line 65 
above, where the complex DUG.QA.BUR has a value og lil/lillu 
(controlled by glossed readings) when applied to Lil. These 
various occurrences of names preceded by dittos and known to 
have the glossed values of the preceding names further clari-
fy one important way in which dittos are used in the present 
series (see also pp. 16 f. above). For other deities written 
with this sign group, see under line 156 above. 

162. On the analogy of line 160 above, dDUG.QA.BUR is 
certainly to be understood here as an  ideogram for the deity 
dNun.sâx.  

163, d  âr  6a.ar  .gar 

164. d "DUG.QA.BUR 

165. dEn.ti 

166. dGana2 ( ga-na-si)  

167. dZi.zi.da 

168. d(na-aq-bu)BAD  

169. d5 (sa). kalam.ma 

170. dÉ-a 

163. Gloss in C ii 44 and A iii 119 (although A has sa 
instead of sâ in the gloss). The dittos in the gloss, of 
course, indicate that the gloss is to be repeated in this 
reduplicated name. 

164. As in line 160 above, the dittos indicate that this 
is an ideogram for the previous entry. 

165. Thureau-Dangin, RA 31 84 ff. discusses the possible 
reading ebe4/ebib.for EN.TI. But this reading is not without 
its difficulties when applied to the present entry. dEn.ti 
seems instead to form a pair with dNin.ti of line 179 below. 
It is true that a phonetically written dEbib. is known from 
such texts as K. 252 (III R 66) ii 15 and KAV 42 ii 6, 13; 
but these are not necessarily identified with dEn.ti of the 
present line. The presence of so many pronunciation glosses 
in C for oddly pronounced names would argue further against 
such a reading here, since C contains no such gloss for this 
line. 

dtt 

 
166. Text = C ii 46. In A iii 122, the name is written 

Ga.si.sa , in which the dittos may show an identification 
with the name of the preceding line (cf. pp. 17 f. above). 

167. Both A iii 123 and iii 13 write dZi.zi.da; but in 
C ii 47, the name appears as aNam.zi.da. Either A and B go 
back to a common text that contained an early scribal error, 
or a scribal error is involved in C. In the latter text, the 
only difference between the writing of ZI and NAM is in one 
small wedge low in the sign NAM (cf. C ii 47); but in A and 
B, the sign NAM is usually somewhat more complicated than ZI 
and could scarcely be confused with it (cf. B iii 24, 34). 
This would seem to point to the probability that the name in 
C represents a scribal error. 
dBAD 	

The gloss in C ii 48 gives the pronunciation of 
BAD when it applies to dÉ-a. This value, of course, is not 

valid when dBAD represents other deities. Cf. Tablet III 269 
ff 

169. Gloss in C ii 49. 

.si 

tt 

If  

Tt 

tt 

Tt 

tt 

tt 
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dDam.ki.na  dam.bi.SAL 

il 

dMarduk (A1\ 4R+UD ) 
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171. d 1T (sa-na-ba-ku) 40  

172. d40 (6a.na.bi )  BI  

173. dDam.gal.nun.na  

174. dD am.ki.na  

175. dDam.me.te.abzu(ZU. 

AB) 

176. dNin.igi.abzu 

177. dNin.me.zu 

178. dNin.gi.kú.ga  

179. dNin.ti 

171. The gloss in C ii 51 appears to give the sign name 
(= "two-thirds" i.e., "two-thirds of sixty"), while the 
dittos indicate that this number is an ideogram for dE-a. 
Cf. CT 25 50:8. On the ranking of deities by numbers within 
the sexagismal system, cf. under Tablet I 150. 

172. Text = C ii 52. In the broken second half of B iii 
15, there was apparently a short summary or description of 
the names of dE-a similar to that which ends the names of 
dDam.ki.na  in B iii 22. 

173. = Ao:86. In KAV 63 ii 5 (see the collation of this 
line by Weidner, AfK 2 14 note 6), the name appears as dDam. 
r gal.nunl .an.na . However, the older form of the name was 
certainly dDam..gal.nun.na , as can be seen from Ao:86 and VAT 
7759 ii 17 (= AfK 2 4 f., which represents an old Babylonian 
duplicate of KAV 63). 

174. AG 280 feels that the name is derived from *d  Dam. 
ki.an.na , a form which actually occurs in KAV 63 ii 6 (see 
Weidner's collation, AfK 2 14). However, VAT 7759 ii 18 (= 
AfK 2 4 f.), the old Babylonian duplicate of KAV 63, gives 
dDam.ki.na . The fuller form is also seen in Thureau-Dangin, 
Rit.  acc. 139:324; but this represents a late text and may, 
in fact, indicate that the more complete form is late rather 
than early. 

176. Text = C ii 56. In A iii 131 and B iii 18, the 
name appears as dNin.I.IGI.abzu, which may be read dNin.i. 
gix(IGI).abzu (for IGI = gix , cf. Thureau-Dangin, Rit. acc. 
80 note 7). 

177. Text = A iii 132. 
178. = Ao:87. See Tablet III 28 where the name appears 

among those of dNin.gal. 
179. This name certainly forms a pair with that of line 

165 above.  

180. dNin.me.dim.an.na  

181. dNin.me.dím.an.ki  

182. dUal.la.an .kù 

183. dBur.6u.6a1 

184. dBur.su.sikil 

185. dAsar(URU X IGI). 

185a. 	 dumu.sag Eridu(NUN. 

KI).ga.ke4  

186. d"Nam.ti.la 	 dMarduk 

180. = Ao:88, which writes the name dNin.dim.an.na . 
182. In A iii 137, the name is written dUal.la.b}al.ku, 

but this may represent a scribal mistake since B iii 21 
clearly writes the name with AN. Note that this name also 
occurs in  line 132 above, among the names of dEn.ki. 

183. The  name also occurs among the names of dNin.lil, 
see Tablet I 182. For the reading Gal instead of SAL, see 
under note 111 above.. 	 d  

184. The name also occurs among the names of Nin.lil, 
see Tablet I 183. 

185. = Ao:89 and An : Anu â améli 108. This rather 
common name of Marduk has been read in various ways. Falken-
stein has published a syllabically written Sumerian text from 
Boghazköy (ZA NF 11 12:20, 21 and pp. 30 f.) which favors a 
reading of dAsal.lú.b.i. However, this new reading of th e . 
name should not be taken as a final reading for URU X IGI in 
Marduk names. In line 188 below, it is clear that URU X IGI 
should be read asar rather than asal, which seems more cogent 
to the present list than the example from Boghazköy. The 
name Marduk itself is written dAMAR+UD in C ii 64, while in B 
iii 23 and A iii 140, it is written dAII-IAR+PÍR. The latter 
seems to be merely a graphic variation of the former. On the. 
meaning of the name, cf. Jeremias,  IvTVAG 27/2 27 note 2 and 
Zimmern, ZA 34 194 note 3. For a shorter list of Marduk 
names, cf. CT 25 35:1 ff. (and its duplicate, CT 25 36:1 ff.). 
The present list -of Marduk names (which totaled fifty entries 
when complete) may be compared with the list of the "fifty 
names of Marduk" contained in Enûma-elig; however, the pres-
ent list follows a slightly different order than that in 
Enûma-elis. 

185a. C ii 64b: dumu.sag dEn.ki.ga .ke4 . 
186. The dittos do not here indicate that the previous 

name of dAsar.lú.4i is to be brought down to produce a name 
like *dAsar.lú.4i.nam.ti.la; nor do the dittos indicate that 

A B C 
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187.  

188.  

189.  

190.  

191.  

192.  
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d `INam.ru 

dAsar (a.sa.ru)
.re  

dAsar.alim 

dAsar.alim.nun.na  

dMarduk (AIL R+UD ) 

dMer.gà.kúg.ù 

" 

tt 

tt 
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sa me-ti 

e-ziz ù mug-tâl 

one may arbitrarily excerpt merely the first sign of the pre-
ceding name and read *dAsar.nam.ti.la (as in AG 265 and 388). 
In the comparable list of Marduk names found in Enûma-elig, 
the present name occurs simply as dleam.ti.1a (Enûma-elis VI 
152) and is explained as one of the alternate names of dAsar. 
lú..j.i. This indicates that the dittos in the present line 
and in the two succeeding lines serve to identify the present 
deity with the preceding name. In this may be illustrated 
one import ant use of dittos in this series (see p. 48 above). 
In C ii 66, another form of this name is listed as dNa m.ti; 
however, since both dNam.ti.la  and dNam.ti correspond to only 
one name in Eniîma-elis, probably only one  name is involved 
here. A and B omit the extra dNam.ti. The s;cond half of 
the present line is not given by C but is  preserved in A iii 
141. 

187. dNam.ru  appears also in Enûma-elig VI 156 as a sub-
name of dAsar.lú.b.i, which explains the presence of the 
dittos here. The Akkadian explanation is found only in  A iii 
142. 

188. = Ao:9O, which presents the shorter form of the 
name: dAsar. The gloss is found in C ii 68. The present 
entry would seem to argue against reading asal for URU X IGI 
in the present list of Marduk names; see under note 185 above. 

189. In C ii 69, alim (cf. CT 18 50:20 and Fauna 93 note 
1) is written GIR X A X IGI, but it is written A+IGI+GIR in A 
iii PM. Cf.  CT 25 34:10. 

190. = Ao:91 (which writes the name dAsar.alim(GÌR X 
IGI).nun.na). Cf. CT 25 34:11 and ZA NF 5 256. 

191. A iii 146: dAlt RR+PÍR; cf.  under note 185 above. 
192. The line as written in A iii 147 clarifies the 

reading of the difficult line in Enûma-elis VI 138. The first 
sign of the name in A is clearly MER,  agreeing with B iii 27 
and CT 25 34:12. Since L/ R = izzu and uzzu (cf. Deimel, 8L 
347, 5 f.), the readings 8UDUN, 8t.DÙN, and BARA2  (cf. Böhl, 
Af 0 11 216 no. 9) would seem to be excluded here. Further-
more, the signs usually read SER -RE in Enûma-elis VI 138 
should now be read mug-tal as in A. In the light of the 
explanation in the present line, e-ziz ù mug-tal should rep-
resent attributes or epithets of Marduk when_he is called 
dMer.sà.kús.ù (for 81..KU8.0 = mustâlu, see Deimel, 8L 384, 
152c). Hence the corresponding line in Enûma-elis should 

A B 
193 . 
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" a-bu-ub GI8 . 

rTU_KUI.M 

194.  dMa.ru.uk .ka tt 

195.  dMa.ru.tu.uk .ka 

196.  dTu.tu [ tt ] 

197.  dKA X LI. " r x ,  C 'T ]

t  

198.  dZi. "ukkin(URU X BAR) [ tt  

199.  dZi."[kùi Pt]  

200.  [ dAga].m kù Ctt] 

I 
201.  dMil."[kù] Pt]  

202.  dTu6 (KA X LI) . ttkù Ctt] 

203.  d8a.zu Ci] 

also give these two epithets of Marduk ("the mighty one and 
the counselor") following dI1mensà.kúg.ù. Needless" to say, 
this would make Enûma-elig VI 138 conform more nearly to the 
style of the other lines of this section of the epic, which 
usually add several adjectival epithets to each one of the 
names of Marduk. The present entry eliminates any need for 
restoring a name in B iii 27b, since the broken section of 
the line in B corresponds to the epithets in the second half 
of A iii 147. 

193. This seems to represent a battle epithet of Marduk; 
cf. IV R 2nd ed. 57 23. 

194. Cf. Enûma-elis VI 134. In B iii 29, the name 
appears as dMa.ru.du133.ka(:). 

195. Cf. Enûma-elix VI 136 and RA  35 133 note 1. 
196. = Ao :105. Cf.  Enûma-elis VII 9-14 and KAV 63 iii 

35. Cf. also dTu6 .tu6 , An : Anu sâ améli 111. 
197. The traces in B iii 3Ob agree with A iii 157 with 

respect to the first sign, KA X LI. The traces of the second 
sign in A may,favor the restoration of a sign like TU, 
resulting in aKA X LI.t' r TU1 . See also Böhl, MO it 217 no. 
16. The dittos in this and the following lines indicate (as 
is shown by the corresponding section in Enûma-elis VII 9 
ff.) that these names are vari ant names of Marduk as dTu.tu. 

198. See note 204 below. 
199. As in Enûma-elis VII 19-24. 
200. As in Enûma-elis VII 25-32. 
201. Cf, King, STC 61:26, which has: dMù.kù : Sa si-

pat-su el-lit "dMú.kù, whose incantation is pure." 
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204. 	dZi."ukkin(URU X BAR) En] 212.. 	[ d"Gú.gal] ["1 

205. 	dZi."rsi' En]  213. 	Cd  0]. r gâl(:) 1  ["] 

206. 	dSub.. " [rim] [ n ]  214. 	[dSir.sir] ["] 

	

207. 	dSut.gú."[rim] 

	

208. 	dZaa.C"rim] 

J C" ] 

 E"] 

215. [ dMâ]. r lab.4 ,  

216. [ 	 ] 

C"] 

["] 

209. 	dZa4.gú. "Erim] E"] 217. 	[d] r Gil 1  C"] 

210. 	[ dEn.bi.lu.lu ] En]  218. 	[dGil.ma] ["] 

211. 	[d"A]. rpa5 l .[dun] E"] 219. 	[dA.gil].ma ["] 

204. dZi.ukkin here is to be distinguished from the name 220. 	[ E"]  
in line 198. 	In line 198, the name represents a variant name 
for dTu.tu; in the present line, it represents a variant name in the present entry is a subname of aEn.b i.lu.lu (cf. pp. 17 
for dN..zu. 	However, note that dZi.ukkin is listed only once 
in Enûma-elis, and there (in VII 15) it occurs as a subname 

f. 	above). 
212. Both dA.pa .dun (line 211) and dGú.gal appear in 

of dTu.tu. 
205. As in Enûma-eli6 VII 41. 

Enûma-elis preceded by d" (see von Soden, ZA 47 11 f.:61, 64), 
indicating in each case an identification with d" (= dEn.bi. 

206. As in Ennma-eli6 VII 43. lu.lu); cf. pp. 17 f. above. 	It is inconsistent to translate 
207. From Sm. 78 + Sm. 1078 (CT 25 46):9-12; it is cer- the first as Epadun and the second as Enbilulu-Gugal (as ANET 

tain that each of the names in lines 206-209 of the present 71:65). 	The correct form of the latter would be simply Gugal. 
list ended with RIM. 	(Sm. 78 + Sm. 1078 is not a duplicate 213. L i begins here with the traces of the final gâl. 
of the present series, but contains an  analogous list of This text is a fragment of B (as may be seen from its museum 
M&rduk names.) 	For the corresponding section (which is badly number) and should join immediately under B iii 37. 	dié.gâl, 
preserved) in Enûma-elis, see von Soden, ZA 47 10-17 and as a name of dMarduk, should be compared with Sm. 78 + Sm. 
Speiser, ANET 70 f.:43 ff. 1078 (CT 25 46):15 and Enûma-elis VII 68. 	See line 251 below 

208. See under note 207 above. where dUé.gâl appear as one of the names of the ab.sém of 
209. See under note 207 above. dNa-bi-um. 	Perhaps the two entries refer to separate deities, 
210. This line should correspond to B iii 37a, which is since the present entry is equated with dMarduk (who would 

not preserved. 	It is restored from eme:43; Enûma-elis VII 57 hardly be represented later as a servant in the entourage of 
ff.; and Sm.. 78 + Sm. 1078:13 (CT 25 46). 	This and the fol- his son dNa-bi-um). 
lowing lines of the Marduk list are poorly preserved in the 214. Since L is a fragment of B, it has two names to a 
various duplicate texts of the series. 	However, the total line; hence the present line corresponds to the missing first 
number of lines can be controlled reasonably well from A. half of L i 2. 	The name is restored from Enûma-elis VII 70; 
For a collation of the broken spaces in B and C by Lands- cf. ANET 71 note 137a. 
berger, see Af0 11 218. 	From the traces which are still pre- 215. = L i 2b; cf. Enûma-elis VII 76. 
served in A, B, E, and L, one may make a number of provi- 216. = L i 3a. 	Apparently, this name is not found in 
sional restorations by comparing these traces with the names the corresponding section of Enûma-elis. 
contained in the corresponding sections of Enûma-eli6. 	Addi- 217. = L i 3b; cf. Enûma-elis VII 78. 
tional aid may be obtained from other Marduk lists, such as, 218. = L 1 4a; cf. Enûma-elis VII 80. 
Sm..78 + Sm. 1078 (CT 25 46); Sm. 115 (CT 25 38); and K. 7658 219. = L i 4b; cf. Enûma-eli6 VII 82. 
(CT 25 46). 	These may not be exact duplicates of the present 220. = L i 5a. 	Lines 220-222 in the present list con- 
series, but at a number of points their readings coincide tain three names, while the corresponding section in Enûma- 
with this list and corroborate some of the restorations. elis (VII 84 ff.) contains four names. 	It is therefore dif- 

211. = B iii 37b. 	The traces in the middle of the line ficult to control the exact restoration of these lines. 	It 
resemble a sign like E, which would fit  the  restoration (pa is not even certain that lines 220-222 are to be restored 
= PAP+E). 	Cf. Sm. 78 + Sm. 1078:14 (CT 25 46) and Enûma-e13s with the names found in Enûma-elis VII 84 ff., because line 
VII 61. 	The dittos, as in 212 below, indicate that the name 221 ends with a sign which cannot easily be harmonized with 

any of the names in Enûma-elis VII 84-89). 	It is possible 
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E  

[ dLugal.âb]. r dubur'  

[ dPa5 .gal.gú.en.na  

[ dLugal.dúr]. rma41 1  

[ dLugal.su.an.na ]  

[ dLugal.dim..me.er.  

an.kil.a  

[  

[ 	 ].rx,  

[ 	 ].KÙ.GI 

[dIr.kin].gu 

[11
J  

[ 11 J 

[ 1t J  

[TI]  

71  

tt 

tt 

it  

11 

I1 

that aLugal.DIN.DIR.ki  (eme:44) may have been listed in this 
section. 

221. = L i 5b. The traces of the single sign preserved 
in L resemble a sign like RU, ID, or TA. Since none of 
these can be harmonized with the names in Enûma-elis VII 84-
89, it is evident that the two traditions varied in this sec-
tion. A name like dA.gâ.ru  or dNe.bi.ru  (Enema-elis VII 122, 
124) may possibly be involved here. 

222. = L i 6a. 
223. = L i 6b. Cf. Enûma-elis VII 91 and eme:46. 
224. = L i 7a. Cf. Enûma-elis VII 93.  
225. = L i 7b. Cf. Enuma-elis VII 95. After a long 

gap, A returns here with a long row of dittos which help to 
control the total number of names in the Marduk list. 

226. = L i 8a. For the restoration, cf. Sm. 115 (CT 25 
38):5, where dLugal.su.an.na  comes between dLugal.dúr.mat and 
dLugal.dim.me.er.an.ki.a. It is evident that the present 
series not only follows a different tradition in the order of 
the remaining Marduk names than that of Enûma-efig, but also 
occasionally includes different names than those in the epic 
list. 

227. = L i 8b. For the restoration, cf. Sm. 115 (CT 25 
38):6 and eme:45. 

228. = L i 9a. 
229. = L i 9b.  
230. The reverse of E begins approximately with this 

line. as may be seen by comparing its entries with the few 
traces in A-especially A iii 185-187. 

231. = A iii 186 and E r. 2. For the restoration, cf. 
Enûma-elis VII 105. 

A E  
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233. [ dZú.lum].mar  

234. [ 	 ].rx,  7 1  

235. E  r SU 1  rNr.[ ).rx l .ki 

236. [ dNin.b6.r.gi4 .si ]  [ dSar-pa-ni-tum] 

rdam7.bi.SAL  

232. = A iii 187 and E r. 3. For the restoration, cf. 
Enûma-elis VII 107. 

232a. It is obvious, from a comparison of the number of 
lines which A and B contain between the name in line 230 and 
the end of the present list, that E has two more names here 
than A. It is here assumed that E r. 4 and 5 represent these 
two extra lines, since they contained a second pair of names 
ending with GU and I'J!A and, hence, cannot be harmonized with 
Enûma-elig. 

232b. = E r. 5; see note 232a above.  
233. = E r. 6. The restoration is conjectured from  

Enûma-elis VII 87, although this would represent radically  
different positions of the name in the two traditions.  

234. = E r. 7. The preserved traces of the final sign  
favor a reading of ID or a similar sign.  

235. According to the traces in A iii 190, the last name  
in the Marduk list may have been a special name of Marduk in  
a particular geographical setting. The traces in A favor a  
place like Elam. However, the traces in E r. 8 are far from  
clear. The first sign in the explanation may not actually be  
SU; and the second sign may prove to be some sign other than  
NI.  

236. In A iii 191, the explanation r daml.bi.SAL is  
crowded far to the right, indicating that a second name  
appeared in this line immediately before this explanation.  
On the analogy of similar contexts (e.g., cf. line 173 above  
and lines 242 and 247 below), one would here expect to find  
the chief name of the wife of Marduk listed as the second  
name in the line. That dSar-pa-ni-tum should be restored as  
the principal name here is evident from Ao:106 and from the  
fact that her name is repeated again as the last name in the  
list (see line 241 below. It seems to be a frequent practice  
in this series to repeat the principal name of a deity at the  
close of the list of his other names; e.g., cf. line 170  
above and lines 246 and 248 below). The first name in the  
list of the names of dSar-pa-ni-tum should be restored to  
dNin.b âr.gi4 .si , since this is the only other name of  



237.[dNin.abzu]  

238. [ dNin.ab.dubur]  

239. d [  

240. dNin. rx^. rx^ 

241. dSar-pa-ni-tum 

242. dAG dNa-bi-um 

243. dMu.du10 .ga.sa4 .a 

244. dEn.sag 

245. dgid.da.ki.sâr.ra 

246. dNa-bi-um 

247. dNin.ka.teg.s.sì. 

] 

r U i 

sukkal dMarduk.ke4  

t , 

ll  

"  

dTag -me-tum dam.bi. 

SAL  

il  

ab.gém dNa-bi-um.ke4  

Ii  

iT 

nin dMarduk.ke4 

 gu.za.lâ dMarduk.ke4 

 gU 

T?  
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248. dTas-me-tum 

cSar-pa-ni-tum listed in Ao (line 107); and with this resto- 
ration, eme:47 agrees. Cf. CT 25 35:15 and Zimmern, BSGW 63 
98. For  similar lists of dSar-pa-ni-tum, see CT 25 36:7 ff. 
and KAV 173 1 ff. See also under note 315 below. 

237. = eme:48. See Zimmern, BSGW 63 98 and cf. CT 25 
35:17. The names of lines 237 f. are not preserved in A iii 
192, 193, but the space in A iii 192 f. and A iv 1 ff., which 
is preserved, reveals that there were six entries in this 
list of the names of Marduk's wife.  

238. = eme:49. See Zimmern, BSGW 63 98. 
239. The traces of A iv 1 favor a name beginning with 

NIN.  
241. = Ao:106.  
242. = Ao:110. The use of dAG as an ideogram for Nabu 

appears to be late. It is interesting to note the  position 
 of Nabu in this series; elsewhere, he is more commonly repre-

sented as the son of Marduk. 
243. = eme:52.  
244. dEn.sag is possibly to be compared with dEn.zag 

(glossed with za.ag ), who appears in the Nabu list CT 25 35: 
 20 (= CT 25 36:19). However, the name should be distinguished 

from dEn.zag.ag  who appears among the names of dNusku (cf. 
Tablet I 254). 

245. Cf. CT 25 35:22 (= CT 25 36:21) and V R 43:27c.  
246. = Ao:110.  

,247. = eme:54 (which should be restored to agree with  
the present entry).  

249. dEn.ki.im.du 

250. dÈ . "PA5  

251. dUé.gai 

252. dMa.mi.a 

253. dMa-da-nu 

254. d" DI.KUD 

255. dMa-ag-rat-a-mat -su 

249. Certainly not to be confused with Enkidu (as in AG 
294 f.). The present line gives the name of Nabu's plowman. 

250. The dittos seem to indicate that dE.PA 5  is an  ideo-
gram for the preceding deity. 

251. Cf. line 213 above. 
252. A iv 14 clearly has NIN "sister" and not DAM 

"wife." Note that, in "Weidner's list." dMa.mi.e is listed  

in the Marduk circle, just following the name of dTag-me-tum; 
see VAT 6563 (AfK 2 6) ii 4. 

253. The position of this deity in the circle of Marduk 
(as the throne-bearer of Marduk) is now finally clarified by 
A iv 15. In "Weidner's list," the name is written dMan-da-
nu; see KAV 63 ii 22 ff. Cf. also dMa-da-nu-nu (CT 25 11:3), 
who is equated with dNin.urta. 

254. The dittos are instructive here. They indicate 
that, in this instance. dDI.KUD is an ideogram for the previ-
ous name. Note KAV 47:15 (= KAV 63 ïi 22) where the pronun-
ciation of dDI.KUD is given as [ma]-da-an (see the collation 
of this line by Weidner, AfK 2 16 note 2) and the name is 
equated with dMan-da-nu. However, this pronunciation and 
explanation would seem to be valid for dDI.KUD only when the 
name refers to the throne-bearer of Marduk, for there were a 
number of other deities whose names were written with this 
ideogram. The present name should be distinguished from dDI. 
KUD who appears in Tablet V 288 as another ideogram for dKA. 
DI, and from dDi.ku5 in Tablet III 174 who appears among the 
judges of Samas. Note also dDI.KUD and even aDI.KUD.MES in  
such texts as: KAR III 142 i 24; KAV 42 i 43; KAV 43 i 23; 
Schell. RA 14 172 i 2; Landsberger, Bell. 14 261. From these 
it would appear that considerable caution is necessary when 
attempting to identify any particular dDI.KUD with another 
deity. Obviously, the name was ideographic and had different 
pronunciations depending upon the actual deity involved. 
Note also the great number of subnames which Tablet VII 67 
ff. lists for aDI.KUD (who may not necessarily be identified 
with the deity in the present line; although, in Tablet VII, 
he shares the tablet only with Marduk). 

255. The dittos in the right column are obviously 
intended to show identification with the previous deity 

A B C  

A  

B 



258. 2 gu4 .DÚB 

259. dGasan.sudx(KA X 

tU).an.na 
d 260. Sil-us-tab 

261. dKa.TUN.na  

262. 2 SAL.gu.i 

263. dMi-na-a-i-kul-be- 
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256. dGA X NUN.bé.du7  

257. dEn.nun.dagal.la  

Marduk.ke4  

8U 1 gu4 .DÚB dSar- 

pa-ni-tum.ke4  

U (sil-lu(:)-[us]- 

r ta l -ab) 

li 

264. dMi-na-a-is-ti-be- 

11 

265. dMu-kil-me-e-ba-la-

ti 

without indicating that the pronunciation is the same (as was 
the case in line 254). For this Akkadian name, cf. Lands-
berger, MAOG 4 311 ff. 

257. = eme:50. 
259. = eme:51. For KA X SU = gudx , see MSL II p. 57 

line 329. 
260. Written dMI.116.13I. Gloss in C iii lib. Cf. also 

KAV 47:11; 62:12; and 65 r. ii 11. 
263. The name of Marduk's mulgaldim (for MU = mubaldim, 

see MSL II p. 47 line 172) is written syllabically in C iii 
13; but in A iv 23 and B iii 68, the name appears as dMi-na- 
a-iA X NIG-be-li. The name is, of course, Akkadian: "What 
did my,lord eat?" In A and B, the explanation is written MU 
é.sag.il .ke4 ; but C writes the same explanation more fully: 
MU é.sag.il.la.ke  . This interesting parallel between it and 
il.la would suggest that Falkenstein is correct in his con-
tention that iL may occasionally be read ila (see Falkenstein, 
AnOr. 28 16). 

264. Text = C iii 14. Instead of ig-ti, A iv 24 and B 
iii 69 write NAG(KA X A). As in line 263 above, A omits la 
in the explanatory column. B abbreviates the explanation to 
SEEM "(= é.sag.il .ke4). 	 d 265. Text = C iii 15. A iv 25 writes Mu-kil-A.MEt.TI. 
LA, while B iii 70 writes dMu-kil-A.MEt.TI.  

266. dNa-din-me-e-q6-ti 

267. 2 im  udug 

268. dAb.ba 

269. dTa.KU.na  

270. 2 am  ni.du. 

271. dUk-ku-mu 

272. dSu-ku-ku 

273. d  Ik-su-du 

274. dIl-ti-bu 

275. 4 ur.zr 

276. d(i.id)Íd 

277. dId (i.rt) .gal 

266. Text = C iii 16. A iv 26 writes dNa-din-A.ME:-qâ- 
a-tim, while B iii 71 writes diva-din-A.1;IEt.8U. 

267. A iv 25, 26 and B iii 70, 71 give 2 udug : é.sag. 
il.ke  ; cf. under note 263 above. 	 d 

268. Text = A iv 27 and B iii 72. C iii 17 writes Ab. 
U. For the pronunciation of the name, see Tablet V 54. 

270. A iv 27, 28 and B iii 72, 73 omit àm and la (as in 
line 263 above). For the reading ni.dub(GAB), see p. 15 note 
51 above. 

272. Text = A iv 30 and B iii 74. In C iii 20, the name 
is written dSuk-ku-lu 

273. C iii 21: °Ik-Su-da. 
274. C iii 22: dIl-to-bu. 
275. C iii 22: 4 am ur.zir. Some would see in these "4 

dogs of Marduk" a reference to the four satellites of Jupiter 
(see ZA 43 133); but this implies an extraordinary eyesight 
on the part of the Babylonian astronomers; 

276. Gloss in C iii 23. 
277. Gloss in C iii 24. The dittos in the gloss, of 

course, refer to the sign ID of the preceding gloss. The 
usage of 8U is instructive in these four lines which deal 
with the names of the river god. In C, 8U is placed opposite 
only the first name. After each of the other names. C enters 
the numbers 2, 3, and 4 respectively. By this means, the 
scribe indicated that these names are all to be regarded as 
belonging to a series of four separate distinct deities (just 
as the four dogs of Marduk in lines 271 ff. were each distinct 
deities), rather than four names of one deity (in the latter 
case, dittos would have been used). However, it is evident 

A B C A B C 

SU 

dSar-pa-ni-tum.ke4 

 MU é.sag.11.1a.ke4  

tEM é.sag.11.1a.ke4  

SU 

é.sag.1l.la .ke4  

tU 

Su 

é.sag.11.la.ke4  

tU 

SU 

8U 

SU 

dMarduk . ke4  

tu 

8U 



8U 

8U 

8U 

dEn.ki.ga .ke4  

dumu.SAL dEn.ki.ga . 

ke4  

dNin.gubur 

dAN.mar.tu 
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d jd. (si.li.ma ) silim 8U 

279. d Íd.lú.ru .gú gU 

280. dKiga6  dam.bi.SAL 

281. dgà.zi dumu 	Id.ke4  

282. dNe.e.er.e.tag.mil  sukkal 	Id.ke4  

283. dDumu.zi.abzu 8U 

284. dKi .gu.la  8U 

285. dNe (ni) .ra 8U 

from other texts that these four names were not necessarily 
always distinguished from each other (cf. under note 279 
below; and note that dKi.ga 6  in line 280 is listed ambigu-
ously as "his wife"). Possibly C numbers  each of these 
entries because there was no final summary of the four, as in 
the case of the four dogs in line 275. 

278. Gloss in C iii 25. 
279. Cf. KAV 218 A ii 17, 20, a bilinggual text which 

gives this deity in the Sumerian line and ŒID (= dNâru) in 
the Akkadian line. In KAV 65 r. ii 2, the name appears with 
an  affixed KI. 

280. Cf. KAV 154 (a text which appears to list wives of 
various deities):1O where she is listed as the wife of dId 
and then possibly identified with dNazi (for dNazi, rather 
than dNanse, see Tablet III 67). Here, she is listed ambigu-
ously as "his wife." Does this mean that the four river gods 
are thought of as a single deity here? Or is she merely the 
wife of the last one of the four? The latter possibility is 
more in keeping with the organization of the series. In KAV 
63 ii 10 (= KAV 65 r. ii 3), she is equated with d[ 	].ki. 
na, which possibly could be restored to d[Dam].ki.na. 

282. C iii 29 writes the last sign syllabically as mi-
il. On the restoration of B iii 81 (E(:), rather than rBI, ), 
cf.  Iuleissner, OLZ 12 202. 

283. = Ao:1O8. With this line, a list of six sons of 
dEn.ki begins. These are in addition to Marduk, who as the 
most prominent son, was treated first. The name of aDumu.zi. 
abzu, who playéd such an  import ant part in the cult life of 
Babylonia, appears quite early. His name is mentioned even 
on the "Stele of the Vultures" (cf. SAK 18 r. vi 3). 

284. Text = A iv 40 and B iii 82 as restored by C iii 
31. The latter text actudally presents dKi.gul.la . In Ao: 
109, the name appears as "X''.ki.gu.la, in which the first 
sign may represent ZU or some similar sign. Cf. Tablet I 81 
where dKi.gu/gul.la appears as the name of a gu 4 .DÚB of Anu. 

285. Gloss in C iii 32.  

Tablet II 

28e. dBar (ba) .ra  

287. dBar.ra.gu.la  

288. dBur.nun.ta.sâ (sa).a 

289. 6 dumu.mes 

290. dUé.dim.me.kú 

291. dGI8.16..abzu(ZU.AB) 

292. dEnsi(PA+TE+SI). 

gal. abzu 

286. Gloss in C iii 33. For abbreviated pronunciation 
glosses, see under note 21 above. 

287. Note that in a late hymn to the mother goddess of 
Uruk, this name (written dBar.gu.la ) appears as one of the 
names of the Dumuzi figure in the text; see ZA NF 6 85:17. 
d 	288. Text = C iii 35. B iii 84 seems to vary, giving 
[X].nun.e. x .[x]. Perhaps this should be emended to read 

d[Bur].nun. r ta(:).sa(W.[a]. 
289. C iii 35 gives 6 Am dumu.mes etc. The genitive 

form of dEn.ki is consistently written dEn.ki.ga .ke4  in this 
series; but this form presents a number of problems. If the 
name is regarded simply as "Lord Earth" (cf. Jacobsen, Before 
Philosophy 150), this would provide no explanation for the 
syllable ga that appears in the genitive complex. If the 
name is regarded, on the other hand, as signifying "lord of 
the earth," the genitive form should reflect two genitive 
endings: *dEn.ki.ak.ak.e > *dEn.ki.ka.ke , written d-Fn.ki. 
kà.ke4 . But why would the scribe write kg instead of ka in 
such a form? A third possibility is that dEN.KI is to be 
viewed as an ideogram for a Sumerian name ending in the con-
sonant -g; but thus far, such a reading is unknown. Still 
another posibility may be that the scribes habitually wrote 
the name in this fashion by analogy to NUN.KI.ga .ke4  (for 
Eri.du(g).gâ.ke < *Eri.dug.ak.e). This latter possibility 
may serve as a *orking hypothesis, but it cannot be regarded 
as the final explanation for the genitive form of dEn.ki. 

290. LUGAL+iE appears to be merely a graRhic variant of 
dim. In B iii 86, the name appears as dPA. rdim'.[me].kú. 

d 291. Dr. Landsberger suggested to me a possible reading 
of Iz-la-abzu. For dNin.subur, see Tablet I 32 ff. 

292. Apparently, in B iii 88 f., the names in the second 
half of the column are reversed. For dAN. mar, tu cf.  Tablet VI 257. 

A B C 
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Tablet II 

293. dEnsi.maa 

294. dIg.an.na.gâ.l.la  

295. dLugal.ki.sur.ra 

296. dIg.an.na.kés.da 

297. dLugal.nir.gal 

298. dAra(ara)  

Tablet II 

300. dGe6tu2 (GIS+KU+PI) 

301. dGestu2 (GI+KU+PI). 

ga.ni 

301a. [
du  

302. 2 sukkal 

303. dtja-si-su 

304. d([du.un].rga7)NAR  

103 

uz-nu 

4a-si-su 

SU 

dDam.gal.nun.n_a.ke 4  

SU 

dingir nar.a.ke  

A B C 

H 

dMar.tu 

dam.bi.SAL 

dES (= dSin) 

dam.bi.SAL 

dNin.gir.su 

sukkal.ma1 dEn.ki. 

ga.ke4  

tt 299. dPAP+SIG7 (isimu)  

nun.me 

293. = Ao:96. B iii 89 writes dEnsi.gal.mab.. For dMar. 
tu, cf. Tablet VI 228, 230, 236. 

294. The name here given as the wife of dMar.tu differs 
from that given in Tablet VI 235 where she is called dUr-ba-
tum. 

295. In C iii 41, dSin is written with the usual three 
winkelhakens; but in B iii 91 (and possibly in A iv 50), the 
name is written with five horizontal strokes. In Tablet III 
1, another variant is noted in which dSin is written with 
four horizontal strokes. All these variants suggest that dES 
was regarded at this time as an  ideogram, rather than a 
numerical symbol. Cf. further under Tablet III 3. The 
appearance here in the dEn.ki circle, of a name identified 
with dSin, is inexplicable. In K. 4349K + 80-7-27,54:5 (CT 
25 8), in the "Smaller An : dA-nu-um," dLugal.ki.sur.ra is 
identified with dlvin.urta; but, in K. 2098 (CT 25 39):13, the 
name appears in a Nerigal list. 

298. Gloss in C iii 44 and in B iii 94 (surprising, 
since glosses in B are a great rarity:). In the explanatory 
column of C, dAra(SA) is further identified with dUs-mu-u. 
Note SLT 123 r. ii 2 (= SLT 124 i 25) where dAra occurs in 
the dFn.ki section. Also see KAV 63 ii 7 (note Weidner's 
collation in AfK 2 14 note 8) where dAra is similarly identi-
fied with dUs-mu-u. See also VAT 8084 (AfK 2 6):7. Cf. fur-
ther Ungnad, AfO 5 185 (who points out the close connection 
between the name of dUsmû and usumiia "double-faced" in birth 
omina); Falkenstein LKU plate 17:16 and p. 18 note 7 (where 
the name occurs as aSA- ia = dUsumiia); and Jacobsen, AfO 12 
365:34. 

299. = Ao:98. Gloss in C iii 45. Here, the name is 
identified with dAra(SA) (= dUs-mu-u) of the previous line. 
The present entry seems to have been included at the end of B 
iii 94, but only the traces of this name are preserved in B.  

dDam.gal.nun.na ; 
dGestu2  is listed here as one of the two sukallu of 

Dam.gal.nun.na ; but note CT 25 33:17 where this is listed as 
one of the names of dEn.ki, and CT 25 12:15 where the name is 
identified with dNin.urta. Possibly none of these three 
texts considered dGegtu2  of one context as necessarily iden- 
tified with the other. Rather, the name (as a personification 
of wisdom) might be applied to any deity who was considered 
especially wise. Here, the name is translated as uz-nu "ear," 
which represented the organ and symbol of wisdom to the Baby-
lonians. Tn  C iii 46, the old Babylonian form uz-nu-um is 
preserved. d  

301. Gestu .ga.ni "his wisdom" is here translated with 
the Akkadian ba-bi-su "the wise one." 

3O1a. Represents an unpreserved ideogram -in C iii 48a; 
see under note 302 below. 

302. C iii 48 introduces an interesting variant by plac-
ing SU 2 am sukkal etc. all in the explanatory column oppo-
site an  entry which is unpreserved (the SU may have been 
added by C under the influence of similar summaries; see pp. 
23 f. above). This arrangement of material in C justifies 
the insertion of line 3O1a above; but, since C gives "2 am" 
as the summary for three entries, the extra name must have 
been an  ideogram for one of the two names in lines 300 and 
301 above. It is also possible, however, that C followed a 
tradition that listed dHa-si-su here as an  alternate name for 
the entry in line 301, instead of listing him again in the 
equivalent of line 303 below. 

303. This entry may represent the Akkadian equivalent of 
the deity in line 301 (or even line 300). 

304. Only traces of the end of the gloss are preserved 
in A iv 59, but these are sufficient to justify the restora-
tion on the basis of Proto-diri, CT 29 45:11, which also 
gives a gloss of du.un.ga  as the reading for dEAR; cf. OLZ 12 
201. The second half of the present line explains dNAR as 
"the god of musicians." Note that An Anu Sâ améli 132 
lists [d] r Tum'.ga and explains him as at-a sâ LÛ.na-a-ri. 
Cf. CT 25 48:10: dDu.un.ga  I dNAR I  clÉ-a sâ LÚ.NAR. 
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304a. 

305.
d„(= du.un.ga ) SAG  

306. dGù.du10 .ga.làl.bi  

307. d(lum.b-a)BALAG 

308. d"(= lum. a)EGIR 

309. dNin.gù.bi.du10 .ga  

310. dNin.EZEN 

A ilu ga na-a-ri(:) 

l t 

dam.bi.SAL 

dingir U8.KU.ke4  

I t  

dam.bi.SAL 

SU 

B 

is 

C 
• • 

H  

written 

311. 
312. 

Tablet II 

311. dNin.EZEN.DÚB 

312. dEg,(ga)ga 

313. d "Balag.gâ 

314. 4 gu4 .DÚB 

315.
dA (é.rù) .EDIN 

Cf. under note 310 above. 
Text = A iv 67. 	In B iii 103 
with four horizontal strokes, 

105 

8U 

sU 

SU 

dEn.ki.ga .ke4  

SU 

and in A, the sign ES 
while C iii 56 pos- 

304a. The Akkadian translation of the preceding explana-
tory line is given as a gloss line in C iii 50. The sign RI 
actually appears as $U in C iii 50. 

305. Similarly, CT 29 45 gives a pronunciation gloss of 
du.mi.ga  for dSAG. Here, the explanatory column shows that 
this is another ideogram for the god of musicians. C iii 51 
replaces the dittos with U. 

306. In B iii 99, the line is somewhat broken, but it is 
evident from the space that the name appeared in an abbrevi-
ated form, probably as dGù.du l  .ga . In H:4, the name seems 
to have the form [ŒGù]. r du10 1 .ial.bi. 

307. Gloss in A iv 62. It appears that B iii 100 was 
copied from a text in which the gloss had become a part of 
the text (especially so in view of the fact that B rarely 
exhibits glosses). C iii 53 varies the explanation, giving 
dingir US.KU.A.ke . In this, the extraneous sign A may be 
difficult to explain unless it serves as a phonetic comple-
ment to indicate that US.KU is to be read gala. Note that An 
: Anu sa améli 131 explains dLum.t.a as "(= dÉ-a) ga LU.ka-li-
e (cf. CT 25 48:11 where dBALAG is given the pronunciation 
dLum.ta and explained as dÉ-a ga LU.US.KU). In the present 
line, dBALAG is described as "the god of the kalO priest." 
The line is certainly to be compared with KAR 60:14 (= Rit. 
ace. 20:14) in which dBALAG figures in the ritual text of the 
kalû priests. 

308. dEGIR is preceded by dittos in order to show that 
the gloss of the previous line is to be brought down. This 
line is to be compared with CT 29 45:13 where dEGIR is 
glossed with " (= lum(;).ta). 

310. In H:5, the name appears as dNin.KA, which probably 
represents a scribal mistake for dNin.EZEN. It is difficult 
to ascertain the actual pronunciations of this and the fol-
lowing entries. The present entry may be read dNin.sar; but 
it may, of course, have had some other reading than this. 
Any identification, however, with other deities bearing simi- 
lar names (such as dNin.gar/garx (BAR), the wife of Anu, 
Tablet I 29; and dNin.SAR, the gir.la of É.kur, Tablet I 328) 
seems tenous and obscure.  

sibly had the more usual three winkelhakens; cf. under note 
295 above. The gloss in the present entry is nòt without its 
difficulties. If the gloss indicates the reading of the last 
sign, it would infer that Sumerian had the conson ant /q/; 
however, this conson ant seems elsewhere unattested for Sume- 
rian. One might read the entry as dEg.(ga5)gâ, but this 
would be contrary to scribal practice (one would expect the 
sign GA to be used in such a gloss). Perhaps the gloss may 
here indicate nothing more than a textual variant among the 
sources used by the scribe (see p. 31 above). Some evidence 
that textual variations did occur for this name is provided 
by C, which gives dEg(;).ga. See also Tablet VI 212. 

313. Both B iii 104 and A iv 68 omit the final ga. The 
name may be interpreted (in C iii 57, especially) as 
<d>Dingir.balag.gâ "the god of the harp." The dittos in the 
entry are found only in A and may reflect a scribal error. 
But if they should prove correct, they would not necessarily 
imply that dBalag(.ga) is here ideographic for the previous 
name, because these two names are treated as totally separate 
deities (as may be seen from the summary in line 314). 
Probably, the dittos would merely signify a reading of dEg. 
ga ..balag. ga. 

314. Since C omitted lines 310 and 311, it writes the 
summary (C iii 57): 2 am gu4 .DUB etc. For the genitive of 
dEn.ki , see under note 289 above. 

315. Text = C iii 58, which, in the light of the gloss, 
might be read dE4 .ru6 . If, on the other hand, the sign E here 
corresponds to 'a (see under Tablet I 355), one might read 
the name simply as. dA.ru (or d'A 4 .ru ). However, it would 
seem strange and out of harmony with gcribal practice to 
indicate that the sign A should be read a/'a by using 'à as a 
gloss-especially when the sign involved is initial (since an 

 initial /a/ would probably be pronounced /'a/ anyway). As a 
gloss, the sign E should here indicate an  unusual pronuncia-
tion for the sign A, which may well bee here. The final 
reading of the name may remain open until the place of /'a/ 
in Sumerian is clearer; but, tentatively, dE 4 .ru would seem 
to commend itself as the reading. It may be argúed that the 
gloss indicates a reading of the entry as a unit, i.e., A+ 
EDIN = erum; but, in AS no. 7 16:41, the sign EDIN is said to 



SU  

8U  

Eridu(NUN.KI).ga.ke4  

lú si.gar.ke4  

nigir A.A.ki.ke4  

mâ.la44  mâ.gur8 .ke4  

1 1  

dGibilx(BIL.GI)  
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316. dÚr.A.EDIN 

317. 2 gu4 .DÚB 

318. dKa. 4é.gàl 

319. dIgi.bé.gâl 

320. dKa.na.ab.du7  

321. dIgi.a.na.ab.du7  

322. dKa.ba.ni.nam.ti.la  

323. dKa.ba.ni.silim.ma  

324. dIgi.bi.sè.nam.ti. 

la 

325. d Igi.bi.sé.silim.ma  

326. 8 ni.dub.  

SU  
d  Dam.gal.nun.na .ke4 

 SU 

8U  

SU  

SU  

SU  

8U  

SU  

SU  

dEn.ki.ga .ke4  

327. dEa.la.ma .abzu 

328. dSe.ba  

329. 2 lú.kâ 

330. dNin.dur.ba  

331. dNig.SID.ki .sikil 

332. dNin.sirsir(BU X 

BU+AB) 

333. d "m . LAu4 
 

334. dGibilx(BIL.GI)  

335. dGi6.bar.ra 

336. dGis.bar.an.na  

337. dNun.bar.an.na  

A B C  

K 

A B  

have the value ru when it occurs in the combination ŒA.EDIN = 
dSar-pa-ni-tum (sà dA(d r ar'-pa-ni-tum).EDIN). This would 
argue against taking the gloss as  Pr  indication of the pro-
nunciation of A+EDIN as a single unit, and would point 
instead to the probability that the gloss refers to the signs 
individually. Note also that this latter reference identi-
fies the present entry with dSar-pa-ni-tum, the wife of Mar-
duk; cf. line 236 above. 

 C iii 59 has dE.A.EDIN, which seems corrupt. Ao:94 
indicates that C should have copied dUr/Ur.A_.EDIN (read a s . 
in lice 315, dUr.e4 .ru6 ). A iv 70 and B iii 106 have dijr.e4 . 
ru8 (LAL). 

317. C iii 59: 2 àm gu4 .DÚB etc. 
318. In this list of the names of the doormen of dEn.ki, 

note that each name contains either KA "mouth" or IGI "eye." 
This first name = Ao:102. Cf. K. 4147 (RA 17 132):7 and CT 
16 47:l99.  

319. = Ao:101. Cf. K. 4147 (RA 17 132):7 and CT 16 47:  
199.  

321. B iii 108: r d ^Igi.na.ab.du . 
322. K:4 seems to have [dKa.ba.ni .nam].AN : SU nU; but 

this variant may merely reflect a scribal mistake (ancient or 
modern) in which the signs TI.LA were miscopied-the final 
stroke of the sign 

 

326. A iv 78b omits GA. C iii 67 inserts àm after the 
number 8. It is interesting to note the variation which 
exists in scribal practice regarding the writing of numbers. 
B iii 111 and A writethe number 8 as 4 vertical strokes over  

4, while C writes 3 over 3 over 2. Concerning the, reading 
ni.du4(GAB), see p. 15 note 51 above. For the genitive of 
dEn.ki, see under note 289 above. 

327. = dLa.4a.ma .abzu in Ao:103-an example of metathe- 
sis. 

329. A iv 79 now clarifies the last sign in B iii 112, 
which should be read kâ and not e. 

330. = "the man of the lock," cf. Deimel, L.  112, 148. 
331. A.EA.ki is an ideogram for Subaru/Suwaru, see CT 16 

6:239 f.; Deimel, SL 579, 500a; and Gelb, Hurrians and 
Subarians 94-98. However, note that A.EA.ki is glossed with 
TU.BA in CT 25 14:30. 

332. For Sirsir, see Landsberger, WO 1 pp. 362 ff. and  
WSL III p. 106 line 125. The same name is involved in An : 
Anu sâ améli 141 and CT 25 48:12. In Ao:100, NIN is omitted 
in the name. 

333. The dittos at the beginning of the line appear to 
conform to the same format and usage as that of line 347 
below; hence they should be inderstood as indicating that 
dMI.LA is ideographic for the preceding name. B iii 117 
seems to present r SU -  in place of the dittos in the second 
half of the line. The dittos are in A iv 84. 

334. For dBIL.GI = dGibil , see AG 313 and AfK 2 10 note 
1. Cf. BA 10/1 42:2. In KAy 3 i 7, he is identified with  
dGi-it-[ra] (see Weidner's collation of this line in AfK 2 10  
note 1), the personification of fire. 

335. Cf. Meissner, OLZ 15 117 f. 
337. The name occurs in Ao:170, but possibly in a dif-

ferent context. 
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338. dNun.bar.BÀD.na  

339. dNun.bar.u4 .da 

340. dNun.bar.b.us .a  

341. dNin.és.gal 

342. dNa.ab.lum 

343.  

344.  

345.  

346.  

347.  

Nig.na 

dGi.izí.lâ 

2 gu4 .DÚB 

dNin.â.gal 

df1 SIMUG(DÉ)  

348. dNin.imin(7) 

349. d(gu.QI.im)muG  

338. The combination BAD.na should be compared with MSL 
II p. 86 line 773 and MSL III pp. 213 f. 

343. A iv 94b gives the Akkadian equivalent as nignaku 
"incense burner." Cf. CT 16 28:62 f. and 35:18 f. 

344. A iv 95b gives the Akkadian equivalent gizilu 
"torch (for incense)," which indicates the reading of the 
Sumerian name. Cf. Sm. 922+1287 (RA 28 140):12 f. 

346. = Ao:470. dNin. â. gal is ''the god of the smith."  
In An : Anu 66 amëli 126 (and CT 25 48:8), dNin.â.gal is 
explained as the name of É-a as the god of the smiths. 

347. = Ao:471. It is evident from CT 25 48:8 that 
dSIMUG is merely ideographic for Nin.â.gal, since Nin.â.gal 
is there placed in the pronunciation column opposite dSIMUG. 
This would explain the dittos at the beginning of the present 
line. Note also that, in AS no. 7 21:173, the sign SIMUG is 
given the pronunciation dNin.â.gal. In Ao:471, the scribe 
apparently began to write dNin. rx l , then erased and wrote 
dSIMUG.  

349. Gloss in A iv 100. Since the next line also shares 
this gloss (as is indicated by the dittos) and both MUG'and 
4AR are here given the pronunciation of gu.QI.im, this line 
explains the somewhat enigmatic gloss in CT 29 45:5, which 
should be read gu/en.di.ib/gim I BAR. According to this 
latter gloss, the name could be read either gu.gim or en.di. 
ib.gim. In the present line, the gloss gu.QI.im probably 
should be read gu.gi  (QI).im (since /q/ is not in Sumerian; 
see under note 312 above), a reading that would be in harmony 

A  
.350. 

351. 

352. 

353. 

354. 

355. 

356. 

357. 

Tablet II 

d11UAR 
 

dNin.rxl  

d(ga.QI.im)MUG 
 

d11uAR 
 

dUt.tu  

d"TAG X TÚG  

d"TAG+TÚG 

d t'TAG  

109  

SU 

dam.bi.SAL 

SU  

SU  

8U  

11  

11  

11  

with CT 29 45:5 an4 also with the parallel line in Tablet VI 
224, which gives d  gu.gim) -MUG1 . 	Gugim(MUG) of this line 
and dGagim(MrJG) of line 352 below obviously form a pair and 
explain the occurrence of the two deities, who are listed in 
CT 12 12:16 f. (= Tablet VII of â : A : nâqu) simply as dIbtUG. 

350. The dittos at the beginning of the line indicate 
that the preceding gloss is to be repeated. Cf. under note 
349 above.  

351. The sign rxt  looks more nearly like GIS than any-
thing else. However, the lower horizontal stroke is crowded 
by the sign below it, making the reading doubtful. QA may be 
considered, although less convincing. 

352. The gloss should be read ga.gix(QI).im (cf. under 
note 349 above and CT 29 45:6, which gives ga/ga.di.ib/gim, 
as a gloss for dUAR, who appears inine 35 below). In 
Tablet VI 225, the name is written d^(ga.g1m)rMUG1. 

353. As in line 350, the dittos at the beginning of the 
line indicate that the gloss of the previous line is to be 
repeated here. 

354. Lines 354-361 deal with various ideograms for the 
god of weaving; see also MSL III p. 103 line 80. That this  
deity is concerned with the clothier's trade may be seen from 
TCL 6 37 iv 28 (= AS no. 7 47) where TAG (cf. dTAG in line 
357 below), with the pronunciation TU.KU, is explained as ma-
.a-su sâ subâti(TUG). In this list, the dittos before each 
entry indicate that each one has the reading of the first 
name, dUt.tu. This is clarified by a parallel section in Rm. 
2,588 (AJSL 36 159 = Tablet V of Reciprocal ea : nâqu) r. v 
31 ff., which gives ut.tu as the glossed reading of TAG X TUG 
(= line 355 below), and then, with dittos (as here), carries 
this gloss down beforeeach succeeding entry. This gloss in 
Reciprocal ea : nâqu probably should not be read ut .tu, , 
because one would expect a simple vowel sign such as U, U, or 
U to be used in glosses to indicate the pronunciation u. 
This means that the present entry should be read dUt.tu, not 
dUt .tu. The same name occurs again in Tablet VI 142. 

dam.bi.SAL 

sukkal dGibilx(BIL. 

GI).ke4 

 ni-ig-na-ku 

gi-zi-lu-u 

dGigilx(B IL.GI).ke4  

dingir simug.ke4  

tt  

dam.bi.SAL 

SU  



A  
371. 

372. 

Tablet II  

dAsgab.[ 	].se  

d TT  [ 	] . rx 1  

373. dNin.[ ] 

374. d"[  ] 

375.  4 dingir  
C 

376.  dA.E  

377.  
dNin.[ 

378.  dNin.[  

379.  dEn.E 

380.  dEn.0  

381.  dEn.ba.[ 

382.  dAb.E 

383.  d `Id. rx^.0 

384.  dGis. rx1 .0 ] 

385.  dSu.0 

386.  drX'.0  

387. 2 am dingir 

111  

rú.Il.lal.ke4  

371. With this line begin the names of the four deities 
of the askappu profession, "the four gods of the shoemaker." 

376. C iv begins approximately here. The traces in C 
are badly preserved in this section; hence it is difficult to 
be dogmatic about the exact correlation between A and C. 
When better preserved duplicates appear, some revision of the 
correlation between the beginnings and the endings of these 
lines may become necessary; but it seems unlikely that the 
difference will prove to be more than a line or two off. The 
deities in this badly mutilated section obviously continued 
the list of patron gods of various professions.  

386. The gloss = C iv 12, which appears to be the Akka-
dian equivalent of the summary in the following line. The 
sign 'X' in A iv 135 seems to bea sign like IL or SIM etc. 

387. = C iv 13b.  

asgab . ke4  

dingir ad.kid.ke 4  

].ke4  

].rxl.b.a.a.ke4  

I.'x.x.x l  

.rx.x"  

i.rx_l.UB 

] rx 1 .bi.ri 

]. rx".ri  

i.'x'.'ri'.e 

[ U] ([mut-tab]-bil  

i-si)  

110  
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358. d ITUS.BAR  TT  

359. d ITNUN. TÚG  TT  

360. d tTKI.LA  IT  

361. dS ÍK  T?  

362. drNin i .kur.ra dam.bi  

363. dNin.nam.ri  SU 

364. d TTBur. gul  SU  

365. 2 <dingir>  bur.gul.ke4  

366. dGis.nun  dingir <lú>.túg.ke4  

367. d fltB  8U  

368. dTTLÚ.TÚG  Su  

369. dA.ba  SU  

370. d " K  SU  

361. Evidently, dSÍK did not have the same pronunciation 
as the preceding entries, although the name is still identi-
fied in the second half of the column with the god of weav-
ing. Apparently, dSIK in this context is to be disttinguished 
from dSIK in Tablgt, 	 d  III 200 who is identified 	 g with dSumuan/ 
Sakkan, and from SIK who is identified with Ga-a-a-ú in CT 
29 46:15.  

362. Note the omission of an expected SAL after dam.bi. 
364. Since there are two deities involved in lines 363 

and 364 (cf. the summary in line 365), the present entry can 
not represent an ideogram for the previous deity. If it had 
been ideographic, only one actual deity would then have been 
involved. Here, the name may be regarded as dNin.nam.ri.bur. 
gui. 

365. These represented the two gods of the jewelers. 
366. The sign read NUN appears in A iv 116 to have an 

 extraneous horizontal head which may represent an erasure. 
367. Since the explanatory column contains 8U, this 

entry with dittos may represent (on the analogy of line 364 
above) dGi.6.nun,ib.  

368. This line (as in line 367) may actually represent 
dGig.nun.lú.t -ag. Apparently, lines 366-368 were intended to 
form a unit. 

370. On the analogy of lines 364 and 367 above, the 
present line probably is to be read dA.ba.KA, forming a pair 
with dA,ba in line 369. 
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8U 
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A C 
388. 

389. 

39o. 

391. 

392. 

Tablet II 

d rX7 .[  

cl- "[ 	 i 

dNi.[ 	 ] 

d"[  

dKU. rX , .[  

SU 

8U 

[ I t ] 

1SU ( ' x.X. X.X , ) 

393. 3 am dingir rx.x.x.ke4,  

394. dNin.[dur].ba gU 

395. d "uA8u R 

396. d rX l .UL 8U 

39?. d [Igi].sig7 .sig7  SU 

398. [ d "]SAR It 

399. drGir .(Sa.am)U gU 

400. d rGir. ( ga.sa.lâ) U U 
(Sâ. in-bi) 

401. 5 am  dingir gurun.a.ke4  

388. The sign 'X' in A iv 136 appears to be a sign like 
IL or 8INI etc. 

389. An ideogram for the preceding line. 
391. The line seems to be omitted in C, but the exact 

correlation with A is uncertain here. 
392. Dr. Landsberger suggested to me that the half legi-

ble gloss in C iv 16 may possibly be r6â mul-li-li'. The 
gloss should represent the Akkadian translation of the fol-
lowing line. 

394. The restoration is based upon a suggestion from Dr. 
Landsberger, who called my attention to the fact that this 
line corresponds to ea : A : nâqu IV 119 (= AS no. 7 19). A 
list of five "gods of fruit" begins with this line. 

395. The dittos indicate that djA, $TJR is an ideogram for 
the previous name. 

397. Cf. Tablet I 92 where dIgi.sig7 .sig7  is listed as 
the "chief gardener of Anu." 

398. Here, dSAR is listed as an ideogram for d [Igi]. 
sig7 .sig . A iv 144b has the traces of 8U in place of the 
second dittos which, more correctly, are exhibited by C iv 22. 

399. Gloss in A iv 146. 
400. First gloss in A iv 147, the second gloss in C iv 

24. The second gloss represents the Akkadian tr anslation of 
the summary in the next line. 

Tablet II 

402. [ d]Nin.gi • LAL  

403. [d ]"A 

404.
[d] (a.da.ak.be.er.0.+ 

405. r d , "U. 15[A 

406. dLarsa(UD.UNU.KI ). 

pà.da 

407. d"8U.A 

408. dUr5
(ur . sa) .sa6  

409. d"8U.tfA 

410. dRI.en.gI.sa6  

411. d"8U.4A 

412. 5 am dingir 

402. The list of five 8U.1 deities begins with this 
entry. In A iv 148 ff., these deities are listed (as here) 
as a series of five pairs of names, each pair consisting of 
one basic name followed by an ideogram. The summary (in line 
412 below) indicates that only five deities are involved, 
although ten entries are given. In C iv 26-35, a slightly 
variant order may have been followed, although the exact 
order is difficult to restore. The first deity in this list 
probably corresponds to C iv 26, 27; the second, to C iv 28-
31 (with three unpreserved ideograms for the basic name in 
line 28); the third, to C iv 32, 33; the fourth, to C iv 34; 
and the fifth, to C iv 35. The last two names were appar-
ently listed in C without any corresponding ideograms. 

403. dA8 is here ideographic for the previous name. 
404. Gloss in A iv 150. 
405. The ideogram gU.4A is repeated four times in these 

lines (405, 407, 409, 411), each time preceded by dittos. 
According to the summary, these lines with d"8U.UA do not 
represent different or separate deities. Hence a reading of 
the type dsu+A8.8U.JA is excluded (because this would imply 
that each of these entries represents a deity in its own 
right). These lines are to be understood as indicating 
instead that d8U.UA is an ideogram which represents any one 
of these various gods of the SU.UA profession. For a similar 
situation in the list of dEn.ki names, cf. under note 160 
above. 

408. Gloss in A iv 154. 
412. See under note 402 above. 

A C 
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C K. 411 1 11 (CT 25 26) 

D VAT 11513 (KAV 51) 

E K. 215 + K. 2105 (CT 25 19, 20) 

F K. 2097 (CT 24 18) 

G Ph. 5175: Ass. 17379 (Y,AV 172) 

H K. 4343 (CT 25 25) 

I Rm. 11,32 (CT 25 21) 

J Ph. 5175: Ass. 17253 (KAV 179) 

K S. 190 (CT 19 11) 

L K. 4349B col. ii (CT 24 48) 

M K. 4349K + 81-7-27,54 r. (CT 25 8) 

N 81-7-6,32 (now 45639) unpublished 

O K. 4349L (CT 24 37) 

P K. 2117 (CT 25 27) 

Q 80-7-19,131 (CT 25 46) 

R K. 2124 (CT 25 32) 

S K. 2110 (unpublished) 

T Sm. 11 1 117 (CT 25 19) 

U Rm. 342 (CT 19 37) 

V K. 4349N + K. 4349U (CT 24 50) 

aa K. 4339 (CT 25 9 f.) 

ab K. 2100 (CT 25 16 f.) 

ac K. 4365 (CT 25 27) 

ad D. T. 115 (CT 25 20) 

Ao AO. 5376 (TCL 15 25 ff.)  

eme Emesal list in MSL IV 

413. aPa.a 

414. d "ll-1USTN.DÙ 

415. dGalam ( ga.lam.iar) e 

4ar 

416. d "MU E1\T. DÙ 

417. dEn.âr (ar) .ri 

418. r'ÙR 

419. dNin.âr.ri 

420. d"ÙR 

421. 4 dingir 

422. [d E .KI (= dNanna)] 

423. dub *2 kâm.ma An dA-nu-um 6 8U 21 mu.bi 

413. Lines 413-420 contain eight entries, but only four 
deities are actually involved. As in lines 402-411 above, 
the present list gives a series of names, each followed by an 
ideogram. 

414. Ideographic for the entry in line 413. For the 
stylistic principle followed here, cf. d"U.UA in lines 402-
411 above (see under note 405 above). 

415. Gloss in A iv 160. 
416. Ideographic for the entry in line 415. 
417. Gloss in A iv 162. 
418. Ideographic for the entry in line 417. 
420. Ideographic for the entry in line 419. 
421. C iv 43 has "5" in its summary. Text = A iv 165b. 

Obviously, C had an extra entry (with its ideogram) among 
these names of the gods of the musen.dù profession. For the 
total number involved. see under note 413 above. 

422. This catch-line for the next tablet is partly pre-
served in C iv 44. On the reading dEn.zu' (instead of 
d r Zu' en or dZuenna etc.), see under Tablet III 2. 

423. A iv 165 calls this: dub 3 kâ.m.ma. For this dif-
ference in the numbering of the tablets, see p. 7 note 26 
above. A omits the title. An dA-nu-um, C iv 45 retains it. 
The summation of entries is given only by A. 

SOURCES USED IN RECONSTRUCTING TABLET III 

A YBC 2401 

B K. 4349 (CT 24 20 ff.) 

AC 
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A D 
4. dGig.nux(8IR).gal 

ti  

t t  

1. dNanna(8E8.KI)  

2. dEn.zu  

3. d "30  

1. The tablet begins with a list of the names of dNanna. 
For similar lists, see K. 2114 (CT 25 42):7 ff. and K. 2115 
(CT 25 28) ii 2 ff. For the reading of d8E8.KI, note the 
gloss na.an.na  in CT 29 46:26 and K. 2115 (CT 25 28) ii 2. 
It was formerly thought that the name dNanna ended in -r, but 
Ungnad (ZA 22 11 footnote 1), Kramer (AJA 47 134), and Falk-
enstein (OLZ 46 354) have shown that this is untenable 
(although it would seem that d8E8.KI was pronounced dIannar/ 
Nannaru in Akkadian texts, e.g., cf. the bilingual text IV R  
2nd ed. 9a:3, 5, 7, etc.). According to the "catch-line" of 
C iv 44 in Tablet II 422, the name in the second half of the 
column was dEn.zu in some textual traditions. A iv 167 has 
dE8 (written with four horizontal strokes; see under Tablet 
II 295). This part of the line is broken away in D. The 
corresponding section in Ao:148 ff. is naturally more abbre-
viated than here, giving only the most prominent of the names 
of dSin. The present line = Ao:149. 

2. = Ao:148. The order in Ao:148 f. (first, En.zu; 
then, dNanna) seems significant since it gives dEn.zu the 
chief place among the names of the moon god. For the pronun-
ciation of dEn.zu, cf. the long-neglected pronunciation gloss 
in CT 29 46:27. Lines 26-28 of this latter text are to be 
restored as follows: 26. (na.an.na ) d E .KI 

(en.zu) d 
28. (si.in) dE^x[zu] 

One would be ignoring the force of glosses if one interpreted 
the gloss in line 27 of this latter text as indicating the 
pronunciation *Zu.en >*Su.en > Sin. One would expect that 
such a pronunciation would have been given as (zu.en)  dEN.ZU. 
But if dEN.ZU is not to be read dZu. en, how can one explain  

the genitive form dEn.zu.na .ke4  (as in lines 29, 66, 86, 96 
below; although some entries simply give dEn.zu.kea , as in 
lines 37, 43, 48, 58, etc. below)? One  may consider the pos-
sibility that the entries with dEn.zu.na .ke4  may reflect a 
scribal tendency to equate the Sumerian dEn.zu with the Akka- 
dian dSin and to view dEn.zu as practically an ideogram for 
dSin. In this connection, note also the scribal variation 
for line 3 below, resulting in dEn.zu = d30 = d(si-in-nu)30 . 

 This seems to be in keeping with scribal flexibility when 
writing the name of the moon god.  

3. The dittos (in A iv 169) indicate that the number 
"30" is here used as an ideogram for dEn.zu of the previous 
line. Instead of dittos, D:3 gives the gloss si-in-nu. Note  

5. dBU.nir  

6. dAb.kâr 

7. d b.lu.lu  

8. dMen. gu. du  

9. dMen.dara .an.r_a  

10. dMen.dara3 .dingir. 

ra 

11. dMen.zalag (za.[la.  

ag ]) .usu  

12. dGIL.sa.ar_.n.a  

also the difference which A makes between "30" (threé winkel-
hakens) in this line and E8 in line 1 above. This would seem 
to indicate that a distinction was made between dE8 as an 
ideogram for dSin/En.zu, and d30 as a numerical ideogram for 
dSin/En.zu. For the system of numerical ranking of the gods, 
see under Tablet I 150. 

4. = Ao:151. The reading 8IR = nu is based upon the 
fact that the temple name é.gig.8IR.ga1 x(with which the name 
of the present line is ultimately connected) appears in vari-
ous phonetic writings which admit only a final reading of  

nu . The temple name is written with 8IR (= nu,) in I R 68 i 
30x(with a reading of nu.gâl given in the margin); with nu in 
SBN p. 87:55 and CT 21 22:5; and with nu6(NUN) in UET I no. 
169:9. Of. further Schuster, ZA 44 263 ff. note 10. This 
would make a reading of sir for NU (as Kramer, AS no. 12 p. 
16 line 14 et passim) improbable and points instead to a 
reading of nu for SIR. 

6. = Ao:152. This entry is probably to be compared with 
K. 8308 (CT 25 27):7 which has Âb.[kâr]. D:6 
varies, giving dAb.tir. 	

d(ab.ka.rum 
 

8. = Ao:153 (which varies, giving dMen.e.du7 ).  
9. Text = A iv 175.  
10. Text = B iv 2 and D:9. 
11. Gloss in F i 2. Zalag is written in A iv 177; D:10;  

and F with the sign PÍR, which is apparently a graphic vari-
ant for UD (cf. von Soden, Syllabar p. 71).  

12. D:11 varies, giving dGIL.sa.dingir.ra. The end of 
the name is broken away in F i 3, but the traces could fit 
either dGIL.sa. r an , .[na] or dGIL.sa. r dingiri [ra]. For the 
reading of the name in this line, see note 13 below. 

A D  
dSin(ES)  

It 

tt 

7  
B 

F 
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13. aGIL.sa.a 

14. dMa.gu.la.an.na  

15. dDumu.nun.na  

16. dDumu. ( gi) KU 

17. dLugal 

18. dUmun 

19. dMu.laé . gal . la  

13. F i 4 provides the variant aMI.sa.[a]. This should 
doubtless be read dGi .sa.[a], and may provide a clue for the 
reading of GIL in thi and the previous line, indicating pos-
sible readings of dGi .sa.an.na and dGi .sa.a respectively 
(see Thureau-Dangin, Homophones p. 11 note 7 and King, CT 24 
p. 17). 

15. = Ao:154. 
16. This entry appears to have been a name as trouble-

some for the ancient scribe as for the modern scholar. 
Apparently, the sign KU (with its gloss gi) has here a value 
of gi /ge7-a value not usually met by the ancient scribe. 
In A Div 181, it is evident that the scribe began to write KI 
(= gi9/ge5), then changed it to KU (the winkelhaken is still 
visible, but it is so clearly separated from KU that a read-
ing of KI (i.e., U+KU) seems excluded). In R:4, an erasure 
appears before the gloss, which suggests that the scribe had 
some difficulty here. In D:15, Schroeder has drawn consid-
erable shading over a possible KI (KAV 51:15); but in his 
earlier copy (ZA 31 102), the shading is absent-leaving the 
sign KI with a clear but diminutive winkelhaken. Provision-
ally, the name might be read dDumu.ge7. This entry may be 
parallel to dA.RU in CT 25 49 r. 6, where the following popu- 
lar etymology explains: 	A.KU I dSin(ES) DUMU ru- [bu-u]. 
That is, A = mâru(DUMU) and KU = rubû; cf. Ungnad, OLZ 14 
154. Note CT 25 16:13 where dDumu.KU is given also as one of 
the names of Adad. 

17. Since this line appears in a group of lines that 
present dSin as ttlord,tt "exalted son," etc., the name can 
hardly be anything but dLugal. This means that the name is 
to be carefully distinguished from dLUGAL (= dlanis) who 
appears among the names of Adad (see line 272 below). The 
sign LUGAL would certainly be glossed here if any other pro-
nunciation were involved. 

18. Distinguish here between dU (= dUmun) and d10 which 
appears to be the numerical symbol of other deities (cf.  CT 
25 50 r. 16). The numerical symbol of Sin is given in line 3 
above. 

19. F i 10: dNu . <46> . gâl . r la 1  .  

20.
a

BE (dim) ,hug  

21. d(un.ki. 
en) Unke n RU 

X BAR) 

22. dUnkenx (URU X BAR). 

EN.ru 

23. dU4 .sar 

24. d(ma) ma 

25.

 

dMa.gur8  

26. dAs.im (1m) .babbar 

27. d(ni) NiH.ga1  

20. The gloss in F i 11 may indicate a readinb of dDim7. 
 hug or, perhaps better, dIdimx .hus (cf. MSL II p. 42 line 

110). 
21. Gloss in F i 12. D:20 has the initial traces of the 

gloss. In R:9, the name is wrongly written GI8GAL X IGI 
which is probably to be corrected to URU X BAR; see Meissner, 
OLZ 13 100. Following this line, R deviates and continues 
with a number of names of dSin not found in th r gther texts. 

22. F i 13 has dUnkenx (URU X BAR).AN.uru V u .[ru]), 
with  which A iv 187 possibly agreed. D:21 ha dURU X BAR. 
[x].URU X 811; but this seems unconvincing. Possibly URU X SA 
in D is to be emended to uru2.  Text = B iv 8 which is the 
only duplicate with this line fully preserved. The occur-
rence here of EN.ru  = uru2  = uru3, in these duplicate texts, 
points to a reading of a for EN, which would indicate that 
the present entry shouldxbe .read dUnkenx .ux .ru . One may, 
however, here read EN as uru and regard the following sign 
RU as a phonetic complement (cf. 	MSL II p. 64 line 416a). 
This would result in a reading of dUnken (URU X BAR).uru ru. 
D draws a ruling line under this entry. x 	

x 

23. The explanation in the right half of the column is 
found only in D:22. The other exemplars are all broken at 
this point. 

24. Gloss in D:23. 
25. Cf. CT 25 34:14 ff. and KAV 68 iii 8. 
26. = Ao:150. Gloss in F i 17. The beginning of the 

Akkadain translation dNam-[ra-si-it] is preserved only in D: 
25. For the restoration, cf. BA 10/1 40:5 f. and CT 16 15 v 
19 f. 

.27. = Ao:155. The gloss appears only in F i 18. For the 
significance of the abbreviated gloss ni for nin, see under 
Tablet II 21. This series does not devote much space to the 

ABDFR ABDFR 
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ABDP  
28. d(ni) Nin.gi.kù.ga  

29. Ab.na.ar .bu 

30. dNin.EZEN X r GUD -1  

31. dNin.[x.x].rxi 

d rNin'.[gal] 

ama drEn.zu , .[na]. 

r ke4 , 

*dumu dEn.zu.na .ke4  

     

     

     

t' 

      

names of the wife of the moon god; for a more detailed list 
of her various names, see CT 18 29:38a ff. In B iv 10, her 
name appeared in the variant form diNin.gal. a la -'. 

28. The gloss appears only in F i 19. For the signifi-
cance of the abbreviated gloss ni for nin, see under Tablet 
II 21. In Tablet II 178, the name appears (without the 
gloss) among those of a-Dam.gal.nun.na .. 

29. B iv 12 has dAb.NIR.rbu'. Perhaps this should be 
read dAb.nàr. rbu i ; for even though nàr is an Akkadian reading 
(cf. von Soden, Syllabar p. 61), its value must have been 
known to the scribe of B. 

30. = Ao:156. With this entry, B iv 13 obviously begins 
a new list of names, each of which originally must have had 
8U in the explanatory column (B still has the traces of 8U 
after this first name). This means that B possibly repre-
sents a textual tradition that originally made a summary 
after line 35 below. A v 6 varies here and represents a tra-
dition that viewed lines 30-35 as various names of one single 
deity. However A (unemended) lists all of these names as 
subentries for ŒAb.na.ar .bu "the mother of dEn.zu." Since 
some of the names in the list begin with lugal, it is obvious 
that some emendation is necessary here. According to B iv 
13, the present entry should be the initial line of a new 
section that is distinguished from the entry in line 29 (if 
line 30 represented a continuation of line 29, B would not 
have the traces of 8U after this name). It would seem that A 
must be corrupt in placing dittos after this name. An emen-
dation of *dumu dEn.zu.na .ke4 , or something similar, seems 
called for here. That this section represents subnames odf a 
male deity is clearly indicated in line 36 below, where Nin. 
GA+KAS is described as "his wife." The emendation of *dumu 
dEn.zu.na .ke4  is made on the basis of such texts as OBIvI 19767 
(published in transliterated form by Zimmern, ZA T 5 256) 
no. 11:9where dNin.EZEN X GUD is described as: 	Nin.EZEN X 
GUD dumu 1En.zu.na .ke4 ) .  See also Meissner, Af 0 6 110 (who 
unconvincingly reads the name as dNin.Jarru) and Landsberger, 
OLZ 34 131 f. (who compares the name with the d1in.EZEN X LA 
which appears in older texts). On the restoration of GUD as 
the inserted sign here instead of the older LA, see line 64 
below, where the sign is more completely preserved in texts E 
and L. 

31. Landsberger, OLZ 34 132, tentatively suggested a 
restoration of dNin.[gâ.bu]r.ra for this line. However, 

KAS 

37. d(a . la . rx .x,)LL 

since this name appears among the names of d-Nin.ka.ra.ak (see 
Tablet V 152) , it seems unlikely that it would appear here as 
an alternative name for the "son of dSin." 

32. = Ao:157, which varies, giving dGUL.zi. 
33.= Ao:158. Gloss in A v 9. 
34. B iv 15: dLugal.GUD. r GUD(:) 1 . 
35. Gloss in E:3; A v 11 gives the gloss as 4a.ra. A 

number of deities appear to have borne this name, but whether 
these can all be distinguished from each other is not easily 
ascertained. It seems clear that the present entry is to be 
distinguished, at least, from a deity of the same name who is 
known in other sources as the "son of Samas" (cf. CT 27 4:19; 
6:15; KAH II 124:18; KAR 137:10; KAV 74:7; etc.). However, 
whether a relationship can be established between dGUD in the 
present line and dGUD in such entries as Tablet VI 207 seems 
quite doubtful. 

36. = Ao:159, where the name is written dNin.é.NI.GA . 
Gloss in E:4. The sign NI is written large in E, but this 
probably represents a copiest's error; see OLZ 13 64. In the 
gloss, the sign NI may be viewed as an  abbreviated gloss for 
nin (see under Tablet II 21); but one may rightfully doubt 
the possibility that ga.ra is an abbreviated gloss intended 
to indicate a reading of garas(GA+KAS), because abbreviated 
glosses generally seem to be used to indicate the readings of 
common monosyllabic signs (as NI for nin, E for NIN, BA for 
bar, A for an , etc.; see under Tablet II 21). Therefore the 
name in the present-entry may be read dNin.gara (GA+KAS), 
although dNin.garas (GA+Y'AS) may not be completely ruled out. 
If the latter readi/ig is used, the name should be carefully 
distinguished from the entry in Tablet I 115, where the name 
appears in the list of the "fathers and mothers" of Enlil. 

37. = Ao:164. The gloss in A v 13 is somewhat broken, 
but the traces favor the reading a.la.rse.eg'. The museum 
no. of 0 (K. 4349L) indicates that it is a fragment of B. It 
should - represent approximately lines 17-32 of the gap in B iv 

- (for K. 4349L ii, see under Tablet IV 42). The efforts of 
úWeidner, AfK 2 10 note 9, and Tallquist, AG 347, to equate 
dLAL with "dNinni.lâl" seem unconvincing. 

A B F 

E 
• 32. dGul.si  

33. dLugal (ba. }ar) [GUD] 

34. dLugal.GUD.GUD 

35.
d(ga.ar) GUD 

36. dNin. (ni. ga.ra  GA+ dam.bi.SAL 

sukkal dEn.zu.ke4  
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38. 	dNin.SES.TJN .KI  dam.bi.SAL  
A E I 0  
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48. 	4 dingir.gub.ba  

123  

[ dEn].zu.ke4  

c 	d - (ga•ga) 39. 	I^^e 	.me  su_Lkal  d L\ in . gal .ke4  
T 

49. 	diI.â.mu.an . r na 1  SU  
I 

40. 	dlirux (EN) (ú.ru) .gal suk'_,cal d.LJAL.ke4  50. 	dSES.UNU.KI.ka.zal SU  

41. 	dAmar.ra.a.zu SU  51. 	dAmar. dEn.zu SU  

	

42. 	dAmar.ra.é.è.a 

	

43. 	2 dumu.SAL 

SU  

dEn.zu.ke4  

52. d8E8.Ki.bulug2 .ma4  

53. d  U4.men.an.na  

SU  

SU  

44. 	dNin.kù.nun.na  54. 	dU4 .ka.zal.an.na  SU  

45. 	dNinnu(40 ).tab.ba SU  55. 	dU4 .6.zi.an.na  SU  

46. dNig.ga.b  a  

47. dIl.la.bu.un.du 

SU  

SU  

	

56. 	
d  An.na.4i.li.ba  

	

57. 	8 gu4 .DÚB  

SU  

dEn.[zuena].ke4  
L 

38. = Ao:165, where the name appears as ONin.SES.UI\U.KI. 58. 	dSES.Ki.balag.an.ki  SU  rkiib^.lâ.ma} 
ma. 	The present entry is probably to be read simply d-Nin. 
uri2.  dEn.zu. r ke41  

39. The gloss ga.ga (which appears in A v 15) can hardly 
indicate a new pronunciation for the sign I. 	it more . proba- d r

•- 	̂, 59. 	Nin.da.gal.zu  SU  
bly is a scribal indication of a textual variant in his 
copies (cf. D. 31 above). 	The line is to be understood in 60. 	dNin.da.mab. r di 1  SU  
the light of Tablet V 139, 146, where both °-Me.me and dGA.GA  
(glossed with ka.ka, hence, read d-Kà.kà) apear , among the 61. 	2 gu4 .DÚB dNin.  gal . ke4  
names of d ivin.ka.ra.ak. 	Since dT:e.me and aKa.ka are, there- 
fore, identified with each•other, the gloss in the present dHi.â.gu.an .^r_al. 49. Text = A v 23. 	T:l gives 	 E:15 
entry ;0oints to the possibility that another textual tradi- and text I:8 represent a variant tradition which has °'Sà. an.  
tion listed dKà.kà here as the name of the sukkal of dIrin.  ba.  
gal. 	In E : 7 , still another variant occurs: 	dMe .kin .  dUri.ka.zal. 50. Read 

40. In E:8 and text I:1, the name appears as dUru,.gal. 
For EN = URUx , see MSL Ii p. 64 line 416a. and cf .  . not a 22 
above. The name should be compared with aUru .gal which  
appears among the names of Samas in line 117 below. 

41. A v 17: dAmar.ra.zu. KAV 63 i 16 (= KAV 65 r. i 
18) agrees with E:9 and text I:2 in reading the name dAmar: 
ra.a.zu; but a duplicate of KAV 63, VAT 7759 (= AfK 2 4):4 
gives dAmaora.a.zu. Cf. Tablet I 352a which gives the fol-
lowing variants:  dAma. a.ra. zu, dAmar.ra. zu and dAmar. zu. 

42. -= Ao:166, which gives the variant dAma.ra .b.é.AG.e.  
/I'I. Apparently, this name is usually reserved for  d

Inanna--at least in Ur; see Landsberger, OLZ 34 131 and KK  

72 note 4.  
45. A.v 20 at last gives the real reading for the other-

wise enigmatic (see Landsberger, OLZ 34 133) aSE.tab.ba . A 
now shows that the sign SE in E:12 and text 1:5 actually 
should be read ninnu(40). 

47. A v 22: dIl 5 .la.bu.un.rdu 1 . 

51. The name represents, of course, the deified third 
king of the third dynasty of Ur. See line 254 below, where  
he appears. in the circle of o-IM.  

2. The variation in 0:12, dSES.KI].bala 5 	 [ 	 g.ma4, points 
to a reading of bulug 9  here, instead of - the more usual usum.  

53. This name ana the following one are listed in KAV 64  
iv 16 f. (= "Smaller An : dA-nu-um") among the names of a 
group of servants of Samas .  

54. See under note 53 above.  
55.T:7 gives dU4 .gana2. r zi l .[an.na]. 
56. Cf. An : Anu sa améli 7 where Hi.li.ba  appears among 

the names of Anu. The present name appears to be a compound 
name, based upon both An and Ii.li.ba . In 0:14, the name is 
given  as  [dAn.na.4i.lil.bi . 

58. The museum no. of L (K. 4349B) indicates that this 
text is actually a fragment of B. L ii corresponds to 
approximately lines 34 ff. of the gap in B iv (this is evi-
dent from the fact that col. i of this fragment corresponds  

to approximately lines 38 ff.. of the gap in B iii; see under 
Tablet II 213).  
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68. dNa.zi 

69. dEN.A.LU.LU  

It 

SAL.giskin(IGI+DUB). 

mab. drE1 GUR" .ke4  
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R 
62. dGis.tukul.AN. Mi 

r TU,)BAD 

SU 

dNin.EZEN X GUD.ke4  

dES (= dSin) 

geme2  dEn.zu.na .ke4  

SU *dam.bi.SAL dNin. 

dar.a.ke4  

62. For the gloss in text I:19, see Meissner, OLZ 13 64. 
With its Akkadian emphatic, the gloss seems difficult to 
explain, occurring as it does in the middle of a Sumerian 
name. The name itself seems to mean simply "the weapon of 
the god BAD." 

63. Text I:20: dU  .ma4. (tu) [x.x]. It is possible that 
the gloss in text I contained one more sign, such as, UK or 
KU; however, it seems unlikely that such a gloss would have 
been used to explain such a common sign as TUK. The loss 
suggests instead that the name in text I ended with TUG or 
possibly some other sign with the value  TUG,.  

64. For dNin.EZEN X GUD, see under note 30 above. 

dNin.dar.a, 
= Ao:162 and 295. E:28 has [dEn].zu instead of dES. ES. 

  cf. further under note 67 below. 
67. The line is ambiguous in L:9 since the scribe who 

wrote L (= a fragment of B, see under note 58 above) con-
stantly compressed his material. NA.ZI is certainly a gloss, 
as is seen from the fact that the next entry gives the same 
name written phonetically. Note also dENGUR without gloss in 
line 69 below. In SLT 122 iii 13 (= SLT 124 iv 4), the name 
dNa.zi occurs again in close proximity to (as here, see line 
70 below) the name of dNin.mar.ki ; but, in this latter text, 
the ideogram usually read dNanse appears immediately follow-
ing dNa.zi instead of an  expected aENGUR. In Ao:293 f., this 
same pair occurs together again. This points to an equation 
of dNa.zi = dENGUR = *dNanse and clarifies the partly broken 
gloss in CT 29 46:25 (where the pronunciation gloss for the 
ideogram usually read dNanse is to be restored to na. r zi'). 
Hence it seems probable that the deity whose name is usually 
read dNanse is not only to be identified with dENGUR/Nammu, 
but is to be read dNazi instead of dNanse (although it is not 
clear whether the present entry is to be identified with 
dNAM U in Tablet I 27). In Ao:295, the name of dNin.dar.a 
follows that of dNazi/Nazi(NAN E), thus occupying the place 
of her spouse in Ao. This would seem to justify the emenda-
tion of *dam.bi.SAL dNin.dar.a.ke  -an emendation which is in 
harmony with line 274 of the myth4 't Enki and NinIZursagga" (see 

70. d1'lin.mar.ki 

71. â  Nin.mar.ra 

72. dNin.ki.mar.ra 

73. dERIN.kur.kur.ra 

74. Zi.sa.gi .diri 

75. dNunuz.as.túm.mu  

76. dA.GIM.sig7 .es  

77. dA.GIM.ma.na .u6 

78. dTAG.
(zi

•
iz.  

r zil i ) TAG  

79. dEn.BU.dù. (du.du) dil 

80 . dAmar . sub a (ZA +P .ÙS ) 

81. d  1V .T, . (e.me.ed)DA 

82. d(ni) Nin. (bi . zé . 

em)r ID(t) X A' 

Kramer, BASOR SS no. 1 D. 20:274 and p. 30 note 72) where it 
is declared, "Let dNa.zi marry <d>U.nu.un.dar.a (= dNin.dar. 
a ) . " 

69. For giskim(IGI+DUB), see CAD 5 98. 
70. In the present line, dNin.mar.ki  quite logically 

follows dNazi (= dNa.zi = dNANSE, see note 67 above), because 
dNazi was regarded as her mother (see SAK 60 5:8-10). 

71. Although the organization of this section is ambigu-
ous, the list of the children of dNin.mar.ki  probably begins 
here. L regularly omits SU in the explanatory column; but 
this should be restored in these lines, as is evident from 
lines 80 ff. below. 

78. G oss in 1 . P:4 should be restored to read 
dTAG(zi.iz), rTAG'Chil)]. The name is dZizzil. 

80. For ZA+MTg = suba, see lynder note 249 below. 
81. Gloss in P:7. 
82. For the value bizemx(SID X A), see MSL II p. 51 note 

238. 

124 

E I L 

63. dA.ma4.tuk 

64. 2 gu4 .DJB 

65. dNin.dar.a 

66. dNin.me.te.en.te.en 

67. d(na.zi) ENGUR  

SU 
L 

J 
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83. 
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Tablet III 

83. dNin. (um.bi.sag ) 81D 

X A 

84. 13 dumu.mes 

85. d(e) NIN. dIM.DUGUD. 
HU (dZu) 

86. dGa-a-a-ú 

87. d"GANAM4  

88. dGiskim(IGI+DUB).ti 

Gloss in J:4. 	It is possible 

G 
Su 

d Nin.mar.ki .ke4  

Su 1 gu4 .DÚB dNin. 

mar.ki .ke4  

sipa dEn.zu.na .ke4  

SU 

that line 83 repre- 

H 

J L S 

sents merely a variant name in J instead of the name in line 
82 (which is found only in P). However, this would leave 
only twelve names in a list that calls for "13 children of 
dNin.mar.ki ." L ii 17 offers only one entry for the material 
in lines 82 and 83; and since it has no gloss for the line, 
it is ambiguous. Arbitrarily, L is assumed to agree with J 
here. 

84. J:4 varies, giving 13 àm(:)(<A>.AN) dumu.mes dNin. 
mar.<ki.ke >. 

85. Glosses in P:9. J:5 writes US(:) instead of $U and 
omits SU. Apparently, the name is dNIN.dZu. S (K. 2110) is 
an unpublished fragment in the British Museum. I am indebted 
to Dr. Landsberger for calling my attention to this fragment. 
Its first legible traces give [1] r gu4'.DÚB dNin. rmar'.[ki]. 
For the significance of the abbreviated gloss e (= eres) for 
NIN, see under Tablet II 21. 

86. = Ao:168, which has dGa-a-ú. J:6 agrees with Ao in 
giving the shorter form. Cf. CT 29 46:15 f., where ga-a-a -ú 
appears as a gloss for dTUK and d rGANAM4 1 . For dGANAM4 , see 
line 87 below. For the second half of the line, L:19 gives 
sipa dn.nu.gi.ke4 . This seems to point to a possible iden-
tification of dEn.nu.gi  with dEn.zu; cf. under Tablet I 141. 
S:3 agrees with J, giving [sipa d]En.zu.na . 

87. dGANAM4 is here given as an ideogram for dGa-a-a-ú. 
See also CT 29 46:16, where d r GANAM24: is glossed with dittos 
(= ga-a-a-u), and CT 12 26:14a. Distinguish carefully 
between d"GAitiAM in the present line (= dGa-a-a-ú) and the 
name in line 924  below (where d"GANAY = dsu.ni.dùg). Also 
distinguish this entry from line 202 below. The second half 
of the.line in P:ll is to be restored to " I r d- , [Ga-a-a-]. , 

 instead of dittos, G:6 gives ki.min; J:7 varies, giving .SU. 
88. A list of the eight children of dGa-a-a-ú begins 

here. For giskim(IGI+DUB), see CAD 5 98. In the second half 
of the line, G:7 varies, giving SU.ma.  

89. dl?b.ú.ki. d8E8.KI.IG 

90.

 
d/Ab . u . (nu)  numun mu . 

un) . du8  .du;, J 

91. dsu.ni.dùg 

92. dfi GANAM4  

93. d IS( u.us) .ZU.AB 

94. dSIG4(mur.r gu')  .zi. 

as.ki 

95. dKU.SUD.NUN KU.TU 	SU 

89. J:9: dAb.ú.ki. d8ES.KI.e.di.nu . r AG 1  SU. The extra 
material in J (i.e., e.di.nu) may represent an  old gloss; if 
so, it might indicate the pronunciation of AG in this name. 
G:8 gives SU.ma, instead of U. 	 d, , 

90. GlaQsses in G:9.  In J:10, the name appears as Ab.u. 
numun(mu. n).du.du. L:21 represents a corrupt line in which 
the old gloss, mu.un, has eliminated the sign NUMUN. G gives 
SU.ma, instead of U. 

91. In J:11, du. rugl is given instead of dùg. Since 
dGANAM4 in line 92 below is preceded by dittos, it represents 
an ideogram for the present deity. These two lines provide a 
basis for restoring the half-preserved entry in QT 29 46:17, 
which should be restored to read (suL.).niL.).du)  dr GANAM41 

 (a restoration of r zé i (:)-er-du, as in JNES 12 164 note 14, 
seems less likely). G:10 gives SU.ma instead of SU. 

92. Instead of d"GANAM , G:11 presents the vari ant entry 
dI8. As is pointed out in line 	91 above, the dittos indicate 
that dGANAM4  is here ideographic for d8u.ni.diag (thus agree-
ing with the gloss in CT 29 46:17). The present entry should 
be carefully distinguished from the name in line 87 above. G 
gives SU.ma instead of U. 

93. In view of the gloss (in J:13), the name may be pro-
visionally read dsùs.abzu. In MSL II p. 51 line 248, Dr. 
Landsberger listed SU-US as one of the values of I. How-
ever, in MSL III p. 193, he corrected this reading to KU-US, 
basing the correction on a new text from Nippur and on a 
fresh collation of the text in AS no. 7 Pl. V line 80 (in the 
photograph which Hallock published, the signs do look more 
like KU-US than SU-Us; see AS no. 7 Fl 1). Since J:13 auite 
clearly presents SU-US, it would seem that the question of 
the reading of IS should be reopened. Cf. further under 
lines 161 and 218 below. G:12 gives 8U.ma instead of U. 

94. Gloss in J:14 (J apparently omits the last sign in 
the name). G:13 gives SU.ma instead of U. 	d 95. Text = J:15. In G:14, the name a -apearg r as, ,.7T.SAq. 
KU.LI.NE ; and in H:2, it is given as [dKU.SAG].0 saL.) .tU KU. 

SU 

SU 

SU 

SU 



• 8(i) dumu. r me 

d.Ga-a-a- r u -[ke4] 

o 	d(ú. 	UD 97 . 
98. d(am.na) UD  

99.
d(sâ-mas) UD  

100. d( "su-g6.-na-ku)20 

96 
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101. d [ 

102. dGis.nux (SIR) 

103.
dSag. (ka.ra) kara2  

104. dpa (mi . id . ra )esu. du 

105. dNin(ni) .sa.a 

TU.NE. The gloss in H:2 may provide some help in controlling 
the signs involved, but all of these variant forms of the 
name seem to have been regarded as ideographic for dSumugan; 
see under Tablet I 238 and An : Anu 66. améli 106. G gives 
8U.ma instead of U. 

96. The last two lines of S (see under note 85 above) 
give: 

13. [8 dumu]. r Tes dGa-a-a- rú''.[ke4 ] 
14. [utul.mai En]. r zu'.na.[ke4] 

97. = Ao:171 and A v 66. Gloss in H:4. On the pronun-
ciation of the Sumerian name for the sun-god dUtu, see ZA NF 
11 36 and OLZ 46 353. The Samas list naturally follows the 
names of the immediate household of dSin because dSamas was 
regarded as the son of dSin; cf. BA 10/1 1:5 f. 

98. Cf. CT 12 3 r. 20. In this and the following lines, 
G:17 ff. have ki.min instead of the simple dittos. 

100. The  dittos3 may indicate a double gloss here i.e., 
sa.mas plus the sign name). Cf. CT 12 3 r. 16, where 0120 (= 
dSamas) has the gloss of su-sâ-na and the explanation su-us-
sd-an. Note ac:9, where d20 (in a Samas list) has a gloss of 
bu.zu.ur; this should be compared with CT 12 3 r. 6, which 
pronounces the sign 20 as bu.zur and then explains it as pu-
uz-rù. 

101. A has one more name in the Samas list between A v 
66 and 74, but what the extra name might have been cannot be 
determined. Arbitrarily, this extra name is placed here. 

102. = Ao:173. For the reading SIR = nux , see under 
note 4 above. 

103.'= Ao:174. Gloss in H:9. 
104. = Ao:175. Gloss in H:10. 
105. = Ao:176, which seems to vary, giving dNin.sa.za ; 

but this may represent either a scribal or a copiest's  

106. aT,tâ . GAN . da . an.. na 

107. drX, .[ 

108. d(za.lam)K8 

109. d(BI.se.ba )ALAm 

110. d40(ni.min.du) 
 0 du 

111. dTu. (kur) kur 4  

112. dKU.[ 

113. dSi. r gul i  

114. d [X] 

115. dNun.sag. rx 

mistake. Concerning the abbreviated gloss ni for nin, see 
under Tablet II 21. 

106. The traces of the beginning of mâ appear in A v 75 
and in Q r. 1. In the light of K. 4209 (CT 25 34) r. 8, the 
name is probably to be emended to *dI'.16..bàn..da.an.na  "the 
little boat of An." 

107. = A v 76. 
108. = ac:8.. Gloss in H:13. For the Moss(:) in Q r. 

2, see OLZ 13 97. 
109. To read the gloss in H:14 as kas.se.ba  (as in AG 

- 341) is not without difficulties. It would •seem strange to 
find the sign BI having the value kas in a gloss. For an 
indication of the reading kas , one would expect to find the 
gloss ka.as/âs. In Q r. 3, tiie gloss appears as MU.se.bi , 
which 1eissner, OLZ 13 97, would correct to Bi(:) se.b i. The 
fact that a number of deities are referred to as dALAY (espe-
cially in late cult texts, e.g., cf. III R 66 I:15, 25, 27, 
29, 32) renders the task of analyzing all such deities diffi-
cult. For one analysis of dALATv/salmu deities, see E. 
Douglas  Van  Buren, Or. NS 10 65 ff. See also Tablet i 20 f. 
and Tablet IV .177. 

110. Gloss in 1115. King's copy of H presents NI 
instead of 40, but this is doubtless to be emended. See also 
Tablet I 206 where the name occurs in a Ninurta list.  

ill. Gloss in H:16. 
112. = A v 81. 
113. Text = H:17. A v 82 and B iv 61: dSi12

.[gul]. 
114. = H:18. 
115. The sign rx' 

 in H:19 may possibly have been a sign 
such as KaT,. 

A G h L S A 

B 

7 

utul.matl 'En.zu.na. 

ke4  

dUD (= OUtu/Samas) 

i 

tt 

It  

It  

ti 

li 

It  

ti 
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116. dTE(mu.u1.1a).1a 

117. dUru3 (6E).gal 

118. Pis.gal 

119. dKili3 (ki.li.da  

gal) . dagal  

120. dA (e) .kíd 

121. UD.è 

122. dÈs.ma4 

123. dSag. [EA ] . gu.du7  

124. dU4 .dè.gub.ba  

125. dA.BAD.an.ki  

116. Text = H:2O. B iv 62: dTE.mul.[lâ], mul in B 
probably represents an older gloss which was allowed by 
scribal oversight to become a part of the text; see Meissner, 
OLZ 13 97. 

117. Cf. line 40 above, where the name °Uru-.gal inter- 
changes with dUru (EN).gal ^ (the sukkal of dLxL). 5  Of further 
Tablet 1319, where dUru z .mas (= dEn.nu.gi ) corresponds to 
dUru3. gal in Ao:325. 

119. Gloss in H:23. As Meissner, OLZ 13 99, has pointed 
out, this line corresponds to ac:l, which seems to present 
drni.dagal.la . Possibly King's copy of ac is to be emended to 
conform more closely to the present line. From its museum 
no., text V is obviously a fragment of B; it restores por-
tions of B iv and v (see under Tablet IV 95). Text V i 1 ff. 
supplies the ends of the lines for B iv 63 ff. The traces of 
the present entry in text V i 1 suggest that the name in B iv 
63 ended with [da].rgâl 1 . 

120. Text = B iv 64, in which the sign E certainly rep-
resents a gloss. For similar entries containing the sign A 
glossed with e, see lines 137 and 231 below. In H :24, the 
name appears as,dAN.kid, while in ac:2, the name is written 

121. = ac:3. 
122. = ac:4. 
123. = ac:5. 
124. = ac:7. 
125. = ac:6, which varies, giving En.BAD.an.ki . Dr 

Landsberger suggested to me that the name should be read eA. 
idim. an  .'ki .  

126. Nin.kar.ra 

127. dN (Se) TTIR.da 

128. dUD."(= 8é.i:±IR.da)UD 

129. dZab(I)erttl(= 8è. 

ìTIR.da).[UD] 

130. dSù . UD . kam 

131. da .CUD.âg] 

132. dNin.mul.gun.a 

133. dA.ran 

126. Neither B iv 67 nor H:3O contains the expected dam. 
bi.S AL. Wh ether A v 94 had this explanation cannot be deter-
mined. H varies slightly, giving [aNin] .kar I dA.U. Note BA 
10/1 1:9 f., where ŒA.a is described as the "bride" (of 
d8amas). In K. 4349 (CT 25 9):17, dNin.kâr is also equated 
with dA.a; while in line 33 of the same text, dA.a is identi-
fied with dIgtar. Cf. K. 7686 (CT 25 46):5 ff., which, if 
complete, would have given a number of her names. 

127'. = Ao:177 (which has dU .NIR) and text V i 5. Gloss 
in A v 95. B iv 67b has ge instead of gè. In view of the 
variant ways in which the name was written, d.Sè.NIR .da is 
probably to be read d è.ri .da.. Note that in An : Anu sâ 
améli 45 her name appears as d8èr.ri.da. See also K. 4349 
‘CT 25 9):27, where a è.ri .da is similarly identified with 
aA.a. 	 5  

128. = Ao:18O, which presents aUDdUD. In B iv 68, the 
sign name is added to the gloss: UD.mi.na.bi  "UD-doubled." 
In A v 96, the name may have been written d"(A.Ltu.mi.na . 
bi)UD,UD]; CT 25 10 i 28 may be compared here. 

129. = text V i 6. Restored from CT 25 10 i 29, which 
adds the sign name involved: za.ab.û_.tu. In A v 97, the 
dittos appear to have been placed just after the determina-
tive. 

130. Cf.  CT 25 10 i 31, where it is clear that the read-
ing kam is to be preferred above bé . In Ao :179, the name 
occurs as dSù.TAG.kam. This may have represented dSù.tuk,-. 
kam; hence the name dSù.UD.kam is possibly to be read dSetú. 
kâ. 

131. Gil l ff . preserves the dittos of the explanatory 
column in these lines. The present line may be restored from 

. CT 25 10 i 32 and Ao:178 (which has dSud.ag). Cf. also CT 25 
9:25: dSù.da.âg. Text V i 7 shows that B iv 69b had a name 
ending in A. 

132. = CT 25 9:26. 

ABHQ A B H 
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134. dNin.u1.5u.tag 

135. dA(e) .la.gâ 

136. aPa4 .nu.nunuz.kàd. 

UJ 

137. dPa4 .numux.KA 

138. dDi.nu.KA.mu.un.DI 

139. dNíg.zi. r da' 

140. dNIg. si. sâ.  

141. dNin.pirig3 ( i ) 

142. dPa4 .nun.na  

143. dBu-ne-ne 

134. = text V i 8 and CT 25 9:18. With this line the 
names of dA. a, the wife of d Samas , end.  

135. Lines 135-137 may represent additional names of 
dUtu/amas. The gloss is in A v 103. Concerning the gloss e 
for the sign A, cf. under note 120 above. 

137. C:7b contains the last part of a puzzling gloss 
which ended with rxl .ad.ki.ga . Instead of aUtu in the 
explanatory column, C contains dittos. 

138. C:8b contains the latter part of an unexplicable 
gloss ending with mu-se-nu-ú. This and the gloss in C:7 may 
have been glosses for entries having no exact equivalents in 
the other duplicates. At least for the present, since the 
left half of C is broken away, there seems to be little hope  
of adequately explaining these glosses. 

139. = "the sukkal of the right side." Cf-  , eme : 73 . 
140. = "the  sukkal of the left side" (for GUB/KAB =  

sumélu, cf. 'ESL II p. 69 note 464). The name corresponds to  
Ao:182. 

141. This line should correspond to Ao:186, which has 
dNin.bara . The 	 iris reading g p -  ^^(.) is not completely convinc- 
ing, As ring has drawn it, th,. sign in  B iv 76 is not quite 
correct for pirig (UK). Perhaps in the reading obtained from 
Ao:186, the troublesome sign in,B iv 76 (which has long puz-
zled Assyriologists, cf. Meissner, OLZ 12 202) may be eluci-
dated. 

142. = Ao:185. C:12  adds mit-lu-ruk' (= sà.k-úl.ù)., 
143. C:13 omits sukkal sà.kú.ù.ke and identifies 'Bu- 

ne-ne with dPa4 .nun.na . Obviously, only one deity is intended 
in lines 142 and 143. Note KAV 63 i 32 f., where these two 
names are again given together. Weidner, AfK 2 12 note 4, 
draws attention to KUB 4 no. 11:6 f., where the Sumerian  

11 1'I. dEn.uru2  

145. dEn_. ga.nâ  

146. dNig.gi.na  

147. dKi-it-tum 

148. dIq-bi-da-mi-ia  

149. dHa.mú 

150. aSi.si.ig  

151. dGú. (ha.aS) has 

151a. 

152. dSùn.6b.sà.ga  

aPa4.nun.na  is given in the Akkadian line as d Bu-un-ni-in-ni. 
In VAT 6563 (AfK 2 6) i 7, the name is written in a4 older 
duplicate of KAV 63 i 33 as [aBu]-ni-ne. Cf. also Bu-ne-nu 
in KAV 72:16 f.  

145. = Ao:187. C:15 replaces kinda with GAL.UNKEN(UKU X 
IIA) and follows this with the gloss mu-'e-er.  

146. Text = C:16, which seems more convincing here than 
the sukkal dUtu.ke4  in B iv 81. If the latter reading were 
kept, line 148 below would present the anomaly of a sukkal of  
a sukkal. 

147. Also written as dKit-tum. C:17 has dittos in the 
explanatory column, which would mean "daughter of Utu" (see 
under line 146 above) instead of "son of Utu" as here. How-
ever, since the left half of the line is missing in C, it 
cannot be proven that C really meant dKi-it-tum here. On the 
other hand, lines 146 f. do look as though they were intended 
to represent the Sumerian and the Akkadian forms of the same 
deity. Cf.  eme : 74.  

148. Certainly an Akkadian name. In AO. 6775 (JCS 1 330 
 ff.):9, he is described as 'Tthe lord of the é.gal.-mah." 

• 	149. Evidently the personification of dreams However,  
this deity is not necessarily to be equated with d -Za.gàr who  
is described as "the. god of dreams" in line 189 below. 'Ma. 
mú is also occasionally written phonetically as dMa.mu; cf. 
VS 7 27:17.  

150. Possibly dSi.si.gâl (as in AG 'I'1l).  
151. Gloss in A v 118. B iv 86 is probablyto be 

explained as containing two older glosses: 	Gúha)has ( se) 
C-:21 explains with the phrase igi.gùn.gùn.ke 4.  Of. Tablet^V 
179.  

151a. = C : 21b . uf. the same Akkadian explanation in K.  
7686 (CT 25 46):4.  

152. Text = B iv 87. In the explanatory column, C:22 
gives the variant explanation igi.GAB.GAB; and  this is 

A B C  A B C 
f t 

SU dUtu (UD )  

SU  

dUtu  

[SU]  

sukkal 6..zi.da.ke 4 

 sukkal é.. gùb.bu.ke4 

 sukkal.mPb dUtu.ke4 

 sukkal sà.iLízg.171.° ke4  

sukkal ga.kúg.11.ke 4  

sukkal gab.ri.ke4 

 kinda dUtu.ke4 

 dumu.SAL dUtu.ke4  

dumu dUtu.ke4  

sukkal Nig.gi.na .ke4 

 dumu.SAL dUtu.ke4  

dumu dUtu.ke4 

 igi.gùn.gùn.nu  

sà pa-ni ba-nu-u 

igi  . dugud  
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153. d  Dull.ga.na. ga. .ti 

154. dDi.ku5 .an.ki  

155. dB5.bar.an.ki  

156. °Di.ku5 .si .s6.  

157. dKalam.gà.kú6.1.1. 
. 158. d  8a.kU .u.kalam.ma  

	

159. 	6 gu4 .DÚB 

160. d8à.ga.dul.la  

161. dl8.zi.mab..an.na  

162. dRi.b.a.mun  

163. dKar.du 

164. dSa.kar.du 

	

165. 	2 115..kas4  

166. dUa.mun 

further explained by the Akkadian gloss a-mi-rù. 
153. With this line, a list of 6 gu4 .DfTB of dUtu begins.  
157. King's copy of B iv 90 gives SAG instead of kú6 (on 

the interchange between these two forms, see Meissner, OLZ 12 
202).  

160. Meissner, OLZ 12 202, felt that the sign DUL in B 
iv 92 was really gUL (so also AG 460), but the sign resembles 
DUL more than jUL. 

161. Glosses in C:30. The gloss ku (for I8) is actually 
written under the sign IS and is made quite small. The pos-
sibility that the gloss may actually be 8U cannot be ruled 
out; cf. under note 93 above. The Akkadian gloss ki-zu-ú 
translates the Sumerian I8 "groom, one in charge of horses." 

162. The kiri3 .dib ("the one who holds the nose/bridle") 
obviously involved another horseman of Samas. For KA = kiri 
"nose," see Tablet I 245. A v 128 seems to have had one mor6 
sign before ri, but this sign is not pre erve9.. 

163. C:32 varied here, giving [dKar^ka]. ar''.du.ug) . dug4.  
165. In C:33, these "runners of 8amas" are given as the 

lú.ka64  é.babbar.ke4.  That is, they are represented in C as 
belonging to the temple of Samas rather than to the deity 
himself.  

B C  
166a. 

167. 

167a.  

168. 

Tablet III 

dAd.gi4 .gi4  

dDug4 .ga.ab.su.gi4 . 

gi4  
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mus-te -sir pa-ni 

igi.bar.5a6 .ga  

sâ nap-lu-us-su 

rdam-qa' 

SU 

169. dDug4 .ga.ab.6u. r xl r 8u 1i  

170. [2 	 1 ré'.babbar.ra.ke4  

171. d IS(i).me(i).kàr.ab [8U]  

172. dNu-ú 	Samas [Su]  

173. dSi-ta(.)-me-pi-su- 

nu 

Su  

174. dDi.ku5  Su  

175. dKa.as.bar  8U  

176. aSi.sâ  Su  

177. dSi.s'..kalam.ma [ 8 V ]  

178. dSi.sa.ha.lam.ma  [au] 

179. *8 di.ku5  dUtu.ke4  

166a. = C:34b. Cf. K. 7686 (CT 25 46):3.  
167. B iv 97b seems to omit one gi 4 . 
167a. = C:35b, an Akkadian gloss line translating the 

explanation in line 167. 
170. = C r. 3,- B (characteristically laconic with  

explanations) omits this summary. d  
171. A list of "8 judges of Utu" begins here. The  

first three bear Akkaian names; the rest, Sumerian. On the 
reading of the name, cf. dIs-me-ka-ra-bu in K. 252 (III R 66) 
v 2. The same deity is probably to be seen in the Is-me-ka-
ra-ba/bu/ab listed in AG 330. 

173. On the reading of the name, cf. dSi-tam-me-ka-ra-bu 
in K. 252 (III R 66) v 6. 

174. dDi.ku should be distinguished from other deities 
bearing this nam6; cf. under Tablet II 254. 

176. = Ao:181.  
179. C r. 9 gives the total as "6," but this is not com-

pletely convincing. It is evident that lines 168 and 169 

134  

A B C  
SU 

SU  

8U 

8U  

8U  

SU  

dutu.  ke4  

lú.kin.gi4 .a dUtu.ke4  

1 (ku) dTT-1-., (ki-zu-
r ú 

ke4  

kiri,̂ .dib dUtu. ke4  

8U  

8U 

dUtu . ke4  

igi.si.sâ 



180. NIg.ne.ru.b.ul.gig 

181. dA.gi.ir  

182. dKi.gi.ir  

183. 2 ni.dui. 

184. dGal.sab(PA+IB) 

185. dSud.é 

186. 2 sagan(:)(U+GAN). 

la 

187. dÚr.â.lâ 

dingir.gub.ba  é. 

babbar.ra.ke4 

 sU 

é.babbar.ra.ke4 

 é:babbar.ra.ke4 

 su-pa-lu 

BC 

above form a pair, which may be excluded from the present 
list; but where can the dividing line be drawn in the three 
Akkadian names of lines 171-173? If it is assumed that there 
were only "6" judges and that these began with line 171, then 
line 176 must be separated from the names in lines 177 and 
178 (with which line 176 certainly forms a group). It seems 
more staisfactory to regard all the names of lines 171-178 as 
belonging together; either emend C to read 8(i) or assume 
that.0 omitted two names (here arbitrarily assumed to be lines 
177 and 178). 

181. The same name is listed in KAV 64 iv 6 as <d>An.gi. 
r iri (in the Samas section of the "Smaller An : dA-nu-um"). 
This may point to the probability that the present entry 
includ s an older gloss and should be emended to read 
*<d>AnLa).gi.ir. The practice of omitting the determinative 
in front of names beginning with An is observable elsewhere 
in the series (as well as the practice of using the sign A as 
an abbreviated gloss to indicate that the sign AN is not 
serving as a determinative); see under Tablet II 41. 

182. = KAV 64 iv 7.  
183. = KAV 64 iv 8. For ni.dulg, see p. 15 note 51 above. 
186. In this entry and in line 188 below, the sign read 

sagan(1) is actually written with the sign DUGUD in B iv 106 
and 109. Although lú.sagan.lâ (= samallú) is known (cf. 
Deimel, SL 428, 8), DUGUD.lâ seems to appear in similar con- 
texts (cf. Deimel, SQL 445, 5; he quotes the unpublished VAT 
9558 as also containing DUGUD.1a. Dr. Stephens tells me that 
he collated this text years ago, and his notes verify the 
reading DUGUD.lâ). Since aGAN and DUGUD resemble each other, 
there may have been some scribal confusion concerning them. 

B 
18'8. 

Tablet III 

d g( !) (U+GAN) .  

lâ.lú.kar.kar 
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SU 

C 
189. dZa.gàr dingir ma.mú.da.ke4  

190. d "Ttr;AS . MI  SU 

191. dGÌR (= dSakkan) dumu dUtu.ke4  

192. d(su.mu.aa.an )Gta  dGiR ( = dSakkan)  
C 

193. d "GÌR.DAGAL.A.Alt r dumul 	[dUtu].ke4 (é) 

194. C "J  

195. d "TiS C"J 
E 

196. d "U  .: T[T  dumu dUtu.  [ke4]  

188. See under note 186 above. 
189. This "god of dreams" is to be distinguished from 

the deity in line 149 above. C r. 18 preserves the traces of 
the last part of da. 

190.^Ideographic for the preceding name. 
191. = Ao:188. This section (lines 191-200) lists the 

various ideograms for the god Sumuaan/Sakkan and is to be 
compared with a similar list in CT 29 46:8 ff. In the pres-
ent list s  dGÌR = dSakkan is placed first as the main deity, 
while dGIR = dSumuaan is placed second and the gloss of the 
latter is given to the succeeding entries by means of dittos. 
But this order is reversed in  CT 29 46:8 ff. For the deity 
dSakkan, see Lambert, RA 47 190 f.; Albright, JAOS 40 320 
ff.; and Albright, Af 0 3 181 ff. 

192.
 

In CT 29 46:8, the gloss is given as su.mu.uq.gâ. 
193. The name certainly corresponds to CT 29 46:10; and 

this correspondence should clarify the difficult PISAN X AS  

in  that line. The dittos here indicate (as in CT 29 46:10) 
that this is an ideogram for Sumugan/Sakka n. The explanation  
r dumul [iUtu].ke (:) is (poorly) preserved in  the center of B 
iv 113. For the4secon_d half of lines 193-196, C r. 22-25 
gives dittos. A text which may have contained. a comparable 
section of the names of Sumuaan "the 'son of Samas' is K.  
11197'(CT25 38) i. 

194. = CT 29 46:12, where the name is written dDAGAL.A. 
G^,T.DU^gu.ub). Since the name is written both with DU and 
DU, the gloss is puzzling. 

d( 
?^u , 195. = CT 29 46:13, where the name is written (  ma-sa- 

) gas( ) (the  last 	 written over 	r sign is obviously l^ ari t ^e -n ̂ cv,.l an erasure).  
lia-sa-ku in this reference is clearly a sign name and not a 
pronunciation gloss. 

196. E r. 1: dDAGAL. "KI.TJ.Kt.  
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d(mu-ur)  r... 207. IM  

208. d(i-li-me-er) í  

209. d(a-da-ad) I1  

210. d(me-er-me-ri)  IPd X  

In  

211. d,(= me-er-me-ri) ̂,_.-  ^lv 

X EN 

d(nim.gi.ig. r ri'), 212. P  

X  EN  + IP. X IM  

21 	d(ri.ia.mun ) EN  X EN 3.  

+ I1' _ Ì IM  

214. d(ri.ta.mun)EN  X EN 

215. d(il)EN X  EN 

i f 

I t  

11  

since the• line is broken in B at this point, this cannot be 
controlled. This entry corresponds to CT 29 46:14. Distin-
guish from dSIK in Tablet II 361.  

201. = Ao:189.  
202. To be distinguished from the names in lines 87 and 

92 above.  
203. In A v 163 and B iv 117, the name appears as d"SÍK 

(the dittos in this case refer to a name or a gloss not pre-
served-in either text). Text = E r. 4b. 

204.'A v 164: dKG.me.[ 	This should perhaps be 
read (in the light of E r. 5a) ŒTúg.me.[sud], 

205. Text = E r. 5b. In A v 165 and B iv 118, the name 
appears as dBA.kù.ga ; but this may represent an older tradi-
tion in which the signs DUL and BA were confused. dBA.kù,ga 
should probably be emended to *dDu 6 .kù.ga, but should be dis-
tino.uished from the ŒDu kù.ga who is listed among the names 
of Pa.sukkal in An : nu sa améli 69 and also from the 
dDu .ku,ga who is listed among the names of aîß• abu in CT 25 
35:25  

206. = Ao:190, E r. 6b seems to repeat this entry (with 
dittos instead of the gloss) . The significance of the repe-
tition is not clear and is not found in the other duplicates. 
In A v 166, the gloss appears in the variant form ie.kùr. I 
am indebted to Dr. Landsberger for calling my attention to 
the unpublished text in the British Museum, useum, no. 45639 (for-
merly 81-7-6,32), which begins with this line (= N). For a 
helpful study on dIM, the storm god, see Schiobi es, MAOG 1/3  
1 ff. Text ab, although not a duplicate, gives many of the 
names of Adad (especially those foreign to Babylonia) . For  
the present line, see ab i 34. 

Tablet III 	 139 

207. = Ao:191. Text = B iv 119b. E r. 7a gives the 
gloss as mu-rim; N:2 gives it as  mu-ru. Cf. CT 29 45:21 f. 
and  ab i 28. In the explanatory column, N writes the deter-
minative before the dittos in this and the following lines.  

208. B is broken here (= B iv 120a), but it probably 
also omitted this entry and had, instead, [d a.da.ad)IM] in 
the broken space. In CT 29 45:24, dIk is glossed with i-lu-
me-er; cf. also line 273 below, Tn  ab i 30, the same deity 
appears phonetically written as dl-lu-we-er. This is to be 
compared with KAV 151:13 where d'' e-er appears.  

209. Cf. CT 29 45:23.  
210. Text = B iv 120b, Cf. CT 29 45:20. Ni4: d(el-me- ri)  IM X IM. The name Mermeri seems to be a reduplicated name  

built upon the form mer(i) < wer. 
211. Dittos only in N:5. B omits two of the names in 

lines 211-213; but, since the remaining name is broken away 
in B (= B iv 121a), it cannot be determined which ones of 
these three names were excluded by B. Possibly B omitted 
lines 211 and 213, since these seem to be only graphic varia-
tions for the nam s in line ß 210 and 214 respectively. 

212. N:6: dLnim.gir.gir)EN X EN + IM X IPM Cf. ab i  
35 	d( rnim'.gir.gir.ri)EN X EN + IM X IM . The present entry 
is to be compared with CT 29 45:18. 

213. = ab i 36. Cf. also dLugal.ri.ta.mun, ab i 1. 
214. Cf. CT 29 45:19. N:7 replaces the gloss with 

dittos. 
215. Possibly = B iv 122a, which is broken here. 

138  

BE  

Tablet III  

ABE  

197. d "Ú.IiI+A(a) .KU 't 

A  
198. d "É.A  C"]  

199. d "A  C't]  

200. dtt(si.ki)SÍK 
 [ " ]  

201. dSikil.la.me.si  dam.bi.SAL 

202. d(la.har) G 	Am4  

203. dNin.sík 11  

204. dNin.tug.sud 11  

205. dNin.du6 .kù.ga  11  

N 
206. d(is.kur)Im  dAdad)  d lPu 	(= 

197. = E r. 2a. 
198. = B iv 115a. 
199• = B iv 115b. 
200. = E r. 2b. 	B iv 116a may have varied here; but, 
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216. d(ni.gi.ir )EN  X EN 

217. dLugal .  tt  rEN X EN'  

218. dLugal.I, (ku.us) . 

sud.sud 

219. dLugal.u4 .dè.es . 

dug4 .ga 

220. dLugal.s"en.sen.na  

221. dLugal.gú.ru.ru .gú 

222. dLugal.
(du.  

b)dubur(ÂR X U)  

223. d114 . gù(gu).dé(di) 

217. B omitted either line 217 or 218, but just which  
cannot be determined because this line is broken away in B.  
Arbitrarily, the missing line is assumed to correspond to  
line 217 here. Text = E r. 11, where the dittos in the  
middle of the name refer to the previous gloss ri..a.mun in E  

r. 10 (= line 214 above). Since the gloss ri.ga.mun in E r.  

10 applies to the complex EN X EN, it is reasonable to con-
clude that it has this force in the present line also,  
resulting in a reading of dLu al ril}amun. The corresponding  

entry in Ao:192 gives dLugal.LIM).EN X EN (in which the gloss  
III hardly looks like a pronunciation gloss; it more likely  

was intended to indicate a variation in the texts from which  

Ao copied, see p. 31 above).  
218. Text = N:1O. The problem of the correct reading of  

I comes up again with this line (see under note 93 above).  
In the photograph of N which Dr. Landsberger kindly placed at  
my disposal, the KU in the gloss is somewhat ambiguous.  
Since the lower horizontal is quite long and projects out to  
the left, the possibility that 8U was intended cannot be 
ruled out. However, two vertical wedges do appear on the 
photograph, and this seems to make KU almost certain here. 

219. Text = B iv 123b. N:11: dLugal.u4 .de6x(UR).dug4 . 
ga. 

220. Text = N:12. 
221. Text = B iv 124b; E r. 13: dLugal.gù.ru.ru. r gú'' 

(with which U:6 agrees); N:13: dLugal.gu4 .ru.ru.ga . 
222. Text = N:14. The same name with the same gloss 

appears in ab i 37. In U:7, the name ends with U 4  (first 
part of the line not preserved). 

223. = ab i 14. Gloss in U:8. dU4 .gù .dé  appears to 
have been a fairly common name for Adad; see An : Anu sâ 

NU 

I . 224. dU4 .d' an.na 

225. dU4 .dè.an .ta 

226. dU4 .dè.ki .ta 

227. dU4 .dL ra.ra 

228. dAlimdara2  

229. dUru2 .tab  

230. dPirig.me.me 

231. dA.(e.su)sù 

232. aLugal.é.sù.sù 

233. dLugal.es.bar.ra 

améli 55 (where the name is written aU.gù.dé); RA 10 70 (aU . 
gù.0 ..dé); KAR III 142 iii 22; and SLT 123 r. ii 5 (= SLT 124 
i 28) .  

224. In U:9, the name ends in ne instead of na. 
225. Text = E r. 15a. In lines 225-245, G r. 1 ff. has  

ki.min instead of dittos.  
226. In U:11, the name ends in ra.  
227. Text = E r. 16a. N:16: dU4.dè.ra. G r. 3: dU4'  

dé.DI.ra (in the latter text, the sign DI may actually repre-
sent an older gloss that became part of the text by scribal  
mistake).  

228. G r. 4: dA+IGI+GÌR.dara. N:17: dGÌR+A+IG ,dar . 
229. Text = E r. 17a;N:18 varies slightly: dE^u.ru)2 

 tab.  G r. 5: dURU X IGI' , which probably should be emended  
to *dURU X UD (= uru ). At this point, text ad coincides 
with the present section for about nine lines. At first  
glance, text ad may even appear to be a duplicate of this  
series; but a study of ad r. 11-17 and ad obverse (CT 25 23)  

shows that this small fragment is not an actual duplicate of  
the series.  

231. Text = E r. 18. The gloss indicates that the name  
should be read dE4 .sù ;  and with this reading ad r. 4 agrees, 
in giving the name as dE.[sù]. The same name seems to form  
an element in the following entry, although there it is writ-
ten with the sign É instead of E or E2. For other lines that 
contain the sign A glossed with e, see lines 120,a44 135 
above. N:20 is probably to be restored to [dAlL e ).su. In 
G r. 7, the name is written dSù. 

232. G r. 8 seems to present dLugal.GÂN.sù.sù, but in 
the light of ad r. 5 and line 231 above (see under note 231 
above), G should be emended to dLugal.é(:).sù.sù. Text I r. 
1 should be restored in the light of the present entry. 

B E N  

I " 
 • U  

it  

BE 

It 
	 A 
	

G  

tt  

It  

K 

It  

It  

't  

It  

It  

IT  

II  

It  

It  

It  
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234. dLugal.hé.g6.1.1a 

235. dLugal.dingir.ra 

236. [dLugal].hé.nun 

237. dLugal.ka.zal.la  

238. dLugal.sag.íl 

239. dltugal.ú.sim.sù.sù 

240. dSa.la 

241. dMe.dim.sa6  

234. G r. 10: dLuga1.11é.ga1. The traces in A v 182 and 
K:5 show that these texts also contained the shorter form. 
In Ao:452, the name appears in the list of .erigal names. 

236. Text = A v 184; E r. 20b contained only one of the 
names in lines 236-238, but (since E is broken here) just 
which two names were omitted cannot be determined. The pres-
ent entry is omitted by text ad. 

237. A v 185 ends the name with lu instead of la. 
239. = ad r. 10 (the last line of text ad that corre-

sponds to the present series). 
240. Probably Ao:193 is to be restored in the light of 

this line. In text I r. 8, the present entry is followed by 
dSa.la.as  1  dam[ 1. Whether this was intended to be a 
second entry for d a.la, or whether the name dSa.la.ag  was 
merely attracted here by the similarly written dSa.la, and 
then explained as the wife of a deity other than dIM (such as 
dDa.gan, as in Tablet I 195) cannot be determined. In E r. 
22, this entry appears unduly compressed into the first half 
of the line, implying that E also had additional material 
here which is now broken away. Hence E probably agrees with 
text I. The two names dSa.la and dSa.la.as  are elsewhere 
treated as simple variants of each other; see under Tablet I 
195 f. and CT 25 10:34 (where dNIF(sa.la.agg.KU.GI  is equated 
with dSa.la). 

241. This entry = text I r. 9. It is possible that E r. 
23 contained still another sign after ga 6 ; if so, it may well 
have been the gloss ga4(DU). This would have indicated a 
textual variation in the texts from which E copied (cf.,CT,25 
10:37, where this same name is given as dMe. me.di.im.sa )dim . 
ga4). In G r. 14, the name appears as dNin.me.dim.ga4  (cf. 
Tablet I 196). It is possible that this name also occurs it  
KAV 63 iv 34, where (against Weidner's collation of dNin.dúg. 
r ga' , see AfK 2 76 note 9) the line is probably to be 
restored to read dga.la I dNin.me(:). r d.im 1 .[ga4].  

242. dSu.zabar.kù 

243. dSUU.me.gug 

244. dKin.nu.SUM 

245. dEn.me.LU.LU  

246. dMi-sa-ru 

247.
dI-gar-tum  

248. Ú-sur-a-mat-su 

249. dguba(ZA+MÙS).nun.n 

250. dMi.nun.e.si  

251. dNa.MAS.MAS 

dr IM i .ke4  

sukkal dIM.ke4  

242. = CT 25 10:36. In the bilingual hymn to Anu, in ZA 
41 196:10 f., the Sumerian line gives the name of the wife of 
dIM as dSu.zabar.kù, while the Akkadian line gives the name 
as dSa.la. 

243. = CT 25 10:41. Instead of gus, G r. 16 presents 
BIR, but this seems to be merely a scribal or a copyist's 
mistake. 

245. The appearance of a name beginning with en among 
the names of dSa.la, the wife of dIM, may at first seem 
strange; but female names beginning with en are not unknown 
in this series (cf. Tablet I 300; Tablet II 35; et al.) The 
name may actually be dEn.me.dib.dib. 

246. Text I r. 14: dMe-ga-rù. The name appears in a 
number of different writings. Cf. dMi-gâ-ru, KAV 42 i 24; 
dIl-mi-se-ru, KAV 43 i 15; dMe-65.-ru, KAR 214 i 25• eme:75: 
dMe-sa- rrùr; etc. A vi 5 now makes it clear that ŒMi-gâ-ru is 
the son of Adad and not the son of Samag as had been conjec-
tured before. 

247. Cf.  CT 2518 r. ii 5. 
248. Ao:196: dÚ-sur-a-wa-sú. 
249. Text I r. 17 writes the name with SUU instead of 

MUS (cf. KAV 48 ii 3). For ZA+MUS (and ZA+SUU) = guba, see 
CT 25 27:15; Weidner, AfK 2 11 note 1; and Falkenstein, ZA 42 
148. 

250. Text I r. 18: dMe.nun.[e.si]. 
251. Also in KAV 48 ii 2. 
253. dNim.gir is otherwise known as the sukkal of dIM, 

e.g., cf. the hymn to dIM in CT 15 15:20. In KAV 64 v 9, he 
appears to be equated with dMar.tu. 

AEG I 
AEGKI 

E 

dam.bi.SAL 

tt 

252. 3 rdumu'.SAL 

253. dNim.gir 

dumu dlM.ke4 

 dam.bi.SAL 

dumu dIM.ke4  

SU 

SU 

SU 
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Tablet III 

254. dAmar. dEn.zu.na  

255. dPA+GANAM4 .ab(:).ba 

256. 2 amar 

257. dSe.ri.is  

258. dMa-gi-ru 

259. 2 gu4  

260. dZÚR.gal 
D 

261. dU4' ZÚR.ra 

262. dPirig.gù.du10 .ga  

263. dUr5 .sa4 .ni .[x] 

264-. 	dKA X SID.mu.un. 

rgi.gil 

254. See line 51 above, where this 
in the circle of dEn.zu; there, 
the final na. 	For the reading 

see under note 2 above. 

A SU 

SU 

dr IM i .ke4  

SU 

SU 

dlM.ke4  

SU 

SU 

[SU] 

[SU] 

SU 

deified king of Ur 
the name is written 
of dEn.zu and dEn.zu. 

D 

F 

.265. 

266. 

267. 

268. 

269. 

270. 

271. 

272. 

273. 

274. 

275. 

276. 

277. 
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dKa.zal.kalam.ma 
	

SU 

[6] rgu
4, .DÚB 
	

dIM. ke4  

dSu.pa.su 
	 SU dIM 

d(na.aq.bu)BAD 	SU dÉ-a 
d(su.la.at )BAD 
	

SU dSâ-mas 
d(ha.ni.is ) BAD 	SU dIM 
d(su. rul.lat i ) pA 	SU dSâ-mas 
d(ha.ni.is ) LUGAL 
	

SU dIM 
d(i-lu-mer) IM 
	

SU dIM 
d(nu-ur-AN•MEqUGAL SU dsa-mas 
d(i-lu-me-er)URU X 	SU  d86-mas 

IGI 
d,,(= i-lu-me-er) L 	*SU dSâ-mas 
d(dim.me.er ) DDA  

4 
	SU dSâ-mas 

255. For the pronunciation of PA+GANAM , see K. 4349Q 
(CT 24 46):5, where this complex has a gloss of mu-ia-ti. 
The sign AB(:) in A vi 13 has an extraneous horizontal stroke 
in the middle, which may be due to an  erasure. 

257. This deity is certainly to be identified with the 
name of one of the "bulls" of the Hittite/Hurrian storm god. 
Here, dSeris appears as one of the "bulls" of dIM. 

258. The name occurs in Tablet I 73 among the servants 
of Anu. 

259. Distinguish from the 6 gu4 .DÚB in line 266 below. 
260. Lines 260 and 261 may be compared with CT 12 41b: 

46, 47, where ZÚR is followed by the signs RA and GAL respec-
tively, and is explained by the Akkadian ka-lu-u "priest." 

263. On the reading ur .sag  for JAR.DU, see RA 18 40d:30 
and RA 10 81a:31 (cf. Krame, Lamentation over the Destruc-
tion of Ur line 183). The name must mean something like 
"whose roar is . . ." 

264. The traces of the inserted sign in A vi 20 hardly 
favor SU; on the tablet, they more nearly resemble SID. This 
would point to a reading of gusudi (cf. MSL III p. 119 note 
265a) "thunder." In A, the final sign in this name ends in a 
final diagonal stroke or a winkelhaken. In D r. 4, the sign 
begins with a horizontal stroke. These two traces would 
favor the restoration of r gil in a reduplicated verb form. 
The signs rGI.GI" in this entry would be phonetic for gig . 
gig ; cf. MSL III p. 119 note 265. 

267. With this line, a section begins which explain§ a 
number of (often similarly written) names of dIM, dE-a, aSâ 
mas, dIs.ha.ra, and dhisaba. 

268. Gloss = A vi 23. The gloss in D r. 7 appears as 
na.aq.be . This line corresponds to Tablet II 168. 

269. Gloss = A vi 24; D r. 8: su.ul.lat. In the second 
half of the line, A writes dUTU instead of dSâ-mas. 

270. Gloss = A vi 25 and D r. 9. 
271. Gloss = D r. 10; A vi 26: su.lu.ut (instead of an 

expected su.lu.ut). In the second half of the line, A writes 
dUTU instead of dSâ-mas. 

272. Gloss = D r. 11 and A vi 27. 
273. Gloss = D r. 12 and A vi 28. For Ilumer, see under 

note 208 above. 
274. Gloss = A vi 29, which should be compared with the 

gloss nu-ur-i-li for dLUGAL in CT 29 45:25. In D r. 13, the 
gloss appears as nu-ur-ra. In the second half of the line, A 
and M r. 4 write dUTU instead of dSâ-mas. 

275. Text = D r. 14. A vi 30 gives the gloss as i-lu-
mer; F r. 2: i-lu-mi-ir. Cf. CT 29 45:26. 

277. Gloss = D r. 16. In A vi 31, the gloss appears as 
di.me.er . 
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278. d(nu-ur-ì-11)URU  X 

IGI  
^79.  d(is-hu-ru)GA X IS+ 

IU+RU  

280. d”(= is-hu-ru)URU X 
 

IGI  

281. d(is.ha.ra)GÀ  X PA  

282. dtt(= is.4a.ra)8À .  

NIGIN2  

283. dSe-na-i-la-na  

278. Gloss = F r. 3. In A vi 32 and D r. 17, the gloss 
is written nu ur-AN.MES. Cf. CT 29 45:26. 

279. Text = A vi 33. Cf. dGA X IS+UU+RUM, AS no. 7 p.  
24 line 264. D r. 18: d(is-hu-ru)GÂ  X GAR. In AS no. 

d
7  p. 

25 line 276, the ideogram for Ishuru/Nisaba is given as GA,  
while on p. 23 line 230, it is given as dGA X PA. F r. 5  
adds a short gloss line, which (since it ends in KU) probably  
gave the name of the sign in F r. 4. In the second half of  

the present line, F r. 4 gives dIs-hu- r ru' instead of  
dNisaba. The deity Ishuru/Isb.ara appears here loosely con-
nected to the Ea/Samas/Adad circle, but note Tablet 1199 ff.  
(where she occurs in the household of Enlil) and Tablet IV  
276 ff. (where she occurs in the "Istar tablet"). Weidner  

proposed a restoration of KAV 63 iv 36 (on the basis of his  
collation; see AfK 2 77 note 2) as:  dIs.  rha' .ra I mâr[at  
dAdad]. If this conjecture is correct, it would provide an 
added reason why Ishara should appear in this section of the 
present series, although she is not here explained as dumu. 
SAL dIM.ke4  

281. In the second half of the line, D r. 20 gives dIs.  
ha.[ra], while F r. 7 has dIstar(U+DAR). For a similar 
equating of Ishara with Istar, see KAV 173:12. In the first 
half of the line, D gives dGA X GAR (as it does for line 279) 

 

instead of dGA  X PA., 
282. M:10: d"SA.UD I dIs.ha.ra. D r. 22 adds a line: 

d(nu-ur-AN.MES)URU X IGI J dIstar(U(:)+DAR). F r. 8 f. adds 
two lines not in the other texts: 

8. dtt(di.gi.ir.si.la .ku)G1 x PA 	"(= dI"star) 
9. dtt(nig.gi.na.aq .qu)NIGIN 	"(= dIstar)  

These last two entries in F give the sign name in the gloss, 
and (with dittos) indicate that both dGA X PA and dNInIN are 
ideograms for dIShara, who is equated with dIstar. 

283. Text = F r. 10. Interestingly, A vi 37 and D r. 23 
both go back to a common tradition which contained an old  

dSamas u dAdad  

dIS-[tar]  

285. 	dub 3 kâm.ma An dA-nu-[um] 4 SU '29'  [mu].  

rbj t  . im 

mistake at this point (BA instead of the final na). The "two  
gods," of course, represent the sun-god and the storm god as  
dSullat (cf. line 271 above) and dUanis (cf. line 272 above).  
This pairing of Samas and Adad as Sullat and $anis is known 
also from other sources (e.g., cf. Tablet XI 99 of the Gilga-
mesh epic). 

283a. M:12 writes ù instead of u. 
284. The catch-line for Tablet IV is preserved in D r. 

25 and F r. 11. 
285. This represents the end of the "fourth tablet" in A 

vi 39 (which preserves only part of the number "4"); see p. 7 
 note 26 above. In D r. 26, the number is given as "5." This 

variation in D may represent the existence of a different 
tradition as to the order of the tablet numbers, or D may 
represent a tradition which subdivided several of the first 
three tablets (as A and B subdivided Tablet I; see under 
Tablet I 204). In A, the title, An dA-nu-[um], is not given. 

SOURCES USED IN RECONSTRUCTING TABLET IV 

A YBC 2401 

B K. 4349 (CT 24 20 ff.) 

C VAT 13034 + VAT 10434 (KAV 73 + KAV 145) 

C-1 VAT 13034 (KAV 73)  

C-2 VAT 10434 (KAV 145) 

D K. 4349N + K. 4349U (CT 24 50) 

E K. 4349B (CT 24 48) 

F VAT 10499 (unpublished; see under note 48 below) 

G K. 4349L (CT 24 37) 

H K. 4349Q (CT 24 46); see under note 194-231 below. 

I K. 4349K+81-7-27,54 (CT 25 8)  

a K. 11228 (CT 19 38) 

ADFM ADFM  

• 

SU d86.-mag 

dNisaba(SE+NAGA) 

tt 

SU 

I t  

dPA u dLUGAL 

283a. 

284. dInanna(MÙS) 



TABLET IV 

1. [d]Inanna(MÙS) 

2. [dNin].an.na 

3. [dU1]. r sig7 '.ga 

4. [dn.du] . rri' 

5. [ 	]. r suba'( r ZA+ 

MM ) 

A I 
d [IS]-tar 

["J 

["J 

["J 

H rnu.' . rx' . [ 

Sar-rat é.an. rna' 

be-lit é.an. rna' 

be-lit su- r qi' 

be-lit é.sâr. rra' 

Sar-rat Ni-bu-[ru] 

"(= Sar-rat) Ki- r is' 

8U 
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b K. 2109 + K. 8944 + K. 13689 col. ii (CT 25 30, 31) 

Ao AO. 5376 (TCL 15 25 ff.) 

eme Emesal list in MSL IV 

7. [ 	 J.rx' 

8. [ 	 J 

9. E 	 J 

10. [ 	 J.rx,  

11. [ dIn]. rnin' 

12. [dNin.é].an.na 

13. [dGasan.é].an.na 

14. [dNin].rx'.lâ 

15. [dNin].é.sâr.ra 

16. [d ] rNin'.me.Nibru(EN. 

LÍL.KI) 

6. [ 	 ] 

1. The "Istar tablet" is the most poorly preserved of 
the various tablets in this series. Even with the aid of A, 
there still remain several large lacunae. However, A does 
control the total number of lines within the tablet and 
clearly gives the general organization of the tablet. In 
addition, A restores large sections of formerly missing mate-
rial and points the way for future restorations in this 
important tablet. For the contributions of B v and its rela-
tionship to this tablet, see under notes 7, 42, 69, 95, and 
117 below. In addition to A and B and the aid derived from 
Ao, b should also be mentioned as a future source of possible 
restorations. A number of fragments of other IStar lists 
have also been published; e.g., KAV 173:8 ff.; KAV 48; CT 25 
45 (K. 2121); CT 25 29 (K. 2103 + K. 7636); CT 25 17 ii; and 
CT 25 44 (Sm. 1558). Although these are not exact duplicate 
texts, they can, at times, prove quite useful in controlling 
certain restorations. Text I provides a few traces at the 
beginning of this tablet. The present line = text I r. 14; A 
vi 40; and Ao:197 f. 

2. = A vi 41. Since text I actually is a fragment of K. 
4349 (i.e., text B; cf. under note 7 below), it conserved 
space by writing two entries to a line wherever possible; 
hence the present line = text I r. 15a, which is unpreserved. 

3. = A vi 42 and text I r. 15b. Restored from b r. i 
17; cf. dUl.si.ga  in An : Anu sâ améli 88. 

4. = A vi 43. Conjectured restoration from b r. i 19. 
5. = text I r. 16b.  

17. [d ] r Nin'.me.Kis.ki 

18. [d ] rNin'.Dilmun(NI. 

TUK.KI) 

7. = text I r. 17b. The  traces of  rx' resemble a sign 
like TI. Text I should actually prove to be a fragment of B 
iv, representing the very bottom of that column with probably 
not more than about five lines still missing from the end of 
the column (note that the "obverse" of text I, CT 25 8, is 
the beginning of a reverse column of B, representing a sec-
tion of the "Smaller An : dA-nu-um"). Since text I crowds 
its entries, it is assumed here that the four lines of Tablet 
IV still preserved in text I plus the possible five lines 
missing at the extreme bottom of B iv account for about thir-
teen actual entries (Tablet IV 2-9 probably were compressed 
together in B and I). This means that *B v 1 (disregard 
King's line numbering of B v in CT 24 33) possibly corre-
sponds here to Tablet IV 14. For more on the relationship of 
B v to the present tablet, see under notes 42, 69, 95, and 
117 below. 

10. In A vi 49, rx' appears only as a final vertical 
stroke, which may be the end of the sign NIN, as in the fol-
lowing line. 

11. = Ao:203. 
12. = Ao:209. 
14. In the name, rx' ends in a winkelhaken. 
16. The nameMay be compared with the dNim.EN.LIL.ki  who 

is explained in Tablet I 230 as the wife of Ninurta. 
17. = Ao:206, which gives dInanna.Kis.ki.a. 

A 
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A  

Tablet IV  

19. rdNin 1 .Ni.nú.a 

20. r d''Nin.ki.ku6.1u.úb. 

gar 

21. rd1 Nin.6en.5en.na  

22. rd'Nin.KA X rX'.a  

23. rd1 Nin.in.te.na  

24. rd1 Nin.é.5uba(ZA+Mfa 

25. rd'Nin.é.suba.kalam. 

ma  

26. rd'Nin.gir.gi.lum 

27. [d ] r Nin 1 .igi.gan 

28. d  

	

29. 	[d] rNin , .ka.4 

19. = Ao:2O8, which gives dlnavna.Ni.nu.a. 
20. = Ao:2O7, which gives dInanna.ki.kus.lu . r úb 
21. = Ao:211.  
22. The sign rX', in A vi 61, resembles 

One wonders if the scribe in this instance 
X ZAB = ME instead of KA X 'ZAB 7 . 

23. = Ao:212, which varies, giving 
24. = Ao:213, which varies, giving 

this line, the small fragment, text a, 
suba, see under Tablet III 249. 

25. In the second half of the line, 
KALAM.'DU.NA'. 	However, from the photograph 
which Dr. Landsberger kindly placed at 
rDU.NA -I are quite open to suspicion. 
the end of the line could just as well 
followed by another sign, which may be 
fore, may have had still another name 

26. = eme:82 and Ao:214 (which has 
3 contains the explanation gir.gi.lum 
rX-i may represent the initial part of 

27. The second half of the line 
with the aid of a:4, which gives [dNin]. r igi''.gùn 
rx- .[ 	].  

28. Ao:218: 	dNin.ka.7. 	Text a 
skips lines 28-37. 

29. = Ao:219.  

sar-rat Ni-'nul-Ea] 

be-lit um-ma- rnim' 

" qab-[li] 

" ta-^a- r zi^ 

qur-[di] 

" 2."1113A1  

" É  .  r  UBA' .[KALAM . MA ]  

be-lit [ 

gU  

-'.gar. 

an inserted ZAB. 
actually meant AG 

dNin.in.ti.na . 
dNin.é.MtJ.A. 	With 

begins. 	For ZA+MUD = 

a:2 gives "UBA. 
of this text, 

my disposal, the signs 
The broken traces at 
favor the expected MA 
AN. 	This text, there- 
at the end of the line. 

d  in.gir.gi4 .lu ). 	a: 
( . 	X 	(in which the 

U+DAR = Istar). 
may possibly be restored 

1 	" BUR.mi. 

(being an excerpt tablet) 

A  

Tablet IV  

30. [d ] rNin .gur.sag. 

kalam.ma 

31. [d ] rNin'.Aratta.ki 

32. rdNin'.uru.ki.gar.ra  

33. dNin.gu.bar.ra  

34. drNin.uru 1 .mu.un.du  

35. drNin.xl.mu .un..du 

36. drNini.[a]. rnim'.ma  

37. aNin. r Bill -'.na  

38. rd ''Nin.BÀD.ra  

39. dNin.bàd  

40. dNin.ib(:).gal 

41. dNin.gu.la  

42. dNin.é.^a. rma^ 

30. = eme:83 and Ao:22O.  
31. = Ao:221. 	Aratta.ki is here 

RU + KI.  
32. = Ao:222.  
33.= Ao:223.  
34. =Ao:22-I-, which writes the name 

uru.a.mu.un.du.  
36. = Ao:225.  
37. For a value of BAD ending in 

f. line 773 and MSL III pp. 213 f. 	See 
38. = Ao:226 and a:5. 	In Ao, the 

BAD.diar.bar, which points to a possible 
present name to read dNin.BÀD.<x>.ra. 

39.= a:6. 	Text a contains only 
ra' in the explanatory column of its 
is not clear which of the following entries 
with this rdI5.4a.ra'. 

40. A vi 79 mistakenly writes UR 
(Ao:227) gives IB. 

41. = Ao:228.  
42. = Ao:229. 	Since G is a fragment 

that probably corresponds to ca. *B v 
III 37), it should be placed approximately 

151  

gU  

be-lat A-rat-te(:)-e 

rX-X l E 	 ]r 

gU  

gU  

8U  

gU  

gU  

be-lit ib-ra-te 

" du-ri 

SU 

[ 	] 

written LAM X KUR(:) +  

more fully as dNin.  

-n, see MSL II pp. 86 
also Tablet V 312. 

name appears as dNin. 
emendation of the 

the traces of r dIs.b.a. 
next and final line. 	It 

should be equated 

for IB; the forerunner 

of K. 4349 (= B) 
17-31 (cf. under Tablet 

here. 	However, G 
is poorly preserved and contributes little except to indicate 



drNin i  . [ 

drNin 1  . [ 

drNin1 .[ 

drNin l .[ 

drNin. 1  . [ 

dNin. 

d [Nin. 

d [Nin. 

57-68. (gap) 

49.  

50.  

51.  

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 
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Tablet IV 

43.  dNin.a.rral.[zu] C  

44. dNin. rbara2 l .[gi4] C J 

45. dNin. rra'[gab] C  

46. dNin. rxl.[x.x] C J 

47. dNin.[ 	 J C J 

48. dNin. rXl.[ 	] C J 

that the lines which follow continued to have names beginning 
with nin. 

43. = Ao:231. 
44. = Ao:232 and eme:85. 
45. = Ao:230. 
46. The traces (in A vi 85) of the sign after nin favor 

a sign like 8A. 
48. The traces (in A vi 87) of the sign represented by 

rxi may be some sign like NUN, E, or GA. It is possible that 
this list of Istar names beginning with nin continued through 
line 72 below. The names in this list are, of course, mostly 
lost; but some restorations may be suggested by eme and Ao. 
This section probably contained the entry dNin.DIN.TIR.KI  
dBe-lit URU.KA.DINGIR.RA.KI  (= eme:86) and the following 
entries represented by Ao: 

233. dNin.é.b.ub.ba.ki (:) 
234. dNin.gis.dimgul(MA+MUG(:)) 
235. dNin.4ar.ra.an.na  
236. dNin.gú.edin.na  

The unpublished fragment VAT 10499 (to which Dr. Landsberger 
has kindly drawn my attention) possibly represents a fragment 
that also is to be placed somewhere between lines 48 and 72. 
Although its exact placement must await the appearance of 
other texts of the "IStar tablet," its readings are given 
here: 

C 	 J 

[ U Sâ [ 	 J 
8U Sâ 0.- riml-C 	] 

8U 
8U Sâ kip-pe-e 
U sâ kip-pat 
8U sâ te-dis-ti 
8U Sâ Si -sa nam-rat 
SU Sâ ina KUR DU.DU-zu 
8U 66 mas-4a-ti 
8U sâ kul-la-rti' 
U 
SU sâ r te'.rx 

r 8U 1 [ 	 J 
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d [Nin. 

dNin. 

drNini.[ 

dNin.[ 

73. "Nin.igi. r zi'.[bar. 

ra] 

69. The following lines are partly preserved in E iii, 
which is actually a part of B v, corresponding to ca. *B v 
44-58 (see under Tablet III 58, where this fragment is cited 
as L). Since E ends at ca. *B v 58, there should be a small 
gap of approximately one or two lines between the end of E 
and the first line of D (see under note 95 below). Much of 
the material in this section is compressed by E and D (= *B v 
44 ff.), as is evident from the fact that *B v 1-74 = Tablet 
IV 14-117 (see under note 7 above, and notes 95 and 117 
below). As a working hypothesis, it is here assumed that *B 
v 49-58 (= E iii 5-14) and 59 (= gap) represent a section of 
subdeities and servants in the circle of IStar (which actu-
ally continues into D); and it is further assumed that this 
section compresses two entries to a line. This explains the 
arrangement of lines 73-94 below. 

70. = E iii 2. 
71. = E iii 3. 
72. = E iii 4. The long list of Istar names that begin 

with nin probably ends with this line; see under note 48 
above. E draws a ruling line under this entry. 

73. = E iii 5 and eme:88. With this line, a section 
begins which probably included a lengthy list of the lesser 
deities and servants in the household of Istar (see under 

1. [dNin.x].gi.gar.[ra] 
2. [dNin.x].du1l.dull .ga 
3. [dNin]. r pes .gal 
4. [dNin].rx''.gu 
5. [dNin]. rx'.u4 .8AR.du7  
6. E Nin]. rx 1 .ag 
7. [dNin].gis.rx' 
8. [d] Inanna 
9. [dNin].rxl.tu 
10. [dNin].u4 .da 
11. [dNin]. rx .su 
12. [dNin]. rx'.ma 
13. [dNin]. rxl.ki 
14. [dNin.x]. rXl.nu.gâ.l 
15. [d-Nin.x.x] . rx1 
16. [ 	 ] 

A G 

E 
69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 
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rxl d rNi.n' .  C  

SU 

d rinan.na'.[ke4] 

be-lit ékalli(É.GAL) 

[AU] 

sukkal dNin.[e.gal. 

ke4]  

AU  

154  Tablet IV 

74. [ dNin.si.gar.an.na ] [AU] 

75. [2 gu4 .DÚB] [dInanna. ke4] 
E 

76. dNin.KA. r DU'.[ C 

77. [ C 

78. dNin.KA. rx'.[ C 

79. C C 

80. dNin.me. r x'.[ C 

81. [ C 

82. dNin. rx'.0 C 

83. C C 

84. dNin.rx'.[ C 

85. [ C 

86. dNin.[ C 

87. C C 

88. drNin'.[ C 

89. E C 

90. 
d C C 

91. E C 

note 69  

= eme:87. It is here assumed that E would crowd two 
to a single line; hence the present entry would cor

-to the unpreserved second half of E iii 5.  
See under note 73 above. 
= E iii 6. 
For the arrangement of this and the following lines, 
74 above. 

78. = E iii 7.  

80. = E iii 8.  

82. = E iii 9.  

84. = E iii 10. 
86. = E iii il. 
88. = E iii 12. 
90. E iii 13.  

Tablet IV 

92. d C  

93. E  

94. E  

95. d[  

96. d rX'.0  

97. dSES . AN . r x'  

98. dEn.me.ur4 .an.na  

99. 2 dingir.[gub.ba] 

100. dNin.é.gal 

101. d "(:)BU.[KA X GAN] 

102. d(di.kum) Di.ku5'um  

103. dÉ-kur-ri-tum 

92. = E iii 14.  
93. For the possible gap in lines 93 f., see under note  

69 above.  
95. In making the restoration of lines 95-117, the fol-

lowing factors were found helpful. The section of B v still  
preserved (= CT 24 33; obviously, King's line numbering is  
there only provisional, since he states, "the upper part of  

the column is missing") follows a contour that would make it  

approximately opposite B iv 74 (cf. CT 24 31). Since this  
segment of B v can be correlated with A vi (e.g., see line 130  
below), King's line "l" represents line 117 of the present  

tablet; hence *B v 74 = Tablet IV 117. K. 4349N + K. 4349U  
(CT 24 50, cited here as D) i 1 was found to make a probable  
join with B iv 63 (see under Tablet III 119); therefore D ii  

15 = *B v 74; and D should join B at King's line "1" (CT 24  

33). This means that D ii 1 should correspond to the present  
line and represent *B v 60.  

97. In King's copy of D ii 3, the traces of rx' appear 
to resemble a sign like DUMU. Cf. Tablet V 6. 

99.= D ii 3b and 4b. 
100. = Ao:201.  
101. = Ao:202.  
102. Gloss in D ii 6. 
103. dÉ-kur-ri-tum is identified with Istar in KAV 63 vi 

2 (see the collation by Weidner, AfK 2 80 note 7), but she 
appears in this list as an inferior deity in the household of 
Istar. See Tablet V 253 where she is listed as one of the two 
wives of dNin.gig.zi.da. 

DUB  d1n  
74. 

entries 
respond 

75. 
76. 
77. 

cf.  note 

^nna.ke4,  according to eme:87 f. 
above). The present entry represents one of 2 gu 4 . 
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D 	 D 

	

104. 	dKÙ.GI.bàn.da 

	

105. 	2 	rx'.[ 	 J 

8U 

d [  

1.18. 

106. 	dNin.bab.ba  E U] 119. 

107. 	d[ 	 J E U] 120. 

108. 	dPI8.6.g.gâl [8U] 

109. 	d [ 	 J [8U] 121. 

110. 	dKAL.da. rx.x' [ U] 122. 

111. 	[5 	 ] [d 	
. ke4] 123. 

112. 	dIn.na.sa 6 .ga  [8U] 124. 

113. 	[ 	 J [8U] 125. 
C 

114. 	dNi.gal.edin.na  [8U] 126. 

115. 	[ 	 J [8U] 127. 

116. 	4 ni.du# [ d 	 .ke4J 
B 

117. 	dInanna.unu7 .ki  as-[ka-i-tu] 128. 

d 104. See Tablet I 316 where he is listed as the husband 
of 	Nin.immax(SIQ7 ). 	 For the reading of the name, see An 	 A 

129. 

Anu 56.améli 129. 130. 

Tablet IV 

drinanna'.ZA.MÙS. 

UNU7 .ki 

dr inanna.Kis'.ki 

dInanna. [NÍG.DIR. 

IM].ki 

dInanna. rx'.[x]. rx' 

dInanna. rx'.[ 	J 

dInanna. rx'.[ 	J 

  J 

alnanna. rx'. rx'.[ ] 

dManna. GI X GAR. [x] 

dlnanna.GÂ X GAR. 

r sud' 

dInanna.A.ga.dè.[ki] 

dln.anna.A.ab.ba.ki  

dlnanna.ès.X  

157 

zu-[ba-li-tu] 

kis-[i-tu] 

za-i-[di-tu] 

su-[ 	 -tu] 

J 

J 

J 

J 

-ta -ma -[ 
	

J 

rma'-lik(:)-ka-[tu] 

be-lit Ak- r ka'-[di] 

ia-bi-i-[tu] 

be-lit É.AN.[x-tu] 
105. = D ii 7b and 8b. The summary may be interpreted 

as either 2 rdingir'.[gub.baJ or 2 r gu4'.[DÚB]. The traces 
of rx' would be favorable for either restoration. The deity 
in the second half of the line is probably dNin.é.gal, 
although dInanna may also be considered. 

107. = D ii 9b. 
109. = D ii 10b. 
111. = D ii lib. The name in the second half of the 

line was probably dInanna. 
113. = D ii 12b. 
115. = D ii 13b. 
116. The name in the second half of the line was proba-

bly dInanna. For ni.dub., see p. 15 note 51 above. 
117. For the relationship between B v 1 ff. (i.e., CT 24 

33) and D, see under note 95 above. It is clear that the two 
should join at this point. The present section presents a 
list of the epithets which Istar bore in her relationship to 
various geographical locations. For the present epithet of 
a6-[ka-i-tu], see LKU 51:2 (where the epithet appears as 
[d] rÂs'-ka-a-a-i-tum). 

118. See CT 21 31:1, where dlWanWa.ZA.168.UNU.ki  appears 
in a dedicatory inscription of Rim-Sin. See also YBT 9 38. 
For ZA.MUS.UNU.ki  = zabalam, see Meissner, AS no. 4 91 line 
111 and ZA NF 8 148 f.:lll. 

119. Probably corresponds to dKi-6i-tu; see KAR 214 ii 
32. 

120. For the place name Duunisaidi (written NÍG.DIR.IM. 
ki ), see RLA II 240. 

121. The epithet is not su-ba-li-tu (see line 134 below) 
nor su-ti-tu (see line 135 below). 

127. = B v 11 (King's numbering) and C-1 line 2. Cf. CT 
25 49:2  and CT 12 34a:19. Perhaps the epithet is to be 
emended to *ma-al(:)-ka-[tu], which would seem to be a better 
form. 

128. = B v 12, C-1 line 3, and C-2 obv.(:) (see Schroe-
der, KAV p. 1X under no. 73) 2. For be-lit Ak-ka-di, cf. K. 
252 (III R 66) iii 24 (= dNin.URI.ki ); KAR 214 ii 31; and 
MVAG 41/3 iii 36. 

130. The sign X appears as ZU in C-2 line 4, but this 
seems suspect (a name like dInanna.ès.ZU/SU may conceivably 
exist, but dlnanna.AB.ZU seems ruled out; the latter would 



133. dInanna.A.ku.uz.ki  

134. dlnanna.Su.bal.ki  

135. dInanna.`su^.ti.ID 

. dInanna.é.dam 

. dSi-i-la-ba-at 

. dIgi.bar.lú.ti 

. dKa.ba.lú.sa6  

. dE.da  

. dE.sa.pàr  

142. 5 inim.bal.bal 

143. [dA.ba.su.su] 

136  

137  

138  

139  

140  

141  

tal-la-ia-i-`tu' 

sul-ma-ni-tu 

a-ku-0i-tu 

su-ba-li-tu 

su-ti-tu 

e-da-mi-tu 

SU 

SU 

SU 

sU 

SU  

dlnanna.ke4  

[su]  

158 
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131. dInanna.gis.RI.SA  

132. dInanna.uru.silim.  

ma  

appear as alnanna. ZU.AB) . A reading of  es  for AB seems clear  
in view of É in the second half of the line (= bit). 

131. A vi 164 corroborates Tallquist's (AG 429) restora-
tion of C-1 line 6 (which should be read tal-la(:) and not 
ri-te). 

133. A vi 166 omits ki. 
134. C-1 line 9: su-bal-li-tu. A vi 167 omits ki. 
135. Perhaps the name is actually dlnanna.`su'.ti.â 

(since the last sign usually does not have the value id in 
Sumerian). One may also consider the possibility that the 
name might be a pseudo-ideogram (i.e., dInanna.`su 1 .ti.id ), 
which attempts to explain the Akkadian sutitu; but this is 
not completely convincing. 

136. C-1 line 11: é-dam-me-tu. Text = A vi 169. 
137. Ao:237 and B v 21: dSi-la-ba-at. 
138. = Ao:238.  
139. = Ao:239.  

d 140. Possibly = Ao:241. This would indicate that Ao:240 
( Nig.igi.kar.di.dul0) represents an extra name in this sec-
tion of Ao. 

141. = Ao:242.  
142. "the five translators of manna." 
143. Both A and B follow a tradition which mistakenly 

omits four names from this list of "18 messengers of Inanna"  

(see line 161 below). It is possible that C-1 line 18  

144. [ dAb.ta.gi4 .gi4] 

145. [dKA.PAP.KA.KA] 

146. dUb.da.du.du 

147. dDa.LU.du.du 

148. dA.sà.nu.gi4 .a 

149. dZa.ra.nu.gi4 .a 

150. dAma.nun.si  

151. dAma.sudx(KÀ X SU). 

dè.imin 

152. dMa-lak 

153. dMa.ra.li  

154. d(se.du) KAL 

155. d(ba.as.`tum'') [KAL]  

156. d(la.ma.su)KAL  

157. dDa.[da] 

represents one of these missing entries (it gives dKi.[ 	]). 
More likely is the possibility that the first three missing 
deities correspond to Ao:243-245 (which not only represent 
three entries not occurring elsewhere in this series, but 
also represent entries that are listed by Ao between the last 
inim.bal.bal deity and the name of the first "messenger" 
deity found in A and B). Therefore, the present line is 
restored from Ao:243. 

144. Restored from Ao:244; see under note 143 above. 
145. Restored from Ao:245; see under note 143 above. 
146. = A vi 175 and B v 24 (King's numbering). Ao:246 

writes the name as Ub.da.a.du.du. 
147. The name may be dDa.dab.du.du. In Ao:247, it 

appears as dDa.a.du.du. Text = A vi 176. 
148. Ao:248: dGis.ig.e.nu.gi4 .e. 
149. Ao:249: dZa.ra.e.nu.gi4 .e. 
150. Ao:250: dAma.dag.si . 
151. Ao:251: dAma.sud (:).dè.imin.bi. For KA X SU = 

s"udx , see MSL II p. 57 linex329.  
155. See AS no. 7 p. 25 line 292.  
157. = Ao:252.  

A B C  

• 
• 

A B C • 
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A B 

C 

dUs an2  

du 	.pa.  sikil 

dZíb.ba 

dTi.mú.a 

d "ALAM 

[ d ]Si.mú.a 

dZa.gul.kal.la  

[ d ]rAma 1 .me.til 

dDili.bad 

[d1]. r g&-.pad.du 

dA.rtal.nam.an  

[ dX].ri.a 

173. 

174. 

175. 

176. 

177. 

178. 

179. 

180. 

181. 

182. 

183. 

184. 

158. 

159. 

160. 

161. 

Tablet IV 

dDù.dù 
drX l .rxi 

[ dNin]. r gâr.nun'.na 

18 lú.kin.[gi4 .a] 

SU 

SU 

SU 

d rinanna 1 .[ke4 1 

162. d  Nin. rUG .UG 8U 

163. dNin.UG.AB 8U 

164. dUb.sa4ar(I ).ra r8U - 

165. dtb.líl.lâ 8U 

166. dUb.li.a 8U 

167. dUb.kalam.ma  SU 

168. dMúg.za.gìn.na  8U 

169. dBe-lit-tu-ur-ri 

170. 8 ubr-111.1â dlnanna.ke4  

171. dNin.gal.an.na  gar-rat gamê(AN-e) 

172. dNin.si4 .an.na  dIstar kakkabi (= dU+ 

GÙN.MUL) 

158. Ao:253: dDu.du. 
159. = A vi 187. B v 30b omitted the equivalent of 

either 159 or 160, but (since B is broken here) just which 
line was omitted cannot be determined. 

160. = A vi 188 and Ao:254. 
161. A vi 187b and B v 31 both agree in giving the 

number in the summary as "18," but both sources list only 
fourteen names (see under note 143 above). The additional 
four names were probably omitted by scribalversight. 

162. B v 32: dNin. rx 1 .[x]; A vii 1: [-Nin]. r UG'.UG. 
164. = Ao:255. 
167. = C-2 r.(:) 1 (The "Vs." of KAV 145 should be 

changed to Rs.; see Schroeder, KAV p. IX under no. 73) 
169. Ao:256: dBe-la-at-ur-ri. C-2 r. 3: dNfN.be-lit-

ur(:)-rru 5 , which is probably to be explained as containing 
an older glossed reading; the original reading of the tradi-
tion represented by C-2 was certainly *dNin.ur.ru. 

170. Lines 170-172 correspond to C-1 r. 1-3. 
171. C-2 r. 5:" dNin.ré 1 .gal. The present line should 

be compared with K. 6093 (CT 26 49; probably a duplicate of 
the excerpt tablet b, CT 25 31):5. 

172. = Ao:262; eme:89; and b r. ii 9.  

185. dMul.[an].a.diri 

186. [ 	 ].rx,  

187. dNin.[an].rne 

173. = Ao:257 and b r. ii l0a (unpreserved). B v 39: 
dr U1 .[sa.an]. C-2 r. 7: drÛr(:).sa.[an]. 

174. = Ao:258 and b r. ii 10b. 
175. The name is preceded by dittos in B v,40, but these 

are not found in the other texts. Instead of zib, C-2 r. 9 
gives NINDA2  X E. 

176. = Ao:259 and b r. ii llb. 
177. = Ao:260. Distinguish from dALAM in Tablet I 20 f. 

and in Tablet III 109. 
178. = Ao:264 (which gives the name as dSi.mú) and b r. 

ii 
 

12b. 
179. = Ao:261. 
180. = b r. ii 13b. C-1 r. 15 wrongly: [dAma].du

l 0
.bad. 

183. = B v 44a and A vii 21. b r. ii 14b: dE.ta.n.am.an. 
185. b r. ii 15b: dMul.an.diri.a. 
186. = A vii 24. 
187. = b r. ii 16b. In b r. ii 17 f . , there were four 

more names of dIgtar kakkabi listed, but only two of these 
are preserved: 

17. dGal.a.ru.ru  
18. rd'Nun.mú.a 

Tablet IV 
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A B C 
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A B  

Tablet IV 

188.  

189. 

dMa.. r di 1 .[an.na]  

dKab.[ta.zib.ta]  

dKab.ta 

tl 

190. [ dLÀL]  C"J 

191. dNin.[  J [dumu].a.ni 

192. drXl.[  J C J 

193. d C J C J 

194-231. (gap) 

188. = B v 47 and A vii 26. The first name is restored 
from Ao:265. 

189. = B v 48a. Restored from b r. ii 19b. 
190. = B v 48b (unpreserved). Restored from Ao:263. It 

is evident that Ao:263 should be placed in this section 
because dILL is given the pronunciation kab.ta (and is 
explained as TA. r gu-nu-u')in Ea : A : nagû IV (AS no. 7 p.  
22):213.  

192. = B v 50.  
193. = B v 51.  
194-231. It seems evident from Ao:267 ff. that the next 

entries in this series should be concerned with dDijmu.zi and 
his immediate circle. After this, one would expect to find 
dNa.na.a (= Ao:275 and eme:90) and her household. Unfortu-
nately, the section devoted to these deities, who occupied 
such an important place in the cult life of Babylonia and 
Assyria, is poorly preserved. Probably K. 4349Q (CT 24 46) 
belongs here, representing deities belonging to the circle of 
dNa.na.a. However, the ten lines that make up the fragment 
K. 4349Q can account for only a small part of the gap between 
lines 194 and 231 (plus the practically missing lines 232-
247). The exact restoration of lines 194-247 must await the 
appearance of better preserved duplicates of this section of 
the "Istar tablet," but one may tentatively, at least, pro-
pose that the gap included the following names from the 
Dumuzi section of Ao:267-274 (cf. the parallel sections in 
the "Smaller An : dA-nu-um" found in CT 24 19 ii 1-6 and CT 
25 7 K. 7663 + K. 11035 ii 1-9): 

267. dDumu.zi (= eme:76) 
268. dEn.nimgir.si  (= eme:77) 
269. dAma.usum 
270. dUsumgal.an.na  
271. dMe.nun.an.na  
272. dAma.usumgal.an.na  
273. dAm.a.ra.li  
274. dALAM 

Following these names, Ao:275-278 devotes four lines to dNa. 
na.a and her circle: 

Tablet IV 
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A  
232. d C J C 

233. d C J C 

234. 
d C J C 

235. d [  J  C 

236. d [  J C 

237. d C J C 

238. d C J C 

239. d [  J C 

240. drNin'.[  J  C 

241. d" [ J C 

242. drNin'.[  J C 

243. drX'.[  J C 

244. d [ ] 	rx,  C 

245.  [  J . rx.x 1  C 

246. [d ] rx 1 . VBALAG l  C 

275. •Na.na.a = eme:•0 
276. drDug.dug l  
277. dIn.nin.sa6 .ga  
278. dPA.a.ti 

Somewhere after these names, the present series must have 
listed the entries represented by K. 4349Q (CT 24 46): 

1. [dX].zajx] 	 C 	 J  
2. [d]Kid.kid 	 [ 	 J 
3. dEn.me.ur4.ur4 : M. rdami.[bi.nita] 
4. dTa.tag 	 SAL. x .[ 	J 
5. d(mu.ia.ti)PA+GANAM4 	rdam^.[ 	J 
6. dDI.mu.un.KA 	 C 	 J  
7. dNun.si.kur 	 [ 	 ]  
8. dKa.ni.sur.ra 	 [ 	 J  
9. dA.ba 	 [ 	 J 
10. dA.ba. r gal' 	 [ 	 ] ' 

These latter entries are assumed to belong somewhere in this 
present gap because of dKa.ni.sur.ra (K. 4349Q:8), who is 
known elsewhere as a daughter of dNa.na.a (see AfK 2 11 note 
5). However, the exact status of this fragment must remain 
rather uncertain lintil other duplicates provide a means of 
controlling this section. 

232-247. For possible entries in this section, see under 
note 194-231 above. 
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247. 

248. 

249. 

250. 

251. 

252. 

253. 

254. 

255. 

256. 

257. 

258. 

259. 

260.

 261. 

262. 

263. 

Tablet IV 

C d ]rx'.BAR 

[d ] rNin i .bi.an .'na' 

[ d]NE.zil.la  

[ d ]Nin.díb.ba  

rd'Nin.rib.ba 
rd,(a.nu)An.na 

rd,(a.r 	])Nu.na 

rd'Nin.sarx(BAR) 

r d ' La-ba-tum 

rd,,INANNA 
INANNA 

rd'Qa-as-tum 

[ d]"TU 

rd ' Edin  

[dJ(rX'.Su .Ú 

d ] (rx,) Ú 

[d ] (rx,) Ú 

[ d ] rX'.sa 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
rx , 	[ 

rX'.[ 

rX'.E 

It 

It 

SU 
It 

rse-Cru-ú] 

r x, 

C 

C 

C 

249. Cf. V R , 46 no. 1:9. Deimel, SL IV 339, 7, reads 
the name as dNe.sil.lâ. 

250. The name may have been in b r. ii 1. 
252. Possibly = b r. ii 3 and b r. ii 5. The gloss is 

in A vii 92. The sign represented by rx' resembles the 
beginning of r8U' . 

253. Gloss in A vii 93. The sign represented by rx' may 
be rSU'. 

254. The sign represented by rx' may be rU'. For dNin. 
sar (BAR), see Tablet I 29, where she is equated with dIstar. x  255. See CT 15 6 vii 6 where dIstar is addressed as 
lâbatum dIstar. See also An : Anu sâ améli 94. 

260. The traces of rx' resemble a sign like AM. 
261. The gloss in A vii 101 may actually be [sa]. r am'. 
262. The gloss in A vii 102 resembles that of A vii 101 

(see note 261 above). 
263. The sign represented by rX' may be NE, or it may 

represent [X]. rgis'. The sign SA may actually be rKÂR'. 

A 

Tablet IV 165 

264. [ d ]rGÍR' (ul)  .rGIR' C J 
265. C dJ'X'.edin. 1í1 ..`1â' C ] 
266. [ dX].redin'. [na] C 

267. [ dX].redini. [na] C 	].SI.0 

268. C 	 J E d]rx'.al.lu.la.rx' 

269. r dMaskim. ge h  .lú'. 

bar.rrai.na  

dbul.pa.e 

270. dNu.nu SU 

271. dUu.bu.ur.sè.igi. 

du8  

SU 

272. dA.tu.uri.ki  SU 

273. 6 makim edin.na.ke4  

274. Dim.sa.sa. dGaz.ba.a(:) 

275. dGaz.ba It 

264. The deity involved in this entry seems to be the 
same dGÍR.GÍR.E who figures in "The IIlyth of Inanna and 
Bilulu" (see JNES 12 169 and 174 f. line 90), but the gloss 
in A vii 104 would point to a reading of the name as dUl .ul 
instead of dGir.gir.e. Since the final -e was probably not x 

 written in this entry as a part of the name, the -e of dGir. 
gir.e in JNES 12 174:90 should represent a grammatical ele-
ment. It is obvious from line 259 above and from the lines 
that follow that the present section deals primarily with 
gods (and demons) of the EDIN. Note, however, that A vii 104 
draws a ruling line under the present entry. 

265. The name should be restored to something like 
[dEN].edin.lil. r lâ' or [dAma].edin.lil.lâ. (cf. JNES,12 168 
note 28) . 

266. Possibly [ d  Ama]. r edin'.[na]. 
267. Of these six ma"skim (see line 273 below), three 

appear to be identified with other deities. The first name 
is, unfortunately, poorly preserved. 

269. The same identification appears in Tablet I 187. 
274. The final a(:) in A vii 114 appears to be written 

over an erasure. The name of dGaz.ba.a may be compared with 
dGaz.ba.ba , who is known elsewhere as a daughter of dNa.na.a; 
see Zimmern, ZA 30 192 note 2; and Weidner, AfK 2 11 note 5. 

] 

] 
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276. dMe.me 

277. dBe-1t-bi-ri 

278. dE-ta-mi-tu 

279. dIs.ba.ra 

280. dTas-me-zi-ik-ru 

281. dSag.gar 1  

282. dtt UAR 

283. dAl.ma.nu  

284. dA6-ta-me-er 

285. dNin.4a1 

286. dMe.su.nu.su.du 

287. dUru.a1.6àr.ra 

d 

166 

A 

7 

288. Ma-an-si-at 

dIs..a.ra 

,t 

tt 

A 
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289. 	dNin.gis.bur.an.na  

	

290. 	dTab.an.na  

	

291. 	dTir.an.na  

167 

„ 

„ 

,t 

It  

SAL.sukkal dBe-lit- 

292. 	rd'Zi-li.-li-tum SAL. sukkal diia-an-

sa-at.ke4  

be-ri-ke4  293. 	rd'Lugal.gid.da dumu dTir.an.na  

dam.bi 294. rd"Gis.BU.ga  SU 
It 

tl 

295. [ dLugal.bàn.da] 

296. dub *4 kâm.ma [An 

[ U] 

dA-nu-um] 4 su 46 mu.bi 

dumu-a-ni 289. = b r. ii 7. 
291. = b r. ii 8. 	Cf. CT 18 28:16d and KAV 63 v 3. 
294. Possibly a scribal mistake for dGis.sù.ga ; cf. CT 

25 22:32 (a variant for dLugal.gis.sir.ra in Tablet VI 109). 
si-lu-tu 295. Catch-line for the next tablet regularly omitted by 

A. 
ma-an-sa-at 296. A vii 134: 	dub 5 kâm.ma. 	For this difference in 

numbering , see p. 7 note 26 above. 
If 

276. dMe.me is listed in Tablet V 139 as one of the 
names of dNin.kar.ra.ak. For another list of the names of 
dI5.1g.a.ra, see Tablet 1199 ff. 

277. = Tablet I 201. 
278. In Tablet I 202, the name appears as dE-ta-mi-tum. 
280. = Tablet I 203. 
281. Lines 281-283 list the names of a deity who is 

called "her husband." The goddess involved, at first glance, 
appears to be dTas-me-zi-ik-ru. However, since dAl.ma.nu  
(line 283) is known elsewhere (see K. 260:29, RA 14 24) as 
the husband of dI6.4a.ra, it seems better to understand the 
description "her husband" as referring to dI6.1g.a.ra of lines 
276-279 and not to dTas-me-zi-ik-ru. 

282. Lines 281 and 282 are to be compared with CT 29 45: 
7 ff., where d$AR and dSAG both have the pronunciation gloss 
sag.gar. 

283. See under note 281 above. 
286. The epithet di-lu-tu seems to represent an  Akkadian 

explanation, but its significance here is uncertain. This 
line should be compared with II R 62:72c, where dMe.nu.6u.du 7  
similarly has a gloss of si-lu-tu . 

287. This section is similarly given in b r. ii 6 ff. 
The present entry = b r. ii 6 (which writes ma-an-sa-at as 
ma-an-si-it. A similar section appears in K. 6093 (CT 26 49), 
which may be a small duplicate of b. 

SOURCES USED IN RECONSTRUCTING TABLET V 

A YBC 2401 

B K. 4349 (CT 24 20 ff.) 

C K. 2597 + K. 2944 + K. 12832 + D. T. 355 (CT 25 1-6) 

D K. 4349A+81 -7-27,51 (CT 24 47) 

E Ki. 1904-10-9,61 (RA 17 194 f.) 

F Rm. 11,289 (CT 25 29) 

G CBS 10805 (SLT 121) 

H K. 4349F (CT 24 49) 

I K. 4349D (CT 24 21) 

J VAT 9515 (KAV 69) 

K Rm. 930 (RA 17 183) 



Tablet V 

Ao AO. 5376 (TCL 15 25 ff.) 

eme Emesal list in MSL IV 

TABLET V 

1. [ d]Lugal.bàn.da 

2. . dNin. sún 

Tablet V 

5. dU.namedin.na  

6. d(di) SES.AN.tur 

7. dNumun.âb.sar.ra 

8. dUd (ud) .nam.gi6 ( gi). 

me.mu 

9. dE.rib (ri.ib)  

3. d(e)NIN.é.gu.la  

4. dTÚR X SAL (si.la)  

kur 

1. = Ao:279; eme:93; A vii 135; and G:1 (for an earlier 
treatment of G, see Jean, Babyloniaca 13 70 f.). For the 
reading of the name, see Weidner, AfK 2 14 note 1. 

2. = Ao:280 and eme:94. In VAT 7759 (AfK 2 4 f.) ii 10, 
which represents an old Babylonian copy of KAV 46:16 (= KAV 
63 i 50), the name is written dNin.sùn. Jean, Babyloniaca 13 
70 f. misread the right side of G:2 as i.[ 	]. 

3. The sign NIN occurs frequently in this tablet with 
glosses of either e or ni. Usually, these glosses are con-
sidered as giving direct indications of the reading of the 
sign in each case (i.e., e and ni4  respectively), but the 
question may be raised as -6o how the scribes could have indi-
cated in a simple way that the sign involved should be read 
nin rather than egi or ereS, and vice versa. In the case of 
uncommon signs, scribal practice generally was to write out 
the full indication of the pronunciation of the doubtful 
sign; .  but in the case of common signs which might be ambigu-
ous, there is evidence that the scribes used merely an abbre-
viated gloss to suggest the correct reading (see under Tablet 
II 21). For the reading of the sign NIN, there was no need 
to write out the elaborate gloss ni.in, for the reader would 
already be acquainted with that reading. All the scribe 
needed to give was a brief hint as to which of the two (or 
three) common values of the sign should be applied, and the 
reader himself could then supply the.. full pronunciation of 
the sign (cf. further under Tablet II 21 and Poebel, ZA 39 
142 note 1). This would mean, then, that the present entry 
should be read as either dEgi.é.gu.la  or dEreS.é.gu.la , but 
not dE .é.gu.la., 

45 G:4: dTÚR X SAL (Si.la) .za. Cf. dTÚR X SAL.kur.ra 
who appears in VAT 7849 (KAR 132; cf. Rit. acc. 101) ii 14, 
which suggests that the reading in A vii 138 is to be pre-
ferred to that of G:4. The sign ZA in G probably represents 
an old scribal error for KUR. The list of the "10 sons of 
Lugalbanda" begins with this line.  

10. dNunuz . é.b . b a 

11. dFn.men(me.en) .nim .  

si.na 

SU 

SU 

[ dLugal.bàn.da] 

SU sukkal d [Lugal. 

bàn.da] 

SU sukkal d [Nin.sún] 

SU "x i  [ dLugal.bàn.da] 

5. See Tablet VI 125. 
6. In view of the gloss (in G:6), one may wonder if SES 

in G represents a copyist's error for DIM; but the same name 
seems to be found also in Tablet IV 97. 

7. One may compare dNumun.âb in Ao:406. 
8. = G:8. A vii 142 is broken but seems to end in a 

sign which may be 'DUI'. After the name, G adds a puzzling 
gloss: ki. rsu'' . 

9. Jean, Babyloniaca
rsu'\

0 f., seems doubly wrong in 
reading the name as dE.kal, and the gloss as UR.ib. 

12. There is a broken place before TE in G:12, but there 
may be nothing missing, in which case, read dTe.nun.si.na . 

13. The gloss rxl appears to be a sign like SU. Je an , 
Babyloniaca 13 70 f., reads the name as dMéS-sa(?)-al-ra, and 
the gloss as uru (placing it with al). 

15. = A vii 148 and G:15. See Tablet III 234 where 
dLugal.4é.gâl(.la) = Adad; but in Ao:452, the name appears in 
a Nerigal list. 

17. In A vii 150, the sign after kur resembles either 
rLID' or 'MI'. 

A G 
SU 

dam.bi.SAL 

SU 

A G 

12. d [X].te.nun.si.na 

13. dMES.GAR.X(rx,) .ra 

14. 10 am dumu.[meS] 

15. dLugal.•e.gal 

16. dLugal.Ex].an.na 

17. dKur. rx 1 .[x].da 

169 168 
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28. dLugal.me.a 

29. dÌ-lí-mi-sar 

30. dU6 .nir.si .sâ 

31. dSu.ni.dugud 

32. 2 gu4 .DÚB 

33. dNin. (ni.ki.li .  

im) kilim(PÉS)  

sukkal dLugal.  

[marax(AMAR).da.k ]  

sukkal dNI.zu.[an.  

na.ke4 ]  

SU 

S^U 

dLugal.marax(AMAR).  

da.ke4  

SU  

A 

C 

170  

A  
18. 

Tablet V  

dAB (a) . r x l .[x.x]  [ J 

19. d(du)rX, .[x.x]  [ J 

20. dSID X A(me.[ze. 
 

emJ ).[SE.UNU.KI ]  

[ J 

21. d " [A]  E n ]  

22. dNin.gú.[e.sir.ka]  [dam.bi.SALI  

23. [ d ] r Lugal'.  [  J 

[marax(AMAR).da]  

24. d [  ["J 

25. dNj.zi.[an.na] [dam.bi.SAL] 

26. dTúg.nam.en. rna' J 

27. dTúg.nun.na  J 

20. Lines 20-22 are to be compared with (and restored 
from) CT 24 35:29-31 ("Smaller An : dA-nu-um"). The present 
line is restored from CT 24 35:30; cf. SBH p. 139 line 137. 
For the restoration of the gloss (in A vii 153), see MSL II 
p. 51 note 238.  

21. Restored from CT 24 35:29.  
22. Restored from OT 24 35:31.  
23. Restored from line 32 below. Note that in KAV 46:  

17 f. (see Weidner's emendation in AfK 2 14 note 1), also,  

the names of dLugal.mara (AMAR).da and dNi.zu.an.na  (see line 
25 below) appear together (as here). This line = Ao:282.  
For the distinction between dLugal.bàn.da and dLugal.  
marax(ANiAR).da, see Weidner, AfK 2 14 note 1. d  

24. Probably represents another name for Lugal.  

marc (AMAR).da. x 	 d  d  25. The name appears both as Ni.zi.an.na  (as here) and  
as Ni.zu.an.na  (as in line 29 below). Cf. the fact that in  
the old Babylonian text VAT 7759 (AfK 2 4) ii 12, the name  
appears as Ni.zi.an.na  while KAV 46:18 (the later duplicate  
of VAT 7759)  presents dNi.zu.an.na . The name appears in Ao: 
283 as Nin.zu.an.na , thus indicating that IM = ni in this 
name. 

26. = Ao:284, which varies, giving dTúg.nam.en dTúg. 
27. = Ao:285. See also KAV 63 iii 24 where dTúg.nun.na  

= dA-ri-tum (according to the collation of Weidner, AfK 2 72 
note 10). In KAV 65 iii 1, the name of the same deity is 
written [dTúg]. rnuni.an.na. 

34. dNin.kilim".ki.dù  

35. dNin.gada(KAD).ki.dù  

36. dNin.nig.ki .dù  

37. dTúg.túg 

28. Cf. aLugal.me in Tablet II 51. 
29. dÌ-li-mi-gar may represent the same deity as dIl-mi-

se-ru and dMi-g6.-ru, KAV 43 i 15, and dMi-sa-ru, Tablet III 
246 (who is the "son of Adad"). For dNi.zu.an.na , see note 
25 above.  

33. Gloss in C i 2. A vii  165 uses the older form of 
PAS. For the deity dNin.kilim(rS), see Zimmern, ZA NF 5 257  
note 3. The name represents a goddess in this context (see 
line 38 below); but, in other texts, a male deity is involved; 
cf. II R 60 i 23. The present line should correspond to the 
poorly preserved line in Ao:288. For the abbreviated gloss 
ni for nin, see note 3 above. 

34. Text = A vii 166. There, the dittos may reflect the 
existence of a parallel tradition (used by A) which agreed 
with C in giving a gloss to kilim(± ) in the previous line. 
C i 3: dNin.gi."(= kilim).dù. Obviously, the dittos in C 
are misplaced. The name corresponds to Ao:289: dNin.kilim. 
gi4 .dù(:). 	 d 

35. Text = C i 4. A vii 167: [ ] rNin." l gada.ki.dù. 
However, the dittos in the name in A are corrupt, as is seen 
from the corresponding entry in Ao:287: dNin.gada.ki .<dù>. 
Instead of dittos, C gives SU in the explanatory column. a  

37. = Ao:286. Cf. CT 25 11:33, where Túg.túg is  
equated with both dNin.kilim and dEPA (= dNinurta).  

it 

"  

tt 

tt 



SU  

dam.bi.SAL 

SU  

dam.bi.SAL 

sukkal dZa•ba4* rba4 ". 

r ke4 , 

sukkal dGÌR.UNU7 .GAL 
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38. d(n1)Nin.mar  (mu . ru) . 

ki  

39.
d(ni)Nin. (ur) ur . 5  

rki'  

40. dUs»mgal (ú.sum. gal)  

41. dMe.bur.sag  

42. d(ú.ra.as) IB  

43. dGú.an.ni.si .i1  
ku) T,  

44. dNin.uru  

45. dLa-ga-ma-al  

46. dIp-te (bi-it)bît(É)  

38. = Ao:291. Text = C i 7. A vii 170: r dNin.mur 1 .ki .  
For  IM = mur/muru, see Tablet III 207. For the abbreviated  

gloss ni for nin, see note 3 above.  
39. Glosses in C i 8. C omits rkil and writes dittos in 

place of U. For the gloss ni, see note 3 above. 
40. Gloss in C i 9.  
41. Text = C i 10. A vii 173 writes mur instead of mar. 
42. For dIB = dUras, see CT 25 11:25, where dIB not only 

has a gloss of u.ra.as, but is explained as representing "(= 
dNin.urta) sâ u4-da-ni-e. This would indicate that dIB (_ 
dUras) is a subname of diin.urta. Cf. also under Tablet I 
228. However dIB (= dUras = dNin.urta) should be distin- 
guished from ^-IB (= dUras) who figures as one of the fathers  
of Anu; see Tablet I 4. A vii 174 gives the gloss as ú.ra.as. 

43. Text = C i 12. A vii 175: dGù.an.ni.si.il  I rdIBl. 
Cf. CT 25 13:35 where d r Gú 1 .an.ni.si . r ir is similarly iden-
tified with dNin.urta. 

44. See Tablet I 232 where she is listed among the names 
of the wife of dltiin.urta. See also line 141 below, where the  
name appears among those of dNin.kar.ra.ak. 

45. dLa-ga-ma-al usually appears in Nerigal lists; cf. 
CT 24 36:64 and KAV 63 i 39 (see Weidner's collation, AfK 2 
12 note 12). In the explanatory column, C i 14 mistakenly 
writes dumu dÉ-a.ke4 . Cf. further, Tablet VI 8. 

46. Gloss in C i 15. On this name, see Landsberger, OLZ 
14 247.  

47. d(ni.ta) Nita  

48. dKi.gu.la  

49. dZa.ba4.ba4  

50. dBa.ú  

51. dPap (pa.ap .su.kal)  

sukkal  

52. dU.gor  

47. Gloss in all texts. For the extraneous horizontal 
stroke in F:4, see OLZ 13 99.  

48. Not necessarily to be identified with the son of Ea 
in Tablet II 284. Whether this name represents the same 
deity who appears in Tablet I 81 (as a gu4 .DUB of Anu) can 
hardly be determined. 

49. The pronunciation is given in KAV 46:6 (see Weid-
ner's collation in AfK 2 13 note 1) as r zal.ba.bu; see also 
under Tablet I 268; Ungnad, OLZ 25 202 f.; AS no. 7 2 :220 
(where MAL is given the pronunciation ba in the name Za.MAL. 
MAL). In A vii 181, the name is written dZa.ba .ba. 

50. The name occurs also as dBa.ba (e.g., SRT"5:41; see 
Falkenstein, ZA NF 11 171 and  Jacobsen, AS no. 11 104 note 
196) and possibly dBâbu(KA)(see RLA I 432 ff. and Finkel-
stein, JCS 7 131). See also KAV 46:14 where the name appears 
(with a pronunciation) as [bal.a.bu : d r Ba1 .(. The alternate 
spellings have led some (e.g., Falkenstein, OLZ 46 352 f.) to 
read her name as dBa.ba

ó 
 (note that Thureau-Dangin, RA 32 

150, proposed that U be read bu ). However, it seems just as 
likely that these alternate f or is of the name merely indicate 
instead that the name was pronounced Baia/.0 (so also Kraus, 
JCS 3 67, 69, 74). This would eliminate the necessity of 
using' the somewhat unusual value of ba6  for U (which probably 
would be glossed in C if this value were intended). aBa.ú 
appears here as the wife of dZa.ba .ba4 ; but, in line 58 
below, she is listed as the wife of dNin.gir.su. For a help-
ful study on the relationship of dBa.ú to dNin.i.si.na/dGu . 
la/dNin.kar.ra.ak, see Kraus, JCS 3 62-75.  

51. Gloss in C i 20. dPap.sukkal is more usually asso-
ciated with the circle of Anu; see Tablet I 33.  

52. dU.gur became the ideogram for Nerigal (e.g., see An 
: Anu sâ ameli 76 f.), but ,here the name appears as the 
sukkal of Nerigal. For dGIR.UNU .GAL, see Landsberger, JCS 9 
121 note 4 (who casts suspicion upon the usual transcription 
dNé.iri .zal). A vii 184 gives the mistaken but interesting 
variant lu-GIR.ra.gal. The present line corresponds to Ao:354. 

AC  F H  
A C  

H 

F 

dam .nita (mu-ut)  

dNin.kilim.ke4  

SU 

sukkal dNin.kilim . ke4  

sukkal dNin. r mùr(:) i .  

ki.ke4  

(gu.an.ni.si.i1.la .  

dam.bi.SAL  

dumu dUras(IB).ke4  

sukkal dUras.ke4  



dam.bi.SAL 

SU  

dam.bi. .SAL  

E U]  

["]  

dam.bi.SAL 

lt  

ama dBa.ú.ke4  

rlammai dBa.ú.ke4 

 [SU d ]Ba.ú 

[dumu].a.ni 

[é].ninnu.ke4  

A E FH  
65. 

66. 

67. 

Tablet V 

[ d ]Nin.gú(:).en. rna' 

[ 	 ].ni 

[ 	 ].'x'.ma  

175  

[é].rninnul.ke4  

[é.ninnu].ke4  

SU  

68. r 5 x1 .[x.x]  [ dBa]. r ú'.ke4  

69. [ ].ti  SU  

70.  [ I.rxl.gâl SU  

71.  [ ] .rx1 .ii (: )  SU  

72. [ ]. r kurl.ra SU 4 rx.x.x.ke4.1  

73.  [ I.rx.x.x 1  SU 

74. [ ].nigin SU 

75. 2 sukkal dNin.gú.en.na . r ke4l  

76. 

77.  

[  

[ 

] 	 rx,  

] . r x l  

SU 

SU 
A  

78. d[  
] 	 rx ^ SU  

174 	 Tablet V  

d 53. Si-i-sar-rat  

54. dAb.ú 

55. dGu.la 

56. dNin.gir.su 

57. dnrx,  

58. dBa.ú  

59. d " [  

60. dAb.ú 

61. dKal.kal. dBa.ú 

62. dG6(:).tum4 .dùg 

63. dTur.tur.su.gi  

64. dNab  

53. = Ao:355, which presents Si-i-sar-ra-at. 
54. = Ao:358. Note CT 25 13:27 where dAb.ú is identified 

with dNin.urta. The name is also written as dAb.ba (e.g., 
cf. under Tablet II 268, where dAb.ba and dAb.ú appear as 
textual variants); but this may imply nothing more than a 
pronunciation of *A .0/A -Q.a, as in the case of dBa.ú (see under  
note 50 above). C i 23 adds a poorly preserved explanation 
at the end of the line: [ 	].'AG' (unless 'AG' is to be 
emended to SAL(:), in which case, the explanation could pos-
sibly be restored to [dumu].SAL(:)). 

55. = Ao:360, which writes the name as dGú.lâ. For a 
helpful discussion on this deity, see Kraus, JCS 3 62-75. In 
line 137 below, she appears in the list of the names of dNin. 
i.si.in.na/dNin.kar.ra.ak.  

56. = eme:95• Cf. SLT 118:4, where dNin.gir.su appears 
in a similar context with dBa.ú and dAb.ú. 

58. See under note 50 above. 
59. Represented an ideogram for dBa.ú. 
60. dAb.ú as "the mother of dBa.ú" is certainly to be 

distinguished from the deity in line 54 above. 
61. On the reading of the name, cf. the similar name in 

Tablet I 281. 	 c7^ 
62. Wrongly written in H:16 as ^t.tum4.dùg. The size of 

the space before dBa.ú (in A viii 7) and the absence of ke 4 
 at the end of the line hardly permit any other restoration 

than [SU]. This would indicate an identification of dGâ. 
tum4. dùg with dBa.ú and agree with eme:96. 

65. See Tablet II 14 where the name occurs among the  
names of Dingir.ma4/Belit-ili. The reverse of E corresponds  
to lines 213 ff. below. This would place the obverse approxi-
mately here. The exact place of the obverse, however, cannot  
be determined with absolute finality since this section is  
broken in all the other duplicates. Nevertheless, its actual  
position cannot be off more than a couple of lines from that  
which is assigned to it here. Tentatively, it is assumed  
that the vertical stroke appearing in E:l corresponds to rNA 1  
at the end of dNin. gli. en.  rnai .  

66. = E:2.  
67. = E:3a.  
68. = E:3b. In the photograph of this fragment, which 

Dr. Landsberger placed at my disposal, the traces favor the 
number r 5 1  rather than r41 .  

72. In the photograph, the numeral "4" is clear; but the 
traces of the signs which follow are uncertain. The traces 
suggest ransel.nig.16. (cf. Oppenheim, JNES 4 172:360), but 
this does not fit this context. A reading of rx.bur'.lâ. 
ke4' seems also possible. The final rke4"  may prove to be 
kimin (as Meek has drawn it), but it is not clear. 

75. = E:9b.  
76. In the photograph, the sign represented by rx' 

resembles rE1.  

ACFH  



A. C  

K 

.94. dKAL.na. rx'.[ 	J  

95. dSag. dKAL. rne.[x] 

96. dNa.rú.[a] 

97. dGAL.USUM.kalam. 

rma i .[xJ  

98. dLugal.hus.a.ni . 

kur.ra.nu.íl.la  

99. 5 dingir.gub.ba  

100. dUSum.ur.sag.kur. 

ra.dib.dib.bi  

101. dGab (ga).hu3.gú.PA4+ 

Nk(zu.bi) ZU.AB 

102. dUsum.bar.8U.DIM4 . 

e.ninnu 

102a. (rú'.sum.ba.ra.ge. 

es.bu )  

103. dKur.ra.^us.a.ni. 

nu.kús.ù 

104. dDug4 .ga.lugal.a. 

ni.sâ.hun.gâ 

105. dNita (ni.ta) ,zi 

98. In A viii 39, the traces of the sign after ra resem-
ble GIS rather than NU.  

101. Text = C ii 12 and K:4. A viii 41: dGab.hus.bi .  
gù.bi.zu.bi .[x.x]. For PAtL  +NA = zu.bi, see K. 14047 (CT 19 

 25):8 and CT 12 10:24b. THe sign GAB is here given the  
abbreviated gloss ga; for similar abbreviated glosses, see  
under Tablet II 21.  

102. A viii 42: dUsum.bar.SU.USUM.é.rninnu 1 .  
102a. This gloss line for the entry in line 102 = C ii 15.  
103. A viii 43: dKur.ra.b.us.a.ni.nu.ù.rkús 1 .  
105. Gloss = C ii 18.  

SU 

é.ninnu.ke4  

SU 

SU 

SU 

SU 

SU 

SU 

176  

E 
79. 

80. 

Tablet V  

3 udug  

drX1.[ 	].rx'  

é.a.ke4  

udug é.a.ke4  

81. drNin 1 .[sig].rnunl [SU] 

82. dEngur.[ra] [SU]  

83. dNin.[engur.ra] [SU] 

84. dUn. runi.[ta.ba.ba ] [SU]  

85. [4 udug] [ dX.x.ke4] 
C 

86. dSAL.ME.[ 	] [SU]  

87. dEngur.[ra.x] SU  

88. dNun.na.[DI]  [ SU]  

89. C37 	rudugl dBa.ú.[ke4 ] 

90. dTúg. rki'.[ 	] SU  

91. dNin.GIL. rxl .[ 	] SU  

92. dNin.nig.E  [SU]  

93. [3 SAL]. r agrigl dBa.ú.ke4  

79. = E:12b. In the photograph, there is no determina-
tive before é.a; the "dingir" is a part of the sign UDUG. 

80. The final rx-  resembles GI or a sign that ends  
similarly (e.g., BIL). It seems strange that a fourth "pro-
tective deity of the temple/house" should be placed here  
separately instead of being added to the group in lines 76-79.  

81. = A viii 25. Lines 81-84 can be restored with the  
help of CT 24 36:37-40. The first name in this group, how-
ever, appears in CT 24 36:37 as dEn.sig.nun.  

82. See CT 24 36:38.  
83. See CT 24 36:39.  
84. See CT 24 36:40a.  
85. See CT 24 36:40b. The name of the missing deity  

appears to have been quite short. dBa.ú seems ruled out  
because her utukku appear summarized in line 89 below. Pos-
sibly, the missing name represents dGu.la.  

86. Lines 86-89 correspond to CT 24 36:41-43. The pres-
ent entry, however, appears in CT 24 36:41 as dGal.  

87. = C ii 1. CT 24 36:42 seems to offer a phonetic 
variant: dlm.kur.ra.ni  .in. This may point to a restoration 
of the present entry as -dFngur.ra.[nin]. 

88. In CT 24 36:43, the name appears as dEn.na.DI. 
89. = CT 24 36:43b and C ii 2. 
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A C K  

I 

108  
in ITT 3  

110  
111  
113  

[x]. 
116  

possibly 
to text 

117  
urinative 
Ao:361. 
JCS 3 70  
Poebel,  

118  
119  

A C I  

d Nin.gir.su. rke4^ 

dBa.ú.[ke4] 

SU  

SU 

dBa.ú.[ke4] 

dNin.tin.ug5. [ga] 

Tablet V 

106. dDug4 .ga.ni.si  

107. [7 gu4].DÚB  

108. dSag.s"u.nu.ba  

109. dNin.gal.KU  

110. dNin. rx l .na  

111. dU4.men(rme.en1) . 

s"u.gâl  

112. 4 gu4 .DÚB  

113. dEn.me. r te'.[x] su. 

su) .usu  

Tablet V  

120. d [X]. r sè(:)'.è.a 

121. d [ 	 ]  

122. [dNin].tin.ug5 .ga 

123. dEn .dag da.ag ) ,ga  

124. dEn.â (a) .nun 

124a. 

125. dPa.bil.sag  

179  

dam dNin.tin.ug 5 . 

r ga'.[keg] 

ama.arbus dGu.la. 

Cke4]  

um-mi ri-mi d"(= Gu. 

la) 

dam.bi.nita dam dGu. 

114. dNin. rd'Ba.ú 

115. 2 gu.za.lâ 

116. dKAL. rx'.[x] 

117. dNin.[ti].mud 

118. drNin'.[ti]. rmud'.  

kalam.ma 

119. d [Nin.ti.la ]. r ug5 1 . 

ga 

. Cf. dSag.su.nu.ub.ba  in SBH 47:18 and dSag.su.nu.ba  
4954.  
. Possibly dNin. rnun'.na. 
. Gloss partly preserved in A viii 50 and C ii 23. 
. The gloss in C ii 24 may refer to the reading of 

. In A viii 53, the signs indicated by rxI.[x] may 
represent the gloss r a l .[lad]. The line corresponds 
I:2 (where the SU is still preserved). 
. = text I:3 (which only preserves the second deter-
) and C ii 26. dNin.[ti].mud may be restored from 
For a helpful study on ŒNin.tin.ug  .ga, see Kraus, 
-73. For the reading of the name, gee especially 
ZA 39 140 ff.  
. According to the restoration of Kraus, JCS 3 71.  
. = Ao:362.  

120. = Ao:363 and text I:5a.  
123. = Ao:367. Gloss in C ii 32. See Kraus, JCS 3 76 f.  
124. Gloss in C ii 33. Kraus, JCS 3 77 calls attention  

to the fact that d-Rn.â.nun appears in an entirely different 
context in Ao:472 (almost loosely added at the end of Ao). 

124a. Akkadian gloss line in C ii 34. Lines 124 and 
124a correspond to text I:8-10, which varies as follows: 

8. [d]En.â.nun 	 ama.[ 	]  
9. is-ta-ra-nis sa-su-u  
10. um-mi ri-mi sa dGu.la ama.[ 	] 

Kraus, JCS 3 76, follows Langdon in restoring [gù.an.ni.si ] 
after ama in line 8. After ama in line 10, he restores 
[arbus dGu.la]. These restorations, however, cannot be veri-
fied with the present duplicates, and the variations in text 
I still remain obscure. 

125. Text I:11: dPa.bil.sag (= Ao:365). For a survey 
of the status of this deity in Isin, see Kraus, JCS 3 75 ff. 
The second half of this line is correctly interpreted by 
Kraus (p. 77) as representing the husband of dGu.la, and not 
of dEn.â.nun (as in AG 435). In CT 25 13:33, the name 
appears in a Ninurta list. 

127. = text I:12b. The name appears in Ao:366 as 
drLugal''.am.úr.ra. 

128. = Ao:368 f. and eme:97 (Nin.in.ni.si.an .rna^). C 
ii 37: dNin.i.si.in.na . For a detailed study of the goddess 

126. Nig.gú.ur5 .an.na  

127. dLugal.am.ur5 (ur). 

128. dNin.in.si.na  

r la l .Cke4] 

C"] 
ir 

dNin.kar.ra.[ak] 

tt 

tf  
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d"(= e)NIN.nigin3. 

gar.ra 

d " (= e) NIN.é.dam. 

kù.ga 

dGu.la 

dNin.um.ma.sig6 .ga  

dMe.me 

d e.me.6a6 .ga  

d(e) NN.uru  

d " (= e) NIN.mir (mi.  

ir).sig (si.ga) 

d't(=  e)NIN.uru. 

bí (bi)(!)  

d " (= e)NIN.uru.kù.ga  

dAma.gurus ( U.ru.  

us) .e.ne 

181 

tt 

tt 

IT 

It 

180 

C I 
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129. dNin.kar.ra.ak 

130. dNfN".IN.DUB 

131. dKur.ib (ib) .ba 

132. d [Mer]. r i', (me.er. 

 i.ku.ud)kud  

133. d(e) NIN.nig.gù (gu) . 

babbar(UD).ra 

134. d " (= e) NIN.tu9 .ng . 

la1.6u.du7 (tu.  

ni.ig.lâ.la .su. 

du) 

It 

IT 

TI 

" 

TT 

tt 

involved in this section, see Kraus, JCS 3 64-74. Kraus (p. 
69) assumes that the final ak in the name dNin.kar.ra.ak rep-
resents the genitive ending (tithe lady of the karts). In sup-
port of this, he compares the name with the Elamite deity In. 
usin.ak and the pair from Dilmun, dEn.s/za.ak and dMe.sikil. 

ak. Such an approach is not without its difficulties (the 
formula "dQueen/king/lord of x" certainly more normally 
appears without the full genitive ending. In fact Kraus, 
JCS 3 64, produces a dNin.kar as an older form of aNin.kar. 
ra.ak, which would seem to weaken any argument that dNin.kar. 
ra.ak represents an archaic form in which the final -ak rep-
resents a petrified genitive), but it seems more satisfactory 
than "Herrin von Karrak" (AG 409). The explanation of the 
name by Lambert (RA 47 36 f.) is based upon the older conten-
tion of Thureau-Dangin regarding the ending of the genitive; 
hence his arguments seem inconclusive. In the present line, 
the usual form of the name occurs, but see III R 66 13:7: 
dNin.ka.rak (not dNin.ka.sal, SL 921, 56). 

130. The dittos (in C ii 39) indicate that this entry 
represents an ideogram for dNin.kar.ra.ak. Following this 
name, C contains the gloss a-na e-re-es-in-dub-ba-ku, which 
represents the names of the signs used in this entry ;  

131. Text I:15: dKur.rib.ba ; Ao:37O: dKur.ra.ib.ba . 
132. Gloss in C ii 41. This entry probably corresponds 

to Ao:371, which presents dMas.ri.kú. 
133. Text = C ii 42. Text I:16 varies, giving dNIN.nig. 

KA X IM. rx'. The last sign of the name in text I may have 
been 'RA', although 'NA' has also been considered (cf. Meiss-
ner, OLZ 12 201). Ao:372 has dNfN.nig.KA.na .ra, which seems 
to be closer to the form in text I than to C. For the abbre-
viated gloss e for NIN, see note 3 above. 

134. Glosses in C ii 43. 

C I 
• 135.  

136.  

137.  

138.  

139.  

140.  

141.  

142.  

A 
143.  

D F 
144.  

145.  

135. = eme:99. 
136. = Ao:373. 
137. See note 55 above. Note that, as Kraus (JCS 3 68) 

has pointed out, although dGu.la appears here as the tenth in 
the list of the names of dNin.kar.ra.ak, ordinarily, all 
family and servant relationships of this goddess are described 
as re lationships of dGu.la (e.g., cf. lines 55, 124, and 125 
above) . 

138. For the reading, cf. dNin.nm.ma.sig.ga  who is iden-
tified with dGu.la in CT 25 8:4. 

139. See also Tablet III 39 and Tablet IV 276. In KAV 
63 ii 42, dMe.me is identified with dNin.mug (who appears in 
Tablet VI 21 as the wife of dI-s"um = dPa.bil.sag; on the 
latter as husband of dGu.la = dMe.me, see under note 125 
above) . 

140. = Ao:374. 
141. = Ao:375. For the abbreviated gloss, see note 3 

above . 
142. = Ao:376. 
143. = Ao:377: dNIN.uru.bi . The final bi in C ii 52 

certainly represents an older gloss. 
145. = Ao:378. Gloss in C ii 54. 
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ACDF  
146. dKà.(ka.ka)kà 

147. dt.A(e) .diri.ga 

148. dUm.me.ga.lâ.zi 

149. d(e) NIN.mâ.gur8 .ra 

150. dAma (a.ma.MU.ru)  

GI.LÍL.I A I 

151. dMâ.mu.un. (du) dù 

152. d(e)NIN .g(ga). bur. 

ra 

153. dt,(=  e)NIN.é.gi4.a 

154. dNin.é.ug5.ga  

155. dNin.ZA.Mt8.ki.LUL 

155a. (L}al.bi.li .ib) 

 

      

      

      

     

156. dAb.kù.ga  It 

      

146. = Ao:379. See also under Tablet III 39. This 
entry is to be distinguished from that of Tablet I 32, where 
dKà.kà is given as a name of dNin.subur. 

147. = Ao:380. Gloss in C ii 56 and F ii 4. For e as a 
gloss for A, cf. under Tablet III 120. 

148. D i 3: [dUm.me].rgâl'.zi. 
149. = Ao:381. For the abbreviated gloss, see note 3 

above. 
150. = Ao:382. Gloss in C ii 59 and (partly) in F ii 7. 

Meissner (OLZ 13 62) pointed out that MU in the gloss is 
probably wrong and that the gloss should read bu.ru (cf. MVAG 
12/3 20 ff.). The name, therefore, should be read dAma. 
burn . A viii 85 presents another vari ant for burux  in writ- 
ing the name dAma.[GI.LIL].MA. U.A. 

151. = Ao:383. Gloss in C ii 60 and F ii 8. 
152. = Ao:384. Glosses in C ii 61 and F ii 9 (for the 

abbreviated gloss e for NIN, see note 3 above). See also 
Tablet III 31. In A viii 87, the name seems to be given as 
dNlN. r é'.gar.ra. 

153. = eme:98, which gives the name as dNIN.ga.gi4 .a. 
154. = eme:101, which gives the name as dNin.gâ.ug  .ga. 
155. A viii 90: 41in. r ZA'.IV118.KI.BAL.rLUL 1 . D i 	• 

agrees with A; text = F ii 12 and C ii 64. 
155a. Gloss line = F ii 13 and C ii 65. 

A D F 
157. 

158.  

159. 

160.  

161.  

162.  

163.  

164.  

165.  

166.  

167.  

168.  

Tablet V 

dSa.me 

drX.x'.ut.tu 

d rNin. kur'.BAD  

dNin.[x].BAD 

dNin.[x].BAD 

dNin.a.[x.x]. rx' 

dNin.gis. rx'.ki.si. 

ga 

dNin. rx'.[ 	] 

dDa-mu 

dr ttl[ 	
] 

drX'.[  

dMa. rx' .ba 

183 

tt 

t 

run  

run  

[ 't7 

["] 

["] 

["] 

dumu.a.ni  

["] 

[dam dDa]-mu.ke4  

U 1 gu4 ..DÚB dr Da' -

mu.ke4  

160. Lines 160 and 161 may be compared with Ao:387 
(although the latter entry seems too long for the break), 
which has dNin.a.gâ. rx'.BAD. This name, however, seems 
excluded from line 162 by the traces in A viii 97. 

162. Cf. under note 160 above. The final rx' ends in a 
vertical in A viii 97. 

163. = A viii 98 plus D i 10. 
164. A viii 99 draws a ruling line under this entry, 

ending the names of dNin.kar.ra.ak. 
165. In Ao:298, dDa-mu appears in a different context. 

See also Kraus, JCS 3 80 f. 
166. Probably represented an ideogram for dDa-mu. 
167. In A viii 102, rx' appears to be the first half of 

KA or URU. One would expect the present line to contain the 
name of dGu.nu.ra (cf. Kraus, JCS 3 81 f.). In the corre-
sponding section of Ao (392, 393), dGu.nu.[ra] is followed by 
dKA. rx'. This may justify a tentative restoration of the 
present line: d r KA'.[x dGu.nu.ra I dam dDa]-mu.ke4 . The 
reading of dGu.nu.ra as dGu.sir.ra (as Deimel, Li IV 924, 8) 
appears to be supported by the ariant reading dGu.sir 4 .ra 
(cf. Deimel, Li IV 924, 7); but this seems to be inconclu-
sive, since it involves the moot question of the reading of 
the signs involved, as nu and  nu x  or sir and sir respec- 
tively; see further under Tablet III 4. 

168. = A viii 103. 



SU 

SU 

SU 

dGu.la.ke4  

SU 

é.gal.mal.ke4  

ni.dub. 

SU 

184 
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169. dr Ur 

170. d"(= Ur.mas).ur 

171. dUr.sà.bi.dùg.ga  

172. 3 r sukkal'' 

173. dNam.maJ. 

174. dSu.ma 

175. dSu . 4al . b i 

176. dSudx(KA X SU).bi. 

in.dug4 .ba .sa6  

177. Bi.in.dug4 .ba .6a6  

178. 5 udug 

179. dIgi.gùn.gùn 

180. dEn.zi.ni .sè 

169. = Ao:394. Also known as. dUr-ma-sum; see Kraus, JCS 
3 82; V R 46:17b; and Weidner, AfK 2 17 note 9•d 

170. The dittos cannot indicate here that "Ur is an 
ideogram for dUr.mas; the summary in line 172 would exclude 
this possibility. The only alternative explanation for the 
dittos is found in reading the name dUr.mas.ur. 

173. Lines 173-178 are to be compared with CT 24 36 :44-
48 (where these same names are listed as the utuk of, Gu. 

 la). The present line corresponds to Ao:396 (dNâm`nam.mat) 
and CT 24 36:44. Cf. also Tablet VII 41. 

174. = Ao:395 and CT 24 36:45. Cf. also FAR 16:23 f., 
where he is called "the faithful sukallu of Egalmab.." 

175. = CT 24 36:46. J:4: [dSu] .}al.b.al.bi. 
176. The name appears in a number of variant forms. CT 

24 36:47: dSud (:).bi.in.dug4 .ba.sa6 ; A viii 110: dSud .bi. 
in.dug4. .ba.si (the last si may be a graphic variant for sig 6 ); 
J:5: d-KA X LI.bi.in.dug .ba (:); Ao:398: dKA X LI.bi.in . 
dug ba.sa . D i 18 is certainly to be restored to dSud .bi. 
in(.).dug4 .<ba>.sa6.  For KA X SU = x'  see MSL II  D. 7 line 329. 

177. Text = J:6. A viii 111: 	Bi.in.dug4 .sa6 , which agrees with CT 24 36:48a. 
178. = CT 24 36:48b, which presents these names as the 

utukku of dGu.la. 
179. = Ao:397. Cf. Tablet III 151. D i 20 explains the 

name as ni.dub..ke 4,  but this seems corrupt. For the reading 
ni.dub., see p. 15 note 51 above. 

180. = Ao:399.  

181. dAma.tur 

182. dAma.ù.tu 

183. dAma.su.al.bi  

184. dAma. (tu) KA.an.ni.si  

185. 5 dingir.[gub].ba 

186. dNin.gal 

187. dNin.sâr.nun.na  

188. 2 gu4 .DtB 

189. dAma. su.}al.bi 

190. d(e)NIN.zu 

191. dBi-i-ir-du4  

192. dMa.nun.gal 

181. A viii 114: dAma.}e. 
183. Cf. RA 41 36 note 8; and line 189 below. 
184. Gloss in D i 22 (see Kraus, JCS 3 76 note 32). 
186. Since dNin.gal appears here as an inferior deity in 

the household of dGu.la, she does not necessarily represent 
the same deity as the wife of dEn.zu; see Tablet III 27. 

187. = Ao:254; cf. KAR 16 r. 11. 
189. It seems strange that this name should be singled 

out from the list in lines 180-185 above and repeated here. 
In C iii 2, rx-i  is given in place of sà. 

190. Text = C iii 3; A viii 121: dNIN.a.zu. The deity 
in the present entry, d(Le)NIN.(a).zu, is probably to be dis-
tinguished from dNin.a.zu in line 239 below. For the abbre-
viated gloss e for NIN, see note 3 above. 

191. A viii 122: dBi-it-du. Otherwise known as a 
Nerigal deity; see CT 24 36:63 (written dBi-it-du) and CT 25 
35 r. 25 (= CT 25 37:21) w ich gives the name with inexpli- 
cable glosses: [dBi]-irLni)-du( u). Cf. also line 303 below 

192. A viii 123: dMa.nu.gal. In KAV 78 r. 32, the name 
appears as dMa.nu.kal. In VAT 7759 (AfK 2 4) iv 15, which 
represents the old. Babylonian list corresponding to the later 
KAV 63 iii 26 and KAV 65 iii 3, the name is given as dMa.nun. 
na . In MAOG 4 315 note 2, Landsberger suggests that the name 
may have been derived from an earlier *dAma.nun.gal "great 
exalted mother." 

A 

D 

J 

A D J 

C 

SU 

SU 

SU 

SU 

dGu.la.ke4  

SU 

SU 
d Gu.la.ke4  

sà dingir.gub.ba  

dGu.la.ke4  

SU 
dam(mu-ut) dMa.nun.  

gal .ke4 . 

dam .bi . SAL  



SU  

dMa.nun.gal.ke4  

sukkal dBi-i-ir-du4 . 

ke4  

SU  

SU  

8U  

186 
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193. dNun.gal  

194. d" NIN.é.kur.ra 

195. dDimgul(:)  

196. dNin.gú.b.ar.an.na  

197. dNin.ti.$AL  

198. dDu-lum  

199. dUp-lum  

193. Text = A viii 124. C iii 6 and D i 30a have dittos 
instead of the name in the second half of the line. dNun.gal 
also occurs in KAV 63 iii 25 (where, according to Weidner's 
collation in AfK 2 72 note 10, she is equated with dA-ri-tum), 
but in VAT 7759 (AfK 2 4) iv 14 (the old Babylonian duplicate 
of KAV 63), the name is given as dNun(:).na. 

194. The dittos (in C iii 7) before the name seem puz-
zling. They may have been intended to represent pronuncia-
tion gloss dittos (in this case, reaching back to the gloss 
in line 190) similar to those in lines 134-136 above. More 
strictly applied, the dittos would appear to indicate that 
the present entry represents an  ideogram for the preceding 
name. There is, however, no compelling reason for applying 
this latter possibility to the present entry. 

195. In A viii 126, the signs are drawn in such a way 
that one might read byistake Mâ.as.dù. In C iii 8, the 
name is given as d"NIN.^dim.gul)M +&IUG. For the dittos in C, 
cf. note 194 above.  

196. Text = A viii 127. C iii 9: dNin.<gú>..ar.ra.an . 
na. In D i 32, dPa.bil.sag is given instead of maskim.sag. 
Since the signs BIL and MASKIM often resembl9 each other in 
late texts, it is possible that either dPa.bil.sag (in D i 
32) or maskim.sag (in C iii 9) is a mistake for the other.' 
The gloss (in C) may suggest that the entry seemed unusual to 
the scribe who wrote C. This may point to the possibility 
that the Vorlage of C also had dPa.bil.sag (see CT 25 13:33  
f., where dNin.gú.b.ar.an.na  and dPa.bil.sag again appear 
together, in a Ninurta list). 

197. Cf. CT 24 36:49: dKur.ra.ti.HAT, 1 udug dMa.nun. 
gal.rke • 

198. dDu-lum is doubtless the son of dMa.nun.gal rather 
than the son of the obscure deity in the preceding line. It 
must be admitted, however, that the arrangement here is 
ambiguous; although comparable arrangement is not without 
precedent (cf. line 125 above). 

199. Lines 199 and 200 represent the Akkadian and Sume-
rian words, respectively, for louse; see Fauna p. 20 line 249,  

200. d  "Ut}  

201. 2 gu4 .DÚB 

202. [ dE]-tu-ra-am-mi 

203. d [ U]sâ(sa)du1
(  du). 

ga 

204. dGis.su 

205. dGis.gìr 

206. dGis.gú 

207. dGi6. (r6e1) 6è  

208. dGi5.56.r. [dib] .dib  

209. dGis ( gi.es.[x]) .PA  

210. dU.[nu].dib 

dMa.nun.gal.ke4 

 NIGIR2 (na.gir) .en. 

nu.un 

and p. 126. But, apparently, these two entries are to be 
regarded as two separate deities, and not two forms of one 
deity (note the summary in line 201 below). 

200. See note 199 above. In C iii 13, dittos (followed 
by the expected numerical summary-see line 201 below) appear 
in place of U in the explanatory column. 

201. In C iii 13, the summary appears, at first glance, 
to be given as "4" instead of "2". The summary in C should, 
however, be interpreted as containing the dittos of the 
explanation in line 200 (see note 200 above) followed by the 
numeral "2." 

202. A viii 132: r dE 1 -tu-ra-me. 
203. Text = C iii 15. Lines 203-211 correspond to CT 24 

35:23-36.  
204. = CT 24 35:23b.  
205. = CT 24 35:24a.  
206. = CT 24 35:24b. d  
207. CT 24 35:25a: 	Gis.se.  
208. = CT 24 35:25b. D i 40: E Gi .sâr.dib.dib].bi. 
209. Omitted in CT 24 35:23-26.  
210. = CT 24 35:26: du.rnul.díb "who does not sleep." 
212. One may compare CT 24 35:32 f.:  

A C D  A C D  
d1 [Ma.nun.gal] 

It 

sukkal dMa.nun.gal 

maskim.sag
(ra-bi- su 

 [restu]) 

udug é.a.ke4 

 dumu.a.ni  

SU 

211. 8 1ú.kin.gi4 .a 

212. dNin.en. rnun , .PA 



C 

188 

213. 

214. 

215. 

216. 

217. 

218. 

218a. 

E 

Tablet V 

dNin.ki.gal 

dGù ( gu) .a.nu.si 

dAma.âb.zi.kur.ra 

dAl -la tum 

dGú.gal.an.na  

dMar.tu.lâ.an.ki  

dAl  -la -tum 

tt 

dam(mu-us-sa) .bi.nita 

ama nam.tar.ra.ke4  
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219. dNam.tar 

189 

sukkal dNin.ki.gal. 

ke4  

dam.bi.SAL 

dumu.SAL.a.ni  

MU dNin.gir.da.[ke4] 
(mu..al.dim Ni.gi. 

rir.da') 

220. 

221. 

222. 

222a 

d$us.bi. r sa6  

d$e.dim.kù 

dgà.[x.x].BAD 

ad.gi4 .gi4 

 (tu-mu-un-si-ir) 

32. aNin.PA 	NIGIR2 .en. rx l .[x.x] d  
33. Gu.la. x .[x] 

213. The name is, of course, usually read dEres.ki.gal 
(e.g., cf. AG 307). The reason for such a reading is based 
upon such syllabic writings of the name as dE.re.es.ki.i.ga. 
a.al (Bezold, EA no. 82:2). However, a reading of dEres.ki. 
gal seems to represent, at best, merely an  Akkadian form of 
the Sumerian dNin.ki.gal. Such an Akkadian form, no doubt, 
would have its basis in the equation NIN = ere (e.g., cf. 
the fact that the sign name of NIN is eres; see line 130 
above) and may be related to the equation e-re-su = sar-ra-
tum (D. T. 58 r. 13, CT 18 14). The emesal form (eme:102), 
however, contains GAgAN; and this would point to a Sumerian 
reading of dNin.ki.gal. The name, moreover, occurs in C iii 
24 without any gloss (not even the abbreviated gloss e, which 
could be taken to indicate the value eres; see note 3 above), 
even though C abounds in glosses and would be expected to 
exhibit such a gloss here if NIN were to be read eres. In 
Akkadian texts, therefore, the name should doubtless be read 
dEres-ki-gal, but there seems to be no compelling evidence 
for such a reading here nor in purely Sumerian texts. The 
name is written dNin.ki.gal.la  in VAT 7759 (AfK 2 4) iv 17 (= 
KAV 63 iii 28 and KAV 65 iii 5). The present line corre-
sponds to Ao:403, 404 (where the second name is written dAl-
lâ-tam). 

214. Gloss = C iii 25. See also line 297 below. 
215. E r. 1 f. writes ki.min in place of dittos. 
216. Cf. under note 213 above. 
217. E r. 3 writes nita2  instead of nita. 
218. = Ao:407, which omits ad.gi4 .gi  . Evidently, ad. 

gi4 .gi is only an  epithet here. Cf. Tablet VI 234. 
218a. This Akkadian gloss "mouse" (= C iii 30) appar-

ently is to be understood as referring to the name in line 
218, but in what sense is not immediately clear. For the 
meaning of the word, see Fauna 105 f. 

223. dNe.[dub..an]. r ki'. 

<sâr> 

224. drEn , . [nu]: gi4 . gi4 

225. 2 ni.dul. 

226. drUb 1 .da 

227. d"KI 

219. = Ao:408. E r. 5 gives only gU in the explanatory 
column. 

220. Also appears in CT 16 13:51 as the 
tar. Cf. further OLZ 12 202. 

221. Cf. CT 24 34:6. In C iii 33, the entry appears to 
be written: dGAN.LUGAL+ r GAN l .[X] I dumu(:). SAL.a.ni ; but 
LUGAT,+ r GAN' is here probably a mistake for RAB+GAN (which 
alternates with RAB+GAM as the sign for dim). 

222. dNin.gir.da appears in several variant forms; cf. 
under note 241 below. In E r. 8, the explanation is given 
as: MU dlr.da.ke4 . 

222a. The  gloss line, which glosses the explanation in 
line 222 above, is found in C iii 35. The equation in these 
lines, MU = mu..al.dim, agrees with MSL II p. 47 line 172. 

223. The name may be restored from KAR 142 r. iv 12 
where dNe.dub.an.ki .sâr (ne.dub. is doubtless a phonetic vari-
ant for ni.du.; see note 225 below) appears in a list of "the 
7 doormen of Ninkigal." 

224. Cf. KAR 142 r. iv 14. 
225. For the reading ni.dub, see p. 15 note 51 above. 

In E r. 10, the name is given as dNin.ki.gal. r la'.ke4 . 
226. A viii 154 omits the determinative before the last 

two names; C iii 38 and E r. 11, before <d>Er-se-tu (which 
they give as er-se-tum). 

227. dKI is here listed as an  ideogram for dUb.da. E r. 
12 gives dEr-se-tu, instead of dittos, in the explanatory 
column. 

gU 

gU 

dNin.ki.gal.ke4 

 <d>Er-Se-tu dAl -la-turn 

If 

wife of dNam. 

A C E 
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228. d(er- se-tu)KI 

229. d(am.ma)KUR  

230. d"(= am.ma) KI  

231. dIr.kal.la  

232. dIGI.KUR.ZA  

233. [ d ]Igi.kur 

234. dDan-ni-na 

235. dE-la-ma-tum 

236. dMu-tum 

237. dNam.ús 

238. d8i-ta-tar-ru 

Tablet V 

228. = A viii 156. Beginning with this line and through 
line 234, E writes ki.min instead of dittos. 

229. Cf. Tablet VI 249. 
230. The dittos here before dKI indicate that the gloss 

am.ma is to be repeated. 
231. See Meier, OLZ 46 214 and Weidner, AfK 2 73 note 8. 

C iii 43 gives 8U instead of dittos. In E r. 17, the name 
seems to have been [dIr.KAL].na (cf. AfK 2 73 note 8). 

232. See K. 8631 (RA 17 160) r. 4: IGI.KURLga.an .sir). 
ZA. 

233. Text = E r. 19. It is clear from the number of 
lines which C iii 38-46 devotes to this section that C con-
tained this entry. For IGI.KUR = 	see MAOG III/3 51: 
136. C iii 45 gives 8U instead of dittos. 

234. Cf. MAOG III/3 51:139, 144. 
235. E r. 20: [dE-la-ma]-tu. 
236. Cf. ZA 43 16:43. At the end of the line, C iii 48 

added the name of the deity in whose retinue this messenger 
belongs. Perhaps the broken name in C should be restored to 
d rNinl.[ki.gal.ke4]. 

237. dNam.us is here, obviously, the Sumerian equivalent 
of the preceding name. The dittos in the second half of the 
line reveal that only one deity is involved. If two separate 
deities were intended, a summary would have been given which 
would have read: 2 lú.kin.gi4 .a. These two entri9s hould 
be compared with the unpublished VAT 9712 iii 9: Lus)BAD 
mu-u-tú (Dr. Stephens kindly shared with me his collation of 
this line). E r. 21 gives ki.min in place of the dittos. 

238. For the name in the second half of the line, A viii 
166 gives dBAD-tu, in which the sign BAD is to be taken ideo-
graphically (cf. note 237 above). 

tt 

'7 

ti 

It 

tt 

7' 

dumu.SAL.a.ni  

1ú.kin.gi4 .a 

tt 

dumu.SAL dMu-tum 
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239. dNin.a.zu 8U 

240. d„ 8U 

241. dGÌR(ir) .da dam.bi.SAL 

242. dGÌR.kalam.ma  8U 

243. d8ui.â.zi.da 8U 

244. d ul.â.gùb.bu 8U 

245. d8U.$A.tur.abzu(ZA. 8U 

AB) 

246. dMugen.dù.kù.zu 8U 

247. dMas. (Se.e g ) Sg 8U . 

248. dEN.ME.MU  8U 

249. 7 dumu. rmer dGÌR. rdal .ke4  

239. = eme:l93 dNin.a.zu in this line should be dis- 
tinguished from dle3NIN.(a).zu in line 190 above. The deity 
involved in the present entry represents the well-known god 
of Esnunna, who is also identified with dTispak; see Jacob-
sen, AS no. 6 20 ff. In a cult hymn regarding the temple é. 
sikil of Esnunna (published by Zimmern, ZA NF 5 267 f.:7, 21 
f.), dNin.a.zu is called "the king of Esikil." In KAV 63 i 
27 (cf. Weidner, AfK 2 11 ii 2), he is called "lord of the 
(under)world (dEN.er-se-ti)," while in CT 25 8:13, he is 
equated with 1Nin.urta. Cf. also AnOr. 12 195 f. d  

240. dMU8 is here listed as an ideogram for Nin.a.zu 
and is carefully distinguished in this series from dMÚ8 _ 
dTispak (see under note 273 below); although dNin.a.zu is 
elsewhere equated with dMUS = dTispak (cf. under note 239 
above). Note that C iii 52 writes dittos in place of 8U. 

241. GIR with a,gloss ir should be compared with MSL III 
p. 209 line 563. dGlRda is written in several variant ways. 
In the corresponding section of Ao (401), the name appears as 
dNin.GÌR X GANA -tenfl.da (which may be read dKin.giri .da; 
see MSL III p. 1175 line 570). In eme:1O4, this entry xappears 
as dNin.gir.da (cf. also line 222 above). A later form of 
dNin.GÌR X GANA2-tentì.da is given in CT 25 8:14. Cf. also 
dNin.gir in note 249 below. 

242. = Ao:4O2: dGIR X GANA2-tenû.kalam.ma . 
247. Gloss in A viii 174. 
249. Instead of dGlR.da, C iii 60 gives dNin.gir. For 

other variant forms of this name, see under note 241 above. 
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A  
250. 	dNin.gis.zi.da  SU  261. 	d"MU. rx'  [  SU]  

251. 	dSAG X UR(gu.ud).  

me.lâm  

" 262. dIb-bu r sukkall  

263. dAl.rX 1 .[x]  

[dNin.gi6.zi].rda'.ke4 

 [SU] 

252. 	dj.zi.da.mia.a  r8Ul  264. 	d„(gu.da.rkul)1 [SU] 

253. dÉ-kur-ri-tum 

254. 2 dam 

SU  

dNin.gis.zi.da.<ke4>  

265. 	dLugal.sudx(KA X 

SU).[dè]  

[ SU]  

255. 	dAma.TÙR.ma  SU  266. 	[3  [ 	 ] 

256. 	dLa.bar.TÙR.ma  SU  267. 	dNam.su.[du7 ] [SU]  

257. 	dLugal.ki.USU.na  SU  268. 	dAma. rkù , .[ta] [SU]  

258. 	3 nin  dNin.gis.zi.da.<ke4> 269. 	[2  [ 

	

259. 	dLugal.sa.du6 .kù 

	

260. 	dNI.NI.na  

SU 
rU^ 

	

270. 	dU4.A.`AN' 

	

271. 	dGis.bàn.da.ka.zal 

[SU]  

[ SU]  

250. = Ao:303 and eme:10. 	Weidner, AfK 2 74 note 8 and  272. 	[2 	 ] [ 

Falkenstein, OLZ 46 354 read 	Nin.giz.zi.da, on the basis of  
syllabically written texts. 	For a detailed study concerning  

^73 _ 	d(ti6.pa.ak) 8  r8U1  
this deity, see E. Douglas Van Buren, Iraq 1 60 ff.  

251. This interesting entry represents a new name for  274. dÚ.kul.lâ SU  
dNin.gis.zi.da. 	For SAG X UR (= gu.ud), cf. MSL II p. 54  
line 296 and CT 11 25:40 (where SAG X UR is given the pronun- 275. dÙ  KA.lâ SU  
ciation gu.tu and is explained in Akkadian as qar-ra-du).  

The name should be read dGúd.me.16m.  264. Gloss = A ix 2.  
252. Following the name of dNin.gis.zi.da, Ao:304 lists  265. For KA X SU = sud x , see MSL II p. 57 line 329. 	Cf. 

only this one name of the wives of dNin.gis.zi.da; but in Ao,  

the name appears as dA.zi.mú.a.  
the Nerigal name dLugal.sud .de  in Tablet VI 87.  

267. Lines 267-269 correspond to CT 24 34:30 f. (=  
253. See also Tablet IV 103.  "Smaller An : dA-nu-um"). 	The present entry, however,  

dNin.gis.zi.da 254. It was not known before that 	 had a  appears in CT 24 34:30 as dNam. rx'.su.du7 .  
spouse, but A viii 178, 179 now makes it clear that he had  268. = CT 24 34:31.  
two wives.  270. Lines 270-272 correspond to CT 24 34:32 f. 	The  

255. TÙR may represent a graphic variant in lines 255 f.  
present entry appear in CT 24 34:32 as dU 4 .UU.A.AN.  

for silam. 	The name, therefore, may actually be dAm.a.silam. 271. = CT 24 34:33. 	
riMUS 	dNin.a.zu ma. 273. = Ao:405. 	Distinguish between 	= 

256. As in line 255, TUR may represent silam and the (see note 240 above) and dMn = dTispak. 	The present entry 
name may be dLa.bar.silam.ma . should be compared with CT 25 11:29, where dNil'TS has the gloss 

257. Cf. K. 2098 (CT 25 39):14. 	A name beginning with ti.is.pak and is equated with dNin.urta. 	Cf. also KAV 63 i 
LUGAL seems out of place in this group of "3 sisters of dNin. 26 (see AfK 2 11 note 8). 	Jacobsen (AS no. 6 28) points out 
gis.zi.da." 	See line 258 below. 	The name appears in Ao:436 that dNin.a.zu represented the older Sumerian god in 
as a Nerigal name. Eshnunna, whereas dTispak represented a later deity (related 

258. Cf. under note 257 above. 	C iii 65 f. seems to to the Hurrian Tesub) who replaced dNin.a.zu and became iden- 
have only two entries for these "sisters" of dNin.gis.zi.da. tified with him.  
The entry in C iii 67, then, may represent the name in line 
257 above.  

dKul.âb. 274. Ao:406: 	 Cf. CT 25 8:17. 



282. d"BAL.URU X MA8  

283. d"BAR.MAL.UAR  

284. dPap.pa.sa.nu  

285. dMe . sd4  

286. dE118.8É8  

287. d(is.ta. 	KA.DI ra.an ) 

194 
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276. [2 dam]  

277. dNa. r an1 .sa .ak  

278. dBa.gg.mu  

279. dUsum.ur.sag  

d  rTispakl.[keg] 

dumu dTispak.[ke4] 

sukkal dTispak. r ke41 

 SU 1 gu4 .DÚB 

dTispak.ke4  

288. d„(= is.ta.ra.an ) DI.  

KUD  

289. d„ (= is.ta.ra.ax) Gl.  

ZA.MÙ8  

290. d(qu-ud-ma)  

A C  

sukkal dKA.DI.ke4  

280. dBal.ur.ga.an  

281. dBAL. ( pa. pa(:).sa.  

nu)nu  

276. The restoration is conjectured from the arr angement 
in Ao:405, 406. 

278. Cf. ZA 41 292. 
279. Cf. Rm. 930 (RA 17 183):3.  
281. Lines 281-283 list three ideograms for this one son 

of Tispak; line 284 gives his name phonetically. For the 
present entry, the gloss = A ix 15. In C iv 1, the second 
half of the line is given as [dumu d] r Tispak'.a. r ke4'. 

285. In the second half of the line, C iv 6 gives dumu 
dTispak.a.ke4 . 

287. The clear gloss in A ix 21 reopens the que§tion of 
the reading of the name represented by the ideogram aKA.DI. 
Falkenstein (OLZ 46 353) upheld Weidner and Ebeling (Af0 9  
99) in the contention that the name should be read Sat(a)ran 
and that Scholz (ZA RF 7 304) was wrong in reading it  
Eatrana. 	It appears that a large part of the decision to  
read the name Sat(a)ran was based upon Langdon's copy of the  

emesal text CBS 112 (= PBS X/2 no. 13) r. 11. Apparently,  

this text was not collated before the decision was reached on  

the  ,reading of the name. In Af0 9 99 note 63a, a future  
explanation of the reading was promised, but this has not yet  
appeared (unless the brief note in Af0 16 24 may represent  
the promised justification of the reading. The referencesin  
Af0 16 24, however, are far from conclusive since they all  

represent imperfectly preserved texts). Drs. Kramer and:, . 

Edmund Gordon recently collated the text CBS 112 and, in  
addition, placed excellent photographs of this text at my  
disposal for further study. On the basis of these photographs  
and the collation of Drs. Kramer and Gordon, it appears that  
the reading in question supports neither Sat(a)ran nor  
Eatrana (although the latter is fairly close). The correct  
reading of this emesal line is: E.zé.ra na.âm.in.si (:) se.i.  
ti etc. (cf. the eme.KU line in VS II 8 iv 13 f.). Corre-
sponding to dKA.DI in the duplicate eme.KU text, the reading  
of E.zé.ra is of more than passing interest; but its cogency  
for the establishment of an eme.KU reading of the name may be  
rightfully doubted. However, the god dKA.DI (with his cult  
center at Dêr, near the Elamite border) probably bore a name  
that was more Elamite than Sumerian (cf. König, AfK 2 130 f.);  
and all attempts by the ancient scribe to reproduce his name  
in Sumerian phonemes (whether in the eme.KU dialect or in  
emesal) would be confronted with linguistic difficulties.  
The transcription of the name in emesal as E.zé.ra and in  
eme.KU as Ih.ta.ra.an  (and even possibly Sa.ta.ra.an-better  
texts for this reading may yet come to light) would seem to  
represent ancient attempts to render a foreign name in Sume-
rian writing. The actual name may even have contained a con-
sonantal cluster, e.g., *es/stra(n) or possibly */stra(n) >  
emesal *ez/sera(n) and eme.KU *e s/stara(n). dKA.DI appears  
also in KAV 47:12 (= KAV 63 ii 19), where the first column is 
to be restored to [is.ta.ra]. r an 1  (cf. KAV 47:13 where dGAL 
has the same pronunciation: [is].rta'.ra.an). For Weidner's 
earlier restoration of KAV 47:12 f., see AfK 2 15 f. note 13 
and AfK 2 131 note 4.  

288. dDI.KUD here represents an ideogram for dKA.DI (= 
is.ta.ra.an ) and is to be distinguished from other deities 
designated by the ideogram dDI.KUD; see under Tablet II 254. 
In C iv 8 f., the order of these two names is reversed; in C 
iv 9, dittos are given in place of 8U.  

289. C iv 10 adds the sign names involved (i-gi-su-ba-
ku) and writes dittos in place of 8U.  

290. Gloss = A ix 24. The gloss is given in C iv 11 as  
qú-ud-ma. Lines 290 f. are to be compared with Tablet VI 208  
f., 226 f.; and CT 12 15:28 f. (which gives the gloss as qu-
ud-mu and qa-ad-mu). One may also compare dQu-du-mu in KAR  
142 ii 21. The glosses indicate that the two entries contain  

dumu dTispak.ke4  

dumu dTispak.ke4  

S^U 

SU 

A  

C 
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291. d(qa-ad-ma) KUD 

292. d(zi-za-nu)KUR 

293. dTar
(tu.ur) .ma  

294. dI-tùr-ma-ti-su 

295. 2 dingir.gub.ba  

296. dLugal.GÌR.ra 

297. dKi.an.ni.si  

298. dMes.lam.ta.è.a 

299. dMa-mi-tum 

Akkadian names. For  the  meaning of the names, see CT 25 18:9 
(where qa-ad-mu is listed as a synonym of i-[lu]); von Soden, 
Die Synonymenlisten 1 vi 30 (where qu-ud-mu is equated with 
re-e-si) and 2:366 (where qu-du-mu is equated with ma.-ru). 

291. A ix 25 has dittos in place of dKA.DI.ke 4. In C iv 
12, the name is given as d(ra-a-zu). For the meaning of 
the name, see under note 290 above. 

292. See Tablet VI 248. Cf. dZi-za-nu who is equated 
with dNin.urta in CT 25 11:35. The present entry probably 
deals with the son of dKA.DI, not the son of the deity in 
line 291. For comparable ambiguous entries, see note 198 
above. 

293. Text = A ix 27. In C iv 14, the name appears as 
dTùr(tu.ur).DIM : (ma). The final gloss of this entry in C 
certainly represents a scribal desire to indicate the two 
variants in the textual traditions for this name. 

294. In C iv 15, the name is written dI-tùr-ma-ti-su. 
295. In C iv 15b, ba is omitted from the summary. 
296. = Ao:410. Certainly a Nerigal name; cf. CT 24 36: 

53; CT 25 35 r. 22, 24, 26; CT 25 37:22, 24; and eme:115 
(which Landsberger, MSL IV p. 10 line 115, reads dLugal.ir 9 . 
ra). 

297. The present entry seems to represent a variant tra-
dition for the name dGù.a.nu.si , which is listed in line 214 
above as one of the names of dNin.ki.gal. Such a variant 
tradition for the writing of the name existed even in old 
Babylonian times (as is evident from Ao:411 where the name is 
given as here, but with the gloss gù.a.nu). 

298. = Ao:412. A Nerigal name; cf. CT 25 35 r. 23 (= CT 
25 36 r. 29). In A ix 31, the name appears as dMes.lam.ta.è; 
cf. CT 24 36:53. For an attempt to analyze this name, see 
Lambert, RA 47 189. 

299. = Ao:419 and Tablet VI 3. In C iv 19, the name 
appears as dMa-mi-e. 
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300. dZi-mu si]kkal dLugal . GÌR. 

ra.ke4  

301. dZi.gar.ra sukkal elMes.lam.ta. 

è.a.ke4  

302. d(.a.ar) GUD  lú.kin.gi4.a el  Mas. 

tab.ba .ke4  

303. dKAL. (bir-du) EDIN 8U 

304. 
dK L. (sa-ra-ab)EDIN 8U 

305. <d>Dingir(i-la-an)  

dingir 

8U 

G 
306. dMas.tab.ba  

la-an 

300.300. C iv 20: dZi.mi.in.gi . 
301. C iv 21: dZi.gâ.ar.si . In A ix 34, the second 

half of the line appears as sukkal dMes.lam.ta.è. 
302. Text = C iv 22. In A ix 35, the gloss appears as 

4a.ra. See also under Tablet VI 207. The name dMas.tab.ba  
"the twins" refers here to the two Nerigal deities, dLugal. 
GÌR.ra and dIes.lam.ta.è.a, mentioned in lines 296-301 above 
(cf. also line 306 below). See CT 24 36:65 where dMas.tab.ba  
occurs in a Nerigal list. 

303. Text = A ix 36. C iv 23 writes the gloss as bi-ir-
du; and, in place of SU, C repeats the gloss. Cf. dBi-ir-du 
who appears in the Nerigal list CT 25 35 r. 25. The complex 
dKA.L.EDIN appears in lines 303, 304, 308, and 309, with a 
number of varying glosses that do not seem to represent indi-
cations of the pronunciations of the two signs individually. 
These glosses probably simply indicate vari ant pronunciations 
which the complex had as a whole. The present line should be 
compared with line 191 above, where dBi-i-ir-du o  (variant: 
dBi-it-du) is listed as the husband of dMa.nun.gal. 

304. Text = A ix 37. C iv 24 writes the gloss as sar-
ra-bu and then repeats the gloss in the explanatory half of 
the line. For the significance of the gloss, see under note 
303 above. The present entry should be compared with line 
309 below. 

305. Scribal practice seems to have been quite consist-
ent in omitting the determinative before names beginning with 
the sign AN; see under Tablet II 41. The gloss in the pres-
ent entry is obviously Akkadian, giving the dual form of the 
word for god. 

306. The explanatory half of the column "the two gods" 
indicates again that dMas.tab.ba  is not a single deity, but 

gu4  . DtJB dKA . D I . ke4 

 dumu.a.ni  

8U 

SU 

dKA.DI.ke4  

dam.bi.SAL 

8U 

dam.bi.SAL 
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307. d "A.BI 

308. dKAT'. (66-a-bu) EDIN 

309. dKAL.(sâ-ra-bu) EDIN  

310. dLugal.nam.tar.ra 

311. dLugal.a.ab.ba  

312. d(e)NIN.BÀD .na  

313. dGÌR.UNU.GAL 

314. dub 5 kâm.ma An dA 

t ! 

t t 

SU 

SU 

dam.bi.SAT, 

SU 

-nu-um 4 SU 43 mu.bi 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

0 

a 

b 

c 

d 

aa 

ab 

ac 

Ao 

eme 

Tablet VI 

K. 266 (CT 25 22, 23) 

K. 4349A+81-7-27,51 (CT 24 47) 

K. 2098 (CT 25 39) 

K. 7620 (CT 25 24) 

K. 8219 (CT 25 24) 

K. 2119 (CT 25 39) 

K. 7643 (CT 25 39) 

K. 4349Y (CT 24 35) 

K. 6037  (CT 25 23) 

K. 13666 (CT 25 33) 

K. 11928 (CT 25 38) 

K. 8220 (RA 17 159) 

K. 1194 (unpublished; see note 85 below) 

K. 7659 (CT 25 28) 

K. 13675  (CT 25 29) 

Sm. 941 (CT 29 47) 

K. 13591  (CT 19 10) 

Rm. 610 r. (CT 25 35) 

K. 29 r. 	(CT 25 36) 

K. 2108 (CT 25 37) 

AO. 5376 (TCL 15 25 ff.) 

Emesal list in MSL IV 

la

33 

gram 

for 

lâ-

the 

For 
for 

r. 

rather 
under 
writes 

adjective 

dittos. 

column  

a pair—aLugal.GIR.ra and aMes.lam.ta.è.a. 
note 302. 	In the second half of 
i-lu ki-lâ-la-an, while G r. 1 

-an]; text = A ix 39. 	The use of a 
was not an uncommon practice; 

sec. 	139. 
307. The dittos indicate that this 
for the previous entry. 
308. Text = A ix 41. 	C iv 28 replaces 

This means that C regards dKA.L.EDIN 
dMas.tab.ba . 	Both A and C indicate 

that this represents an ideogram 

See also 
the line, C iv 26 
gives iln(AN) rki 1 -[lâ-
plural noun with a dual 

see von Soden, AnOr. 

represents an ideo- 

the gloss with 
as an ideogram 

in the explanatory 
for ilü(AN.ME) ki- 

-ra-bu who appears in 
25 36 r. 30 and CT 25 

G r. 	3, 

ix 45: 	dNin.BAD.ga . 
abbreviated gloss e 

G r. 4, the name in the 

in C iv 32 and G 

"6"; 	see D. 7 note 26 
as SU+NIGIN 4, 40 mu. 

37:20). 

dLugal.ab.a. 

present 

above. 
bi.im. 

la-an. 
309. Cf. line 304 above and dSar

Nerigal list CT 25 35 r. 24 (= CT 

310. A ix 43: 	dLugal.nam.tar.re . 
311. C iv 30 gives the name as dLugal.ab.ba ; 

See Tablet VI 27. 
312. See under Tablet IV 37. 	A 

BAD.na, cf. Tablet VI 75. 	For the 
NIN, see under Tablet I 	21. 	In 

entry is given as de)NIN.NUN.BÀD.na . 
313. Catch-line for Tablet VI preserved 

5. 
314. A ix 46 gives the number as 

In G r. 7, the summary is given 

TABLET VI 

SOURCES USED IN RECONSTRUCTING TABLET VI 
A 

A YBC 2401 	
1. dGÌR.UNU7 .GAL 	I 	SU 

B K. 4349 (CT 24 20 ff.); see note 111 below. 	
.' Ao:418 and eme:106. The sign group dGÌR.UNU .GAL 

(and 1  GIR.UNU.GAL), which served as the common ideograi for 
Nerigal (although largely replaced by dU+GUR in late texts), 
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A  
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

[ d ] r La'.az 

 [d ] r Ma' -mi-tum 

[d ] r U4 	bu.bu.ul 

[ d ] r^us'.ki.a 

[d ] r I'-sar-k-di-su 

d [Gu4].nu.un.gi4 .a 

drLa'-ga-ma-al 

dr Ir'.ra 

dr Ir.ra'.gal 

r Ir.ra'.kal 

dam.bi.SAL 

dLa.az 

dGÌR.UNU7 .GAL 

T 

IT 

II 

I 

IT 

T 

TT 

has usually been read cNè.irill.gal by modern scholars. Dr. 
Landsberger, however, casts doubt upon this reading (see JCS 
'9 121 note 4 and MSL IV p. 12 note 5). For the present, it 
seems best to view dGÌR.UNU .GAL as an ideogram for this 
deity. The present tablet devotes considerable space to the 
names of Nerigal and the various gods connected with his 
circle. Conspicuously absent is Nin.ki.gal, who appears 
separately in Tablet V 213 ff. 

2. Cf. KAV 63 ii 41, where she is equated with dBa.ú. 
3. = Ao:419. See also Tablet V 299. , 
4. = Ao:420 (which has dt.bu.bu) and CT 24 36:62 ( dU.bu.  

bu.ul). See also ab r. 20. The broken space at the begin-
ning of the line in A ix 50, however, is not large enough to  

accomodate as large a sign as U. The space and the traces  
favor the sign UD. In this case, UD would seem to be only a  
phonetic variant for U. Cf. KAR 142 r. iii 30.  

5. = Ao:421.  

6. = Ao:422, which has dI-sar-ki-di-is-su. Cf. also KAV  
65 r. ii 17 (= KAV 63 ii 27).  

7. = Ao:423, which has dGu .â.nun.gi 4 .a. 
8. See Tablet V 45; CT 24 36:64; KAV 63 i 39 (cf. Weid-

ner's collation, AfK 2 12 note 12); and KAV 46:5 ([dLa]-gam-
al = dLa-ga-ma-al).  

9. The reverse of excerpt tablet a begins here (the  
"reverse," however, is wrongly designated, as may be seen  
from the colophon at the close of the "obverse"). For the  
restoration of the present entry, see CT 24 36:54; aa r. 15;  
ab r. 21; and KAV 65 r. ii 22. For the reading of the name,  

see Schroeder, ZA 35 146 f. and Weidner, AfK 2 17 note 4.  
10. See Tablet 1332 where dÌr.ra.gal is described as 

the husband of dNin.SAR and is equated with dGÌR.UNU.GAL. 
11. Cf. KAV 63 ii 34 (see Weidner's collation, AfK 2 17 

note 6) and aa r. 16 (= ab r. 22).  

12. dEn. r lil'.kur.ra 

13. dAt-mu 

14. d&a.bu.lâ 

15. dDa-ad- rmu' -us-tum 

16. dI-sum 

17. d I, KUD  

18. dPa. rbil'.sag 

19. dSila.a.gú. rx'.na 

20. dr lgul'.mi. r a.DU'.DU 

21. dNin. rmug' 

22. dNIN. (e) A.lâ.[x]. ' 

23. d8ID X A.ga.[ 	] 

24. dNIN. (e)A.ra. rx' 

12. = text a r. 6 (which preserves 111).  
14. = Ao:424: dSu.bu.la .  
15. = text a r. 9.  
16. Cf. ZA 43 17:56. The Sumerian name of this deity 

was dPA.sag(.gâ) = dUendur.sag(.gâ); see Poebel, ZA NF 5 143 
ff., 301. See also Weidner, AfK 2 76 note 1. 

18. One might expect to find here dPA.sag (see under 
note 16 above), but the present entry seems almo9t certain in 
A ix 64; cf. also under Tablet V 139. dPa.bil/bil.sag 
appears in Tablet V 125 as the husband of dGu.la. 

19. The traces of 'x' in A ix 65 favor a restoration of 
the sign EDIN, resulting in the name dSila.a.gú.edin.na . 

21. = eme:110. See also Weidner, AfK 2 18 note 1 and 
Tablet V 139. 

22. The gloss (in text I:2) is somewhat ambiguous. It 
could refer to the reading of either NIN  (cf.  under Tablet II  
21 and Tablet V 3) or A (cf. under Tablet III 120). 

23. Text I:3: dNIN e . r 1ù'.[1ù]. For the gloss in text 
I, see note 22 above. 

24. Gloss in text I:4. It is not clear whether the 
gloss refers to NIN or to A (cf. note 22 above). In A ix 70, 

 only a trace of the final winkelhaken (or a sloping wedge) of 
rx' is visible. One might consider the possibility that the 
name may have been dNIN.A.ra.rli' (cf. line 47 below). 

A  

I 

TT 

dam.bi.SAL 

dumu.a.ni  

dumu.SAL.a.ni  

sukkal.bi dumu d [X]. 

ke4  

dam.bi.SAL 

gU 

S^U 



A I  

n  

H 

35. dLugal.IGI. r NAGAR'. 

[GID]  

36. dLugal.gis.[x.x] 

37. rdLugal.gis ) .[ùr] 

38. drLugal.x^ [x] : drX.xi.}us : S^U 

rscU , (il.du)  

EN e-la-a-ti 

EN gu-su-ri 

39. d [Lugal].igi.GÌR 

40. d [Lugal.igi].rx'. 

gùn.nu 

41. d [Lugal.x]. r ga6 1 .ga 

42. d [Lugal].an.na 

43. d [Lugal].GÍR.ùr.ra 

44. d [Lugal].a.mâ.ru 

45. dr Lugal 1 .nam.tar.ru  

46. dLugal.rna^.rú.a 

47. dLugal.a.ra.li  

48. dLugal.silim.ma  

49. dLugal.é.sag.gâ 

50. dLugal.uru.sag.gâ 

51. dLugal. r ki'.sag.gâ 

52. dLugal.[x].a.ab.ba 

SU  (i.gi.a.lim) 

SU  (i.gi .gu. runu' .nu)  

SU  

SU  

SU  

SU  

SU  

SU  

EN er-se-ti. 

EN r sul'-mi 

SU  

SU  

SU  

SU  
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25. dKunx(I+LU).sà. r ga l  

26. 4 dumu.SAL  

27. dLugal.a.ab.ba  

28. dLugal.Id.da  

29. dLugal.tilla4(AN.  

AS.A.AN)  

30. dLugal.DUBUR.an.na  

31. dLugal.ka.gi.na  

32. dLugal.KA.gi .du7  

33. dLugal.nig.sa6 . r ga1  

34. dLugal.e.pa5. [ra]  

25. For the value kunx(I+LU), see MAOG 3/3 53:282; Af 0  
12 55; and ZA 41 230 ff. 

26. The deity whose name is missing in the explanatory 
column may have been dI-sum, but dGÌR.UNU 7 .GAL must also be 
considered. 

27. For dLugal.a.ab.ba , cf. Tablet V 311; Ao:416 
(dLugal.ab.a); and eme:107. The explanatory half of the line 
is broken away in both texts (except for traces of a vertical 
wedge in A ix 72), and the restoration is quite hypothetical. 
However, the names in the list which begins with this line 
are, obviously, Nerigal names (= the Nerigal section in Ao: 
425-455; cf. the similar sections in aa r. 1-18; ab r. 1-24; 
and ac:l-13). It may be possible that the present line omit-
ted an explanation and began the list abruptly with the sign 
SU, but it seems that some identification (such as that pro-
posed in the restoration) is necessary here. For dGIR.UNU 7 . 
GAL, see line 1 above. 

28. = eme:108, where Landsberger (MSL IV p. 10 line 108) 
reads dLugal.i .da. 

29. = Ao:426: dLugal.AN.AS.AN . Text I:8: dLugal.<AN>. 
AS.A.[AN].  

d 	30. Text = A ix 75. In text I:9,  the name is written 

35. Text I:14: dLugal.r_in.IGI.[X.X]. The traces in A 
ix 80 would also fit a restoration of dLugal.IGI. rKU1 .[DU]. 
The gloss (in A ix 80) might favor either restoration; cf. 
MAOG 3/3 49:88-90.  

38. There were apparently two names for this line in A 
ix 83.  

40. The name in A ix 85 may actually have been [a Lugal. 
igi].rh .gùn.nu. 

42. = ac:10.  
43. = aa r. 7 and ab r. 13. 
52. Possibly dLugal.[uru].a.ab.ba; cf. a similar title 

of Istar in Tablet IV 129. 

A I  
SU  

r d ,[  

r d-i[GÌR.UNU7 .GAL]  

rSU- 

rSu  

rSU, 
(rx.x,)  

rSul 

rSU,  

r u,  (eg.pa.ra) 

Lugal.kur.ran i .[na]. 
31. = Ao:430. Text I:10: dLugal.KA.LI .[x]. In A ix 

76b, there are traces of a small illegible gloss. 
34. The explanatory gloss (in A ix 79) calls to mind the 

proposal by Thureau-Dangin (RA 29 24 f.) that the Sumerian 
word for "c anal" was actually eg < Akkadian iku, but that the 
final consonant would not usually be seen except when followed 
by a vowel (e.g., in the name Ur.e.ga). Here, the sign E is 
glossed with eg. 



53. dLugal.[uru].bar.ra  

54. dLugal. ruru l .sà.ga  

55. dLugal. r uru i .kù.ga  

56. dLugal. ruru".pa.è 

dLugal: ESl.UNU7 .ki  

dLugal.KUL.UNU7 .ki  

drLugal'.I.si.in 

drLugar.A.pi.ak.ki  

dLugal.A.wa.an.ki  

dLugal.A.pi.sal.ki  

dLugal.AN.ZA . r KARi  

dLugal.e.na.bu. r UL 1  

dLugal. igi.}ur (bu)  

57.  

58.  

59.  

60. 

61. 

62. 

63.  

64.  

65.  

gU  

gU  

gU  

gU  

SU (1-" ri)  

su  (kul.la.ba ) 

gU  
su  (a.pi.ik) 
su  (a.ma.an) 

su  (a.pi.sal) 

gU  

SU  
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ra 

66. dLugal.igi.kur.ra 

67. dLugal.igi.kur.ra. 

mab. di  

53. = Ao:428.  
54. = Ao:429.  d 	 d 
59. = Ao:439: 	Lugal.I.si.in.ki . H:17: [ Lugal].i.si. 

in.[ki]. 
60. = Ao:438 (which omits the final ki). The pronuncia- 

tion gloss in the second half of the line would seem to cast 
doubt upon a reading of the name as *dLugal.A.wa.ak.ki; the 
latter would have been glossed with *a.ma.ak; cf. line 61 
below. 

d 
61. The gloss would certainly reflect an early reading 

of Lugal.A.wa.an.ki . 
62. See Gelb, AJSL 55 7o ff.  
63. = Ao:441; aa r. 4; ab r. 10; ac:7. For the place  

name involved, cf.  the  geographical list from 1"ippur, Sumer 3  
66:128.  

65. Gloss in M:l. The gloss probably gives an abbrevi- 
ated indication of the pronunciation (in a simple way indica-
ting that the pronunciation is bur, and not bar etc.). For  
similar abbreviated glosses, see under Tablet II 21.  

67. M:2: dLugal.igi.<kur>.ra.mab.di.  

68. dLugal.Bàd.URUDU. 

NAGAR.ki 

69. dLugal.sag.nu.gi4 .a 

70. dLugal.su.nu.gi4 .a 

71. dLugal.gis.sinig 

72. dLugal.GI.8.A. r TU'. 

GAB.LI ;? 

73. dLugal.edin.na  

74. dLugal.Gú.du6 .a.ki  

75. dLugal.BÀD.na  

76. dLugal.É.NUN. rNA" 

77. dLugal.é.an.na  

78. dLugal.sa.pàr 

79. dLugal.kù.nun.na  

80. dLugal.ki.gu.la  

68. Gloss in A ix 113. The name appears in A as dLugal.  
rPV.GAM.RA. r URUDU'.NAGAR. Note that PI.GAM.RA.URUDU.NAGAR  
interchanges here with Bàd.URUDU.NAGAR, but the gloss ti.bi. 

 

ra would apply to URUDU.NAGAR in either name. The entry in A 
 

may actually represent a copy of a slightly mutilated Vorlage 
 

which originally continued the theme of lines 66 and 67 above 
 

and gave the name as *dLugal.igi.kur.ra.tibira(URUDU.NAGAR).  
69. A ix 114: dLugal.sag.gi4 .a (which agrees with Ao:  432).  
71. = Ao:'I'I'i. Cf.Ao:'I'I'l. i 16. For Sinig(GAD+SUM+IR)  

= binu, see MSL III p. 116 line 233. 
72. = Ao:445. Cf. KAV 63 iii 17 and SBH p. 144 7:12. 
73. See KAR 142 i 40. In Ao:343, the name appears in a 

different section. See also aa r. 8 and ab r. 14. 
74. = Ao:437; aa r. 21; ab r. 27; ac:l6. 
75. For BAD.na, see under Tablet IV 37. 
76. = Ao:45O. The gloss appears both in A ix 121 and in 

E:1. Cf. Be-lit ak-ru-un-ni el-li, K. 7605 (RA 17 151):4. 
78. Cf. VAT-1193 (ZA 31 110) ii 8. 
79. = Ao:448.  
80. = Ao:451.  

A H  

M 

A 	M 

E 

C 

su  (rti.bil.ra)  

EN [er]- r se-tum' 

EN [la-ga-ma]-al 

[EN bi]-ri , -ni 

[EN ZAR].BAD 

[ U]  

[8U] 

[nU] 

rsU, (ag.ru.na )  

r  ^4 U ,  

gU  

,gU  

gU  
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81. dLugal.an.né.pà.da 

82. dLugal.me. (du)dù  

83. dLugal.me.su.du7  

84. dLugal.me.ur4 .ur4  

85. dLugal.me.lâm.ma  

86. dLugal.KA.dù.dù 

87. dLuga1.6udx(KA X 

8u).dè 

88. dLugal.ki.sur.ra 

89. dLugal.ki.dunx(BUR). 

na 

90. dLugal.ki.sâ (sa) .a 

91. dLugal.6..du10 .ga 

92. dLugal.â.dib.dib 

93. dLugal.nig.kas. (za.  

an.rX')r SAG'.[x] 

206 

A C E 

D 

94. Gloss = E:19 and probably N:l. Instead of su.qum. 
bi. rx', the gloss may have been su.qum.r8IM' (the last part 
of the gloss appears to be r8IM' in N, at least). D ii 6a: 
dLugal.KU.qum.rxi, which may represent an older scribal error 
for *dLugal.su.qum.rx'. 

95. = N:2. In Ao:456, the name appears as dImin.gu . D 
draws a ruling line under this entry, which would indicate 
the end of the long list of special Nerigal names. 

96. = Ao:457. Gloss in E:21. 
99. In N:5, the name appears as [ d ] r Lugal'.ni.sa6 . 
100. Gloss in N:6. In E:26, the gloss appears as en.bi. 

bi. 
102. N:7: rd 'Ìr (ir)  .ra d 	 (which corresponds to the emesal 

Umun.ir.ra, in eme:115). Text = E:27. For GIR = ir0 , cf. MSL III p. 209 line 563 (see also Tablet V 241). Accdrding 
to eme:115, the name appears as dLugal.ir 9 .ra in some tradi-
tions. 

103. N:8: [d]r j,,(• GÌR
'.1a. The gloss in N apparently 

is used to indicate the alternative tradition for this name; 
cf. p. 31 above. 

104. Gloss in E:29 and N:9. 
105. N:10: [d]NAR.4u6. Text = D ii 9. 
106. = A ix 140 and N:11. The name is probably r d '[Hus]. 

rx'.ga. 

CDEN  
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8u 

8U 

94. dLugal.nig. (su. qum.  

bi.rx1) [x]  
Su 

8U 95. dLugal.imin(7).gi 8u 

8u 96. d(e)NIN.u.ru.bar.ra gU 

8U 97. dNin.ki.sur. rra' 8u 

SU (su.du.}i) 98. dljul.nu.zu 8u 

8u 99. dliul.ni.sa6  8U 

100. (bi.bi dEn.bi. 8U 

8u 101. dNIN.NE. rRA' 8U 

Su 102. dIr9 (ir) .ra  8U 

103. dGÌR.la 8U 

8u 104. dEn. (ki.bi.ir ) U+A SU 

105. d11116. uru  8U 
A 

8u 106. rd, [X]. rx'.ga 8u 

Su 107. dLugal.bus.ki .a 8u 

82. Gloss in E:7. 
83. = Ao:442. 
84. For the relationship of D to B, see under note 111 

below. 
85. Dr. Landsberger has called my attention to the 

unpublished fragment K. 11194 (cited here as 0), which begins 
at this point. Traces of the final ma are visible in 0:1. 

86. The enigmatic gloss 6u.du.4i in A ix 130 may not 
actually belong to this line, but to the next. Because the 
left half of the column is broken at this point in A, one can 
apply this gloss only with caution. 

87. Cf. Tablet V 265. For KA X U = sudx , see MSL II p. 
57 line 329. 

89. = Ao:436. For BÚR = dunx , see MSL II p. 89 line 805. 
90. = Ao : 311 and D ii 4a. D, being a fragment of B (cf. 

 under note 111 below), obviously crowds two entries to a line 
here. Gloss in E:15. 0:6: [d] rLugal'.ki.sâ.a. 

91. 0:7: [d]'Lugal'.â.du110.ga. 
92. D ii 5a: dLugal.dib.Ldib]. 0:8: [ dLugal]. r â'.dib. 

dib.bi. 
93. Gloss in E:18. The final sign in the gloss may be 

VGA'. The traces of the final sign of the name in 0:9 resem-
ble r DU', but this is uncertain. 



mu.uig..ra 

'r 

dKu-ú-sum  

ú- r mu' 

"(= ú-mu) ali 

8U 

SU 

kat-til-lu 

ilu lim-nu-um 

II 

ri 

r' 
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108. dLugal.bus.a 

109. dLugal.gis.sir.ra 

110. aLugal.gis.dù.a 
J K 

111. aLugal.gis.nâ.a 

112. d
U4 '

(ú.uk) uk 

113. dU4 .uk.uru 

114. dU4 .uk.uru.tab.ba  

115. dU4.uk.ka.dù.a 

108. = A ix 142• N:13; C ii 31. 

111. C ii 34: 	Gis.nâ.a. The second name is to be 
compared with d'Ku.ú.6u -1 , KAR 142 i 39. The fragment K. 
4349Y (CT 24 35, cited here as J), which begins here, actu-
ally should prove to be a join to K. 4349A+81 -7-27,51 (CT 24 
47, cited here as D). From their museum numbers, both of 
these texts seem to be fragments of B. If so, they would 
seento represent col. vii of the obverse of B (note that 
col. i of D contains material that precedes col. ii; hence 
this fragment can not represent a part of the reverse). This 
would seem to indicate that the "great god-list," K. 4349, 
contained seven columns on each side, and that it was, there-
fore, somewhat larger than is indicated in CT 24 20 ff. I 
wrote to Mr. D. J. Wiseman of the British Museum about this 
possibility. But he was unable to find any physical join 
between K. 4349Y and K. 4349A+81-7-27,51 and the larger 
tablet; he felt that since col. v of K. 4349 is already 
tapering, the original tablet would only allow for six col-
umns on each side. In view of this, exemplars D and J may 
not actually be fragments of B, after all (in spite of their 
museum numbers), but may, instead, represent still another 
large tablet of a similar nature. 

d 	112. Text = A ix 146. C ii 35 : dUk I dU4-mu .  D ii 14: 

ki. 
114. Text = A ix 148. C ii 37 and K:4: dUk.ka.tab.ba , 

but this must represent a scribal mistake; the form dUk.ka. 
tab.ba  appears later, in line 116 below. D ii 15 seems to 
follow a tradition that contained a similar mistake (D ii 15 
and 16 are wrongly identical), giving dU .uk.ka.tab.ba. 

11.5. Text = A ix 149. C ii 38 and E:5: 	dUk.ka.du8 .a. 
J:3: dU4 .uk.ka(:).[dù.a]. 
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ra.an.na  

122. <d>Dingir.bul 

123. dKin.gal.u4 .da 

124. dGal5 .l6..gal 

125. dU4 .nam.edin.na 	dÌr.ra.ba.ba  

116. Text = A ix 150. C ii 39 and K:6: dUk.ka.tab.ba  
(cf. under note 114 above). In C, the second half of the 
line appears as ka-at-te-el-lum. 

117. Text = D ii 17. A ix 151: <d>Dingir.BIR. As with 
names beginning with the element An (see under Tablet II 41 
and Tablet V 305), divine names beginning with Dingir usually 
omit the determinative It is here assumed that such names 
may be recognized by the form: <d>Dingir.(adjective); cf. 
<d>Dingir.mal. in Tablet II 1. Occasionally, this form is 
found with the determinative (as in Tablet VII 13-18). 

118. J:5: dUr(:). r gu(!).la(:)-'. 
119. Text = A ix 153 and D ii 18. C ii 40: ,Sag.gal. 

K:7: d8UR.gal. For the interchange of SAG with 8ÚR (= gunu 
of SAG), cf. Meissner, OLZ 13 65. 

121. Cf. Tablet I 187. Text = C ii 42. A ix 155 omits 
final na and um. D ii 19 omits ge 6 . 

122. C ii 43• dKi.4ul. 
123. J:8: d(!) r Kin(:) 1 .gal.u4 .da. 
124. The small excerpt fragment b begins with this line. 
125. In place of edin, A ix 159 gives BI.GAR, resulting 

in the name dU4 .nam.BI.GAR.na . This variant seems somewhat 
perplexing, for, although BI.GAR is known in early Sumerian 
economic texts (cf. Deimel, 8L II 214c), it seems unknown in 
later texts. One might consider the possibility that BI.GAR 
is here a variant for edin, with the value of edin i ; but this 
would be hapax and unconvincing. Another possibility would 
be that the Vorlage used by A was badly damaged at this point 
and possibly originally contained edin. BI.GAR in A would 
then represent a scribal attempt to reproduce what seemed to 
be on the damaged tablet. The second name in the present 
entry appears in J:10 as dir.ra.ba .zu. 

109. C ii 32: &Gis. r sù 1 .ga  I dMu.út..ra. 
ra, CT 24 36:63 (in a Nerigal list). Cf. also 

110. = Ao:443. C ii 33: dGis.dù.a. Cf. 
I 226. Cf. also lined  137 below. 

Cf. dMu.ub. 
Tablet IV 294. 
under Tablet 

U4.uk • u4-mu. d 	 d 113. C ii 36 and K:3: 	Uk.dingir.uru.ki  I U4-um it âli 

A C D J K 

L 

dU4 .uk.ka.tab.ba  
<d>Dingir.bus 

dUr.gu.la  

dSag.kal 

dKa.ta.è 

dMaskim.ge6 .lú.4ar. 



126. dUk.dib.bi.b.us  

127. dMaskim.ge6 .1ú.4ar. 

ra.an.na  

128. d(rall-mu)SID  X A 

129. d(ral1-la-mu)SID X A 

dLUM.ma  

d(ú.dug)UDUG 

d,(= ú.dug)UDUG 

d„(= ú.dug)UDUG 

134. dSa.as.DU (6a) .mu 

135. dLugal.AG.AG.es  

136. dLugal.gis.búr 

137. dl,ugal.gis.dù.a 

138. dLugal.NI.TUK.ab.ba  

dMus.tab.ba.ab.bu 

,t 

dAl-mu 

dAl-la-mu 

dGal-lu-u 

ú-tuk-ku 

se-e-du 

ra-bi-su 

8U 

8U 

8U 

8U 

8U 

AC D J L 

130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 

128. Gloss in A ix 160. C ii 49 4nd L:7 (in the gloss) 
add the sign name: um-bi-sag-ga-ku; cf. MSL II p. 51 note 

 238; and Tablet I 158. C ii 49 gives SID instead of SID X A. 
For dAl-mu, cf. aa r. 22; ab r. 28; ac:19; CT 24 36:66; and 
AS no. 7 p. 15 line 19. C writes only SU in the explanatory 
column. 

129. Gloss in A ix 161. In L:8, the gloss appears as a-
la-mu. For dAl-la-mu, cf. aa r. 23; ab r. 29; and AS no. 7 
p. 15 line 20 (which has dA-la-mu). C ii 50 writes only SU 
in the explanatory column. 

130. Possibly = c:l f. Text c may be more than an 
excerpt tablet; but, because of its fragmentary size, its 
exact status can hardly be determined. Its resemblance to 
the excerpt tablet b may be only coincidental. Text d may 
another fragmentary excerpt of this section. 

131. = b ii 2; c:3; d:l. 
132. = b ii 3; c:4; d:2. 
133. = b ii 4; c:5; d:3. 
134. = b ii 5. Gloss in A ix 166. Read d8a.as. sa4 .mu . 
135. = b ii 6. 
137. Cf. line 110 above. 
138. = b ii 7: dNI.TUK. r ki 1 .[ab.ba]. The name in the 

present entry is probably dLugal.Dilmun.ab.ba ; but, in refer-
ring to "Dilmun of the sea," this name seems to imply that 
there may have been at least two places by this name. Cf. 
under note 142 below. 

A D 
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139. dU4 .sa.gi.na  8U 

140. dU4 .mu.b.u.mu.ud 8U 

141. dIs-bi-nu 8U 

142. dUt.tu 8U 

143. 

144. 

145. 

dSar-ta-at 

dUD-ka-la-am-si 

dIl-ti-ta-ad-di 

8U 

tt 

tt 

146. dEl-ti-El-Uríki  SU 

147. dPar-da-at Su 

148. dPâr-da-at SU 

149. dImin. rx' 8U 

150. dUr.sag.[imin].rbil ur.sag dImin.bi 

139. = b ii 8. 
142. For the reading of the name, cf. under Tablet II 

354, where this deity appears as the god of the clothiers. 
In the Spmerian literary text, "Enki and Ninb.ursag" (Kramer, 
ASOR SS no. 1), dUt.tu figures prominently; and since this 
legend deals with Dilmun, there may be some basis for suppos-
ing that the present section of An : dA-nu-um involves various 
gods from Dilmun (cf. line 138 above). 

144. The appearance of dittos in the explanatory column 
of this and the following line would seem to indicate that 
these two entries are to be regarded as additional names for 
the deity in lime 143. 

145. Cf. note 144 above. The name is quite obviously 
Akkadian, although the grammatical form is peculiar. The 
component it-ti seems to be a feminine form of ilu; and on 
the analogy of line 146 below, it would seem to be in the 
construct state, although one would expect ilat here (and 
elat in line 146). 

146. Cf. under note 145 above. The name is obviously 
Akkadian. 

148. Cf. KAR 142 r. iii 24 (according to Weidner's col-
lation, AfK 2 76 note 11), where dPâr-da-at occurs in an  Adad 
list. Cf. also KAV 63 iv 37. 

149. The name may be dImin. r gal 1 . 
150. This line introduces the epithet dImin.bi "the 

seven gods." From other texts (e.g., cf. AfO 8 32 r. ii 5 
and Af 0 8 22 r. vi 20, it appears that the Akkadian equiva-
lent of dTmin.bi was ŒSi-bit-te ilû(AN.MES). Cf. also Jean, 
RA 21 93 ff. A number of separate groups of "seven_ gods" 
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Tablet VI  

151. 

152. 

dImin. rbi'  

dLugal.[ 	J 

dImin.bi  dingir.mes 

r dA-nui  

153. dr Lugal'.[ 	J E dEn.i .l]  

154. 

155. 

d [ 	 J 
d E 	 J 

[ dE-a]  

r d iSin(E8)  

156. d [ 	 J E dgâ-mas] 

157. d [ 	 J [ dAdad] 

158. E  E d-Nm 	.urta] 

159. E7 dImin.bi] KI.EN.GI.NA .ke4  

160. E 	 ].rx,  SU 

161. E 	].rkù'.ga . 8U 

162. E 	 ] .  rx -  .ra  8U  

163. E 	I . r x' • ur4  8U  

164. E 	 ].an  8U  

165. E 	 ] . rx "  8U  

166. E 	 ]^ rx ^ 8U  

167. 7 dImin.bi  kur.Uri.ki.ke4  

were singled out and designated in this way. In the present  
list, there appears a group of "the seven gods of Sumer"  
(lines 152-159), as well as groups of dImin.bi from Akkad 
(lines 160-167), from Guti (lines 168-175), etc. These divi-
sions reflect geographical groupings; but, in other texts, 
various other methods of dividing into groups of seven were 
employed, for example, in KAR 142: "the seven Adads" (i 14-
21), ".the seven Ninurtas" (i 22-25), "the seven doormen of 
dNin.ki.gal" (r. iv 12-15), etc. For a discussion of dImin. 
bi, especially as they reflect "evil gods," see MAOG 4/2 116 
119.  

152. The names in the. explanatory column may be restored 
from the explanatory column of the Elamite deities in lines 
186 ff. below. The Sumerian entries may have represented 
names concerned with places; e.g., the present entry may have 
been *dLugal.UNU.ki 1 dA-nu, etc. 

160. In,A x 5, rxi ends with a vertical wedge.  
162. In A x 7, the traces of the partly preserved sign  

favor a restoration of the sign BAR.  
167. = A x 10b, 11b.  
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168. E 	 J 8U  

169. E 	 J SU  

170. 

171. 

172. 

173. 

E 	 J 
E 	 J 

E 	 J 

[ d ] rX f .a.ne. rxi .Ex7  

r Su  i  

r n-,  

r n-i  

r 	ir  

174. rd'A.bu.ub.la.rabi  8U  
F 

175. 7 dImin.bi  kur.Gu.ti.ki .ke4  
G  

176. dSi.pa.li .[x]  8U  

177. dlb.na.ga.as . r x"  SU  

178. drb.na.sâ. (sa.sa) sa  8U  

179. dDa4.6e.i6.ri.i6  8U  

180. dRu.us.pa.an.as .pis  SU  

181. dNa.gu.un.di  SU  

182. dI.gi.es .tu  8U  

183. 7 dImin.bi  kur.Elam.ma.ki.ke  4  
184. dNa.ru.di  drX' nin.TU.ne  

• 184a.  (a-gat-su-nu)  

185. dZa.am.ma.gu.un.di  alam.zú.ne.ne  

174. Cf. CT 25 12:16.  
178. Gloss in G ii 3.  
179. G ii 4: dDag.se.es.ra. F:5: E dDab.se.es ].ri. 
180. F:6 and G ii 5: dRu.us.pa.ki.âg.pu.us . 
182. F:8: 	[tiIpgipis]ptom. G ii 7: dI.gi.is .ti. 
184. G ii 8: dNa.ru.un.di. The name also occurs as 

dNa.ru.du; see III R 66 ii 13 and iv 14. dNa.ru .di appears 
in  KAR 214 i 5; IVIVAeG 41/3 iii 34; IV R 2nd ed. 21 la i 46. 
The second name (only in A x 26) may have been Dingir.rmagi. 
Instead of nin.TU.ne , F:10 has nin.ne. Perhaps nin.TU.ne  (in 
A). is to be emended to nin.ne(:).ne. 

184a. Gloss line in F:10. 
185. A x 27: r alam.zui.ne.ne  (cf. A x 36 = line 194 

below). The relationship of this name to the previous group 
of seven Elamite deities is not clear. The name probably 
represents the same god as tiZa.ba.gu.un.di in line 194 below. 

A  



185a.  

186. d  Ib.nu  

187. dIa.ab.nu  

188. dlb.na.a.za  

189. dAN.KAL.da.ra.kar. 

ra  

190. dRab.ba.ku.us.be  

191. dSen.nu.ù.kús 

192. dGestu2  

193. dNa.pe64 .di 

194. dZa.ba.tu.un.di 

195. dNun.URU X A.gal 

196. dga-bi-kum 

197. d"BI  

198. d,ga.bi. is  

( mu-rum'-[ 

dA-nu  

dEn.[lill  

dÉ_ [a]  

dSin( rEa , )  

d8amas(UTU)  

dAdad(IM)  

dN inurt a (1lAS )  

dNJa . rAN .  MES  

dAlam.zu.[ne]. rne'  

dNin.gis. r zi l .[da]  

SU  

8U  

SU  

A F G  

185a. = F:11. 
186. G ii 11: dlb.na (with which F:12 probably agreed). 
187. G ii 12: dIa.ab.na . 
189. F:15 and G ii 14: <d>AN.KAL.da.ad.ra. Instead of 

dES, F gives dEn. r zu 1 . Cf. dAN.KAL.da.kar.ra who is identi-
fied with dES in CT 25 32:10. d  

190. F:16 and G ii 15: 	Ra.ap.pa.an.ku.us.bi . The same 
spelling of the name occurs in K. 4365 (CT 25 27):11, in a 
list of Samas names. 

191. F:17 and G ii 16: aSen.nu.kús.ù. 

d 

	

	
192. F:18 and G ii 17: dGestu x(IGI.DU). Instead of 

MAS, F writes dNin.[urta] 
193. F:19 gives Dingir.ma4 instead of dNIN.AN.ME8. The 

latter name is certainly ideographic for dBelit-ili. dNa. 
pe64 .di should correspond to aNa.ru.di in line 184 above. 

194. = dZa.am.ma.b.u.un.di in line 185 above. Here, 
alam.zu is phonetic for alam.zú. 

196. This and the following lines should be compared 
with CT 29 45:30 ff. where sa-bi -kum  is given as the pronun-
ciation gloss of two unpreserved names. 

197. dBI represents an ideogram for the previous name. 
This means that only one deity is involved in lines 196 and 
197.  

215  

A 
])  199. 

200. 
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d"SUL  

dDU.DU.nu.kús.ù 

SU  

SU  

201. 3 	[x.x] kur.[x.x.ke4] 

202. dNin.a.lam.ma  'SU'  

203. d(di.pâr)GUD [SU] 

204. 
d(da.pâr)Gup [8U] 

205. d(ku.rus,.gim)GUD [SU] 

206. d(ru.us.pa.an)GuD [SU] 

207. d(}a.ar)GUD 
 [SU] 

208. d(qud-ma)GUD [SU]  

209. d(qa-ad-ma)GUD [SU] 

210.

 
d(ku.ku.la ) u^ 

7  [SU]  

211, d(ka.ka.la )Ku 7  [SU] 

199. Represents an ideogram for the previous entry. Only 
one deity is involved in these two lines. 

201. The summary reveals that only three actual deities 
are involved in lines 196-200. This corroborates the assump-
tion that lines 197 and 199 repré ént ideographic entries for 
lines 196 and 198 respectively. 

203. = AS no. 7 p. 20 line 134, where GUD is glossed 
with di.pa.ar . 

204. = AS no. 7 p. 20 line 135. 
205. = AS no. 7 p. 20 line 137. The gloss in this line 

should have been read ku.us.gim and not su.us.gim (as Hallock 
does). Hallock°s drawing of the line (AS no. 7 Plate VI) and 
his photograph (Plate I) clearly give ku. 

206. = AS no. 7 p. 20 line 140: ru.us.ban. 
207. = AS no. 7 p. 19 line 125. Cf. Tablet III 35 and  

Tablet V 302. 
208. For the significance of the Akkadian glosses in 

this and the following lines, see under Tablet V 290 (where 
the gloss is given as qu-ud-ma, as in line 226 below). The 
corresponding line in AS no. 7 p. 20 line 132 gives GUD-ud-
ma, which might be read gu4-ud-ma (although one would not 
expect to find gu4  used as a syllable sign in Akkadian). 

209. Cf. line 227 below and Tablet V 291. For the sig-
nificance of the gloss, see Zander Tablet V 290. In AS no. 7  
p. 20 line 133, the corresponding line gives kad-ma. 

210. Cf. AS no. 7 p. 21 line 178: ku.uk.ku.da I KU . 
211. Cf. AS no. 7 p. 21 line 179: ka.ak.ku.da I KU7.  
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A 
212. 

213. 

214. 

215. 

216. 

217. 

218. 

219. 

220. 

221. 

222. 

223. 

224. 

d 't ÍB+UU 

d uUtf+ME 

d( rill  .la) rNAGAR1 

d( al. la) rNAGARV  

d(4a-a-a-u) rNAGAR 1  
d(na. gar)rnagar i 

 d(gu.gim)rMUG - 

225. d(ga.gim) r G1  

226. d(qu-ud-ma)Km 

227. d(qa-ad-ma)KUD  

228. dMar.tu 

d(Eg-qa) 

d(Eg-da) 

d(ba.di.li .sâ) 
7  

dAt.ti 

dE  

d"NAGAR 

A C 
229. 

230. 

231. 

232. 

233. 

234. 

235. 

236. 

237. 

238. 

239. 

240. 

241. 

242. 

243. 

244. 

Tablet VI 

dLú.har.rx 1 

 dKU.SUD.NUN.KU. r TU1  

dMar.du10 .edin. a_n.  

[na] 

[ 

[ 

[ 

dUr-ba-tnm  

dA-nu-bu 

d "[KUR] 

dga. rha'.an 

dr"' [KUR] 

d  tt gA4 

dgah.an 

dUbi+AN 

dl-ki-rtuml 

d(sa.ha.an)[] 

217 

gU 

dMar.tu 

tt 

tt 

te(Ex]• rx -t ) 

„([hu.mu].un.si.ir) 

dam.bi.SAL 

dMar.tu 

tt 

lt 

St 

tt 

It 

t 

dam.bi.SAL 

gU 

212. The gloss seems to be Akkadian, in view of the 
emphatic letter; but it remains enigmatic. Dr. Stephens sug-
gested to me the possibility that perhaps Eg represents an 
old scribal error for KUR and that the gloss might be read 
*mat-qa. This would bring the gloss into line with MSL III 
p. 144 line 228 where KU-, is explained in Akkadian as mat-qu. 
The present entry, howevér, should be compared with Tablet II 
312. 

213. For the sign Eg in the gloss, cf. under note 212 
above. 

214. = AS no. 7 p. 21 180: ba.an.dili 9 .6a. 
216. The reverse of C contributes little in this section, 

preserving only the explanatory half of these lines. 
224. See Tablet II 349. 
225. See Tablet II 352. 
226. Cf. note 208 above. 
227. Cf. note 209 above. 
228. See note 230 below.  

229. Although the name is given in eme:lll as dLú.hur. 
sag, the traces in A x 70 suggest the restoration dLú.b.ar . r ant 

230. See Tablet I 238; Tablet III 95; and An : Anu sâ 
améli 106. For dMar.tu, see line 228 above; Tablet II 293; 
and An : Anu sâ améli 102. 

233. Gloss = C r. 18. 
234. Gloss = C r. 19.  Cf. CT 24 34 ix 7 (= "Smaller An 

: dA-nu-um"). The name may have been [dMar.tu.lâ.an.ki ], cf. 
Tablet V 218 and 218a. 

235. In Tablet II 294, the name of the wife of dMar.tu 
is given as dIg.an.na.gâl.la . 

237. Lines 237-239 should be compared with CT 29 44:16 
ff. See also line 245 below. 

239. See line 244 below. 
240. = CT 29 44:13. 
241. = CT 29 44:14. 
242. = CT 29 44:15. 
244. Cf. line 239 above and CT 29 44:16 ff. 



245. d(a-nu-bu)rKUR' 

246. d(ra-ma-nu)rKUR, 

247. d(ra-su) KUR 

248. d(zi-za-nu)rKUR1 

249. d(am.ma) rKUR' 

250. dKAS([x.x]) r R1 

251. dKAS (rx,.[x]) .[KUR] 

252. d ß (il. [ba]) . [KUR] 

253. dKAS (al.rba') .[KUR] 

254. d(il.rha,) .[KUR] 
255. dRAS (al.[4a]) [KUR] 

256. dR_s (ba. [li.4a]) . 

[KUR] 

257. dAN. rmar".[tu] 

258. dGú.bar:ra' 

259. dGÚ.BAR. r RA 1  

[ dMar.tu] 

[dAs-ra-tum dam.bi.SAL] 

[ " ] 

A 

245. Cf. line 237 above. 
247. Cf. the variant text for Tablet V 291 which gives 

d-(ra-a-zu)KUR. 
248. See Tablet V 292. 
249. See Tablet V 229. 
250. Lines 250 ff. should be compared with CT 29 44:24 

ff. 
252. I am especially indebted to Dr. Landsberger for the 

restorations of the glosses in this and the next four lines. 
257. See Tablet II 292 and An : Anu sâ améli 103. The 

name may be dÌl-mar-tu or dDingir.mar.tu. 
258. The restoration [dAs-ra-tum] is based on the 

assumption that the chief name of the deity being considered 
would be listed here in the explanatory column of the first 
entry and then repeated at the close of the list (i.e., line 
262 below). This scribal practice is observable quite fre-
quently in the present series, especially in lists of wives 
and other goddesses; see Tablet II 236, 241; Tablet II 247, 
248; Tablet III 126, 133; Tablet IV  276, 279; Tablet V 117, 
122; et al. 

259. dGÚ.BAR. rra 1  may here be an ideogram with the read-
ins  dAsratum. 	 z 

A 
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260. dA.[x] C"] 

261. dA.ba.[x] C"] 

262. dAs-ra- [t11m ] [„] 

263. dAd.[x.x] [8U] 

264. dÌ.11.[ 	 ] [SU] 

265. dAd.nig.[ 	] [SU] 

266. d [ 	 ] [8u] 

267. d C 	 ] [8U] 

268. dGú.rx 1 .[ 	] [Su] 

269. dTu. rx, .[ 	 ] [AU] 

270. d811.[ 	 ] r8Ui 

271. d C 	 ] rSU 1  

272. r d l[ 	 ] r 8u1  

273. [ 	 ] r8U ,  

274. [ 8u 

275. 

276. 

277. 

[ 	 ] 	 rx,  

[ 	 ]. rx, 

[ 	 ] e rx 1 

8U 

8U 

8U (ga-du se-si-tim) 

278. [ 	 ]. r kur ,  8U 

279. [ d ]Ijúl bi-ib-ru-u 

280. [ dX]. r edinl.na ". 

281. [ dX].ti 8U 

260. Possibly dA.[ba]; cf. K. 4349Q (CT 24 46):9. 
261. Possibly dA.ba.[gal]; cf. K. 4349Q (CT 24 46):10. 
262. Cf.  KAV 65 iv 6 and Weidner, AfK 2 77 note  7. 
263. The broken spaces in the second half of the lines 

in A x 101 ff. are too small to accomodate any sign but 8U or 
dittos. The appearance of dAs-ra-[tum] in line 262 probably 
indicated the end of the names of the wife of dAN.mar.tu, 
which means that the following lines probably contained 8U. 

279. For uúl = bibru, see Deimel, 8L 550, 2. 
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A 

dMe-tu-tu 

1 
	

314. 	dub *6 kâm.ma <An dA-nu-um> 4 	47 mu.bi 

indication of the total pronunciation of the name. For simi-
lar occurrences of abbreviated pronunciation glosses, see 
under Tablet II 21 and Tablet V 3. 

310. Cf. Tablet V 228. 
313. The catch-line for the next tablet is regularly 

omitted by A. 
314. A x 151 actually has dub 7 kâm.ma. Concerning this 

difference in the number of tablets, see p. 7 note 26 above. 

SOURCES USED IN RECONSTRUCTING TABLET VII 

A YBC 2401 

B K. 4349 (CT 24 20 ff.) 

C K. 204 (CT 25 40, 41) 

D VAT 10813 (KAV 53) 

TABLET VII 

Tablet VI 

282. [dX].di 

283. [dLa- sa] -na-an 

284. [ dGI,S] . r GÍN 1  .IILIA8 

285. [d ] r KAL1 .TUK 

286. [ dGIS.BÍL]. r gai.mès 

287. [dEn.ki].du10 

 288-301. (gap) 

302. [ 	 ].rxl 

303. drX.x 1 .1i 

304. drNIN 1 .IIAAR 

305. dNin.kul.lâ 

306. dNin.gi.ia 

307. dNin.ka.zal 

308. <d>Dingir (di. gi.ir . 

 ni.im).nim  

309. dSâ.kin  

Tablet VI 

310. dKi.a 

311. dA.nun.na  

312. dNun.gal 

313. *dGAL . UUM  

221 

dEr-fie-tu 

dA-nun-na-ku 

dI-gi4-gu 

*dMarduk 

8U 

dGilgames(GI.BÍL.ga . 

mès ) 

,I 

I , 

sab rx.x l  

A 

283. = a:2. 
285. Cf. Salonen, Wasserfahrzeuge 167:85: g 1Smâ.Gib. 

KAL.TUK 1 e-lep dGis-ge mas. The present entry should cor- 
respond to a:3, which has [d] rX'.TUK (however, the sign rX-I 
in a:3, as it is drawn, can hardly be r KAL l ). 

286. = a:4, which gives rd -I BIL.ga.rmès1. 
288. The entry dDi`gu.ru.us .ti)) 	rKU, ' (= a:5) is to be 

placed somewhere in this gap. 
302. = A x 140. 
304. The dittos indicate that this entry represents an 

ideogram for the partly preserved name in the previous line. 

d 308. In view of the gloss (in A x 146), a reading such as Nim seems ruled out; see under note 117 above. 
309. In a:6, the name is- given as dsâ(sa.ak).kin.  Such 

a glossed reading may at first appear quite enigmatic. If 
the gloss indicates a value of sag for DI, or a value of ag 
for KIN, or a value of sag for DIXKIN, such an indication 
would be hapax and suspect It would seem more reasonable to 
assume that the gloss merely presents 'an abbreviated  

1. dGAL . UUM 

2. dGAL.U8UM.1}us 

3. dUsum.dù.a 
4. dUsum .ma4  

5. dUsum.gal 

6. d$us.usum.gal 

1. Text = A x 152. B x 68: dGAL.0 UM.GAL. dAi R+PÍR 
is a graphic variant of dAMAR+UD (see von Soden, Syllabar p. 
71 no 227) 

A B 
dMarduk(AMAR+PÍR) 

2. A x 153: dGAL.UtUM.BIR; B x 69: dUsum.gal.gus. 



32. = B  
served. 

41. Cf.  
mad); Tablet 

53. See  

x 84a (see under note 13 

d Ao:396 (where the name is given as Nam (nam)  
V 173; and YBT 1 Plate XLIV:141. 
Tablet V 174. 

above), which is unpre- 

222  

A B  
7.  

Tablet VII  

cillu6.u6um.mat  
A B  

31. 

Tablet VII 

dSa.usum.gal  

223  

11 

8. dijus.usum.dù.a 32.  [ dSa.usum.x]  ["J 
9. dIlus".usum.mat.gal 33. dSa.usum.se  E' ]  

10. dLú.tu6  34. [  J ["] 
11. dLú.tu6 .gal 35. dna.mú.gal  ["J 
12. dLú.tu6 .si .sâ 36. [ dMû.mú.x]  ["J 
13. dDingir.kala.ga  37. dMú . mú . }us  [ " J 
14. dDingir.}us.a  38. [ dMû.mú.x] En]  

15. dDingir.usum.gal 39. dMu.mú.si .rsa  [ "] 
16. dDingir.usum.mat 40.  [ ] [ " J 
17. dDingir.si.sâ 41. dNam. rma4 1  

[ " J 
18. dDingir.sa6 .ga  42. [ dNam].gal  [ " ] 

19. dNa4 .búr.ra 43. dNâm.usum  11 

20. dNa4.usum.gal 44. [d ]Nâm.usum.gal  It  

21. dNa4 .usum.matj. 45. dNâm.usum.ma4  'I  

22. dNa4. mús.mu  46. [ d]Gestu2 .ga1  

23. OSa.gal 47. [ d]Gestu2 .6e.ga  

24. dS a . mab  48. rdi Ka.gal  't 

25. dSa.se  49. rd^Ka.ma 

26. dSa.se.gal 50. rdGestu2 '.usum  't  

27. dSa.se.mab. 51. d8u.ti.la  It  

28. dSa.[se].usum 52. r d1 [u1.rgal 1  rtti  

C 
29. dSa.se.usum.gal 53. d8u.mab ["J 
30. dSa.se.usum.si . r sâ 1  54. [ d u.kés].da [ " ] 

13. The position of the second half of the lines in 
King's copy of B x 74 ff. is to be corrected. B x 74b should 
line up with B x 73a, etc. Elsewhere in  the series, names 
which begin with the element Dingir usually omit the  determi-
native; see under Tablet VI 117. 

22. B x 79a: dNa4.u6um.[x].  



A B C 

• 	• 

D 
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55. dgu.kés.da.ga  

56. [ dgu.kés]. rda 1 .bi 

57. dKa.bé.ti.la  

58. [dX].gal 

59. dTu6  . mab 

60. [ d]Tu6 .ti.la  

61. dTu6 .1ú.ti.la  

62. [ d ]Tu6 .ni.ir.an  

63. dTu6 .gal 

64. dTu6 .us"um.gal 

65. dTu6 .ma 

66. dAsar.lú.bi  

67. dgu.gâ.gâ 

68. dgu.bi.gar 

69. dDi.ku5 .ga1 

70. dDi.ku5 .ra 

71. dBúr.ra 

72. dA.diri.mai 

55. C:4: ["8u.kés.da]. r x''.BU. 
58. The name was probably [dTu 6 ].gal. 
63. = C:14. Either line 62 or 63 was omitted by B x 

100a (whether A xi 31 contained this entry or not cannot be 
determined). It is here arbitrarily assumed that the missing 
line in B would have corresponded to the present entry. 

64. C:13: dTu.gal.gal. 
65. The repetition of the name here (cf. line 59 above) 

seems strange. 
66. See Tablet II 185. B x 101 writes Asar as GI8GAL X 

IGI; C:15: KA X IGI. 
67. Cf. Tablet II 254. 
68. B x 103a seems to have varied, giving drDi''.[x.x]. 
71. C:20: dBúr.gal. 
72. Text = C:21. A xi 40 and B x 105a are based upon a 

tradition which contains an  old error of haplography: d.A. 
diri.di.ku5  (= the beginning of the present line and the end 

73. dA_.diri.ga 

74. dA.di.ku5  

75• dA.di. ku5 .mab.  

76. dA.di.ku5' ge 

77. dA.di.ku5 .6e.gal 

78. dA.di.ku5 .se.ma:} 

79. dA.di.ku5 .usum 

80. dA.di.ku5. se .usum 

81. dKu5 .usum.mab 

82. dKu5 .gal 

83. dKu5 .se.se  

84. dKu5. se.se .gal 

85. dKu5 .se.se .mat 

86. dKu5 .se.se .usum 

87. dNam.tag.ga.búr.búr 

88. dNam.tag.ga.búr.búr. 

gal 

89. dNam.tag.ga.búr.búr. 

tus.a 

90. dNam.tar.zu 

91. dNam.tar.zu.gal 

of line 74 below). This also explains the omission of line 
73 by A and  B.  

76. In C r. 1 ff., se is written as the numeral 50. A 
xi 42 ff. and B x 106b ff. clearly have se; see Meissner, OLZ 
13 101. For the present entry, B x 106a gives dA.[x]. 

78. A xi 44 and B x 107a: dA.di.ku5 .<6e>.ma4. 
79. C r. 4: dA.di.<ku >.ugum. 
80. B x 108: dA.di.ku.se.ga ; C r. 5: dKu5 .u6um. 
88. A xi 54 and B x ll2a: d"gal. 
89. A xi 55 and B x 112b: dI'4us.a. 

B C 

A 

dDi.ku5  

I t 

It 



ABC D 
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92. dNam.tar.zu.ma4 

93. dA.ra.zu 

226 

94. 

95. 

96.  

97.  

98.  

99.  

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

dPirig3  

dPirig3.gal  

dPirig3  . ma4 

dZi.kal.la  

dZi.kal.la .mab 

dZi.kal.la.ba  

dZi.kal.la.se  

dZi.ba.min 

dZi.ba.min.gal 

dZi.ba.maJ. 

dZi.ba.an .DI 

dZi.ba.an .tur 

dZi.ba.an .mab 

dz±.ba.an.gu 

dZi.ba. an. se 

dZi.ba.an.se .gal 

94. dA.ra.zu.gal 

95. dA.ra.zu.mag 

96. d  A.ra.zu.se.ga 

97. dA.ra.zu.se.se .gal 

dDingir.ba.ti.la  

Tablet VII 

115. dZi.ba.an.se .mat 

116. dZi.ba.an.usum.gal 

117. dZi.ba.an.su.bus.a 

118. dZi.ba.an .engur 

119. dZi.ba.an.engur.gal 

120. dZi.ba.an.engur.maa 

121. dZi.se 

122. dZi.se.gal 

123. dZi.se.maJ. 

124. dZi.se.usum 

125. dZi.se.ta 

A B 

227 

126. `dub' *7 'ké.m.ma' <An dA-nu-um> 2 U 2 mu.bi 

122. King's copy of B x 129a presents dZi.kur., but this 
should be corrected to dZi.se(:). 

126. A xi 92 gives the number of this tablet as "8." 
For this difference in numbering, see p. 7 note 26 above. 

98. 
above. 

99.
 103. 

109. 
A xi 75: 

B x 117a: <d>Dingir.ba.ti. r la'; cf. under note 2 

C r. 24: [ d]Pirig(GÌR). B x 117b: dPirig .pirig . 
B x 119: dZi.kal.<la>.maa. 3 3 
Text = B x 122b. Possibly to be read dZi.ba.an.sâ. 
dZi.ba.an.ki . 
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CHAPTER III 

A RECONSTRUCTION OF AN : ANU Â AMELI 

The system of transliteration used in presenting this 

god-list and the method of indicating the duplicate texts of 

the list are the same as those used in the larger series, An 

dA-nu-lam  (see D. 39 above). For the position and general 

format of An : Anu sâ améli, see pp. 31 ff. above. 

SOURCES USED IN RECONSTRUCTING AN : ANU 61 AMÉLI 

A  YBC 2401 

B K. 4349 (CT 24 20 ff.) 

C K. 11966 (CT 26 50) 

aa K. 4366 (CT 25 48) 

ab Rm. 483 (CT 25 47) 

AN : ANU A Al1LI 

1. That the second AN should be read Anu is seen from B 
xi 2 (= line 12 below), where the name is written phoneti-
cally as rd 1 A-nu. Throughout this series, A uses sa for the 
relative pronoun; B, sâ. Arbitrarily, sâ is used throughout 
the restoration of this series. Where the relative pronoun 
is preserved only in A (i.e., as sa), it is indicated by *sa. 

2. Cf. CT 25 12:1, where dDi.mes is explained as 
"Ninurta in Elam." 
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A 
*sâ mäti(KUR) 

*sâ ka-la-ma 

*66. nap-ha-ri 

[sâ] kúl-la-ti 

[sâ] nu-ri 

[sâ] rkir-sat 

samê(AN-e) 

sâ mil-ki 

sa ma-a-[ti] 

sâ purussê(ES.BAR) 

sâ rpurussê" 

sâ rpurussê l  

sâ sarrani(LUGAL. 

MEg-ni) 

sâ nap-ha-ri 

sâ nap-ha-ri 

sâ samê(AN-e) 

66. an-na-ti 

6. Note the omission of an  expected determinative in 
lines 6-11; cf. under note 21 below. 

8. Possibly a play on the similar-sounding 4i.li.ba  and 
K-i  l ib 

12. Probably to be identified with the deity in An dA-
nu-um Tablet I 4. In B xi 2, Anu is written r d -I A-nu. 

13. dEnlil is written dBAD in A xi 109 and B xi 3 ff. 
(cf. Weidner, AfK 2 9 note 2). In A, mâti appears as KUR. 

14. See An : dA-nu-»m  Tablet I 171. A xi 110 ff. 
repeats dEnlil(BAD) in each of these lines instead of using 
dittos. 

17. See An : dA-nu-um Tablet I 16. 
18. Instead of dSig , B xi 8 has aDIRI. 
21. Rather than an-fia-ti, one would expect to find su-

na-ti (cf. BA 5 655:7). A xi 117 omits the determinative; 
cf. note 6 above; An : d-A-nu -iim  Tablet II 41 and V 305. 

  

*sa améli(LÚ) 

*sâ sinnisti(SAL) 

*sâ Barri( !)(LUGAL) 

*sâ par-si 

*Sâ nab-ni-ti 

1. An 

2. dDi. rmer 

3. dA-nu 

4. dMe.dara3  

5. dKur.sa7  

Anu(AN) 

Anu 

Anu 

Anu 

Anu 

 

  

6. Kur.ra 
	 Anu 

7. Ii

I4

i.ba 	Anu 

8. Kilib3 	Anu 

9. Me 
	 Anu 

10. Bu 	 Anu 
B 

11. gâr.gal 
	

Anu - 

12. dUras(IB) 
	

Anu 

13. dEn.líl.le 
	

dEnlil 

14. dDur . an . ki 
	

T' 

15. dDi.bar 
	 TT 

16. dMah.di.gal 
	

TT 

17. dDara3 .gal 
	

It  

18. dSig7  

19. dGú 

20. dNab 

21. dAn.za.kàr 



22. dNin.líl.le 

23. dNlN.tum4 .ma . 

al 

24. dNanna(8E8.K4 

dEn.zu.na  

En.me.DU 

US.bar 

M(i.mú 

r Dingir'. 

zalag2 

 [DiHgir.DiJ. 

r il'.mu.un 

[X]. rx -i .ru 

A B 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30.  

31.  

dNin.líl 

If  

dSin(ES) 

I t 

tt 
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VI  ma-a-ti 

sâ nise(UN.MFIS) 

sâ 6amê(AN-e) u 

erseti(KI-ti) 

sâ purussê(ES.BAR) 

sa a-ge-e 

Sâ mi-bi-ir-te 

sâ na-mur-te 

sâ na-ma-ri 

sâ bit <NI>.TUK.ki 

sâ uddazalli(UD. 

DA.NI .LAL) 

32. [ dMen]. r dara3. 
AN 

33. [dBU]. rnir' 

34. [dAb] .kar 

rAb' .lu.lu 

Mâ.gur8 

 U4 .sar.ra 

As.<ím>. 

babbar.ra 

39. dNin.gal 

40. dSâ-mas 

41. dUtu 

42. dAm 

43. dSag  

44. dU4 .as.sa .kam 

45. 86r.ri.da  

tt 

dNin . gal 

d amas(UD) 

It  

It  

If 

 If 

dA.a  

sa ik-ri-be 

sa ni-ip-ti 

sâ su-pu-ri 

sâ i-gi-si-e 

sa ma-kur-ri 

sa ar-ni 

sa si-su nam-rat 

sâ ma-a-ti 

sâ te-bi-ib-ti 

sa gi-ni-e 

sa si-ti 

sa ni-si 

sâ um-ma-nim 

sâ mas-ta-ki 

35. 

36.  

37. 

38.  

A 

23. A xi 119 clarifies the reading of the traces of the 
signs at the beginning of B xi 13. B should be restored to 
[d] rN IN'.túm(:).ma.al. In view of An : dA-nu-um Tablet I 
178, the  sign NIN should be read egi. A xi 119 repeats the 
name dNin.lil instead of using dittos. 

24. See An : dA-nu-um Tablet III 1. 
25. See An : dA-nu-um Tablet III 2. It is clear from A 

xi 132 ff. that A repeats the name dSin, in these lines, 
instead of using dittos. 

26. Note the omission of the expected determinative in 
this and the next few lines. B xi 16: [En.me]. rx'.DU. Pos-
sibly rx' = the sign E or DU. 

27. B xi 17: [Us].bàr. 
29. The sign AN is probably not used in this and the 

following line as a determinative; see under An : dA-nu-um 
Tablet VI 117. 

30. See note 29 above. 
31. The traces of the second sign (in B xi  21)  favor a 

sign like MU, SE, ZI, etc. For uddazallû, see ii'JS 8 254 
note 31. 

46. 	 sâ samê(AN-e) 

32. The name may be either dMen.dara .an  or  dMen.dara3 . 
dingir; see An : dA-nu -um  Tablet III 9, 15. 	 3 

33. Cf. An : dA-nu-um Tablet III 5. , 
34. Cf. An : dA-nu-um Tablet III 6 ( dAb.kâr). 
35. First half of the line = A xi 131. Cf. An : dA-nu-

um Tablet III 7. 
36. Cf. An : dA-nu-um Tablet III 25. For the writing of 

dSin in A xi 132 ff. with three horizontal strokes, see under 
note 63 below. 

37. A xi 133: dU  .sar. 
38. Cf. An : dA-nú-um Tablet III 26. 
40. Instead of dittos, A xi 137 ff. repeats dSamas in 

each of these lines. 
43. Instead of ni-6i, B xi 33 writes UN.MES. 
45. For the reading of <d>Sèr.ri.da, see An : dA-nu-ism 

 Tablet III 127. 
46. In B xi 37 f., the order of this line and the next 

appears to be reversed. A xi 142 f. repeats dA.a instead of 
using dittos. 

A.a „ 



dU  

dim  

dIM  

dPirig3  

dPirig3.pirig3  

dEN X EN 
<d>Ur5.sa4  

d10  

U.gù.dé 

56. dgur 

57. dRi-ha-mun 

58. dMar.uru5  

59.<d>NIM.KÙ.GI  

60. <d>ga.la 

61. dNin.subur 

A B 
47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

tt 

dAdad ( IM)  

Ti  

dSa.la 

tt 

dPap.sukkal 
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sâ ku-ni-e 

5a [bei -lu-te 

sâ ru-tu-ub-ti 

sâ 

sâ ur-pa-te 

sâ a-ru-ur-te 

sâ rim-me 

sa bir-qi 

6a  

sâ zu-ni 

sâ me-ti-e 

6a a-bu-be 

sâ sadi(KUR-i) 

sâ nam-se 

sa dA-nim 

47. Instead of dU, the name may be <d>TI. 
49. Instead of using dittos, A xi 144 ff. repeats the 

name dAdad in each line. 
d 	50. B xi 40: dUE; perhaps this is to be emended to Pirig(.). 

51. A xi 146 omits the determinative. B xi 41 gives sâ 
ur-pi-ti. 

52. Text = A xi 147; B xi 42: dIM X IM. For dIM X IM 
and dEN X EN, see An 	A-nu-um Tablet III 210 f. The last 
word in the line is given as a-ru-ur-ti in B. 

53. B xi 43: ri-mi. For ur5 .6a4 , cf. An : dA-nu-um 
Tablet III 26. 

54. Cf. Adad-bir-qu, KAV 57:4. 
55. B xi 55: dU.gù.dé. For dAdad sâ riY.si, see Schlo-

bies, MAOG 1/3 23. 
56. See Schlobies, MAOG 1/3 pp. 11, 24. 
57. Cf.  An : dA-nu-um  Tablet III 213 f. A xi 152 omits 

the determinative. 
58. A xi 153: <d>M a.ru. 
5. <d>NIM.KU.GI  seems to be a phonetic variant for 

dNIN.KU.GI ; cf. under An : dA-nu-um Tablet I 194. 
60. Cf. An : dA-nu-um Tablet III 240. The word nam-se = 

nalse < nalsu "rain/dew." 

62. dSukkal 

63. dPap.sukkal 

64. dPap.gal 

65. dIg-gal-la 

66. dIg-an-gub  

67. dGa.an.gu  

68. dLamma 

69. dDu6 .kù.ga  

70. dNin.urta 

71. dUras(IB) 

72. d6ar.sâr.ra 	it 	 sâ na-âs-pan-te 

62. Instead of dSukkal, A xi 157 has d  •bur; and in 
front of the dittos, A places the determinative. 

63. Instead of pu-ru-se-e, A xi 158 has ES.BAR (= 
purussê). It is interesting to note that in A xi 158, ES is 
made with three winkelhakens; but in A xi 132 ff. (= lines 36 
ff. above), where ES appears in A as an ideogram for dSin, the 
sign is written with three horizontal strokes. In An : dA-
nu-um Tablet III 1, the ideogram for dSin is written in A iv 
167 with four horizontal strokes (contrast this with An : dA-
nu-um Tablet III 3, where d30 as a numerical ideogram for 
dSin is written with three winkelhakens in A iv 169). Appar-
ently, E8 was drawn in these three different ways by the 
scribe who wrote A (actually four ways, because the same 
scribe wrote E8 with five horizontal strokes in B iii 91 = An 
: dA-nu-um Tablet II 295). 

64. Instead of a-sèr-te, B xi 54 has 6e-er-ti. A xi 159 
ff. omits the determinative for lines 64-67. 

65. B xi 55: mu-te-ri-ti. 
66. B xi 56: dIg(:).an.gub I " I sâ se -er-ti. 
67. B xi 57 repeats se-er-ti (see note 66 above) instead 

of using dittos. 

d 68. A xi 163: dMA, but this is probably to be emended 
to <La>.ma. Instead of la-ma-si, A writes aKAL. 

69. B xi 59: rik.ki (instead of rim.ki). Cf. CT 25 35: 
25 (= CT 25 36:24). where aDu6.ki.ga  occurs in a Nabu list. 

70. B xi 60: pi-ris-ti. 
d fl  72. See CT 25 11:27• dar.sar.ri I " (= Nin.urta) sa 

na-as-pan-ti. Cf. also agar.sâr in line 104 below. A xi 
167, 168 omit the determinative in this and the following 
line. 

A B 

dNinurta(MAb) 

tt 

sâ An-ti 

66 pu-ru-se-e 

sâ a-66r-te 

sâ mu-te-ri-te 

5a a-sèr-te 

6a " 

sâ la-ma-si 

sâ rim.ki 

5a pi-ris-te 

5a al-li 
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73. dNu.nir 

74. dTispak(SU$) 

75. dSURAÉS  

76. dGÌR. UN[T7  . GAL  

GUR)  

77. dU.GUR  

78. E  

79. dUus.ki.a 

80. d 

 musen.na 

81. [dX].sul.ga 

82. [dX]. rxl.a 

83. dLa- r qi-bu i  

84. dLa-qu-bu  

85. dPA  

86. dZa-na-ru 

87. dKar.sul 	 Sâ qar-ra-a-di 

73. See CT 25 11:28: dNun.nir 1 " (= dNin.urta) Sâ qab 
li. 	 pak)is. 	 „ 74. See CT 25 11:29: d(ti. 	SUB 	d  (= Nin.urta) 
Sâ ram-ku-ti. A xi 169 varies: r d 1 NAG. I dNin.urta(MA) 1 sâ 
KUR-ku-ti. 

75. A xi 170: 	ul-ti. Perhaps db`UR.8É8 is to be 
emended to dSU$/MÙ^`.SÉ^`, in harmony with CT 25 12:19; II R 
60:10a; and V R 6:30 (cf. OLZ 12 203). 

76. See An : dA-nu-um Tablet VI 1. 
78. = C:4. The sign represented by rx-t  ends in three 

horizontal wedges. 
79. Instead of 5i-ip-ti, C:5  gives ME.[ 	] .  
83. Cf. VAT 7759 (AfK 2 5) vii 13. Instead of ti-i-'i, 

C:8 gives KUR.[ 	].  
86. Cf. CT 25 17 ii 24 and CT 25 30 i 15.  
87. Instead of dittos, A xii 10 ff. has dIstar(U+GUN). 

dKar.sul may be compared with CT 25 30:16. 

88. dUi.si.ga  

89. dTi.ru.ru  

90. dSen.nu.imin 

91. dTi.ba.nim.ma  

92. dMe.nu.an .nim 

93. dMe.nu.nim  

94. dLa-ba-tu  

95. dA.la.KAL.ki  

96. dGù.sa.ia 

97. d8E.NAG  

NAG)  

98. d$a-a-a 	 11 	 sa mas -re-e  

explanation ag sa AN u KI. 
r sig l .ga in An 	A-nu-um Tablet IV 3. A xii writes the  

88. Cf. dUl.sig7 .[ga], CT 25 30 r. i 17, and d [U1]. 

89. For Ti.ru.ru , cf. CT 25 30 r. i 18; KAV 48 ii 11;  
and KAV 173:15. The meaning of the explanation, sâ bi/kas-
Sul-ti, is not clear. A xii 12 writes BI-541- rte -'.  

90. A xii 13 appears to vary, giving [ X]. rx'.na. The  
traces of the half-preserved rx,  in A belong to a sign that  
ends in a vertical wedge.  

91. In CT 25 30 r. 21, the name appears as dTi.ba.lam.  
[ma], which may be better than the form in A xii 14 and B xi  
80. A omits he final ma. B gives is-qa-a-ti.  

92. Cf. dMMi.nu.an .[x], CT 25 30 r. i 22; dMe.a.ni , CT 25  
17 ii 16; and dMe.nu.a.ni , CT 25 44:9.  

93.= CT 25 30 r. i 23, which gives dMi.nu. rnim'.[x]. 
94. Cf. dLa-ba-tum in An : dA-nu-um Tablet IV 255; CT 25 

17 ii 22; and KAV 173:17. 
95. B xi 84 writes ia-a-ru-ra-te. 
96. Cf. dGu.sâ.a.[a], CT 25 17 ii 9, and dGu.sa.a.tu, 

KAR 158 r. i 34. 
97. The first name appears in A xii 19 as [aX]. rx".ba. 

The name is possibly to be restored to [dNi]. r da''.ba, 
although this is not certain. The traces that remain of the 
second sign of the name end in two vertical strokes, which 
would fit the restoration r da'.  

98. A xii 20: [dlja-a]-u. Cf. dsa-a who immediately 
follows dNisaba in KAV 65 iv 8. Instead of dittos in the 

A B  

C 

A B 

dNerigal(U. 

dIs-tar 

sa me-e4-ri 

sâ ra-am-ku-ti 

sâ qu-ul-ti 

sâ qa-ab-ri 

sâ .a-a-a-ti  

*Sâ [ 

sâ Si-ip-ti 

sa uz-zi 

sâ ri-66.-ti 

sâ  

sâ ti-i-'i 

sâ ti-i-'i  

sâ su-u-ai 

sâ matâte(KUR.KUR. 

ME8-te )  

't  

dNisaba(E. 

Sâ samê(AN-e) u 

ereti(KI-ti) 

Sâ BI-Sul-ti 

sâ bu-na-ni-e 

sâ is-qa-a-te 

Sâ ta-ni-ti  

sâ ta-ni-4i  

sâ lal-la-ra-te 

Sâ aiia-ru-ra-te 

Sâ ta-nu-qa-a-te 

Sâ ni-me-q1 



where the name 
(= KAV 65 iii 12).  

In A xii 36, the 

A  

110.  

112.  

113.  

114.  

115.  

116.  

117.  

118.  

119.  

120.  

.En.bi.lu.lu 

dTu6' tu6  

d8a.zu  

dNa-bi-um  

dAG  

dUR  

d8IDXA  

dFA.ti  

dEn . PA  

drEn^.ki  

[dAm.ma.an.ki ] 

sâ pa-ta-ti 

sâ mursi(GIG) la 

un-ni-ni 

sâ re-e-mi 

kúl-la-ti 

dup-sar-ru-te 

dup-sar-ru-te 

pi-ris-ti 

NI.TUK.ki  

NI.TUK.ki  

EN.X ma]-a-ti 

[sâ samê(AN-e) u] 

r ersete'(rKIl-te)  

dA-nu-um Tablet II 210.  
dA-nu-um Tablet II 196,  
See also KAV 63 iii 35  

dA-nu-um Tablet II 203. 
dA-nu-um Tablet II 242. 

110. See An :  
111. See An  

appears as dTu.tu. 
112. See An :  
113. See An : 

line ends in te. 

tI 

IT  

dNabu(AG) 

„ 
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B 

99. dE.bar.se .bu.  

nu 

dSumugan (GÌR)  

dKur.gal 

dMar.tu 

<d>AN.mar.tu 

dgâr.sâr 

dGÌR 

dKU.BU.NUN. 

KU.TU  

dSumugan 

„  

tt 

tt 

„ 

„  

dMarduk(AMAR+  

PÍR)  

'I 

„  

sâ na-pis-ti  

mdti(KUR)  

6a bir-qi  

sâ te-lil-te  

sâ su-ti-i  

sâ su-ti-i  

sâ su-ti-i  

sâ sadi(KUR-i)  

sâ 6úm-ma-ni  

sâ an-du-ra-ri  

sâ si-ip-tí  

sâ ba-la-ti  

A B  

100.  

101.  

102.  

103.  

104.  

105.  

106.  

107. dMarduk(AMAR+ 

PÍR) 

108. dAsar(URU X 

IGI).lú.i 

109. dAsar.alim(A+ 

IGI+GÌR) 

middle column, A repeats the name in this and the following 
line. 

99. Emend to d *Nun.bar.se. r gùn'.nu; see An : dA-nu-ism  
Tablet I 297. In A xii 21, the final nu is omitted. 

100. See An : dA-nu-um Tablet III 191 ff. 
101. See An : dA-nu-nm  Tablet I 154 where dKur.gal 

appears among the names of Enlil. In KAV 47:14 (= KAV 63 ii 
21), the name is equated with dMar.tu (cf. lines 102 f. below). 

102. See An 	A-nu-um  Tablet VI 230. 
103. See An : dA-nu-um Tablet VI 257. For the omission 

of the determinative in names beginning with AN, see under An 
dA-nu-um Tablet II 41 and V 305. 

104. Cf. d8âr.6âr.ra among the Ninurta names in line 72 
above.  

106. See An : dA-nu-um Tablet I 238 and III 95; and 
Falkenstein, OLZ 46 355. For the reading of the epithet 66 
sum-ma-ni, cf. CT 12 37:46a (= CT 12 35:29a).  

107. For dAMAR+PÍR, see under An : dA-nu-um Tablet VII 1 
and II 185. For the sign PIR, as drawn in B xi 96, see King, 
CT 24 p. 18. 

108. See under An : dA-nu-um Tablet II 185. 
109. See An : dA-nu-um  Tablet II 189. 

115. A xii 38 appears to have written dittos instead of 
repeating the explanatory epithet. 

116. 8ID X A appears to have had the value nmbisag; and, 
as such, it appears to have been an  epithet for scribes; see 
MST ,II p. 51 note 238. Here, it appropriately appears among 
the names of dNabu, the patron deity of the scribe. In A, 
the explanatory epithet appears as [X]. rX''.UAT. 

117. Perhaps read dMuatiti; cf. CT 25 35:21 (= CT 25 36: 
20). NI.TUK.ki  is written phonetically in A xii 40 as [di-
il]-mu-un. 

118. Read: dEn.zâg; cf. dEn,(za.ag)zag 	dNabu NI.TUK. 
ki, CT 25 35:20  (= CT 25 36:19).  

119. For this and the following lines, cf. An : dA-nu-um 
Tablet II 129 ff. The fragmentary text as was found quite  
helpful in making restorations in this rather poorly pre-
served section. The present line may be restored from aa:l, 
but the explanatory column is not completely preserved. A 
restoration of rbelut l (EN.[ut] [ma]-a-ti may be considered 
here. 

120. See aa:2. Cf. An : dA-nu-um Tablet II 131. 



sâ LÚ.gur.gur.ri 

gâ LÚ.ka-le-e 

gâ rLÚ'.na-a-ri 

sà rLÚ' . a-si-pi  

gâ r LÚr.ba-re-e 

gâ LÚ.dup-gar-ri 

ga Lú.a-se-e 

gâ  LÚ.âs-1a-ki 

sâ LÚ.ig-pa-ri 

gâ SAL.ig-par-ti 

ga LÚ.gal-la-be 

gâ 

 

L(.ma-la-ti 

sâ LÚ.ad-rku''-pi 

239  
238  

A B  

IT  

,  

TT  

T,  

TT 

AN : Anu .sa anteli  

121. [dEn.engur] 

122. [dNu.dím.mud]  

123. [dNa.dim.mud] 

124. [d  Nin] . igi .ku  

125. [ dNun].nu.ru 

126. [dNin].â.gal 

127. [J `Nin1 .DIM 

128. [d]`X^.gi.rim. 

ma 

129. dKU.GI.ban.da 

mi]  

121. = aa:3 (emend the end of aa:3 to r ZU -1 .[AB]). 
122. = as :4. See An : d-A-nu -lam  Tablet II 133.  
123. = aa:5.  
124. = aa:6. See RA 46 34:34 where E-a is called dNin. 

igi.kù. 
125. = aa:7, where the name is given ideographically as 

dDUG.QA.BUR (see An : dA-nu -um  Tablet II 160) and the pronun-
ciation is given (in the first column) as nun.úr.ra. The 
second half of the line in A xii 48 gives [LÚ].`DUG 1 .LIS.BUR 
(for the interchange between QA and LIS, see under An : dA-
nu-um Tablet II 156) as an  ideogram for pa-.a-ri. It is evi-
dent .from line 128 below that LU is to be restored in this  

line. 
126. = aa:8. See An : dA-nu-um Tablet II 346. A xii 49 

gives r LUr .DÉ instead of nap-pa-ti.  
127. = aa:9, which gives the pronunciation of DIM as 

mug.da. A xii 50 gives [LÚ].DIM instead of i-din-ni. In aa: 
9, the name appears as dDÍM instead of [d]  n Nin' .DÍlld.  

128. = ab:9. B xi 117 ff. omits the professional deter-
minative in this and the following lines, but A xii 51 ff. 
preserves this sign. The name in the present line may be 
[d] rEn(:)L.gi.rim.ma , in which gi.rim.ma  may represent a pho-
netic spelling of GIg.SAR. 

129. = aa:15. Cf. An,: dA-nu-um Tablet I 316. A xii 52 
writes, ideographically, LU.KÙ.DÍM instead of LÚ.ku-ti-[im-
mi]. In view of the first part of aa:15, the name in this 
line may have been read dKù.gi.bàn.da instead of dGugkin.ban.. 
da. If the latter pronunciation represented the real pronun-
ciation for the name, it seems that aa:15 would have given a 
form like *Gu.ug.kin.bàn.da, instead of Kù.gi.bàn. rIa1 . 

A B  
130.  

131.  

132.  

133.  

134.  

135.  

136.  

137.  

138.  

139. 

140. 

141. 

142.  

AN 

dSu.nam.ri 

[d]rLum'.1a  

[ d ] rTum'.ga 

[ En.é].nu.ru 

[dMâg.gu.gid]. 

gid  

[ 	

]. r ki ,  

[ 	 ].me 

[ 	 ]. r zu.'  

[ 	 ] 	rx-,  

d [ 	].rkin , .kù  

d [X]. rx .1a  

d [Nin.sir].sir 

d rDut.[ud].ru 

: Anu .§a améli 

It  

TT  

„ 

TT  

TT  

It  

TT 

IT  

„  

,T  

It  

T:  

130. = ab:4.  
131. = aa:ll. See An : dA-nu-um Tablet II 307. Instead 

of ka-le-e, A xii 54 gives US.KU. 
d  132. = aa:l0, which gives du.un.ga  as the pronunciation 

of NAR (see An :,dA-nu-um  Tablet II 304) and explains the 
name as E-a sa LUNAR. In A xii 55, LÚ.NAR is given instead 
of  na-a-ri.  

133. Cf. An,: dA-nu-um Tablet II 155; aa:22; and ab:2. 
A xii 56 gives LU.MAS.MAS instead of,a-gi-pi.  

134. = ab:10. A xii 57 gives LU.4AL instead of ba-re-e. 
The restoration of the first part of the present entry is 
conjectured from the familiar equation, M$8.8U.GID.GID : barú. 

135. A xii 58 omits the final ri. 
136. A xii 59 gives LÚ.A.ZU. 
137. Instead of âg-la-ki, A xii 60 gives LÚ.TÚG. 
138. Possibly = aa:l9. Instead of is-pa-ri, A xii 61 

gives LU.US.BAR. 
139. Possibly = aa:20. Instead of i6-pâr-ti, A xii 62 

gives SAL.US.BAR. 
140. = ab:12. A xii - 63 ives LÚ.SU.I. 
141., = aa:l2. See An : ,A-nu-um Tablet II 332. Instead 

of ma-la-4i, A xii 64 gives LU.MA.LAU 4 . 
142. = aa:l3, which gives dB in.du.ud.ra. A xii 65 gives 

LÚ.AD.KID instead of ad- rku 1 -pi. The word in the last part 
of the line is usually written ad-DU-pu. Meissner, MVAG 12 

[6é, ap]-rsi''-i  

gâ nab]- rni'-te 

sa  [T'] 

sa ni- rme'-qi  

ga [lt].pa-ba(:)-

[ri] 

gâ [LÚ].nap-pa-[ii] 

sâ [LU].i-din-[ni] 

gâ r LÚ^.NU.GIS.SAR 

gâ rLÚ 1 .ku-ti-[im- 



143. drSi'.[ka].gu 

11 1 1 1. dZa.[di].in 

145. dEn.tur 

146. dUL.za. rx' 

147. dPAD.AN. rx' 

148. dNin.mab. 

149. dNun. r gal' 

150. drX'.[ 	J 

151. d [  

152. d [  

153. d [ 	 ]  

sa LÚ.âs-ka-pi 

sa *LÚ.sa-si-ni 
sa ré' îi ensi(SIPAD. 

ÙZ) 

sa LÚ.ik-ka-ri 

sa pu-kud-de-e 

sâ me-qi-ri 

sa si-bit-te 

sa ma-sar-te 
sa 4a-ba-la-te 

sa ma-mi-tu LU.su 

la-mas-tu 

A B 

["] 

[ d]r Ma '. nu. gal 

[ "J 

[ "J 

[ "J 

[ d]Dìm.me 
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d 154. 

155. [ d  

156. [d ]rDù'.tab 

157. d 'GI  

[ Dim.me].a 

[ dDim.me]. 

LAGAB 

dDù.tab 

Dim.me.gi6  

la-ba-su 

a4-ba-zu 

bi-bi-tu 

li-li-tu 

A B 
J 

J 

graphic variant of DIM(RAB X GAM) when CT 11 23 r. 7 is com-
pared with its duplicate OECT 4 plate 14 no. 101:334. For 
the equation DÌM.ME = lamastu, see CT 16 13-14 iii 21 f. (la-
mas-ti); and CT 17 34:17 f. (1a -mas-tum). 

154. For DÌM.ME.A = labasu, see CT 16 1:34 f.; CT 16 14 
footnote 41 (la-ba-si as a variant of a text that has la-mas-
tum, see line 153 above); CT 17 34:17 f.; and IV R 29:27b. 

155. For DIM. ME . LAGAB = ab.-ba-zu, cf.  CT 17 34:17 f. and 
IV R 29:27b. 

156. Instead of bi-bi-tu, A xii 78 gives be-be-nu. 
157. The dittos probably indicate that dGI is an ideo-

gram for dDù.tab. From A xii 79, it is evident that the 
series ends here. B xi 147 ff. continues with other entries 
of a different nature. 	• 

159 ff., argued that the word should be read addupu (cf. 
Deimel, SL 145, 34), and suggested (OLZ 12 204) that the 
present line should be emended to *ad-du-pi. But it seems 
more reasonable to leave the present line unemended and to see 
in it, instead, an indication of the correct reading of ad-
DU-pu as ad-kup-pu; see Goetze, JCS 2 176. 

143. = ab:ll. Cf. OLZ 14 385. The broken space in 
King's copy of B xi 132 hardly seems large enough for as 
large a sign as KA. A comparison of this space, however, 
with the space similarly required in the lines which follow, 
creates the impression that the broken spaces in these lines 
(as drawn in CT 24 43:132 ff.) indicate a slightly shorter 
break than was actually on the tablet. Instead of as-ka-pi, 
A xii 66 gives LÚ.MUG; but this seems to represent a scribal 
mistake for LÚ.ASGAB because MUG seems to have had no ties 
with the askapu profession (for ASGAB, see MSL III p. 105 
line 110. 

144. The restoration is conjectured from the fact that 
the Sumerian sign for sasinnu "jeweler" is ZADIM. 

145. The name seems to be a variant for dEn.tùr; cf. KAV 
43 i 26. 

146. = ab:13. A xii 68 gives LÚ.ENGAR instead of ik-ka-
ri. The traces of the final sign in the name in B xi 135a 
resemble a sign like SU, or possibly Mtg. 

148. = ab:7. B xi 137: me-qi-ri. See Meissner, OLZ 13 
102. 

149. = ab r. 1. See Meissner, OLZ 13 102. 
152. A xii 74: ,ma-me-tu. 
153. The sign DIM is written RAB X GAN in lines 153-155, 

157; but it becomes evident that RAB X GAN is merely a 



dAl-la-tum, V 213-216, 226-234  

dAl.ma.nu , IV 283  

dAl-mu, VI 128  

dAl.rxl.[x], y 263  

dAladx(KALxBAD).ga6 .ga, I 276  

[d](ruml.bi.sag )ALAL,  

d" AIA1N, I 20-21  

d(Bl.se.ba )ALAbi, III 109 

d"AIAM, IV 177 

dAlam.zu.[ne].rne-, VI 194  

dAlim.òân.da, II 1449  

dAlim.dara2'  III 228  

Alim.nun.r_a, II 148  

dAlim.si.ki , II 150  

dAm, A42  

dAm.ma.an.ki , II 131, Al20  

dAma.âb.zi.kur.ra, V 215  

(du.ba.ad )bad, II 39 dAma.du10 .  

dAma.4.a, II 118  

dAma(a.ma.21U.ru) . GI.LfL.! tir, V 150  

d 	..(gu.ru.us ) A„ia.gurus 	.e.ne, V 145  

dAma,. (tu) KA.an.ni.si , V 184  

dAma. rkùl .[ta], V 268  

dAma.me.dib, I 299 
 

(d)rAma.me.til,:-IV 180  

dAma.nir.an.na , II 121  

dAma.nun.si , IV 150  

dA.tur, II 105 

A.zi.da.mú.a, V 252 

dA.(x), VI 260 

dA( 	) , II 376  

d(re3` l)AB, I 159  

dAb.ba , II 268  

dAb.k&r,: :III 6; A34 . 

Ab.kú.ga , V 156 

d11b .  lu. lu, III 7; A35  

Ab.na.ar .bu, III 29 

[ dAb.ta.giir  gi4 ), IV 144  

dAb.ú, V 54, 60  

dAb.ú.ki. dSE.IiI.f!G, III 89  

dAb.ú.  nu)nun..:n (nu.un) .du8 .äu8 , III 90  

d•AB(a)  .rxl . [x.x], V 18  

dAb:[ 	), II 382  

dAd.dul0 .nun ,  1 273  

dAd.gi4 .gi4 , II 94, III 167  

dAâx(ZA-tenû).gìr.h_s, I 140  

dAd.níg.[ 	], VI 265  

dAd.[x.x), VI 263  

CAdad, III 283a, VI 157  

dAdad(I4), VI 191, A48-58  

dAG, II 242; A114  

[ dAga].r"lkù, II 200 

dAl-la-mu, VI 1 29  

158  
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	 Index 	 Index 
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d  A, III 199 
n 

d [A), V 21  

dA.a, III 126-134; A45-47  

dA . ba, II 369  

dA.ba4 .ba4 , I 311  

dA.ba4 .ba4 .sig5 .ga , I 312  

[ dA.ba.3u.su), Iv 143  

dA.ba.[x], VI 261  

dA.BAD.an.ki , III 125  

d  A .BI, V 307  
ro  
d  A.bu.ub.la. rabl , VI 174  

[ dÄ.dam).kú, II 81  

dA.di.ku5 , VII 74  

dA.diku5 .mah, VII 75  

dA.di.ku5 .ge , VII 76  

dA.di.ku
5
.sge.gal, VII 77  

dA.di.ku5 .sge.mah, VII 78  

dA.di.ku5 .se .usgun, VII 80  

dA.di .ku5 .un.m, ''III 79  

dA.diri.ga , VII 73  

dA.diri.mah, VII 72 

dA(é ' rù)  .EDIFY, II 315  

dA.g.gió.dull .ga , II 53  

A.ga.ni, 1 335  

dA.gi.ir , III 181 

[ dA.gi1] .r.a, II 219  

dA.GI i.r",a.na .uS, III 77  

dA.GIM.sial . .esg , III 76  

dA.gúb.ba , I 354 

dA.hé.LUL, 1 55  

dA(e) .kid, III 120  

dA(e) .la.gé, III 135  

dA.1a.KAL.ki , A95  

dA.la.la , I 18  

a-ku-si-tu, IV 133  

dA.ma, II 43  

dA.mah.tuk, III 63  

dA-nu, VI 152, 186; A3  

dA-nu-bu, VI 236  

dA-nu-um, I 1, 3-23  

dA.nu_n.na, VI 311  

dA-nun-na-ku, VI 311  

[ d' A]-rpa 51 .[dun]; II 211  

dA.ra.zu, VII 93  

dA.ra.zu.gal, VII 94  

dA.ra.zu.mah, VII 95  

dA.ra.zu.sge.ga , VII 96  

dA.ra.zu.ge.se .ga1, VII 97  

[ dA).rrul.ra, II 25  

dA.•.(e.sü)sù, III 231  

dA.^â.nu.^i4 .a, IV 148  

dA.rta l.nar.an , IV 183  

dA.tu.gl.la , II 104  

dA.tu.uri.ki , IV 272 
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dAmLsgg.nu.di, I 46  

dAma..sudx(KAxsU).d.imin, IV 151 

d"AhíA.<SA>.GAE(!) .DÚ, III 194  

dAma.gu.hal.bi , V 183, 189  

dAma. tur, Y 181  

dAma.TUR.ma , V 255  

dAma.ú.tu, V 182  

dAma.. ú. tu. an . ki , I 28  

dAma..ú.tu.da, II 38  

d  Amar. dEn.zu, III 51  

dAmar. dEn.zu.na , III 254 . 

dAmar.ra.a.zu, III 41  

dAmar.ra.h4.6.a, III 42  

dAnar.suba(ZAÌ^üS), III 84  

An, I 1-2  

<d>An.  (a.an.bu) bu I 204  

dAN.KAL.da.ra.kar.ra, VI 189  

An.ki, I 3  

dAN.r.:ar.tu, II 292, VI 257  

<d>Air . mar . tu, A103  

<d>An.me.a, II 117  

rdl(a.nu)An.na, IV 252  

dAn.ra.hi.li.ba , III 56  

Gd
>An(a) .ni, II  41  

<d>An.ni.uru2 (ú.ru) .gal l  II 42  

<d>An.nisaba.gal, I 321  

Index  

An.sr, 1 8  

An.sgr.gal, I 6  

[d]An.ta.sur.ra, I 80  

An-tum, 12-23, 29-31  

dAn.za.kâr, A21  

Anu(AN), Al-12  

dAra(a.ra) , II 298  

dAsar.alim, II 189  

dAsar.alim(A+IGD -G1R), A109  

dAsar.alim.nun.na , II 190  

dAsar.lú.hi, VII 66  

dAsar(URUxIGI).lú.hi, II 185; A108  

dAsar(a.sa.ru) .re, II 188  

[d)"AS, II 403  

dAs.an.ta, II 125'  

dAS.dah, 1365  

dAsg.im(im) .babbar, III 26  

As.<5fm>.babbar.ra, A38  

ag-[ka-i-tu], IV 117  

dAS.pw4 .hug, II 100  

dA3`-ra-[tum], VI 258-262  

dAs-gir.gi4 , II 68  

dAg-ta-me-er, IV 284  

dMga b . [ . 	].e, II 371  

dAt-mu, VI 13  

dAt.ti, VI 215  

Index  

dBa.as.mu , V 278  

dBa.ú, V 50, 58, 62  

d(ha.ni.is )BAD, III 270  

d(na-aq-bu)
BAD,  II 168  

d(na.aq.b0B...,; 
 III  268  

d(su.la.at )BAD  
III 69  

dBAL. (pa. pa(!).. 
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